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EARLY YEARS AKD IEPLUENCBS. (T 1660-1687.1

Samuel Rutherfurd was born about

\
the ^ear

TT
1660.j Nisbet

in the parish of Crailing was almost certainly the place of his birth.
There are two conflicting statements regarding his parentage.

McWard,
«

his amanuensis and student, says he was a "gentleman by extraction".
Wodrow writes, "he was of poor but honest parents".
probably between these two.

The truth lies

McWard f s stated intention in the preface

to Joshua fiedeyivus is to recall to the nobility and lairds the part
played by their fathers in the establishment of covenanted religion, in
order that they may be persuaded to support the covenanting cause.
This propagandist objective, coupled with the hero worship of a student,
for a teacher, and of a covenanter for a martyr, not unnaturally causes
him to claim Rutherfurd as a gentleman-by extraction.

Wodrow, on the

other hand, th£ ! exalter of the faithfulness and steadfastness of the poor,
the humble and the oppressed, under'the persecution of an apostate
nobility, with a Scotsman's sentimental admiration for the success of
v
*
independent poverty, claims him, without two much regagd for fact, as
being of poor, but honest parents. , It is more than conjectural, that
f

he belonged to the class of yeoman farmers or f bonnet lairds'.'
r-*

There

seems good reason for believing that his parents, even in a Scotland of
depreciated currency and bad economic conditions, due to the loss of
French and Flemish trade, were, if not affluent, at least comfortably
circumstajTiced.

The fact that his mother resided with him in Anwoth,

and that none of his brothers seems to have inherited property in Nisbet,
suggests that his father was a rather 'weel to do' tenant farmer, whose
property was shared by his family on his demise.
hitaself, despite the poor stipend in Anwoth

Rutherfurd

Anwoth, his exile to Aberdeen, the expense of his stay in London,
never oncee refers to a personal need of ready money.

Cn the

contrary he is able to afford two Edinburgh doctors for his wife
in Anwoth, his library even then was a good one, and despite the
vicissitudes of his fortune, his will is not that of a man in
straitened circumstances.

On the whole it may be gathered that,

if he was not born with the proverbial silvei spoon in his mouth,
it was at least one of good Scots pewter.
There is no evidence as to where Rutherfurd received his
education.

His only reference to the place of his birth suggests

that it was lacking in cultural and religious facilities^

Murray's

inference that he was schooled at Jedburgh seems feasible.

From

there he went to Edinburgh in the yeai 1617.
Theyultimate object of his early studies at the University
are^uncertain.

Law may have been his intention.

a mind with a legal and casuistic bent.

His works show

He is the one Scottish the-

ologian to venture into the realm of pure law, as divorced from its
ecclesiastical aspects (vide *Lex Rex").

He himself says his youth

was not by any means religious, but this is in his characteristic
strain of rhetorical self depreciation.

Letter LXI written in

late July, 1636 states that for sixteen years he has desired to
suffer for Christ.

This would date a "conversion" or call about

1620, or 1521 as he was nearing graduation (1621).

From this time

he uecame set on the ministry and his appointment to the Regentship
of Humanity afforded him further opportunity of study for it.
1.

Letter 334.

3.

In 1623 he secured this charge, although,in the examination,
he had Jufi the opinion of the judges shown inferior Latinity to
another competitor.

"The whole regents out of their particular

laaowledge of l.Ir. Samuel 7oitherfurd demonstrated to them his preeminent abilities and virtuous disposition wherewith the judges
declared him successor to the regentship of Humanity. n

Principal

Boyd's influence, for although deposed he continued resident in
Edinburgh, may have helped in Rutherfurd's election.
"In the end of this year" (1625) writes Crawford "Mr.
Samuel Rutherfurd, Professor of Humanity having given some scandal
His tenure of
in his marriage, was forced to demit his charge* n
office was brief.

Round these words centre the whole controversy

of the "Rutherfurd scandal*.

Many with more flair for the dramatic

than taste for the critical have held him guilty, while revering
him as a second Augustine.

Yet the only objective evidence that

can be adduced is an accusation by Principal Adamson whieh is never
minuted as proved.

In the Records of the Town Council of Edinburgh

February 3rd, 1626 appears "Forasmeikle as it being declared by
the Principal of the College that Mr. Samuel Rutherfurd, regent of
Humanity has fallen in fornication with Euphame Hammiltoun and has
committed ane great scandal in the College and likewise has since
divestit himself from his charge therein, therefore, electis and
nominates........ to convene ......... for depriving of the said
Regent gif any scandle shall happen to fall

furth his person . w

Adamson the accuser was a member of the Court party, ancbanxious to/
1.
£.

Crawfurd, History of Edin. Univ. 96-7.
n 103-4.
»
n
»
Crawfurd,

4.

to get rid of a colleague who since the advent of Boyd had been increasingly outspoken in his comments on the prevailing system.

The accusation

follows close on the conflict between. Bobt. Rankine, Regent of Philosophy
I
^
Rankine
and Rutherfurd over the precedence of their respective chairs.
was a 'die hard 1 Episcopalian and creature of Sir John Hay, Clerk Register,
2
that "slave to the Bishops and the court",, There was thus motive for
getting rid of him.

Adamson probably made Rutherfurd's marriage without

his knowledge and consent alongj/with some idle rumours the grounds of hibs
charge.

The later practice of the Presbyterians themselves in indicting

the Bishops showed how easily such ill-founded charges could be made,
used and acted upon.

This specific charge was never minuted 8s proven.

The Town Council records of March 29th, 1636, cites,
* ** the same commission
of investigation , meeting "for the trial and planting of the Regent
of Humanity in place of Mr Samuel Rutherfurd who has made demission of thte
same".

There is no reference to guilt, and no formal deprivation.

Thos. Crawfurd is reported to be "both meitt and qualified for the charge".
Crawfurd in his History himself adds "according to the wonted bounty of
the city, Mr Samuel Rutherfurd had an honest gratification at his demission*
Such would hardly have been paid to one notoriously 'scandalous 1 .

A

fair interpretation of the evidence would be that Rutherfurd, vexed by
contention with his colleagues, and resentful of their intrigue, resigned
in disgust.

The subservient Town Councilv.Which had let Boyd go, were

only too glad to have him gone on any pretext and salved their conscience
with an'honest gratification 1 and the omission in the second minute of a
charge they could not and did not substantiate.
1 Crawfurd, History of Edinburgh Iniversity.103-4.
2 Balfour's Annals,11,193.

5.

Any other evidence clears rather than condemns him.
Admittedly, his appointment to the ministry is not a sure proof of his
innocence, for the sentence and subsequent procedure of the Church in
dealing with this specific sin depended on the character of the guilty
and mayhap on the influence of his friends.

William Wedderburn of

Bathelny in 1642 was accused of fornication, confessed, was deprived
and admitted to make repentance by the Synod of Aberdeen.

At the next

Synod, October,1642 "he gat oversicht to teach and preach here and there
I
He
but thai would nocht admit him to serve at the cuir of any Kirk*1
was reponed by the subsequent General Assembly to serve at any Kirk he
2
Baillie cites
could procure and became minister of Strathdon in 1643.
3
the case of James Houston , "a Pious and very zealous young man11 who
falls into fornication after admission to Glassford.

He was deprived,

became an army chaplain anfi had his return suited by Glassford.

This

the Presbytery opposed but were overruled by the Synod, moved thereto by
Dickson.

The Assembly upheld the Presbytery's decision, but did not

He was admitted to Houston in
prevent him from procuring another charge.
4
Calderwood and Baillie state other causes of
1644 but deposed 1647.
deposition ad vitam for this fault.

Prom the foregoing it would appear

that his admission to the ministry can neither prove nor disprove his
guilt, except that if he had been guilty some record or tradition or
sentence and repentance would surely have been preserved, such being
necessary before his admission to a charge.
1
2
3
4

Spalding, History of the Troubles, Vol.II,133.
Fasti,Vol.VI.
Baillie, Letters,Vol. 11,96.
Fasti,Vol.Ill,153.

Evidence of a more positive nature comes from Baillle.cvr In 1637 writing in direct reply to a query of Spang concerning
Rutherford, he says" the man is godly and a pretty scholar.'1

He was

then "by no means favourable to Rutnerfurd'& opinions, and had, he known
anything "scandalous" he would have narrated it.

There is no such

Further, neither the Bishops, nor Maxwell his most violent

mdntion.

antagonist, nor any of his opponents (and he had many in his tempestuous political and polemical life) ever name him scandalous, or
fornicator.

In these days a controversialist with a past seldom got

50

off A lightly.
The circle of Rutherfurd's Edinburgh friendships precludes
the idea that it was

one in which he would fall into such a sin, or

which would tolerate a man avowedly scandalous:-

Baillie Fleming of

Leith, John Llein, William Rigg of Athernie Baillie of the city,
who "had the spirit of a magistrate beyond many being a terror to all
evil doers." )

Boyd of Trochrigg, Lord Craighall even then con-

nected with the University.

It is even more improbably that he would

have "dealt with" them in tae hortatory even rebuking style of his
later letters to them, if they had known him as a scandalous man, or that
they would have written to him in the respecttful manner they did.
Murray in Appendix B of his biography gives the registry of the birth
of Futherfurd's child t with Andrew Stevenson as a witness, April 14th,
16E6.

Concrete evidence of fault there could not be, for that opposer

of the

Perth Atricles would have ceen no witness to a child born, or

Soneeived in sin.

References to his own sinful youth throughout his

letters may be discounted as rhetorical self depreciation, but letter
LX1 already quoted as expressing his desire"to suffer for Christ"
Livingston "Characteristics". S&iect Biographies, Vol. 1.
1.

7.

from 1620, states a strange amoition for a fornicator.

Finally

there is the phrase in Letter CLX11 in which he confesses his sinfulness "except for open outbreaking, n
The charge "brought against Rutherfurd was of the same category
as many of those brought against the Bishops in 1638.

When he resigned

in disgust, or despair, the object of getting rid of him was achieved,
and the charge dropped.

The experience deepened that curious intro-

version of nis mind, which though it poured itself out to others is
often in reality engaged in building an inward heaven for itself, indeed
he encourages such a practice in his hearers.
feeling

He could write with

in 1630 "Innocence and an upright cause is a good advocate

before God."
What was the early speculative theological and ecclessiastical
environment in which Rutherfurd lived?
Edinburgh nad no long tradition.

Founded in 1582 the College of

What tradition there was, was only

mildly Presbyterian, certainly Brastian.

Rollock, the first principal

was "a man of good conversation, a powerful preacher, but simple in
matters of Church government." 2
was of like nature.

Charters(1600-1620 ) who followed

Sands was incapable (1620-1621).

Boyd who

imported too L'elvinian ideas lasted five months till James VI "outed"
him.

Adamson his successor taught orthodox Calvinism and kept his

place in 1638 by siding with the Presbyterians to the disgust of his
previous allies,

l!itchel and^ankine.

was "uncalvanistic".

It cannot be said this tradition

Calvin had counselled submission to princes, had

approved of the "superintendants" and had on more than one occasion
rebuked the French Protestants for taking the law into their own hands.
1.
Letter 12.
2.
Calderwood - History of the Church.
3.

Hailes Memorials.

Pages 35-7.
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8.
It was the introduction of the specifically French interpretation
of the Genevan doctrine and practice into the Scottish Church that had
caused the clash between Church and State.

The author of the "De Jure

Regni" learned its doctrine in Paris from Protestant
Paris Andrew Melville studies.

and Catholic.

In

His later teaching years were spent in

' N
'
' "^
Geneva but "La Geneve
protestante
n f y a pas eu importation de Geneve
en
I
Prance, il y a eu exportation de France en Suisse".
From France, not

Geneva, came the 'platform f of Church government by courts, which he
gave to the Scottish Church.

"Les proteatants sont les plus anciens

republicans francais," writes Vienot.
A more conservative historian
^>
writes, "Suivant nous les Reformes n'ont fait qu'introduire dans I'ordre
politique ce qui existait deja pour eux dans 1'ordre ecclesiastique, car,
de meme qu'ils avaient des consistoires, des colloques, des synodes
provinciaux, et des synodes nationaux, ils ont eu des conseils provinciaux
des assemblees provinciales, des assemblees de cercle et des assemblees
2
generales"
From these the relation of democracy in Church to democracy
in state is patent.

James saw it.

'Presbyterianism 1 came

France;

He knew the source from which

he knew it had for the time being

achieved a democratic and political independence which made it a state
within a state.

He was, therefore, consistent in his ov/n political

theory of opposing it resolutely.
Yet the recrudescence of ultra-Calvinism at the end a>f his
reign was materially, if indirectly,helped by James himself.

The exile

which he forced on the leaders of the Presbyterian party was spent by
many of them in France.

To France went many of their sympathisers,

including Robert Boyd of Trochrig.

The France of HenryIV was abundant

in free controversy of religious matters.
1 Vie*not. Histoire de la Reforme Francaise, 284-5.
2 Anquez. Histoire des Assemblies Politiques des Reformes de France,445.

9.

The Paris controversies and pamphlets of De Uoulin and Suarez and
other protagonists of their respective causes, developed the technique
and form of the later Scots and English ecclesiastical pamphlet.
"Peu a peuw writes Pannier n se fonue une sorte de tradition il y aat
S
en Sorbonne et dans les couverits d'une part, dans les acadamees
protestants d'autre part, une sorte de cours pratique d'apologetique
ou 1'on apprenait a repondre de telle maniere a telle question."
The quaint titles of pampnlet and counter pamphlet, with reply "duply"
and ntriply'f , the discursive system of question and answer, the
prevalence of syllogistic verbal form at the expense of clear thought,
the use of "testimonies*, all to oecorae commonplace of Carolinian
religious polemic, had their origin in France.

The Scots who returned

came back with the arrows of controversy pointed and shaped, and their
quivers full.

Even the Scots at home had their armoury refurbished,

for the correspondence of Boyd and others shows a constant interchange
of thought on matters ecclesiastical between the Scots in France and
those at home (vide appendices to v;odrow's Life of Boyd).

The

influence of the French Protestant colleges of Montauban, Saumur Sean and
Bie on Scottish post-Beformation thought has yet to be sufficiently
estimated.

Even Leyden in the early seventeenth century with Du

loulin, Du Jon and Duneau showed strong French influences.
Eutherfurd's life as student and regent was spent in these
The

.atter years of James with their growing atmosphere of polemic.
act of controversy was engouraged as an academic exercise.

£

Tien criticising his later works for their too polemic form, it is to
ie remembered he was mentally fashioned in the crucible of it.
. Pannier. L'Eglise Refornee de Paris, pae-e 238.
Crawf/rd. Hist, of Edin. Univ.

1C.

Though ecclesiastical subjects were forbidden in public, it is
impossible to relieve they were not discussed in private.

Rutherfurd's

work early shows acquaintance with the controversy of Suarez and
Du Moulin (Molineus).

His polemic method is that imported from France,

his logic the logic of Ramus.

His work shows the he, along with, the

keenest of his contemporaries in Glasgow and Edinburgh is thoroughly
acquainted with all the questions speculative ecclesiastical and
doctrinal, mooted in the French Protestant Colleges (e.g. the Tilenus
"heresy", vide Life of Boyd appendices.)

Although the Synod of
/ \
Dort was to condemn Arminianism in 1619, it was not a"cause celebre"
in Scotland till fifteen years later.

The harder Calvinism resultant

from that controversy, emphasised by Dutch theology, thus came to
Scotland a decade later than this.
than added to existing Calvinism.

It confirmed and hardened, rather
It destroyed a freer evangelical

note which the Scots had not yet lost, and which is found in Dickson,
Blair, Livingstone, Rutherfurd in their early years despite their
controversial.

This nolte can be traced through Robert Boyd of Trochrig

to the Hugenots of France.

These men effected the religious

revival

in Ayrshire and the South ?/est (1625-30), supported the cause of private
"meetings" in the subsequent assemblies and formed the more evangelical
group in the Presbyterian party.
of Boyd.

They were all pupils or collegues

A study of the "Fasti" shows that all of Boyd's students

(1615-1623) were with two or three exceptions firmly Presbyterian,
some survived to be "outed" at the Restoration.

Of these students

the slight majority incline to "Protester" rather than "Resolutioner*,
and perhaps naturally for Glasgow men, the largest proportion of them
settle in the S6uth west.

Boyd, himself a native of it, was therefore

11.
an indirect factor in the growth of "ultra-Presbyterianism" there.
Rutherfurd was a student of 3oyd f s for the five months of
his Principalsuip.

His appointment to the regent ship was slightly

subsequent to Boydfs dismissal from Office.

But this only increased

his respect for him , Of Boyd Baillie writes *Si quando in se laxasset
(nam neque omnium hominum neque omnium horarum homo fuit) humanissimae
1
comitatis, et apud familiares aliquando leporis erat, etiam festivi*
Livingstone says that "'Although he was a man of sour like disposition
and carriage I always found him so kind and familiar as made me wonder."
"His learning was ao great that all his quotations from the Greek
fathers which were frequent
heart, and never made

and sometimes very long, he repeated by

use of any note except an extraordinary long

passage out of Chrysostom.**

None would have been more calculated

to appeal to the mind and spirit of Rutherfurd than the austere
scholarly, yet kindly Boyd.

It may be noted lie remained in Edinburgh

two years after his demission of office.

He was according to Row

very popular in the town, probably in that very circle in which
Rutherfurd moved.
To Boyd during, and probably even after his Principalship,
Rutherfurd owed Ais introduction to the Protestant theology and controversy of France.

None in Scotland possessed the former's knowledge

of continental thought, gained by a decade and a half of teaching in
Montauban and Saumur.
1.
2*
3.

Boyd. Preface to Comm. on Ephes.
Livingstone. Autobiography.
Wodrow. Life of I3oyd.

2

12.

The soteriological views of Pisaator and Tilenus, although they
post-dated those of Arminius, early attracted attention in Scotland
•*

(vide correspondence of Boyd & WElsh. Appendices Wodrow, "Life of Boyd)
because of their French origin the controversy of Du Moulin with the
latter, and the report that Andrew Melville inclined to them.
held that

Tilenus

only the sufferings of Christ on the Cross were imputed for

nan's righteousness.

There were several variants of the doctrine.

Boyd in his commentary on Ephesians (791 - 796) upholds Du Moulin,
that all Christ's sufferings, life and obedience are imputed*

It was

his view which Rutherfurd maintained in the Westminster Assembly.

He

inherited also his extreme predestinarian and supra-lapsarian theology,
in contradistinction to the infr-lapsarian Melville.

Boyd's sources

were Augustine Ambrose,Bernard, the Fathers, rather than the Reformers.
(In his commentary Aggustine is quoted 120, Bernard about 50, Ambrose
about 50 tines, Calvin 5, Luther once.)
with a little

To these sources Rutherfurd,

more respect for the Reformers,followed him.

On the demission of his Principalship in Glasgow, Boyd writes
n l am resolved more and more not to change, or alter myself any jot of
custom, ceremony, or discipline, ujjtil the whole kirk of this kingdom,
freely, willingly, uncompelledly, resolvedly, and peacably receive and
embrace them with full contentment and approbation,... also to tell and
teach my hearers what is my judgement therin with greater freedom and
plainess than I ever did.*

If he taught in such a spirit in Edinburgh

, there is little doubt concerning the fountain of Rutherfurd's antiepiscopal "anti-ceremonial" zeal.

A certain timidity was to keep Boyd

during his lifetime from publishing his views on Church and State, or
frpm even expressing them fully.
Life of Boyd.
wodrow.

But in his posthumous Commentary his

13.
Exposition of Ephesians, 6,

1 - 10
~* is significant*

*Deinde leges

humanas proprie ao directe conscientas humanas non obligare sed Dei
legem duntaxat; .......

Immo quod hic/innuit Apostolus, meminerint

reges et principes, se Dominos tantum esse secundum carnem.

Non autem

Ecclessiae Capita Rectores Judices in rebus conscientiam."

Perhaps

some of the whispered perplexities of Boyd find ultimate resonant utterance in the brilliant political apothegms of the "Lex Rex."
13oyd was the "Father" of the more evangelical group of the
Covenanters.
if not

In this connection one may note that he was tne encourager

instigator of the "private conventicle,"- a custom prevalent of

necessity amongst the French Protestants, resident in Catholic territoryHe certain-

but one which under oppression might spring up in any land.

AS early as 1619 he was present with the
2
and in 1624 was
veteran Robert Bruce at such a meeting in Monkland,

ly^ostered it in Scotland.

before the Council for holding such meetings.

Livingstone, Blair, and

others of his students carried the practice to Ireland^

Dickson

and Rutherfurd used it in Scotland, the latter defending it in a treatise.

All four supported it in the Assemblies at which it was condemned,

Bianifesting, like their principal, fervent evangelism coexisting with
their extreme Calvinism.
Two others of Rutherfurd's colleagues may be mentioned.

In

Andrew Stevenson, regent of Humanity, and regent of Philosophy, he found
a kindred spirit.

To both alike tne Perth Articles were anathema.

Andres Ramsay, regent of Divinity was of different sort.

A "moderate"

Oalvinist, a temporiser in ecclesiastical affairs, llutherfurd yet seems
to have respected nis learning, and retained enough affection
1*
2.

Commentary on Sphesians
394.
Calderwood IV.

904 - 5.

for him

14.

to keep up a correspondence from Anwoth.
On more than one occasion
Ramsay informs him of afffrars in Edinburgh, and manages some matters
for him there.

He may have "been endeavouring to stand on both sides of

the ecclesiastical fence.

Both parties accused him of it, "but Ruther-

furd's friendship seems to argue a measure of sincerity in him.

A

teraporiser was not then popular, and his unpopularity soured him.
Neither of these two were great enough intellectually to leave any
permanent impression on Rutherfurd's thought or character.
THE LOGAE PROPAGANDIST.

1627 - 1636.

Samuel Rutherfurd's GrAlloway ministry is -typical of the ways
and means "by which Presbyterian principles and politics were spread
in the parishes of Scotland between 1625 - 1650, the years in which
Scotland became definitely Presbyterian throughout*

That a state

may, and must, impose religion on its people was the dogma of the
Presbyterian party from Knox to Rutherfurd, but they were painfully
aware that such an imposition did not ipso facto* make the people
religious.

The pages of Calderwood, the records of the early assemblies

are full of "grievances" at the ignorance, immorality backsliding of
/
the people, the lawlessness of the lairds, the luck of "guid and godly"

men to bring about a better state of affairs.

The only remedy was

concentrated evangelisation, and since for its protagonists Presbyterianism was a form of ecclesiastical government 'with defined civil relationships, evangelism concurred with propaganda.

The grave fault of

Episcopacy was not that it was an imposition - so was Presbyterianism,
and only subsequently did eaclq&evelop the theory of n jus divinum" to
justify their own imposition by the civil power and damn the others but that as a religious system it made little effort to raise the

15.

spiritual or intellectual level, or better trie condition of
the common folk.

It produced preachers and scholars.

Donne, Hooker,

Cudworth, Taylor, Fuller, Tillotson and many more, but the pastoral
curate was often a Parson Adams little above the level of his floe}:.
Years later the satire of Swift, Fielding and Addison, and the advent
of Y.esley manifests episcopacy's failure to heighten England's spiritual
life by a respected pastorate.

Law Mathieson and Lord Tweedsmuir,

the panegyrists of the early Scottish episcopate, when dwelling on the
moderation of Spottfcswoode, the scholarship of Forbes, the piety of the
Bishop of Argyll omit tnat while tiie life of the Scot at this time was
1
"nasty, brutish and short"
these men did little to improve it.
In
1636 Charles rebuked the Bishops for their remissness in planting
schools in the parishes, which had been ordered by the Privy Council
in 1616 and enjoined by Parliament in 1633. p
The reluctance of the
heritors to provide funds may be pleaded in their defence, but the
?
Presbyterian succeeded where they failed.
Burnet's statement of the
Bishop of Argyll nthat he caused churches and schools to be everywhere
foundedn quoted by Lay Llathieson 3 is not verified by the facts.
(cf. Fasti, Vol. IV)*

Whatever the Presbyterian party achieved, or

failed to achieve in the years between 16£5 and 1660 they endeavoured to
raise the mental, moral, spiritual, and social condition of the people
by "planting1 the parishes with a pastor and a schoolmaster.

1.
2.

Buchan. Life of Kontrose.
Politics and Religion in Scotland.

3.

Mackinnon.

Vol. I.

338.

Social and Industrial History of Scotland.

173.

16.

There was now a more plentiful supply of men ready for the
ministry, or in it*
farmers).

Many of them came from the "people" ("burghers or

They had grown up in a Protestant and Calvinist generation

and had been trained in Scottish Universities.

Perhaps they were

therefore, more apt to know and appeal to the people than men like
Bruce and Boyd, Who, a little overlearned, still retained some of the
stiffness of the seigneur under the Geneva gowav
ministry was

Tfce Presbyterian

now becoming increasingly democratic in personnel.

A

political wmistake n of Charles I was to them the opportunity of using
the means and developing the method of their ecclesiastical propaganda.
The Ac"5/bf Revocation destroyed the Episcopate which it was
meant to serve.

So long as the cishops and uieir ministers were content

to remain n tulchans", so long was episcopacy safe.

Cherries 1 attempt
»

to erect the ecclesiastical benefices into something of thCir former
well, being, ruined it.

Menmuir's "Constant Platt" of 1596 became

substantially law in an act of James VI 1617, whereby a minimum of
500 merks.and a maximum of 800 merks.stipend . was made payable to the
pastor from the teinds of every parish.

This left the dangerous matter

of the changed ownership of ecclesiastical lands yet unsolved.

It was

the one social , economic and ecclesiastical problem which Charles solved
justly, and. for his own cause .ruinously.

In 16ii5,he issued an Act of

3:fivocation annulling all grants to the prejudice of the Crown, particularly the erection of Church lands before and after the Act of Annexation
of 1587.

Subsequent proclamations in 1624 - £7 adduced as reasons;-

the provision for the ministry, education, the redress of the great
disorder and incommodities arising from tfctnds.
the fact that the secular

Amongst the latter was

holder of the ecclesiastical benefice, the

17.

"titular of the teind" could hold up the crops of the lesser laird or
tenant till teind was paid to him.

The titular acquired thus a power

over the lesser lairds and heritors which he had not before possessed.
Charles offered a fair compensation, allowed the nobles to retain all
estates except the bishops, and to hold them from the crown at a specified
rental until these should be redeemed at fixed prices.

It was further

made a principle that every man should own his teinds.

*To put that

glorious work anent the teinds to a full perfection thereof, His
Majesty with the consent of the three estates "by these present statuits
ordains and declares That thair sail be no teind soheaves or other
teiads, personage, or vicarage, led and drawn within the kingdom.

Bot

that each heritor and lyfrenter of lands sail have the leading and
drawing of thair awn teind the same being first trewlie and lawfully
valued. n 2
The value at which the heritor was to buy the land from
the titular was fixed at nine years purchase.

3

800 merks was the

minimum stipend, there was no maximum.
Charles pleased none but his fcishops.

That SD me of the

Edinburgh ministers and other episcopal partisans began to inveigh
in the pulpit against the noblemen who would not quit their teinds
did not help his cause.
depleted the no Die pocket,

Nwwer and more luxurious ways of living had
The titular's rental to tne crown was an

added ourden to many already ,ankrupt or near it, nor did ne wish to
sell the teinds and lose tne relation of pabron and client engendered
between himself and tne lesser heritor by their secular ownership.
1.
2.
34.

Ratification of Commission of Teinds of 16E7. Acts of Plmt. Carl I.
1633 Cap. 15. Scots Statutes Revised 1424 - 1707 page 96.
Ibid. Cap. 17. Page 97.
Ibid. Cap. 17. Page 97.
Row. History of the Xirk.
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The latter had no love for an increased minimum stipend and
their gratitude to Charles was not apparent.

Moreover the lesser

lairds were the most genuinely Presbyterian part of the nation.

From

them, many of that party's leaders, e.g. the L:elvilles, Bruce, Boyd,
Blair;

later Baillie, Trail, Durham, arose.

The king foolishly

left everything in doubt by txie last clause of the Act ratifying the
Commission's findings in 1627, which runs *And that his Majestic takes
in his own gracious consideratione what to doe thereanent in whole
or in part as nis Majestie in his royall wisdom sail think most
expedient and whatever his Majestic sail doe now and hereafter thereanent
sail be as valid and effectual as if the same had been particuiarlie
exprest in this present Act."
questioned.

Charles' royal widdom was often to oe

He found iiere, as l^ter with the "Ship I.Toney" a law also

just and sound of itself, tnat to touch the pocket of the landed
proprietor was to seek to rob a beehive of its store.
From now all parties in the state, except the bishops vefge
slowly to a coalition against Charles.

The immediate effect here to

be considered is that Presbyterian propoganda and preaching now enjoyed
f*^

greater freedom and encouragement than at any time since 1590.

The

greater nobles distrusting its democratic savouB had never (with a few
exceptions) warmly supported the Presbyterian faith on its own merit.
They had been content with the episcopal or semi-episcopal establishment
of James VI, especially as they still enjoyed the ecclesiastical rents
and teinds.

1.

Acts of Parliament,

Carl I.

1633,

Cap. 15,

19.
"Their opposition to the Anglicanism of Charles was largely
•-\

due to the fact that it involved sooner or later a redivision of
ecclesiastical plunder, they would vehemently oppose any church except
one which they could starve. 1*

Now begins a skurrying for "guid and

godly" men to fill tneir parishes;

and uproot all things episcopal;

men who like Rutherfurd would be unwordly enough to be content with
300 merks stipend instead of 800*
The common folk of the Midlands and Lowlands had hitherto
been more anti-Romanist than ultra-Presbyterian.

From this time they

were to be proselytised and evangelised as never before.

The

"Stewarton sickness" was to infect many parishes in the land.

The

former popular zeal against idols was to be redirected by Charles 1
folly and Presbyterian policy against the "ceremonies".

Added to this

evangelical ferwour was the inculcation of two great principles;

the

divine right of Presbytery, and later still the almost as sacred
institution of tne Covenants.

At all this tne nobility now connived

or secretly encouraged where they did not openly help.
The placing of Rutherfurd in Anwoth in the middle of 1627
Illustrates the new attitude and policy of the nobility towards the
Presbyterian preacher.

In a letter to Lady Kenmure (iii) he speaks

of her husband's "intended courses anent the establishing of a powerful
ministry in this land. 1*

The house of Kenmure (Lochinvar) was one which

had thriven on the Reformation.

Sir John Gordon of Lochinvar had

charters of ecclesiastical lands In the bishopric of Galloway and the
2
Abueoyybf
Tongland.
Although alive at the time of Rutherfurd's
^^*^""vv
induction he was a dying man and affairs had passed into the hands
1.
2.

I.iontrose.
John Buchan.
Historical Account of the House of Kenmure.
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of his son, tne laird of Rusco in Anwoth, and future Viscount Kenmure.
Spottiswoode tells that the bishopric was almost ruined by alienations
and grants for life pensions. ,

The threatened reducting of the

episcopal lands was a severe blow to the spendthrift Kenmure.

He was

at this time, and even later a timeserver of Charles, and had his
revenues not been threatened tnere would have been no "intended courses
for establishing a powerful ministry"nor a Rutherfurd in Anwoth.

His

policy is evidenced by his trying to obtain 2ohn Livingstone for the
parish of Anwoth.

The latter, already noted as an evangelical

preacher and staunch Presbyterian, had been evangelising in the South
West subsequent to the Stewarton "revival".

In April, 1686 Kenmure

offered to disjoin Anwoth for him by August.

This parish had been

joined to its neighbours by Cowper.

"The bishop to cmrry

a nobleman and gentleman consented to these unions.

favour of

I.!r. 77. Cowper

Bishop of Galloway condescendit for pleasure of his friends and allies
to unite kirks which before had been planted severally....... He united
the kirks of Kirkmabreok and Kirkdale with the kirk of Anwoth, a kirk
distint from the other two six miles of mountainous and hard way, the
parishioners lying distant in some places ten miles from it? 2
Calderwood's statement shows Kenmure and his father at this ti:ne (1622)
entirely heedless of the spiritual wellfare of their tenants and
complacently snaring the/spoil with the bishop.

Was it of this

Rutherfurd thought when he wrote to Lady Kenmure in 1633 to remind ner
husband "of the sins of his father's house"?

"He m*st reckon with

This policy was now reversedGod for his father's dtefct.*? (Letter XXX).
Fear of a wealthy episcopate whetted the noble desire for a preponderance
of Presbyterian, but poorly paid,
all the Ste^artry ?nd the rectern
1. Spottiswoode. History of the
Historv o* the
2. C-lderwood.

clergy in the Gordofc country w.iich was
third of the Shire.
Church of Scotland.
^irk 711. Brtfl_
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Anwoth was again erected a parish in the Autumn of 16£6.
however, refused the charge.

Livingstone

"They got rr he.:wrote na great deal

that worthy servant of Gjxl, Kr. SAinuel Rutherfurd."

better

Kenmure since his

meeting Livingstone in Borgue in 1626 was looking for a man who was
evangelist, Presbyterian and propoganidst, he found one who more greatly
and more violently combined these qualities, who was to becone a greater
power in the Gordon country than he himself.

Rutaerfurd, along wjjth

Lady Jane Campbell whom Kenmure married in 1628 was to

keep the latter

faithfully in these principles which he first adopted for reasons of
policy.
The means of Rutnerfurd's introduction to Kenmure was John Ker,
minister of Prestonpans, cadet of the house of Roxburghe, Protestor
of 1617, opposer of the Perth Articles, and for than confined to his
2
parish in 1624.
In letter 47 wnen negotiating for a minister for
Kirkcudbright he writes >frWe shall cause "r. John Ker who conveyed myself
to Locninvar to use meansrto-seek a.man if Lrr. Hugh fail us."

Bonar

'annotating Lochinvar as tne place, misses the whole point of the sentence.
Lochinvar was the title of Kenmure tuen only Sir John Gordon of Locninvar
as his father had been.

As will be seen later Letter XLVlllwas written

in 1633, not in 1634 as placed in the collection so triat Kenmure had
not then received nis title and was only "Locainvar."

John Ker of

Prestonpans, from his Presbyterian principles, his proximity to Edinburgh
andthis record application for a "sound" pastor is obviously tne person
concerned.

Andrev, ?amsay may have had some slight share in the matter.
The exact date of Rutnerfurd's induction to Anwoth is uncertain.

It was probably early in the latter half of 1627.
2.

A petition o^ his

Livingstone.
Autobiography. (Select Biographies, 135
Fasti. 1. 388.
"
v'
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parishioners to the General Assembly o^ 1638 giving reasons v/hy he
should not "be removed says ^r. Car.uel has servit the cuir of Anv.cth
Z
Owing oo frequent error in the placing
these eleven years by gane?
of many of the dates of his letters, that of Letter 1, June 6th 1627,
cannot "be accepted as an accurate terminus a guo.
entered without giving any erigagementto the bishop.
HcT/ard and Livingstone supports hi u

ftocLrow says he
The evidence of

The latter writes "some few "by

moyen suffered to enter the ministry without conformity."

Rutnerfurd's

views on ministerial calling and election, waich he believed should be
popular are as early stated as Letters LI and Lll.

Letter CL shows

that he counted episcopal induction an intrusion and the people the
true electors.
.induction.

He was therefore, unlikely himself to accept such

Kenmure's influence probaoly placed him without any

engagement given to Lam|>.
Ttte Field of Rutherfurd 'a early V;ork.
The field of Hutherfurd's early labours and influence was to
encampass a good part of South Y^est Scotland.

The ultra Presbyterianism

of South West Scotland from Glasgow to Dumfries was to be a prominent
factor in the ecclesiastical politics of the next seventy years.

Its

existance cannot be explained at its inception by any native religious
tempeEment, but was the result of geographic political and economic
the.

^

conditions coinciding at the "moment juste" in South West more so than
anywhere else, with an intensive Presbyterian and evangelical propaganda.
The advent of Dickson, Blair, Livingstone, Rutherfurd, and others of
Boyd's pupils, who spent much of their earlier, maybe their better,
certainly their most evangelical years in the South West, inculcating
Presbyterian doctrine, coincided with the period suosequent to the act
of Revocation.
U

Wodrow L1SS.

The "Stewarton sickness" occurred when the Mobility
Vol.42.

53.
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were most desirous of spreading the infection.
Certain subsiding nfactors" may be noted in the growth of
South 7.Testern Presbyterianism which according to a petition of the
inhabitants of Galloway (vide infra) Samuel Rutherfurd did so much to
foster and form.J
In geographic position Galloway and Southern Ayrshire was
remote and secluded, but not isolated.

Early in the fifteenth century

the English Lollard hunted from his Lancastrian home by the zealous
and politic orthodoxy of Henry V, and later of his sons "Protectors"
found an asylum in the glens of Galloway and the uplands of Southern
Ayrshire.

The Solway crossing was an easy and cuick escape.

The

Lollards of Kyle, (1494) whatever their doctrines may or may not have
been evidence a stream of reforming thought trickling into Scotland
through the bare Galloway hills,

It is notable that those districts

in which Lollardy gained strongest hold, became subsequently most
aggressive!^ Protestant;

e.g.

South Western England which suffered most

heavily under the Marian persecution, and which rising solidly for
Monmouth suffered again the "Bloody Assize*.

The track of land from

Southern Ayrshire to the coast between Y/igtown and Kirkcudbright,
the Lollard "trail" surely, became in an ultra Presbyterian country,
more than ultra Presbyterian, the home of the Cameronian and the
slaughter house of the dragoon.

Woodrow preserves the fact that some

of the latrds in that country like Gordon of Airds, ancestor ± of the
Kenmures, were traditionally Lollard.
The South '.Vest also formed an asylum for the later Scottisn
Reformer.

In the minority of Mary it was the only safe one.

North and vVlst he could hardly go for he spoke a strange
tongue to the Gael.
North east he dare not go for Huntly was Roman
Catholic and orthodox.
So Kyle again assumes its role as naa old
receptacle of the servants of God."
Wishart was to ^'lee to South
Ayrshire and preach there,
Knox followed in the winter of 1556
and also in 1562, drawn no doubt by policy and sentiment.
The first
to defy the Queen Regent, to meddle with their preachers, was a band
of Ayrshire lairds, direct descendants of the Lollards of Kyle, headed
by Chalmers of Gaitgirth, a house, still staunchly Presbyterian in the
days of Rutherfurd. 2
The political situation aided the geograpnic in keeping a
reformist tradition alive in the South V.est.
The history of Scotland
from 1400 - 1550
is a sordid story.
No great social or even political
i
movement can be seen in it, but only a nobility obeying their own whim,
in a search for power, or a grab for land, reckless of their own,
their family's or their countyy's honour.
Till the Reformation which
at least gave some of the nobles a common cause for which to fight,
even if it was only for a common ecclesiastical purse to loot, internal
politics are a vortex of feuds, jealousies and assassinations.
The
Scottish baron, as long as he had riders at his back,recked little
what they beliwed.

James V. and Beaton when they stirred the fires
of persecution only provoked a few sparks which burned and died upon
themselves.

None of the South V.estern nobles distinguished themselves by their
$eal for orthodoxy, or for Stewart royalty.
The relationship of the
1.
2.

Knox, History of the Kirk.
Letter 187,
Spottiswoode,

History of the Church*
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Stewarts with them is more than interesting.

The old Douglas

house, Lords of Galloway, had perished "by the treachery of James II.
The South Y/estern nobles were responsible for tne overthrow and
assassination of James III.

The "Assured Scots" (1542 ff) were

mostly of the South Wist and too near English Gold for loyalty to the
Scottish crown.

Holinshead quotes the Prior of Whithorn as agent in

some dealing whereby all the gentlemen of Nithsdale, Galloway and
Annandale came over to Henry's party.

What religious views the

greater nobles, such as Cassilis Glencairn and Maxwell, had, were
inclined to the reformed doctrines current in England.
raiding not religion,/was his preoccupation.

For the lesser

Perhaps the Wicliffite

and later the Reformed wheat flourished here and there in the South
West because of, and not despite, its concealment by so much armed
thistle.
Btewart orthodoxy therefore, found few to sponsor it here,
and there is little or no record of religious persecution.

What

tentative support their self interest allowed, the nooles galre to the
reformed preacher.

Maxwell, Catholic though he was moved in Parliament

that the Bible be read in the vernacular.

The Douglases to oppose

Beaton leant an ear, and Cassilis and Glencairn, both of them, to the
reformed doctrine, especially as preached by Sir Ralph Sadleyr, who
was as Lang says, very ready to suborn to the glory of God.

The lairds

followed their overlords.
There were thus, certain pre-natal conditions which favoured
the birth and growth of Presbyterian Protestantism in the South v.est.
1.

Nicholson.

Hist, of Galloway, V. i.

p.475.
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Except when a portion of tue lairds seduced thereto by Maxwell
supported Mary at Langside, their policy is consistently Protestant.
Che visits of Rough, Wishart, and Knox have been noted.

In 1557 the

Band included Glencairn, Boyd, Ochiltree and Argyll, whose arm stretched
Car down the V/est.

In 1558 occurred the defiance of the Regent by

Shalmers of Gaitgirth, showing tne lairds of South Aryshire solidly
The First Book of Discipline was signed by most of the

Protestant.

South V.'estern peers and barons, Glencairn, I'axwell, Drunlanrig, Lochinvar
»arlies, isargany;

fche lesser lairds and barons of Galloway being again

in preponderance amongst their kind in support of the Reformed faith.

£

Dhe Band of Ayr, 1562 (Glencairn, Loudon, Gaitgirth, Dalrymple, Fergushill)
iy

shows united adhesion to the cause.
Lochinvar.

Langside only temporarily detached

In 1574 comes the first hint that the opposition to Papacy

would now in the Soutji West transfer itself to opposition to Episcopacy.
John Davidson,tried for his book "Dialogue of a Clerk and a Courtier'%

withdraws to Rusco in the parish of Anwoth, a house of Lochinvar.

The

4
gentlemen of the West failed to get him pardoned and he was exiled.

From now, until the Bishops'Wars, with the exception of the
Johnstone Maxwell feud, the South West remains politically quiet,

James VI

managed his nobles as none of his fathers before him had succeeded in
doing, and gained a peace they had seldom enjoyed.

The regencies of

Moray arid Morton certainly assisted him in this, as did also the fact
that most of the old turbulent leaders were dead.
safely in the hands of the nooility;

The church lands were

of the Bishopric of Galloway,

Spottiswoode writes,*it was so dilapidated that it was scarcely remembered
to have been. n
L.
3.

Calderwood, Ti. 344. Spottiswoode 94.
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New houses like Gordon of Lochinvar, Stewart of Garlics,
McClelland of Kirkcudbright, rose on the spoils, balancing the power
of the older feudal houses.

The peace of the land, and the willing-

ness of the e&r.liei? bishops to be "tulchans" allowed James after 1690
to carry ofct his esslesiastical policy with little opposition from
his nobility, greater or lesser, Northern or Southern.
they remained tacit under the Perth Articles.

Even in 1618

That they did not wholly

assent to them appears in that half of the shire commissioners including
those of the South "rest moted against them in the Parliament of 1621.
Then followed the upheaval of the Act of Revocation, already noted.
The Act was ill advised in the bad economic state of the country,
The English alliance closed the Flemish Spanish and French markets
to Scotland, whilst England refused to open hers.

Thus there was no

outlet for the staple products of the country and circulating cash was
scarce in all classes of producers.

This made the redemptive clauses

of the Act especially burdensome on titular and heritor.

Crown

employment so much sought after was found to be not a revenue, but an
added source of expense.

Many who held Crown office suffered heavily.

(Argyll later retired to his castle to avoid his creditors, and Traquair
was driven to soliciting in the street.)
matters were even worse.

A few years after the *aot

Spalding>no enemy of Charles writes on the

the value of the small currency of the reals, *all change and tred was
taken away throu want of current money becas thes slight turnouris wis
the only money passing through all Scotland."

Galloway suffered more

than most parts of Scotland owing to a poor soil and difficult transport
1.

Spalding.

History, v.l. 235. 263,
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Taxation also hit the South West hard according to Baillie.

1! In all bygane

times our West country hath been much oppressed in taxation.

There,lands

are so high retoured that a forty merk land with us will not oft pay so
much as a two merit land elsewhere, by which means it comes that some five
or six poor shires in the West, as Ayr, Galloway, Clydesdale, Lennox and
I
There existed
Renfrew will pay more taxation than all Scotland besides".
then, in the South West, a high taxation, a nobility, new and old alike,
whose needs far outran their purse, even when enriched by the Church spoils,
a clergy which was to profit at their expense, a Bishopric, which like
others in the country had been richly re-endowed by James and Charles.
The economic motive behind the nobles' Presbyterian ardour is apparent.
Till

Amid all this, what of the common people of the district?
the Covenant, one hears their voice but little.

The early anti-Romanist

/
rioting, often for immediate loot, could hardlt be called a religious
manifestation.
religion in 1582.

Calderwood draws a gloomy picture of the state of common
Grievances are received by the General Assembly that

Papistry is spread all over the land.

"An exceeding greaij grief to behold

the true Word of God contemptuously despised by the great multitude, the
Sacraments profaned, the discipline of the Kirk set nothing by,

for

what part of the land is not a spait with the abusing of the blessed name
of God, with swearing, lies, perjury, with mercats, gluttony, drunkenness,
fighting, playing, dancing, with rebelling against magistrates, with
blood-taking, incest, fornication and adultery? 11

Records do not show the

people of Galloway any better in these respects than their neighbours.
Livingstone calls them a poor ignorant people.

Constant reference to them

in his letters, shows that Rutherfurd found the district in a low

29.
sp:ritualy moral and educational state.
This then was the field in which Rutherfurd began his labour.
It had been traditionallt Protestant, but the tradition was often limited
to the household! of the laird, v/here the Word had been preached by such a
chaplain, resident or itinerary, as he cpuld secure.

Till the accession

of James to the English Crown, the lairds lived in amity with the Episcopal
system, indifferent to the attainments of the ministry or the evil of
Episcopal non-residency.

The subsequent intensification of James's

Episcopal policy, hov/ever, did awaken in some the desire for a purer and
more 'primitive 1 faith, fostered, as before noted, by contact with French
thought.

In:"fairness, be it said, that from 1605, not a few of the land-

owners began to press foF better parish ministers, and the supply became
better.

The gap between mere anti-Romamism and Presbyterianism in the

people's faith is slowly filled.

Finally, by the Act of Revocation, tfte

search for guid and godly pastors is intensified.

The whole of the people

are carried into the movement by an intense propaganda culminating in the
National Covenant, and fulminating forth in the Solemn League and Covenant
as militant Presbyterianism.

It was the work of Samuel Rutherfurd and

men like him, which gave the people of Scotland, especially in the South
V/est, to the cause

the people, not an unruly city mob, for the peasant

of the South West remained firm in the day when an Edinburgh mob could let
him go to the scaffold as a rebel to the Merry Monarch.
<-t>
The Means of Evangelical and Presbyterian Propaganda.
Before studying Rutheifurd's work in Galloway, one may consider
the equipment of the party to which he belonged for the task before them.

30.

Ttefc great lack of the Presbyterians in the 'Twenties', was a cohesive
directorate at the head of affairs.

Boyd was a scholar and somewhat of a

recluse; Bruce was old and feeble; Dickson had been silenced, and any others
were too widely dispersed to hold convenient council.

When in 1637-38.

they achieved such a directorate, they became politically irrisistible.
At present they were a dispersed command without a GiHi'Q..

The Episcopal

party certainly possessed a G.H.£. in the Episcopate in justice to
Spottiswood, Sydserf, Maxwell, Porbes, a brilliant one intellectually.

But

the clerical rank and file were half-hearted, mercenary in support, and of
no high endowment.

The Presbyterians, on the other hand, possessed the

material of all revolutions

men of intelligence, conviction anf zeal.

In their work of evangelical and ecclesiastical propaganda, such men were
a paramount necessity.
gift to the cause.

No# a few of them, as has been seen, were Boyd's

Their more democratic origin (though th lairds were

still worthily represented among them) and their native and Calvinist
education has already been noted. * ~~Logically"they found it^impossible to
separate the Calvinist doctrine fron Calvinist discipline and the Arminian
and Episcopal attack on the former only strengthened their assertion of the
latter.
These men made full use of their forum- the pulpit, whether it was
in church, chapel, house or heugh.

For the propagandist purpose, the

spoken discourse, exegetical or hortatory, even the extempore prayer were
far more effective than a liturgy.

The Episcopalians1 lack of inspiring

preachers, their moderate outlook, their half-hearted obedience to the
dictation of Laud and Charles, destroyed them in the battle of pulpits.
The instructive exegesis of Scripture, matters of faith arid morals, as the
strife became keener, semi-political and even 'treasonable' ideas, poured
forth from the Presbyterian pulpit.
Gradually throughout the Lowlands
the people came to listen with avidity to their doctrine: the only

31.

compulsion was their own will to hear, for excomrnunicatory power then
rested with the bishop and neither pastor, session nor presbytery enjoyed
their later coercive powers.

The sermon^ of such masters of the pulpit

as Dickson, Blair, Rutherfurd, Livingstone, show them expressing great
doctrines in the simple word and homely analogy suited to the minds of the
hearer.

Dickson objected to over-elaboration in sermons, because the

"cook should bring no meat to the table, but what the men are to e.at" and
to parade of learning, "as if the cook should bring up the spit 1 and raxes
to the table, which are fit to be kept in the kitchen to make ready the
meat".

Livingstone*P instructions on the art of composing sermons might

still be practised with profit by most ministers.

The Scottish preachers

of this age may lack the wit of a Donne or the style of a Taylor, but they
I
While in
converted more souls.which is the specific work of a sermon.
their zeal they may exuberate on occasion, they never rave in the manner
of the later saints of the Covenant.

Their sermons were as often exeget-

ical and experiential as theological and polemic, though to neither of the
latter sort were they strangers.

By their efforts, the bulk of the people

N_>

of Scotland were won to Presbyterianism before 1638, and not terrorised
into It afterwards as some historians aver.
A custom grew up, whereby some of the ablest ministers would ^rea
preach in other parishes at Communion season, or such times as markets
when people were wonttto gather.
seem to have been in great demand.
constantly kep^ lit

Blainji Rutherfurd, Livingstone, DicVpon
The flame of Presbyterianism was cost

at its fiercest torches.

After the Stewarton

revival, the value of such meetings impressed itself on the Presbyterians
and the practice established itself firmly.
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The unwillingness of the "bishops to "place" young men of
Presbyterian leanings gave rise to a great deal of itinerant preaching.
Blair was charged with it "before the Council.

Men like Livingstone and

Gillespie, unable to find a change, moved here and there, settling for a
little as chaplain under the protection of a Presbyterian baron or laird
and supported by him alienating his tenants from the Episcopal cause.
Thus instead of being localised where a resident bishop might have
controlled them, they were dispersed and more easily spread the infection.
Since they moved quickly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction,it was difficult
for a non resident bishop to deal with the matter.

These nen addressed

themselves to groups of the "well affected 11 in each parish,,

organised

and forced even more of them from trie leading men in each, thus creating
local nuclei of Presbyterian thought and politics.

So important did suck

meetings become that Rutherfurd wrote a treatise (now lost) on their use.
Nor were the Presbyterians unaware of the importance of "key
positions", such as the kirk of the county town, or that situated on a
main nthrough fare*.

The letters to Rutherfurd from what directing body

existed in Edinburgh, asking him to get a sound man planted in Kirkcudbright is an instance of this, and a hundred similar little intrigues
were occupying the attention of both sides.

The years 1625-1639

witnessed a ceaseless juggling for sucn positions.
Moreover one great necessity of a party conflict t&eyPresbyterians possessed- a definite prograra.se or "platform".

They had evolved

They
a native system of doctrine and discipline from France and ieneva.
^^e bishops
knew unanimously what they wanted, and how they wanted it.
may have known Charles* "Wants 1* but most of the:n doubted the wisdom of
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/of them, and were at a loss to procure the fulfillment of his wishes.
They were also divided doctrinally on the Arminian question.
One has seen tne technique of the religious controversial
pamphlet developed in France.
Episcopal control prevented the Presbyterians using the press to a great extent in tne earjty years of the
controversy, but the work of Rutherfurd in his early years shows that
written "papers" were constantly circling surreptitiously.
As Charles'
power decreased,pamphlets began to circulate more freely.
Baillie in
1637 mentions "the scandalous pamphlets that come daily new from England
add oil to the flame."!
The Scots soon showed they needed little incentive to the task
of controversial pamphleteering.
Anwoth Ministry

-

the local "propagandist."

Of the year of Rutherfurd's placing in Anwoth and that subsequent
there is little or no record.
Sonar's dating of the letters is extremely
faulty, e.g. Letter XLV111 dated December, 1634 refers to the late news of
Lutzen wnich most obviously dates it December, 1632.
Other even more
flagrant errors in dating exist, waicn have to be corrected.
There are
only two letters dated 1628, and the second (Letter 111 ) by its reference
to Parliament may be considerably later.
This evidence or lack of it,
together with a reference in Letter XX (1632) to his having left the
Parish only once in four years suggests thrt he spent the years '27 '28
and '29 mainly among his congregation in the work of instruction.
It was
VY ho
Livingstone, who knew the district;Ktiad called them "a poor ignorant people"
and in Letter IV their pastor sees "exceeding small fruit of my ministry."
Jaillie.

Vol. 1.

page 23.
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The early letters snow a young man in an uphill fight, a little
v/eary in his work, but not v;eary

cf it.

To t.iese early years belongs tne drafting of the Catechism
preserved in M.S. in the Edinburgh University Library and published
in "Catechisms of the Scottish Reformation", (i:itchell.)
he refers to "That Catechism I taught you. n

In Letter CLXV1

A catechism was the first

necessity of his set task of instruction, and this one shows some signs
of being a youthful production.

Wyllie of I.orgue, a neighbouring

parish (1641 - 1646) made an abbreviated copy of it.

This suggests

that Rutherfurd established a local catechetical tradition and that
neighbouring ministers availed the.nselvea of npapers n of his catechism,
as being drawn up by the ablest theologian of the district.

Copies

probably circulated in the district long after he had left it, one of
which Wyllie possessed, used and abbreviated.
pared for parochial use.

It contains much popular analogy adapted to

explaining doctrine to simple hearers.
GoAIs providence?

The catechism was pre-

rtQ,uhat is the second work of

He setteth all things that worketh and moveth to

work, -is the rider spurring his horse, or the carpenter that moveth
his axe or saw, quhilk v/ould not move nor cut except he moved them. n
This catechism and his first published work *Exercitationes apologeticae
pro Divina Gratia" show him more interested in doctrine than esslesiastical polemic.

Of this Rutherfurd,the Archbishop Usher story might well

be true, for they both agreed in tne sound Calvinism of their doctrine.
The inculcation of this doctrine, in its rigour but also in its grace
was Rutherfurd's first and most loved work, though circumstances and
temperament were soon to make him the instigator of anti Episcopalianism
ai:d the propagandist of Presbyterian doctrine, throughout eastern
Galloway-
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The three letters dated 16^9, contain little personal history,
except the illness of his wife. The Presbyterian zealot is becoming more
I
apparent. His growing familiarity with the house of Kenmure makes him
a more out-spoken agitator against the ceremonies. By Feb.1st, he can
write charging them, '' that ye should not love these dumb masks of antiChristian ceremonies. '* To Marion McNaught (Mrs Fullerton), the wife of
the Provost of Kirkcudbright, his other correspondent at this time,he
writes in much the same strain, and informs her of John Maxwell, the
Bishop's court agent, who has procured a letter from the King, ' r to urge
conformity $o give communion at Christmas.' 1 He seems thus early to have
been kept well informed of the ecclesiastical manoeuvering of both parties
The year 1630 further matured his thought and tendencies. The
long illness and death of his wife brought a deepening of spiritual
experience, whilst almost collaterally the growing antagonism of his
opponents roused him to more violent effort against them, and stiffened
his hatred of all tilings Episcopalian. About the Nev/ Year of 1630, he
left the parish, probably to go to Edinburgh. The business may have been
his wife's illness, or he may have heard rumours of his citation to the
Court of High Commission, which occurred in May. If there he may have had
some share, along with Kenmure, in agitating and formulating the ''grievances' 1 presented by some of the nobles and burgesses, to a convention of
the Estates in July. In Ma^ he was cited before the Court of High

I

Sir John Gordon of Locliinvar and Lady Gordon are referred to as Lord
and Lady Kenmure as they are thus later known, though the peerage

was not conferred till 1633.
II Row-Historw of the Kirk. Year I6SO.
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Commission, but evaded tiie onarge through the influence of Lady Kenraure
and Alexander Colvi Me ^ g e ^ad ^y now the e-vr of Gordon and his wife.
*
Bailile, speal.;:^ politically, says, ' 'All 'the South (depended) on Keni:.are'

A

Eis closenes to tue Kenmure counsels may have prompted this early attempt
at removal by the other party.
His letters show Mm taking more active interest in the affairs
of the Church at' large. He is now ecclesiastical adviser in tiie councils
of tue ' 'godly ''party in Kirkcudbright, perhaps of Kirkcudbrightshire
a fact due no doubt to some extent ,to his known familiarity with the
Kenmures. He spares no effort to procure the election of a wortny successor to Robert Glendinning, the aged minister of that burgh. His letters to
Marion McNaught are full of negotiations and suggestions, letters X and
XII deal with an early attempt, and refer to one, ''Who would gladly have
the Lord's call for transplantation, for he knows all God's plants set
by his own hand thrive well. ' f ' ' If the work be of God, he can make a
stepping ston^e of the devil himself for setting forward the work 11 The
passage points to Blair, who /was harassed in Ireland and who visited Scotland in 1630 and 1631.

*n 1632, Blair mentions a visit to Rutherfurd and
II
Marion McNaught both of whom he wished to see
It is therefore feasible
that they had ''dealt with ' him as early as 1630, in hopes of getting
him for Kirkcudbright. Letters XI, XII, and XIII show that their ecclesiastical leanings had fomented some hostility against the Provost and
his wife involving the former in some litigation.
The Kirkcudbright affair was still engrossing his attention in
the beginning of 1631. So far efforts had proved unavailing and the only
result of them civic contention between Provost and baillies. If letter
XVI is accurate, this was temporarily smoothed out by the middle of the
I How ^ifc. of ^lair 8Iff.
II Row Life of Blair 96.

year.
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Rutherfurd himself counsels moderation.

To the Provost's wife he

writes,"the way to overcome is by patience, forgiving and praying for your
enemies".

There is much in this strain at this time, suggesting he was

working for a reconciliation in the interests of the Kirk.

Needless ,

'bickerings 1 only destroyed the cause.
He has now become the Stewartry correspondent with the Presbyterian party in Edinburgh, and is kept informed of diaries's latest innovations and any measures spiritual or temporal to counteract them.

The inform-

ation he receives is to be passed on to the 'well-affeated* with whom he
holds conclave in the houses of lairds and others supporting the cause.(XV)
His unpopularity in the Presbytery mentioned in this letter may have been
due to these 'meetings', which ministers of different doctrines would
naturally regard as intrusions.

According to his own witness, he is "most

unkindly handled by the Presbytery" and is the only sound Presbyterian
within it.(XV).The letter refers to the'English Service} King James's
Psalms, and the organ, all to be imposed upon the Church by warrant from
the King, brought up by Sir William Alexander.

The Psalms were delivered

to the Presbyteries for the subsequent peport to the diocesan assemblies.
Rutherfurd is well informed beforehand,,doubtless to make what opposition
he can.

A side light on Ramsay's f double dealing { appears.

He elicits

the news ffom Alexander and passes it on to Rutherfurd to use as he may.
He is certainly the A.R. of this letter and it is hinted that he £s being
sounded concerning a pastor for Kirkcudbright.
Later in this year, it was mooted to bring Rutherfurd to Kirkcudbright.

He counsels no haste in the matter, realising that once there,

his notoriety ifaight cause the opposition to have him'outed'more quickly,
whereas from the comparative obscurity of Anwoth, he could direct and
intrigue more freely. Lamb, some months later, promised

them
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them a man to their own mind, but not Rutrierfurd.
. His mind is becoming deeply engrossed with the Arminian controversy . A.R. inforns him of Laud's treatment of the anti-Arminian
preachers and pamphleteers. (LetterXV) Later he hears of Burton'scaommittal for such preaehimg.(LetterXVII) Episcopacy he loathed, and was trying
surreptitiously to undermine, ceremonies he hated and eschewed, but
Arminianism, which destroyed "free grace 11 and "Justifying faith", he
regarded as the heresy of the devil himself to be violently attacked and
extirpated* At this very time, John Maxwell was preaching in Edinburgh
the divine right of Episcopacy, contrary to the doctrinal opinion and
I
wishes of many of the bishops themselves. It seems that Hutherfurd fears
that the next step will be the introduction of Arminian doctrine into
the Scottish pulpit, a fear which was fulfilled two years later. Letter
XVTII shows him unusually despondenfr and pessimistic. "I am fighting
against a malicious devil of whom I can gain little ground 1 'Was that
"devil " the power of Episcopacy? Even Kenmure was failing him; the
last letter of the year contains veiled hints to his wife of Lord Kenmure* self-seeking , even apostacy.Those to her in the next year, show
himaware of a coolness which he is trying to overcome.
He now enters on the most active year of his Anwoth ministry.
He is the disseminator of political information,(XXXI) the instigator of
opposition to episcopal policy, the "manager" of burgh elect ions (XXXVT)
He still persists in the Kirkcudbright affair, his papers on the evils of
the timehave become'notour 1 . At the end of the year , he is in Edinburgh,
partly to support Fullarton in his litigation, partly on some suit of
his own(Xl*IX) T probably also to assist in prepating Presbyterian affairs
for the coming Parliament.
To reconstruct his activities at this time, Bonar's dating of t
th'p T lette'rg'TfiV W "be*"bfrmyletely rearranged .Seven of taose placed in
I Row, History o^ thp JTtrV » YeT T<"3
T ^ i-n'
J-
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The most fla-rant error

in 1654 can be dated in the winter of 1632-35.

is the Letter XEVTI which, dated December,1634, refer* to the late news
of Lutzen which was of course,November, 1632.

It is written fron EdinLetter XXXVT

btrgh, where Ritherfurd must have been at that time.

cites a request from Edinburgh that he get a well-affected commissioner
appointed from Kirkcudbright for 'the 1 Parliament.
early in 1653.

'."his is obviously

Letter XLI refers to the forthcoming visit of the King,

to the call of Hugh McKail (vide Letter XLVI), to his and the Provost'r
"business which we have now in hand in Edinburgh!1 all of which datej.it
winter 1632-33.

Letter XLIII dates at this time also.

Cramnnd to which

he is called, fell vacant in 1632, and the compromise in the Kirkcudbright
affair suggests Lamb, not Sydserf, who succeeded in 1634.

Letter ILVI.;.

refers to the King's coming, and, mentioning the success of Fullarton's
legal business, dates that matter at the latest, early 1633.
is also about this date.

Letter XLVII

There had been a project to bring Hugh McKail

to Kirkcudbright but fifcfcterXLVTI mentions one from Dickson saying he is l --In
being placed in Irvine.

As this wasjfLn the first half of 1635, the project

of bringing him to the county burgh must be in the winter of 32-33.
Purther,Rutherf&rd refers to Gordon as'Lochinvar 1 .
written in 1634, he would have used'Kenmure 1 .

If the Letter had been

Letter XLIX is good

evidence of Kenmure s luke-warmness to the cause when place hunting
before the King's visit.

In the matter of Rutherfurd and the Pullartons'

attempt to secure redress from the Episcopal party, 'My Lady saith she can
and it suiteth not her nor her husband well to speak in such

do little,
an affair. "

"I told her my mind plainly."

Some of the violence which was to mar not a little of his
later work, now becomes just visible.

He himself knew and regretted
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/regretted its presence.

"My motner hath borne me a man of

contention" (Letter LXXV, LXXX. )

As yet it is little more than open

and fearless criticism from a man who in a Presbytery minority of two
or three makes himself the spokesman of his small party.

His supposed

rancorous opposition was reported by his fellow presbyters to Spottiswood
who informed Dalgleish of Kirkmabreck of it. (Letter XLVlll)
says he is now "odious to the Bishop of St. Andrews."

Rutherfurd

It is possible

that the latter, unwilling to use strong measures, was trying to ease
the situation in Kirkcudbright and district, and somewhat still the
tongue of the agitator by a quiet hint to him through Dalgleish.
The dispute between tae Provost of Kirkcudbright and some
of his baillies over the election of a minister there, had re-opened,
and at the end of the year was the cause of a process before the Council.
Rutherfurd would seem to have been in Edinburgh to lend Fullarton his
support and counsel but from Letter XLV1 it is apparent he left before
the case was finished.

The fatter succeeded in "escaping without

discredit or damage."-

LetterXLIX refers to some suit in which

Rutherfurd is personally involved.

"In my business in Edinburgh I have

not sinned nor wronged my" party - by his own confession and by the
confession of his frineds I have gr?*n of my goods for peace and the
saving of my Lords truth from reproaches which is dearer to me than all
that I have."

Had his outspoken behaviour involved him in a claim for

damages which he settles in Edinburgh through the legal agents of each
party, to avoid public scandal?

Such seems the likeliest conjecture.

Other afffcirs also occupied his attention.

The return of the

bishops from London at this time, and their secret conclaves were giving
the fresbyterian party cause for anxiety.
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The depositions in Ireland and the return of the ministers to
Kenmure was in
Scotland especially to the South West was unsettling.
Edinburgh place hunting and Rutherfurd felt his presence needed to
keep that nobleman "sound".

A new Parliament house was being built.

It was rumoured the king would attend.
been strengthened "by a visit from Blair

All these fears and rumours had
who.jiad just returned from

Probably this visit had sent him off to Edinburgh
perplexed by the fear that"the King will not be resisted. 1* (Letter XU)

London and Charles.

No other record exists of ais presence in Edinburgh at this time
But his later letters show his widespread acquaintthan these letters.
He had appeared in Edinburgh
ance with that town's psesbyterian citizens.
in the winter of 1629 - 30, just before the Convention of Estates at which
certain grievances in relation to kirk affairs were given in by some
noblemen, barons and burgesses.

He mayjLave had some share in setting

afoot the petition which James Hay, deposed minister of Dysart, subsequently
handed to the Clerk Register before Parliament assembled.
©n his return to Anwoth, more in the councils of his party than
ever, he is entrusted with tae task of seeing that a suitable ParliamentWilliam Glendinning,
ary commissioner is appointed in Kirkcudbright.
was appointed though Rutherfurd feared he lacked skill add authority.
There can be little doubt that he voted against Charles in 1633.for
a year of so later he was imprisoned for resisting Sydserfs intrusion
Charles,after this Parliament,granted Kirkcudbright
of a minister.
a new charter with a larger council, perhaps with the view of having
it more easily "packed". 2.
1.
2.

Life of Blair.
Nicholson.

Hist, of Galloway.
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About this time, when they had failed in securing McKail,
Kirkcudbright again sought Rutuerfurd as their pastor.

His inclination

to accept forced Lamb to the promise that they should have a man to their
mind, but not Rutherfurd.

Upon this, and the rising of Parliament,

affairs in Galloway proceed more quietly, if not more smoothly,till the
appointment of Sydserf to the bishopric in 1634 stirred all parties into
a fiercer activity.

Early in the year on instruction and information

from Edinburgh, he promulgates an unofficial fast amongst the well
affected, the causes being the state of the Church at home and abroad;
"the lamentable and pitiful estate of a glorious church (in so short a
time against so many bonds) in doctrine, sacrament and discipline,"
At this time, Arminianism,whose adaption by Scottish episcopacy he had
feared,now sounds loudly in that pulpit.
inceptor and preceptor.

The scholarly Forbes was

Row writes that "Maxwell Sydserf and Mitchel

were never heafcd to utter unsound hetrodox doctrine except in the matter
of prelacy and ceremonies till Forbes came to Edinbur&h."

Rutnerfurd's

dealings with Arminianism now pass from the Academic to the polemic.
They find literary outlet in tne "Exercitationes Apologeticae.pro
Divina Gratia" of 1636, and practical outcome in his exile to Aberdeen.
He is yet however far removed from the Rutherfurd whose name was by the
greatest - and most scurrillous -of his opponents, made to rime with the
"civil sword";

and whose fame was later marred by incitement to

oppressive use of it.

At present he writes "when authority, king,

court, churchman oppose tne truth what other armour nave we than
prayer and faith."

1.

Hist, of Kirk,

16?4.
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in his affairs in Edinburgh, Rutherfurd h -d found a strong
ally in William Dalgleish, minister of the neighbouring parish of
K^rkmabreck.

Their Joint activities had caused their names to be

given in to the Court of High Commission, a process which resulted in
the deposition of Dalgleish in 1635.
higher ears.

His colleagues fame reached even

In December, 1634^Rutherfurd writes,"By a strange pro-

vidence some of my papers anent the corruptions of the time are come
unto the King's hand.*

Baillie's version is *The Register dealing

to have LIr. W, Rollock coadjutor to the blind bishop of Galloway did
put in the king's hands a treatise written by Rutherfurd upon conventicles on the extent of private men's lioerty in public praying and
'
1
exponing of Scripture to be an argument of that Bishops negligence.*
Sir John Hay, Clerk Register, had probably through the Rutherfurd
Dalgleish affair, become possessed of some of the former's circulating
papers and was using them as an argument as to Lamb's unfitness for
his charge, and the necessity of appointing a coadjutor with him.
Rutherfurd had written a paper on the uses of a group system of
prayer meetings.

Baillie in relating the "Conventicle" business of

the 1640 Assembly states "Mr. Rutherfurd had in a treaties defended
the lawfulness of these meetings in greater numbers and for more
o

<

purposes than yet we have heard practised.**
The words in greater
->
c
>
numbers and for more purposes are significant.
itutherfurd practically
established, used and encouraged the conventicle habit in Galloway,
though the homes of the well_ affected and not as in more te^rrAHe, days
/,.
fj&e heughs of tne hills, were at present the. naoitat.
He found, or
fostered wnere he did not fifld, small circies of "well affected1* in
neighbouring parishes, visited them, supplied them vatn information,
1.
9.

Baillie Vol.1.
ibid. "

P53.
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information, and encouraged them in opposition.

Where the minister,

like Dalgleish, was of his own party, the task was easy.

Where he was

hostile, a local laird -almost invariably a Gordon,(vide Knockbrex,
Carlton, Earlston, Knockgray )- was won over and his house made the
centre of evangelical propaganda.

The existence of so many of his own

letters witness.to the prevalence of this practice.

They are addressed

to one person, but obviously are to be read to a few well-attuned ears.
The early gathering of them into collections shows they were earnestly
perused in these small circles he had fostered.

The treatise, not now

extant, was meant to justify the existence of conventicle groups In each
parish and propagate them as useful nuclei of spiritual and ecclesiastical
propaganda.
In September, 1634, Lord Kenmure died, Eutherfurd. being present
at his death.

Later he made use of his presence to publish in the

interests of the cause, "The Lafct and Heavenly Speeches of Viscount
Kenmure". This practice had long been common in Prance and the multitude
of 'testimonies* which were to appear then and later were a proselytising
practice imported from that country.
at the death bed.

Letter XXXIX refers to his presence

Despite Bonar's dating of the Letters, there is no

evidence that he was in Edinburgh in 1634.

The "Last and Heavenly

Speeches" mention a visit to Dickson in Irvine.
Throughout 1635, fear of Sydserf, or rather fear of Sydserf f s
hand upon the Church, is Rutherfurd's preoccupation.

Alexander Gordon

of Earlston had been fined for resisting an intrusion of Sydserf.

He

was the "first in Galloway called out and questioned for the name of Jesus1
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/(LI2). Rutherfurd's mind sways between passive resistanceiin. flight to
America, (Lt and active resistance as much as possible within the law.
(LII) Even yet he hesitates to counsel or use resistance without limit.
He anticipates Sydserf's coercing the civil power to intrude a minister
on Kirkcudbright and counsels the Fullartons to seek advice as to how far
they can legally resist. He is also by now in close touch with Dickson of
Irvine, the doyen of Presbyterianism in the South West.
In 1636, Sydserf caused his indictment at the Synod. The charge
which Rutherfurd gives is that of treasonable doctrine, preached in a
sermon at KirkcudbrightC 1^. The register of the Synod of Galloway dates
only from 1664, so that no -record of the indictment exists. It was about
this time that he had a conference with Sydserf himself. Baillie mentions
fl a pamphlet of his going fcthort our people, a Relation of a conference of
his with Sincerf of Galloway wheriin he will have our kneeling black
I

idolatry 11 . Accordin^gto Row, there were several sucn interviews between
II
If they dealt with ceremonies, they can only have strengthened
them.

their mutual antagonism. Shortly afterwards, he was summoned before the
Court of High Commission, which Sydserf had stablished at Wigtown, where
III
,
, he was deprived of ministerial office, and cited
according to Murray
further before the High Commission Court in Edinburgh.

There are various accounts of the charges brought against him.
(En letterZL he cites his newly printed book against the Arminians, and
'not lording the prelates 1 '. Letter XLIII says, ''The cause that ripened
Iheir hatred was my book against the Arminians, whereof they accused me on
those three days I appeared before them 11 . Baillie also mentions his book
for ' 'taxing Cameron , and his most indiscreet railing against Jackson,''
and adds his preaching against the Perth Articles, his pamphlets on
2 Row, History of the Kirk 396
I Baiilie,I,8.
*irk,,596.
3 Murray, Life of Rutherfur^p.l^
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/conventicles, his relation of the conference with Sydserf, as reasons
why 'they were animat against him 11 ; "but he carefully states that, '' All
thir things and some more did provoke them, "bot the alleadged cause of
their censure was only Conformity ' ' . In letter CLXI, Rutnrfurd
mentions,
**,
tttat, ''I was three days before the Court of High Commission and charged
with treason preached against our King, (A minister being witness went well
nigh to swear it ). f 'Letter CLXXXYIII states, ff my opposing the canons was
a special thing that incensed Sydseff against me, also I was judicially
accused of my book against the Armini^ns and commanded bj the Chancellor
to acknowledge I had done a fault in writing against Jackson, a wicked
Ar mini an' ' .
A slight discrepancy exists between Balllie's statement, that
the only alleged cause of censure was non conformity, and Rutherfurd's own
statement that he was "judicially accused of his book against the Arminia
The former's version may be more accurate. Calvinism had not yet been
proscribed as heterodox: till it was Rutherfurd could not be 1 judicially '
accused of it. Some of , the prelates who tri*d him, - e»*i^*y those T*ho£i lie
tells us s^oke for him, were still Calvinist. »*ith regard to his t^
Caaeron, ar_d indiscreet railing at Jackson, the phraseology of , the
1 f £xer citations' f , compared with the l?ter kiltonic ~illingsgate, or even
with his own more virulent writing, is almost conversationally polite.
' 'Gameronis conse^uentia vana est 1 ' (-xercitat.357) Of Jackson's doctrine,
' '-ulasphemon est fin^ere inter creatorem et cre^turam ali^uan similitudinein, etc. 11 -

tnese phrases , in the age of *>astwick, ^rynne ?jiu Milton

^re no more than academic platitude, xiie explanation of tiie matter is as
follows :-ilJie .uishojis v/ere converts to ?,. new doctriae a^^i iiui tie e«-rly
~. cf -_L-- *a*Lt<i 4*- bu«ix xuv.e ..of

iitfv.- o«forc tiicm: because the men -ere C2r,rrchs^ f rrltli tlie a-.tiTe Scots
/\
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flair for dialectic, the trial devolved intb a theological debate, which
obscured all o£her charges.

To the accused, it might seem that his oppos-

ition to Arminianism was the central Judicial charge.

The debate seems to

have been good-natured enough, except for Sydserf f s virulence and the Chancellor's annoyance at Rufcherfurd's declinature.
Maxwell who hardly deserve
all the things Rutherfurd later says of him

remarked that'/he had not

thought there was BO much learning in any Puritan".
were even favourably disposed to him.

Some of the Bishops

Besides all this, Rutherfurd 1 s

"Exercitationes" was his first publication; he was proud of it, and not
averse to have it made famous in such a "cause celebre".
rejoiced a little in being "accused" because of it.

He certainly

Yet whether or not

the Bishops were desirous of doing so, they could not sentence him
judicially for anti-Arminian doctrine or polemic.
supported by onlyoone witness,fell through.

The charge of treason,

Rutherfurd mat have been in-

discreet in the pulpit, but his dialectic would easily argue him out of
such a charge, whilst also at this time, he never expressed himself as being
anything but willing to obey the King's behests.

The only charge which

could be legally established against him was active non-conformity to
Episcopacy and the ceremonies;.

On that charge, as Baillie says, he was

sentenced and, despite the influence of Lord Lorn, exiled to Aberdeen; but
it was the other counts against him that procured the heaviness of the sentence.
Ministers had been deposed for non-conformity; few were definitely
and definedly exiled.

To have confined him to his parish would not have

served the Bishops' ends; he would still have been a storm centre even there.
He had now become a power in the Gordon country of the South V/est- and even
beyonfl it too dangerous to be allowed to remain.
Such was the real reason
of his exile to Aberdeen.
His achievement for his party in the South V/est is best summarised
in the words of the paper written on the eve of his translation to
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St Andrews in 1659, entitled "Reasons \7hy Mr Samuel Rutherfurd should
not be translated from the place where he is".
It is said that, "The
principal means whereby the bodie of the gentry thair (at this time wanting
a head) is united and stirred up, is some few ministers of whom he is the
principal."

By 1659, he fills Henmure's place in the district, and Baillie

as <jupted before, says, "All^he South tSsri^depends^on Kenmure".

It was

the years of work in and from Anwoth, aided a little by the literary fame
of the Letters, which gave him that place.
Although appointe^y the wayward policy of Kenrnure, inspired by the Act of Revocation, Rutherfurd
achieved a dominant influence over him, largely through the latter f s v/ife.
It was Rutherfurd, who in the winter and spring of 1652-33, kept Kenmure
on the right side, or rather kept him from. the wrong one, and caused him
tu withdraw from the Parliament, in which, if he would not vote against the
King, he could not vote for him.
Through Kenrnure, he reached all the
lairds in the Galloway parishes, some of them not at first keenly Presbyterian.

By circulation of papers, by visit and interview, by Communion

sermons in their parishes, by the small circle or conventicle of wellaffected, he drenched them so deep in Presbyterian principles, that the flood
of 1660-85 failed to wash these out.
The Aberdeen Letters show every
Galloway laird a personal acquaintance; the letters themselves are the
continuance of his policy of keeping at them.
With the laird went the
temlant.

An interesting light on Rutherfurd's work, is given by the signing

of the Kirkcudbright petition against the Service Book, Oct. -Nov. 1637.

This

closely follows the 'National Petition 1 except for the necessary omission of
the second paragraph.
The Presbytery which had frowned on Rutherfurd a
few years previously, is now enthusiastically anti-Episcopal.

In that

Petition is the signature of every one of his Galloway correspondents, and
even of some of his Ayreshire ones, notably Chalmers of Gait-irth, head of
Knodkgray ,
, +Q nt; house.
house. - v-Brovtost
that ancient Protesta
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/Knockgray, Enockbrex, Earlston, Aftdwall, Casser.carle, and otiier

lairds, all sign.
Of |utherfurd it may be said that he prevailed by persistence.
His pastoral work showed him constantly praying, preaching, catechising,
studying.

Few in his parish, even to^the lairds,, could withstand him.
-*~ir

Kenmure rested ill jrhen he fell foul of the persistent minister of Anwoth.
It was the persistency of this onqfcan that did so much to create the ultra
Presbyterian party of the South West.
No laird was too great, no cottar
to
too mean to win the cause, or to reprove for backsliding ;
He cast many
lines, and personally or by pamphlet or epistle he held every one of them.
Ffotn

His sphere ranged from Ayr to Anwoth and^Anwoth to Ihimfries.
The influence of the pulpit in rural Scotland in the early

seventeenth century is due to the fact that no such preaching had till
then been heard.

The parish priest was often unable to preach/ if he

was his sermon was a rambling and magical excursus in hagiology not
infrequently interspersed with indecent analogy and course illustration.
Of preaching, as understood by the Reformed, there had been none.

The

expository preaching of Scripture came to the people with the force of
the new and original

which are always potent forces in conversion.

Contemporary opinion and the "English merchant" story
preserved by Wodrew show that Rutherfurd, Diokson and Blair were considered the great preachers of their time.

To them history adds

John Livingstone as a great evangelical preacher.

For better or worse

they shaped the form of Scottish pulpit eloquence for many generations.
*

Of the four, Rutherfurd was the greatest and most versatile, though he
lacked somewhat the practical note of Diokson and the more lucid and
orderly exposition of Blair and Livingstone.

Unfortunately no sermons
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/sermons of the last two have been preserved for comparison.
Aristotle lays down in his "Rhetoric 1* that he who is to
persuade must study carefully the inter-relation of audience, style and
subject.

More than the eloguent preacher of the English pulpit the

Soot considered this matter.

It is because he had a rude and homely

people to convert that the language of the Scottish pastor is often rude
and homely.

The object of their preaching was to save and instruct, not

to titilate and thrill,
in the middle ages.

It is notable that the Crusades revived preaching

The crusade to win Scotland to a pure faith, as well

as free it from the trammels of Episcopacy was^the great spiritual incentive of all Scottish preaching.

The cmisader is always a propagandist

with a definite object, his style is always dictated by its power in
conveying the message, and converting to the cause.
underlies all Rutherfurdfs writing.
generally noted.

This principle

He has far more "styles" than mre

Even in the "Letters" there are subtle differences of

style when he addresses people in different stations, or subject to different experiences.

This same principle underlies and e2£ lains the so-

called "dualism" of his character noted by Taylor Innes, for his mysticism
is more verbal than intellectual.

Always the audience dictates tne style.

InM!iex,Rex, written for tne legal pundits of London, are passages reminiscent only of Bacon himself in weight and in pitiiines of apothegm.

In

his polemic, the language is colourless, and excepting always tne Rutnerfurdian epigram, tne language of the schools.

Again his theological writ-

ings on "grace* because of his spiritual fervour show many passages worthy
of Baxter at his best.
The Preface to tne M ?rial and Triumph of Faith*1 can
strike tne note of sonorous meditation.
"Christ for tnis cause especially
left th* bosom of God and was clothed with flesh and cur nature, that he
might be a mass, a sea, a boundless river of living and breathing grace
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/grace, swelling up to the highest banks, not only of the habitable
world, but the sides also of the heaven of heavens, to
angels. 1*

overwater men and

The prose cadence of this sentence in flow, rise and fall is

exactly that of Sir Thomas Browne, and its beauty is undeniable.

In an

early sermon he writes^ "And indeed in my judgement it is a speech borrowed
from a mother that has a bairn with a broken face, all bloody and all
bleared with tears, and it comes to her (and woes her heart to see him so)
and she sits down and wipes the tears from his eyes, and lays her hand softly
on the wound and nis head in her breast and dights away the hlood and lays
her two arms about him, and tnere is no end of fair words.*

There are

many such passages in the early sermons, which for union of the prophetic
/
and homely poetic can only be rivalled by the master of such language,
Thomas Carlyle himself.

Added to this, whatever literary opinion concern-

ing his "Letters" may be,they are/mique of their kind.

To sum up,

Rutherfurd considered tne audience to which he preached or for which he
wrote in relation to the message he had to convey, more carefully than
is generally noted.
ingly.

He tried to shape the clothes of the message accord-

In this he may have often failed, betrayed by his casuistic mind

and scholastic training;

but tne wonder is, not that he wrote so much that

is arid, but so much that is dignified English, or vivid poetic Scots prose.
Compared to the rude syntax of the previous generation^his writing shows a
vast improvement in stjrle*
A reliable conception of his preaching can be formed from the
extant volumes of his sermons.
These show a definite development in
style.
The earlier are freer, less ordered, but more inspired, more
vigorous, more fanciful than the later.

The later are more doctrinal,

dialectic and ordered, though his wonderful atrtitude for pungent
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/and homely analogy still appears.

The Galloway "communionw

Sermons were posthumously printed in chap-books, from notes taken by

hearers.

o

The existence of sucn notes argues early fame as a preacher, v

Certain hiatus in thought and inconsistencies in style are explained,
by this method of publication.

The more ordered form of the sermons

preserved aild collected into the treatise the "Trial and Triumph of
Faith" is due to his own conscious revision, out some of these also were
Anwoth sermons.

To Lady Kenmure he writes in the Preface "If some of these

sermons came once to your Honour's ears;
with more English language,
were somewhat riper,

and now to your eyes, it may be

I having staid possibly till the last grapes

I hope it shall be pardoned."

The style of the early sermons is that of a man at pains to
make himself understood to the ordinary hearer.

The sentences are short

and simple as compared *o those of his polemic work.

There is constant

use of the short hortatory sentence e.g. "Rouse up your souls."

"Beware

of that work," and Af the rhetorical question inciting to self-examination.
These are devices more calculated to appeal to a rural, than to a more
sophisticated audience; there a: e less of them in the ls.ter sermons.
Especially is the "popular" appeal apparent in his characteristic use of
metaphor, simile and analogy.
they are always explanatory.

These may on occasion be extravagant, but
To expound a thought by conveying some

familiar picture to his hearers seems to have come naturally to him as
he preached.

He loved the "fancy" (in the Elizabethan sense)but he loved

it, not for its own sake as the Jacobean preacner often did, jut for its
power of illuminating tue mind and moving the neart of t^e hearer.
Compare him to Donne, the great English master of the fanciful analogy.
The latter goes gloatingly from analogy to analogy, often puzzling his
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/his hearers by explaining analogy by an analogy more
[Vide Sermon XV p.6, Cambridge Plain Texts)

recondite.

Rutherfurd is simple,

jxpressive, homely, as in the analogy (already quoted) of the mother and
;he bairn with the broken face, used to illustrate his thought of Christ
the Comforter.

Though tne analogy, as here, may be worked out a little

in the mafcner of the Homeric simile, it always gives an emotional fullness
to the picture and thought it has to convey.

In his sermons, it is never

a mere intellectual juggling with form.
If to t.ie power of simple language and apt analogy, he could have
added that of consecutive and selective thought, Rutherfurd would have been
the greatest of Scottish preachers.

A certain thought may be well expressed

and the following thought as ably, yet their inter-connection not obvious
and their relation to tiie main whead" not clear.

A passage may resemble

more a series of obiter dicta, than the developing "head" of a sermon.
He often falls from the plane of devotional meditation to that of polemic
utterance, but as often rises from mere doctrine to brilliant rhapsody on
the person of Christ.

In Mckson f s sermons appears the "classic ' method

of exposition, then raising of doctrine and refuting of objection, followed
by use and application, which was afterwards propounded in the "Directory
for Public Y.orship.*
In Rutherfurd 1 s sermons there is a more minute
/
exegisis,
and all three are interwoven in one paragraph on a single word

of a text.

Whilst the method of the former is admirably adapted to moral

and doctrinal teaching, Rutherfurd f s method, or lack of it, with the simpler
sentence, the homely analogy, the passionate rhapsody,brought home to the
common people those emotional and devotional experiences which must exist
in a religion centred on the person of Christ.
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The matter of his sermons is formally the same as that of his
contemporaries,-exposition of the word of God.

His breaking up of a text

cs pften almost ultra exposition for no phrase is too insignificant for a
symbolic meaning.

The heads developed from the text this treated are

often little sermons or rhapsodies of themselves.

There is in his

sermons far less polemic than might even reasonably be expected, and
hardly any scholastic treatment of doctrine.
criticism of men and affairs.
ion Sermons 198)

There is some outspoken

(I see them fishing for baronies. Commun-

But these are subordinated to his main purpose of com-

mending the glory of tne person and work of Christ in his Kirk, to the
experience of sinful men, and of impressing on them the superlative power
of the grace of God.

There is hardly a "head" in ail his published

sermons in which these are not the w leit motif1* now sounding tremulous,
now majestic, now caressing, now condemning, so that the normal content
seems often incidental and secondary.

*0h what a happines for a soul

to lose its excellency in His transcendant glory.

V.hat a blessedness

for tne creature to cast his little all in Christ's matchless allsufficiency."

(Pref. to Trial and Triumph.)

These words are the key to his preaching.

The very texts he

chooses show a partiality for those capable of a symbolic Christological
interpretation.
are of tnis sort.
wil^allow him.

Ten out of tne twelve extant early co:nmunion sermons
He is ready to symbolise as far as Protestant exegisis
In his fondness for the symbolic, in his lack of orderly

method, in his mixture of simple interpretation and flnciful analogy in
nis earnest appeal knit to the practical application, he is likest of all
the Reformers to tae father of all homiletics, flri^en himself.
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Such was the preacher who filled the pulpit in Anwoth and drew
hundreds to his communions.

He doubtless preached many sorts of sermons

doatrinal, polemic, didactic, but his two great tuemes, Christ's glory
and Christ's grace prevailed throughout.

Other men also, of both parties

were to imitate his style and manner and develop it.

Baillie writes in

,1654 of Andrew Gray, "He has the new gpyse of preaching which Mr* Hew
Binning and l."r. Robert Leighton began, contemning the ordinarie way of
erponing and dividing a text, of raising doctrines and uses, but runs out
in a discourse on some common head in a high romancing unscriptural style,
tickling the ear for the present and moving the affections in some, but
leaving as ne confesses, little or nought to tne memory and understanding."
Cf tlis style of preaching vtaioh Baillie so disparaged, that which appeals
to the heart rather than to the head, Rutherfurd and not Binning the
Protester or Leighton the prelate, is the father.
maybe as much as his sermons gave it the vogue.

His subsequent letters
With him it is more

natural than literary, for his main purpose of moving the hearts of men to
the glory of Christ subordinates all other considerations of hofciletic
technique.

In the hands of Binning and Leighton this method is more

consciously mannered, but yet of great devotional power and beauty;

with

lesser men it becomes sickly and effete, or riotous and indecent, the
source of such caricature as in "Scots Presbyterian Eloquence."
Rutherfurd f s greatest work as a local propagandist is as a propagandist
'

of tae gospel, an ambassador for Christ.
His catechetical work has been noted.

The manuscript catechism

which is preserved in the University ITibrary in Edinburgh is from caligraphy,
style, and material, undoubtedly his.

It is probably a copy of the

Ss.
/catechism he used in Anwoth very slightly revised. Tts earliness is apparent. The question, "To whom has God committed the power of excommunication?"
is thus answered, n To the quhole kirk of the faithful gathered togidder in
the name and authority of Christ, the pastor in the name of the Kirk,pronouncing sentence, or rather, pronouncing the Kirk's sentence. * As it stan$
this is practically Barker's doctrine of congregational excommunication,
with only a declaratory power in the minister, which in the "Teacable Plea"
'(1642) , he was strenuously to deny. At this time, through opposition to
Episcopacy, and contact with the Irish ministers, he inclines somewhat towards it. The Catechism is much less an instructional statement of doctrine,
(such as the Shorter Catechism is ) much more a popular exposition for rural
catechumens. The form of the question is more often that which includes the
doctrine itself, and asks for the reasons and truth of it in the answer, than
asking for a statement of doctrine. This method is supported by the
characteristic analogy, "Q,uhat learn you of this(God's Providence)?" "They
are unthankful that sinnes against God in his very armes, lik cursed
children that strikes their mother's face, even ^uhile as she has them in
her arms. " Few pages but have some quaint analogical gem. The whole tenour is that of patient and diligent exposition of great religious truths.
The common problems of life are answered. *But the wicked live long and become old, the godly die young?" "As a great house full of copper or iron
is not so much worth as a little portion of gold, so the few days of the
godlie is better than the manie years of the wicked." The experience of
everyday life finds expression. "Is it lawful to suspect evil of our neighbour and condemn him?" "Yes it is; providing we have good ground to do so,
and break not charity." No catechism of the period is sucii a human document, revealing so much the mind and soul of its writer. The answers to the
questions on Christ almost break into, rhapsody. "What is the third property
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of this King?" "Most glorious; for he tnat

ridetn on the clouds, hes ane

face as the sunne and his one foot standeth on the

rainbow on his head, his

1

sea and his other on the earth at quhilk time he standeth upon his own ground
Rutherfurd shows what is apparent in no other catec&ism , an attempt to
understand the simple or child mind and to inculcate religious truth in it
by using pictorial illustration which they can readily grasp. Like his hated
opponents, the Jesuits,

he knew that the work of religious propaganda among

t

the young, could not begin too early and he wisely paid attention to its
form. How successful he was, the subsequent Covemanting generation was to
show.
The ""Exercitationes Apologeticae pro Divina Gratia" which is theological and academic, had little effect on local politics and less on the
Sishops' indictment of him, than he himself was perhaps willing to believe.
Ct need not be noted here.

57.
T HE EPISTOLATORY * PROPAGANDIST.
1636-1658.

Rutherfurd came to Aberdeen in Sept. 1636, and remained for over
eighteen months. Two htimdred and twenty letters which he wrote from there are
preserved. Prom his own words, it is obvious that he wrote many more. Little
concerning his life in exile, can be gathered from them/ they are records of
feelings, not of facts, and have been alternately lauded as the acme of expressed Christian experience, and vilified as rabid outpourings of religious
3roticism.
Why were they written? The primary and basic psychological reason
iffas undoubtedly his thwarted homiletic faculty. His religious experience had
,tp find

expression, opportunity for which had been afforded by the pulpit.

This now denied him, he turned to the letter. He often refers to the ban on
his preaching as his heaviest cross. Secondly, there was the pastoral motive.
The condition of the South West was a grievous burden to him. He pours out
letters that are warning, anxious, hortatory, castigating the known sins of
his flock, vindicating his doctrine, warning against Episcopal heresy. Thirdly
there was the propagandist motive. He did all he could as an exile to win the
nobility to.his cause, indirectly through wives and relatives or by direct
appeal. He constantly seeks fresh correspondents and endeavours by the \.itness
of the exile, to win the heart of the Laodicean. There is a distinct literary
motive. Despite his protests he was proud of his grooving literary fame. The
last hundred and fifty letters have constant reference to the multitude of
his correspondents and old friends, like Hugh McKail, are put off with a
brief note to make room for the many. There is evidence of hurry in the more
frequent repetition of thought and phrase of the later letters.
Corresponding to these four motives, four literary traditions
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mingle in the letters. The evangelical homilist is always present in them:
many are homilies on the Christian life, based on his own experience,
illuminated by passages of sound Scripture exposition. As in sermon, so in
letter, the presentation of the glory of Christ is the greatest theme. He
is preaching by letter. The pastoral motive gives him the tradition of the
pastoral epistle. The influence of the Pauline epistles is clearly evident
in the salutations. His letters to his parishioners are modelled on these
and even reminiscent in cadence of IIGorinthians. Paul was the obvious
model for his task, and there is distinct evidence, in form, thought and
style, of study of the Epistles for the work in,Jiand. The letterd are also
in line with a new literary and propagandist form, the"testimony". In
Prance, the converts to the new faith wrote ''testimonies 11 , to the strength
of the faith which converted them. These were published by the Huguenots
with a definite proselytising purpose. The Catholics retorted by publishing testimonies of perverts from the Huguenot party. These increased in
literary scope to include death-bed speeches, or any other material likely
to serve a propagandist purpose. Rutherfurd seems among the first to use
this propagandist form in Scotland by the anonymous publication of the "Last
and Heavenly Speeches of Viscount Kenmure\I649;. In the "Killing Time", the
number of testimonies increased and later were collected in books, such as
"Naphtfvtli" and the "Cloud of Witnesses". Theyybecame a favoured form of
Presbyterian reading. McWard jsdited the< letters in "Joshua Redivivus" as a
collective testimony with^ a propagandist purpose. The individual letters
thenselves are often little testimonies. He deliberately sets out to witness
Much of his so called ego-centricity is due to this conscious intention
and heightened by it. It is inseparable from the form of a testimony. He
witnessing for Chplst in order that Qthers may bg brought tQ witne£
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There is lastly a literary tradition. It may be negligible, but the regent
of Humanity would know the Letters of Pliny and may have decided to become
a letter writer, but with more inspired objective.
Round the style of the letters controversy has chiefly raged. L .
There is a fact worth notice: even as a good deal of the"ego-centricity"
is due to the fact that he is consciously 'witnessing', so much of the
"indecency" is largely due not to any native delight in the erotic, but to
the literary model the Canticlco

which he follows. In both casesj the

ego-centricity and eroticism are formal rather than inherent and natural
in the man. He is much less a religious erotic by nature* than Donne, for
/
example. Erotic imagery was th<j fashion of the age in poem, pamphlet and
pulpit. Rutherfurd, perhaps in this even«/an unconscious propagandist,
sought to use the imagery jf the--eartjily to win men to a higher love. He
considered he had precedent in the accepted interpretation of the "Song
of Solomon". Tailor Innes's theory of a dual personality was probably due
\
to the recently published "Dr Jekyi anfl Mr Hyde". Rutherfurd was an in*
*v

tensely religious man, but no mystical erotic. His use of frestimpny and
his clothing it in the imagery or Canticles lends colour to the charge,
but as has been seen, these are literary conventions. There is no reason
to doubt his sincerity, fo,. a man may be sincere, whether he write well
or ill. He often writes well; passages glow with religious emotion,
.
the
destroy with scorn or strike v/ithA homely metaphor or vivi^fepothegm of the
sermons. His worst fault as a stylist

is that Biblical language and

cadence are not quite fused into his own native thought and style, with
the result that passages seem phrasical quotation or imitative reminiscent
e.g. "For this cause write I unto you that my sufferings may glorify my
royal King".(89)"That ye should in any sort forbear the receiving of the
«+ you according to the
it unto
Lord's Supper but after the form IL delivered
aeiivered it

example of Christ our r
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Such passages can be found in every letter.
The Letters at work.
The motives behind the Letters have been stated. These were not
all concurrent. Rutherfurd came, only gradually , to the role of Apostle
consolatory to a persecuted Church. The sixty Anwoth Letters were spread
over nine #ears and written as the occasion directed. The early Aberdeen
Letters were likewise written to the need of the minute. Bonar's dating is
again inaccurate, so his growth towards such a position cannot be traced
fully. Despite his protests that he die. not wish"to be much thought of", he
yet tried to fill the above role, which the demand for his letters certainly
thrust upon him. It was probably the furious out-put of his pen in March
1637, occasioned by the imposition of the Service Books and its reception
which strengthened his desire and intention to exhort and encourage and
Letters
incite all whom his pen could reach. More than fifty of the Aberdeen
/
are of this date. The route of these Letters was by sea to StAndrews, through
Fife to Edinburgh, Edinburgh to Lanark, (or Glasgow) Ayr and the South Y/efct.
Along this route, he constantly seeks new correspondents.
In their relation to the external affairs of the Church, the
Letters are more a b^y-product of them than an agent in them. They did not
stir the mighty to action; they are not propaganda in the sense that the
Letters of Junius are propaganda. Their chief historical importance is that
they made the fame of their writer, who returned from Aberdeen to find his
voice of increasing weight in the counsels of the Church. Value the;> had
with lesser, but more faithful men than the Peers and kept them true to the
cause they held. Row, himself a correspondent oi Rutherfurd, writes,"They
did great good, not only to those to whomthey were written, but to others
to whose view in providence they came, so that sundry began to gather thorni
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together, ......... Cor in them are handled many necessary cases
of conscience...... also they speak much of the times and the bishops
tyranny ..... also there are in them some prophecies concerning the
downfall of the bishops fulfilled by pfroof."

The letters were regarded

jysuccessful prophet could not but make a successful

as inspired.
propogandist.

The letters may be related shortly to concurrent events.
The earlier except for his brother's trial refer little to actual occurrences.

His zeal, e^en in Aberdeen brings threats of more remote

exile (LXXl)

He is in as close touch as circumstances will allow with

Dickson and the South West, which the failure of a New England expedition
and the outing of the Irish ministers had filled with Presbyterian
preachers.

There is in the letters ceaseless agitation against the

Service Book, Books of Canons, and King James* Psalms which increases
towards March, 1637.

Easter 1657 had been fixed for their imposition.

The great output of letters in March, 1637 reflects the agitation against
this by the Presbyterian party.

Henderson's letters (CXV) of March/

27th v;hich were "apples of gold unto me", may have conveyed the knowledge
that the imposition had been postponed.
daring and passionate than hitherto.

Now he speaks with a note more
"I have a fire within me.

I

defy all the devils in hell and prelates in Scotland to cast water on
it."(CXXVl)

"But here in matters of conscience we must hold &.nti draw

with kings and set ourselves in terms of opposition v/ith the shields
of the earth." (XXXVll)

His mind is being forced by circumstances

towards the doctrines of the Lex Rex.

The agitation against Episcopacy

is even stronger than apparent to a modern reader.
1.

Row.

mot. of nrk. 397.
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His Christology and ecclesiology are interwoven.

Christ's

winnigg his bride can be readily equated with "felling the bishops and
houghing the ceremonies".

Opposition to the latter was a necessary part

of Christological experience which he believed all should share.

Thus what

is on the face a Christological thought can have a secondary, more polemic
even propagandist meaning.

"Pear not to back Christ for he will conquer

and overcome" (CXXl) can refer both to Christ's power in the soul, and to
support of Presbyterian principles also.

This intrusion of the propagandist

on the experiential theologian was a coiomoi\j?lace in the Letters.
Between March and September 1637, then is an even flow of letters
and a steadj growth ton literary consciousness and purpose.

ThesoLike CLXXI

show it has become frequent for people to solicit him to write to their .
'friends.

There is much concerning practices but little concerning events,-

with regard to the latter he is more in the position of informed than informer.

High and low, rich and poor, parishioner and peer, receive letters

whose predominant theme is, "Steadfast in the Presbyterian Paith, I, an exilCj
Dating is difficult, but there
witness to its truth and iultimate triumph."v
The threatened
seems to be a thickening around the middle and end of June.
imposition at Easter had not materialised, the bishops postponing it

to

October, but Charles, in a Proclamation issued through the Privy Council
in June I3th, enforced the purchase and use of the Service Books in strenuous
teems.

These summer letters (vide those tp Craighall ) show a preoccupation

with the ceremonies, and that men were turning to him for guidance in this
matter.

They are all, 9(with the exception of one to Lady Culross and the

Craighall correspondence ) written to the South Y.'est,

chiefly to
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/to Galloway.

He is deliberately strengthening opposition to the

storm he knew was coming.
The storm broke with the riot in St. Giles on July 23rd.
Thereafter ensued the intrigues of proclamation and petition.

The

council met on September 20th to give effect to a letter of Charles
re the Service Books but were beset by a concourse of nobles, lairds
and ministers who presented no less than sixty nine petitions against
the Service Books.

Choosing three of these, the council ^Toi.iipecJ. to

Communicate the answer to the petitioners

before 17th October.

On

this date three proclamations of Charles postponed the answer to the
petitioners and ordered them to leave Edinburgh, removed the law
Courts to Linlithgow, and more definitely imposed the Service Book6.
The reply was the "National Petition1,1 drawn pp by Balmerino, Loudon,
Dickson, and Henderson, copies of v/hich were sent to the country for
signature.
This period is one of intense activity in the Letters
Letters

CCXXIX - CCLXXlll are all dated September 1637, the bulk of

them between September 5th and 9th.

This group is written to a more

widely scattered audience due ±n measure to the growth of his correspondence, but also to the more national aspect which the whole matter now
The mantle of national prophet sits on his shoulders
i
"Scotlands withered tree shall blossom
as affairs move to a crisis.

possessed for him.

again." (CCLXXXl)

"Christ's glory of triumphing in Scotland is yet

in the bud and in the birth, but the birth cannot prove an abortion.
He shall not fail nor be discouraged till He hath brought forth judgment
unto victory." (CCLlll)
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The prophecies mentioned by Row abound most in this last group,
All hi^nale correspond-

The writer is aware that the Lour is at hand.
ents are signatories of the "National Petition."

The Preservation of

On October 18th when the

$he Kirkcudbright Petition is interesting.

Petition was drawn up it was decided that some copies be made,"whereto
far different presbyteries may put their hand for the present."
Kirkcudbright Presbytery drew up their petition on parchment and had
it signed between October and November.

It is exactly the sphere of

Rutherfurd's influence, West Kirkcudbrightshire^which signs most largely.
All the names of his correspondents are there, twenty from Anwoth, fifty
seven from Kirkcudbright.

It is signed by Chalmers of Gaitgirth in

Rutherfurd writing
CXXXV11 (dated only "Aberdeen 1637").
./
to Lady Gaitgirth, thanks her husband for 'his care of me in that he hath
In

Ayrshire.

appeared in public for a prisoner of Christ."

The signing of the

Kirksu'dbright petition may thus have been the occasion of some agitation
for Rutherfurd f s return, fostered by Chalmers.

LetterCLXXXlll engour-

ages t&e people of Galloway to draw up a supplication on his behalf.
No time could be mote fit than now.

The signatories to the Kirkcudbright

petition are adequate testimony to his work in the South West.
Few letters

come from Aberdeen after {September 1637.

This

is perhaps explained by the setting in of the winter season, but it may
be that he is girding his loins for the $ore active bailie.

He is

more hopeful. "I am fully persuaded of Christ's victory in Scotland."
[ CCLXX11.)

The growing power of the

tables is reflexted in his last

letter to London which shows more the spirit of a winning cause.
1.

Rothes

Relation

page 21.
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His last letter from Aberdeen is undoubtedly that of February,
4th, that dated June llth is obviously an error for January llth.

His

ov/n reference to his exile as lasting eighteen months dates his return in
February, 1638.

The object which drew him South was the signing of

the National Covenant.
The Letters at Work.

(2)

The Correspondents.

Rutherfurd's correspondents are varied enough.

Peers, peasants,

lawyers, soldiers, minister, lairds, wives of the great, wives of the
humble.

What is pertinent to the point of view from which these letters

are studied is that there are definite differences of approach to them all.
Despite his bwn fixed point of view, and introspective mind he makes
an attempt (maybe not always successful) to enter into the mood of the
recipient, and despite Taylor Innes assertion to the contrary into their
The Craighall correspondence, his later conduct in the "con-

mind also.

venticle" controversy shows that he made some effort to understand
respectively, an alien condition of mind, and position in doctrine.
Doubt, fear, sin-cpmsciousness, grief, love, joy are all known to him£
Through these emotions he seeks to enter into contact with the recipient,
indent on the scriptural injunction to rejoice with them who rejoice,
and weep with those weep.
to criticism;

This method of gaining a hearing may be ppen

but others have played on these, and on the unworthier

emotions of men for far worse purpose.
his sympathy was genuine.
to women.

There is no need to doubt that

Derogatory stress has been laid on his letters

These to Lady Kenmure and Marion McNaught were to people of

importance likely to influence their husbands.

Only sixty out of the

two hundred and eighty Aberdeen letters are to feminine correspondents;
mostly to wives of lairds likely to influence a husband or a son.
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(e.g. Lady Boyd, Lady Mar, Lady Culross.)
At the bottom of his emotion"
alism and his literary mannerism is the cause of Christ and his Kirk.
He
seeks to save the unbelieving husband by the wife, perhaps more especially
to stir him to the cause as evidence of that saving.

But in his letters to

the peers there is little that could be called erotic or effeminate.
Pungent and vifcile, they show a stauncher man than the recipient often was.
Nor is he entirely lacking in tact.

The Craighall correspondence

shows how he feels his way to a closerrknowledge of the mind and opinions
of his correspondent.
,to mention only two.

The same appears in that of. Loudon and Lady Boyd,
There is always a measure of restraint in the first

letters which decreases as he becomes more conversant with the political
views of the recipient.
In the later letters, personal knowledge and the
/
urgency if his cause make him more outspoken.
The letters to Cassilis
t
and to Loudon are interesting.
Those to the former are more restrained
than those to the latter, because of his known loyalty to the Crown.
his first letterCXVT (March 1637 ) to Loudon is moderate enough.

Even

-"I am not

of the min<jthat tumults in arms is the way to put Christ on his throne, or
that Christ will be served or the truth vindicated only with the arm of
flesh and blood".

His first letter to Cassilis is even more moderate.

The second letter CCLVIII to Loudon is more bold; it touches on the prerogative and goes on, "suppose the bastard laws of men were against you, it is
an honest and generous error if you slip against a point or punctilio
of standing policy;

but the corresponding letter to Cassilis (CCLXVIIl)

omits any mention of the prerogative.
violently denunciatory, even

The last letter to Loudon is

o7.

/even that to Cassilis shows increased vehemence.

They were

both now committed to the cause of the £resbyterianism.
The Craighall correspondence best shows him at v/ork.

The

letters are written in a judicial manner, v/eighing the pros and cons of
Church and state, ceremony, and abolition thereof, temporal and eternal,
exactly,because they are written to a jurist.

The first letter is an

answer to Craighall who has asked his ppinion on the ceremonies and
refers to him a Mr.Laudians views thajs they are things indifferent.
~

It is a guarded reply.

Craighall was son of Sir Thomas Hope, Lord

advocate and himself a Lord of Session.

»

Sir Thomas was a zealous

Ppritan, friendly to the covenanting cause, secretly

sponsor to the nation-

Lut he and his son held Crown office, the father had by

al Petition.

nature of that office prosecuted Balinerino and also drafted the Act of
Revocation.

There was thus enough to make extreme Presbyterians a little

suspicious though unjustly so.
guarded

Hence Rutherfurd's first answer is

The most he says is that ceremonies are popish,

(LXXXVl).

and Laudian's arguments for their passive acceptance, weak.
an early letter this is mild;

he fears a trap.

Even for

"I desire not my name ,

take journey and go a pilgrim to Cambridge for fear I come to the ears
of authority.
is interchanged.

I am sufficiently burnt already."

More correspondence

Letter CLXX1V is more outspoken and trenchant.

"A

marquis (Hamilton^ or a king's word when ye stand before His tribunal,
is lighter than wind.

Consider how many in this kingdom ye shall cause

to fall or stumble if ye go with them."
will justifies, is resolutely refuted,

The postulate that the Kings
His next letter is curt and

disappointed owing to rumours of Craighall*s pledge to the King to support
the ceremonies.

Letter CCXXVT1 is one of the most dignified he ever
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/ever wrote.

Unlike many of the others it does not strive

or cry aloud but has the calm reasoned note of earnest pleading, asking
Craighall at least to wait on victory if he will do nothing to help it.
His last letter to him is more formal suggesting that Rutherfurd is still
doubtful! of the Judges orthodoxy, but the same reasoned, balanced note
prevails.
From theyclose study of the letters,Rutherfurd is thus seen to
have adapted or sought to adppt himself to the mind, mpod, or position
/
This is itself part of the art of the propogandof his correspondent.
ist.

/

His subsequent fame bespeaks his success.

The Letters at Work.

(3)

The matter.
One may

It is difficult to classify the matter of the letters.
follow Row's

"cases of conscience........much of the times and bishop's

tyranny....... some prophecies. 11

The writings of men-like Dickson,

Blair, Livingstone and Rutherfurd show that their religion was a deep
personal experience essentially G&jpistocentric,

Rutherfurd*s letters

are an attempt to communicate such an experience to others,
view is that such an experience is ipsa natura incommunicable.

Karnack's
Yet at

least the letters are windows which reveal a man's 89U1 to his fellows,
and the glimpses they got were sufficient to encourage most, and convert
some.

His analysis of his own case led many to believe he could analyse

and prescribe a cure for theirs, so that he came into the role of

spirit-

ual adviser to the more evangelical part of the Presbyterian party:

As

cases of conscience were closely allied to cases of polity, vide the
Graighall letters, this was of no small advantage to the propogandist.

God and the Devil, Christ and sin, Presbyterianism and the
ceremonies, were all correlated antithesis of good and evil.

In exile

Rutherfurd himself drew up a "Directory" for dealing with cases of conscience,
In letter CLV11 Fleming of Leith asking for a Christian "Directory", he
sends his "what he would have been at himself" but says it was not
completed.

Since then an old M.S. has come to light. "A Reflex upon

a man's Mispent Life" by Samuel Rutherfurd.
of the letter and is in three parts.
questionings of the soul;
(3)

(2)

It is an enlarged version

(l) Challenges, i.e. spiritual

Helps to a more exact walking with God;

Supplementary. Some v/ays of benefiting.

The whole is a little

treatise in sound practical theology and is possibly the Directory he
essayed in Aberdeen.

There is always of course,' the possibility of some«
one having redacted the Letter.
The caligraphy of the M.S. ia uncertain.
Rutherfurd is always seeking the troubled heart, £ven when he
docs not know its state, he hypothetically (postulates its condition,
and answers it-as often in the letters to Lady Kenmure.

Debarred

from polemic, he constantly finds the battle in his own soul, and
as if that were insufficient, seeks it also in the souls of others, in
his fervid imagination outlining it attack, repHlse, counter attack,
defeat, and victory.

He could not cease from mental strife.

"Much to the times";

In the Letters is little direct reference

to contemporary events,--' doubtless his carrier told much more than was
written - but much to contemporary practices.

There is trenchant

criticism of the Service Book and steady growth of the view that a King
who imposes it must be resisted.

In four separate letters,with Anwoth
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that the people alone

/as a case in point lie upholds the view

Much of the substance of his

have the right of electing a minister.

treatises can be found in germ in the letters.

No one from peasant

women to peers, escapes the inculcation of the divine right of resistance
V.

to ceremonies, and as feeling grows stronger, fcf resistance to any wj.j
impose- them.
/
propagandist.

In this aspect of the letters he is the open and avowed

"Some Prophecies."

To Rutherfurd there seemed an exact parallel

between his position and that of the seer of Patrnos.

He shows all

through his homiletic a partiality for quotation from the Apocalypse.
The theme of the ultimate vindication of the persecuted righteous was
one he often preached and firmly believed.

In the letters his denun-

ciatory passages are Johannine or Jeremaic in note, the former predom/\
Fortunately
inating in the latter letters as victory appears nearer.
for the prestige of the writer, Presbyterianism did triumph, arid to those
who had read them the prophetic passages seemed little short of inspired.
"Some prophecies which the Lord caused his servant to utter, now since
fulfilled by proof and experience."
opinion of many more.

Such was Row's opinion and the

It is unfortunate that the "prophecies" of the

letters helped to inspire the pseudo prophetic preaching of the later
covenanters, so mercilessly satirised by Scott in Ephrara Macbriar, and
Habukkuk/ Mucklewraith.

In the present case the vindicated prophet

grew great in the counsels of his Church.

71.
ENTRANCE IKTO THE PIEU) OP PRESBYTERIAN CONTROVERSY.

Rutherfurd returned from,Aberdeen in February 1638, whether
"before or after the signing of the Covenant, is uncertain. There is no
contemporary record of his presence in Edinburgh during that event, nor
does he ever mention it in his letters. Had he been there, the event would
have surely found some emotional record in them.

He returned with the

combined prestige of a martyr, prophet, theologian, preacher and propagandr
The few letters of

ist. His formerly localireputation was now national.
t whese years are significant.

That to the persecuted Church in Ireland

and that t^o the parishioners of Kilmalcorn, are very much set pieces of
writing, by a man aware of his f^ame and position.

To say this is not

to question the sincerity of the sentiments expressed.

Parochial affairs

gave way to national and Anwoth sees less of the man who formerly haafcdly
left the district.

His first public appearance is- when,on the eve of

the Hamiltons 1 arrival in Edinburgh in June Iu38, with the King's Proclamation on the Covenant, he preaches in the College Hall to the Nobility,
Commissioners and Townsfolk, and "feils the fourteen bishops and
I
He incurs with Cant, Douglas, Livings tone arid
the Ceremonies".
thall, the displeasure of Hamilton for preaching the extirpation of the
prelates.

Enforced silence had. engendered increased vehemence.
2

Wariston

mentions his sermon without special note , but from now dates the acquaintance of the two, which was to produce the "Lex Rex", but also to have the
baneful eff ect on Rutherfurd in the days of the"Protestertf controversy.
1

Baillie, I, 79.

2

Jtdhnstone of Warriston's Diary, 1,569.
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The latter may have been among those who welcomed Hamilton on June 8th,
and among those who supported Warriston as he read the Protest against the
King's Proclamation on July 4th.

He is not yet in the inner council of

the Church, possible because Henderson felt his vehemence a danger to
At the desire of the
He is employed as a propagandist.
negotiation.
citizens of Glasgow, he and Cany are appointed to preach there and rece4*»e
their subscription of the Covenant. '1,
Prom this time till December, he resumes his parochial duties.
In December, along with Dalgleish and McLelland, ministers, and Earlston
and Knockbrex and V/.Glendinning, elders, he is chosen by the Presbytery
At the Assembly, the validity of
Commissioner for the Assembly of 1638.
*
the elders' commissions and of the commissions of those appointed by the
votes of elders, was questioned by Hamilton.

Dr Strang, Principal of

Glasgow University, had a fortnight previously protested in his Presbytery
against the voting of elders in the election of commissioners and had
framed a protest, signed by six other ministers.

This found its way to

Hamilton, who used it to delay the receiving of commissions by encouragingothers to protest against the presence of 'lay 1 elders and of those elected
Baillie, Dickson, Henderson and Rutherfurd were appointed to
which in a halfconfer with Strang and have him resile from the protest
2
Thus for the first time, Rutherfurd is officially
did.
he
way
d
heacte

by such.

employed in controversy for his cause.

Prom now, the duty of semi-

official polemic for the Church is gradually given to him.
I,BQ.
2 Baillie, 1,99.

Committees for
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/ the investigation^ Ceremonies, for the planting of Churches, anything
which calls for the propagandist rather than the diplomat, are incomplete
formulatory
without him.
He seldom drav/s up a"paper"but is frequently called upon to
criticise tl^em\

The committee for considering the Ceremonies, of which he

was one, was a rather formless affair, and ended in a paper of Baillie 's
I
b^ing read as a report. Rutherfurd was also appointed with others to deal
2
with James Affleck in re reputed Arminianism.
In this Assembly Rutherfurd admits the only cause of his censure
to have been non- conformity.

He cites the declinature of the Court of

High Commission' G judicature, but dies not here mention his opposition to
3
Arminianism as a definite charge against him.
He adds he could get no
copy of his sentence, as Sydserf had illegally got the clerk to add what
had not been part of his sentence, to wit, that he should exercise no
ministerial functions in the King's domains. He is cleared of any blame in
the matter.

Johnstone's comment on the affair is dryly humorous: the court

which sentehced was illegal, "therefore ye ought to be con«.ignly censured
for entering into ward".

Reference had also been made in the King's

Proclamation, to some commissioners "where-of some were under the censure
of this Church, some under the censure of the Church of Ireland for avowed
teaching against monarchy".

The reference is obviously to one of the

unsubstantiated charges brought against Rutherfurd. Blair in the Assembly
4
refutes the charge as applied to him.
Both had undoubtedly theoretically
su ported resistance to

the King on religious grounds, Rutherfurd with no

uncertain voice, but they were not anti-monarchical.
1 Baillie, I, 148

2 Baillie, 1,173.
SPeterkin, 150.
4 Peter3dLn,I89.

At this Assembly,
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/Commissioners from the College of Aberdeen applied for Rutherfftrd as
Professor of Divinity.

The matter was referred to Committee.

He was not

in the commission for investigating the charges against the Bishops nor
did he witness against Sydserf , -indeed the latter f s action against Rutherfun
was not even made a count against that bishop.
There is little record of his work in Galloway in 1639, either in
In July, 1659, a Commission of Assembly visited
letter or document.
/
The whole countryside was engaged in furnishing
Presbytery.
Kirkcudbright
resistance to Charles.

Baillie relates the fear of invasion via Carlisle,

so Rutherfurd is » likely to have been extraordinarily busy.

He is again

A proclamation of Charles of
Commissioner at the Assembly of 1639.
amny of the acts of the Assembly of I63Slto.;be illegal, e.g. the
had stated//o/
^-T
The annuling thereat of the Perth
assumption of power over the press.
Articles, which had been ratified by Parliament was also technically
illegal and Charles so voiced the matter "that the question was not whether
** *
the Service Book should be received, or not,/ but whether he were King or

I

not".

A

The function of the present Assembly was to clarify and ratify the

acts of that of 1638 by passing them through an Assembly that had the Royal
consent, so that man# of the Ac$s are recapitulations of those of 1638.
The atmosphere was less tense; a dry jest was not infrequent. Ilenderson
answered Traquair(s fulsome praiseof him, by saying he hoped^Xthe Commissioner! was not contradicting his Majesty's Declaration, which called him a
2
The record of the personal of various committees
minister/".
poor ignorant
and sub-committees is lost; Rutherfurd doubtless served on many of them.

1 Peterkin, 210.
2 Peterkin, 242.
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He was one of the committee for the trial of Dickson's transportation to
Glasgow.

Despite his own protests, after Edinburgh and St.Andrews had

both suited for him at this^Assembly, "the said Mr Samuel by far the greAtest voice of the Assembly, was ordered to go to St.Andrews to serve in the
ministry and make such help in the College as God will give him ability forl1
He is again put to this work of examining heresy.

With Baillie, he dea$s

with Mr Robt. Hamilton of Lesmahagow who persisted in Arminianism and
2
declined the Assembly.
A penitent Mr Hamilton, overcome by Rutherfurd 1 s
arguments, or fear of the Assembly, submitted and subscribed to the canons
of Dort, but was referred to his Synod for further dealings, for as laird
Auldbar remarked, "It is not four hours since he was converted".
The removal to St.Andrews was a diplomatic one to widen the
sphere of his preaching, teaching and propagandist powers.
a professor, "that he might make many able ministers".

He was made

Howie, the

Principal of New College, had been an Episcopalian but was relaxed and
retained though his two colleagues were dismissed.

Rutherfurd was placed

to keep the College steady in Presbyterian principles and to see that
Howie kept them.

He was also appointed colleague with Robert Blair,that

he might have full exercise of his preaching faculty.

The weight of h is

new duties precluded Rutherfurd from any great part in the course of events
between Assemblies 1639 and 1640.

As he in no way shaped or influenced

these matters of common history, they may be omitted in this thesis.
The Assembly of Aberdeen of 1640 was itself a piece of propaganda.
1 Peterkin, 253. 7
2 Peterkin, 261.
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a Presbyterian demonstration in a town hitherto the stronghold of
Episcopacy.

But the Presbyterians were not at one amnmgst themselves

and .in the effort to reach unity, Rutherfurd
not generally credited to him.

was to exercise a moderation

The source of trouble was "private meeting;
The Scots in Ireland,

Balllie's version of the affair is as follows.

being forced to countenance the Liturgy, absented themselves f^roni public
worship.

Their ministers being banished "they did in that time and

place of persecution comfort themselves with prayer and reading and other
exercises of religion, sometimes by night, sometimes by day. "Some of these
people intended a voyage to New England and coming into contact with some
Brownists, the latter did "move divers^" towards their concerts". Some of
these refugees, fleeing to Scotland, continued their practices there,
but these were overlooked. 1

In his anxiety to label anything suspect,

as extraneous to Presbjrterianism, Baillie overlooks the fact that there
was a definite Scots tradition of"private meetings", which may be traced
through Boyd and Bruce to Huguenot practice.

In the Catholic provinces,

Protestant worship v/as legal only in private houses.
fostered and encouraged the practice in Scotland.

Boyd seems to have
On June 24th, 1624,

he v/as summoned before the coikncil for keeping private meetings, and
confined to his h^use. His pupils and colleagues are now sponsors of these
meetings:

Blair, Livingstone Dickson Rutherfurd.

The first two had

bean ministers in Ireland, and probably organised and suggested the
meetings there.

Rutherfurd, as already mentioned, adopted and encouraged

them, even going the length of writing a treatise defending their lawfulness "in greater numbers and for more purposes than yet we have practT^iis practice in Scotland and Ireland, was therefore due to the
exigencies, of the moment and. situation, and the counsel and -n-rsr»-M r»«
Soya ancl His disciples, rather than to'Brownist interferSSce^
ised".
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Iven the'novations' attributed to Leckie and his supporters, such as
objection to ecclesiastical use of the Lord's Prayer, are extremes of
Puritan doctrine rather than specifically Brownist or Independent.

Prom

the pages of Independent, Puritan and Presbyterian controversy, it will be
seen that the term Brownist v/as one of reproach that all alike eschewed,
but used loosely to damn any extreme of doctrine they were not prepared to
accept.

As used by them all, it has little relation to fact.

There is no

evidence of Independent doctrine as developed in Amsterdam and Leyden
exercising any great influence at this time in Scotland.

Baillie uses

the term Brownist rather inaccurately for English Puritanism, some extreme
tenets of which found a late but specially fostered blossom among the
adherents of the

'novations'.

Had Rutherfurd or any of the others gone

to New England, they might have become Independents.

His early doctrine of

the Church, as in his Catechism, is not advanced Presbyterian.
a certain similarity to the Independents in their practice.

There was
But for him:

the 'meeting 1 was always an exigency extraordinary; the furthest it was
ever advanced was that it might be a useful help to the Church.

No

Independent doctrine was ever formulated, but fear of such a doctrine
caused much trouble in the Church courts.
The immediate,disturbance arose over the Laird of Leckie*s
private worship.

At private meetings in his house, he had made derogatory

remarks in his pages concerning the life and doctrine of Mr Henry Guthrie,
his pastor.
the meetings.
hushed.

Guthrie and the magistrates of Stirling sought to suppress
The matter was brought to the Assembly of 1639 but v/as

Henderson, for the sake of order, expressed himself against these

meetings, whilst a paper given in by Leckie, showed that his tenets
differed little from the Presbyterian.

The canny expedient of making
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Guthrie preach in favour of family worship, and Blair against private
meetings was tried. But as Blair was not trenchant enough in the former,
Guthrie refused to sponsor the latter. A small committe, of whicn Henderson,
Blair and Dickson were/embers unofficially promulgated the finding that
family worship was to be encouraged, but issued caveats that these were
not to

develop into organised "meetings". Guthrie came to the 1640 Assembly

determined to re-open the question.

He used the Assembly's sitting at

Aberdeen to canvas the North East in his favour, crushed the suggestion
that the matter should be left toi Presbyteries to deal with, and proceeded,
with his indictment

of Leckie uttering, "many things odious, if true."

A Galloway commissioner declared, "a number of uncouth passages concerning
Mr Samuel Rutherfurd, Mr John McClelland and Mr John Livingstone".

In

the absence of Henderson, the brethren lost themselves in a riot of personalities.

A committee largely to Guthrie f s mind was drav/n up, though

Rutherfurd was on it.

The latter behaved in a restrained manner, content-

ing himself with upholding the Scripture grounds for private meetings.
Baillie admits his proofs were unanswered, and mentions the treatise
Rutherfurd had written on private meetings and their uses.

The latter was

prepared to be conciliatory in the interests of the Church.

Letter 290

answers a query on the casuistic point as to whether private prayer during
public worship is legitimate.
ever hath been my practice

The closing sentence of the letter, "What-

before I examined this custom, I purpose no

more to confound worships", while it refers to the matter in hand, also
suggests that he is falling in line with orthodox tenets and avoiding
Puritan extravagances which he may formerly have practised.

Along with

Blair, he agreed to withdraw his opposition to an act against private
meetings, or at least to be silent while it passed.

Baillie f s draft Act
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was rejected and Guthrie f s accepted.

Two of its clauses, that read prayers

are lawful and that ministers only should expound Scripture were accepted
The clause that family worship be limited to members of one

unanimously.

family was opposed but finally passed with the exception of ministers'
family worship, to which all might resort.

Rutherfurd always abhorred

schism, though he seldom showed himself as conciliatory as at this Assembly.
But for the good sense of Dickson and himself, a serious split might have
occurred,
server.

Guthrie was an opportunist, and as later events show, a time
He used the fact of the Assembly being held in the North East to

suit his own purposes , as the South West, which upheld Jhe more evangelical
principles, was not so largely represented.
Y/hen the Assembly met in StAndteews in 1641, Presbyterianism was
militantly and ecclesiastical!^ supreme, more able to set its house in
ordeifc without fear of internal dissension causing disaster.

During the

stirring events of 1640-41, Rutherfurd remained in StAndrews, engaged in
preaching, teaching and in the management of the College.

Hov/ie's mis-

management of the College rents compelled him to complain to,the committee
of the Estates.

A commission, of whom Rigg of Athernie was one, investigat-

ed. Howie offered to resign.

His demission came before the Assembly in

1641, where he was more than fairly treated and his stipend paid him for
life.
The "novations" still perplexed the Church.

When Baillie returnee

from London, he found Leckie and his supporters intent on the repeal of
the Act of the Aberdeen Assembly anent private meetings, and on the indict
I
Blair, Dickson and Rutherfurd were lees conciliatory
ment of Guthrie.
than formerly, owing to slanders concerning their practising of private
meetings.

The Assembly was held at StAhurevrs, probably as a demonstrati

I Baillie, I,559,ff.

on
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in that town, but for easier communication with the Estates was transferred
to Edinburgh.

Ramsay, the former moderator, preached the opening sermon,

which Baillie deprecated as giving the impression that the Kirk had fallen
into a terrible schism.

Dickson retaliated in the afternoon, by passion-

ately defending the private exercises of religious people, and hitting at
the former conformity of men like Ramsay.
Edinburgh, Henderson was chosen Moderator.

When the Assembly moved jso
To settle the question,

Argyll and Cassilis arranged a meeting "between the Edinburgh ministers
and Rutherfurd, Dickson and Blair, with Baillie as mediator.

Rutherfurd's ]

party seems to have had the support of the Edinburgh citizens and pressed
for the repeal of the Aberdeen Act, or further explanation of it.

It was

finally agreed to ignore that Act and draft another. A draft Act of Dickson 1 1
was rejected but that of Henderson was approved by both parties. This Act
ultimately became law but wqs not fully promulgated till 1647.

Blair

preached,"vigorously "for peace and abstinence from all such meetings as
, V«*
in former times had been /profitable, bot now were unexpedient, unlav/full
I
and schismaticall".
The evangelical party to which Rutherfurd belonged, thus acted in
the best interests of the Cnurch.
^

The "novations" to which their opponents

objected were trivial, e.g. omitting the Gloria, discountenancing read primer, and kneeling in the pulpit.
all trameLls of liturgy.

They merely aimed at a worship freed from

They had in former years encouraged the private

"<- N_

exposition of Scripture. These "novations", however, were-all common in tfee
worship of the evangelical Scot of the South West, long before Independency
ever raised its head in Scotland.
I Baillie, 1,367.

Rutherfurd had played no little part
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in^stablishing them.
reason.

He.new changed his stand-point- for a very sound

He had no desire, whilst sympathising with the Independents, to

follow the ultimate implications of their doctrine, which incidental .and
accidental agreement in a few ultra-Puritan practices suggested.

The

practices of the Irish refugees, which in no small measure started the controversy, had been just those ultra-Puritan practices developed by Boyd'e
disciples in the South Y«est, their meetings the necessary outcome of persecution. But contact v/ith some Independents added an alien note, of which
Leckie's prayers with derogatory mention of Mr Henry Guthrie, was an
The "authority" of the Presbyterian Clergy was of too recent

example.

acquisition to allow it lightly to be attacked.

For this reason anfl also

because his ecclesiastical views were becoming more rigid, Rutherfurd
agreed to the suppression of the Meetings which he had himself used and
encouraged.

\7ith regard to the "novations", Tie was never convinced that

the extreme Puritan vie\v was wrong, and his assent to the opposition*E £ct
s^Jiows a spirit of conciliation, v/ith which he is not generally credited.
He concurred with Blair in the dictum which they gave to their
adherents, that since there was mow a settled and orderly ministry, the
conduct of worship and time and place there-of could safely be left in
their hands.

The act passed by the Assembly was very much of a formula,

encouraging mutual edification, glossing over the matter of private
exposition of the Scripture, and ordering all ministers to eschew all
I
Self-Conceit"
9
Scandall
meetings which breed,"Error, Heresie, Schism,
Both sides could interpret

a good deal of the Act as they pleased, and

a further Act had to be passed in 1647 anent secret worship to clarifv the

I Peterkin, 29 4.
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I
/whole matter.

In the present Act, putting odious names on the godly is

especially f orbidden,

for the sensitive Ilr Guthrie.

An additional Act

2

forbade all "novations" except those approved by Assembly.

Rutherfurd is by now in the inner circle of the Church councils.
He is not a director of them, like Henderson,nor is he yet, like Dickson,
the leader of the more evangelical party, which was to split so sadly on
the "Acts of the Class".

But he is becoming the critic, on whose exegetic-

al and controversial talent they depend for defence, the reviewer of any of
the party ^"papers" , less hesitant in opinion than Blair, less "crabbit
and crochety" than Calderwood.
G-illespie.

His fame was for a year or so rivalled by

Gillespie had the appeal of youthful genius and a clearer

utterance, but his scholastic background, great as it is, is not as colossal
as his colleague's, and, while his argument may be less exhausting, it is
also less exhaustive than Rutherflurd 1 s.
;0 which he is superlatively suited.

To the latter is given the work
Ke writes to Lady Boyd (249), conccrn-

.ng his business going through the country on affairs of the Church.
ng, preaching, propaganda v/ere his specific work.

Teach-

There is no record of

is participation in ar$ of the political intrigues which preceded or
ollowe& Charles's visit in 1641.

He was a partisan of Argyll, but his

stters record hifi disturbance at the internal dissension in the land.
The Assembly which met fcn July 27th, 1642, on the eve of the Cilil
ir, had been preceded by the Irish Massacres.

The zeal of the former

isernblies in deposition had spread to the synods and Presbyteries, and the
sernbly found itself having to correct many arbitrary sentences.

The

rlier purist doctrines of Rutherfurd had been carried to extremes in

I Peterkin, 472.
peterkin, 294.
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Ministers who came there from other parishes v/ere tried in
the same way as expectants.

Gilbert Power of Stoneykirl: was arbitrarily
An interpretation

deposed f or suspected non- conformity to the Covenant.
of the "novations"

Act was craved, but the matter was evaded by leaving

it in the hands of the Presbyteries.

In the affair of Afflek, v/ho was

transported to StAndrews, Rutherfurd and Blair intervened and procured
his translation to another charge, contrary to the former's own doctrine
of the validity of popular election.

The letters of Charles and of the
The Scots, howevey,

Parliament were answered diplomatically by Henderson.

"For what hope
were not now ecclesiastically defensive, but aggresfrAre.
/
can there be of Unity of Religion, of* One Confession of Faith, one Form
of Worship -and one Catechism, till there be one Form of Ecclesiastical
Government"

I

The climax of affairs made it n«eessary, rfor the Church to

have constant guidance.

Thus the Assembly Commission which in subsequent

years was to have the power of a little legislature was appointed. "The
Commission from the General Assembly which before was of small use is
likely to become almost a constant judicature and very profitable, but of
Of this Commission

so high a strain that to some It is terrible already"
which sat from Assembly to Assembly, Rutherfurd was one.

The main task

laid upon it was to prepare drafts of a Confession, Catechism and Directory
of Public Worship and "in all ways further the great work of Union in this
3
To this Commission, Maitland
Island in Religion and Kirk Government"
reported on his return from King and Parliament in England and conveyed the
Parliament's desire of having some ministers, "to assist them in thfeir syo^od
against the 5th November-.. or when it might be called".

Baillie through

lAssetebly Answer to English Parliament (Henderson) Peterkin, 225.
8 Baillie, 11,55.

, Act of
Peterkin, 330.
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/ Argyll procured the decision that elders also should be sent as essential
in a Presbyterian cause.

Through the rnanoeuvering of the same peer,

Henderson, Douglas, Rutherfurd, Gillespie, Baillie, with Maitland, Cassilis,
I
and Warriston as elders were chosen.
As if in preparation for his work
in England, and in the cause of uniting the two Churches, Rutherfurd at this
time published his first major work in English, "A Peacable and Temperate
Plea for Paul's Presbytery in Scotland."

"2
In June 1643, occurred a recrudescence of the novations controversy

Some of the South Western ministers, led by George Hutchison (afterwards
the Tolbooth) persisted in condemning the practices of kneeling in the pulpit
repetition of the Lord's Prayer and the Gloria Patri.
were drawn up in a treatise and protest.

Their objections

Hutchison corresponded with

Rutherf urcU on the matter, claiming his support probably from his former
practice.

The matter was referred to the Commission of Assembly.

Henderson, Douglas, Rutherfurd, Blair, Gillespie, Baillie formed a subcommittee on the matter.

Rutherfurd, Blair, Gillespie, with Y/arriston,

and Calderwood, "our best penmen", promised to write answers to the
objectors 1 papers.

But this move to get the three men who had been so

prominent in the South West to answer the"papers" was not successful.
At another meeting, previous to the Assembly, Rutherfurd and Gillespie
3

went even further than the objectors on the point of scandal, probably
with reference to those who had been conformist to Episcopacy or nonconformist to the Covenant.
their old opponent's
the Cross Petition.

1 Baillie, II, 55>2 Baillie, 11,70.

Their attitude was stiffened by Guthrie's

opposition to the Commission's declaration against
On this point of scandal, Rutherfurd and Gillespie

3 Baillie, II, 76.
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/ parted from their old evangelical allies Dickson and Blair.
germ of the controversy of the Resolutioner and Protester .

It is the
The scrupulosity

about admitting recusants, already seen in the purists of the South Y/est,
(e.g. in Power's deposition) was not unfavourably regarded by Rutherfurd,
to whose early teaching it may have been due in no small measure.
The matter is hushed up in the 1642 Assembly, because of the
presence of the English delegated negotiating the Solemn League and Covenant.
Guthrie claimed the re-imposition of the Aberdeen Act which had been explicit
against these private meetings but had not been promulgated.

Henderson

maintained that subsequent acts made it unnecessary and left the matter to
Presbyteries and Synods.

Guthrie was kept quiet by being suspect for his

declinature to read the Commission's declaration against the Cross Petition.
The whole matter of meetings, novations and scandal was evasively settled
by the decision to draw up a Directory for Public Worship and the appointI
ment of a Committee thereto.
In all this, as noted,the germ of the two
later parties in the Church is seen, one purist, the other politic, one
carrying the doctrine of scandal and exclusion to a dangerous extreme, the
other tempering it with Christian cnarity, mayhap, but also with worldly
wisdom.

Baillie especially notes Rutherfurd's attitude.

"I found many

inclined, especially !,!r Samuel, though he professed it du£y to answer
satisfactorily all their arguments, for peace cause, to,pass from the use
Df the conclusion, and bowing in the pulpit, especially if we agree with
II
Sngland."
Policy and the necessity of a united Church in Scotland,

[ Baillie, II, 95. &'
CI Baillie, 11,94.

Peterkin, 349,
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made him a supporter of the anti- novation legislation, but his sympathies
were largely with the purists of the other party.

When the latter

applied the doctrine of scandal to the active politics of the Church in
the Acts of the Classes, he inevitably came over to their side.

But that

Act and the rupture it caused, was the product of the two-parties already
forming in the Cfiurch.
Rutherfurd is now a leader in the Church councils and one of
the Moderator's assessors.

Those formerly tainted with Episcopacy are

ignored in the Church councils.
are raiskent"

"Mr A. Ramsay, J.Adamson, and W. Colvin

probably suspected of Royalist tendencies.

On the other

hand no trafficking with Independency is countenanced, as shown by the
Assembly's Act on"Books of Separation" coming into the country which are
I
ordered to be given up and burned.
The other Act^S? of this Assembly, the reception of the English
Commissioners and the drafting of the Solemn League and Covenant are
national History.

Rutherfurd was on the Committee which met the English

Commissioners and on that responsible for drafting the Solemn League and
Covenant.

As a result of these negotiations, he moves into the position

of a national ambassador for Scottish Presbyterianism.

I Peterkin, 346.
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"THE ' PEACaBLE PLEA. » '

The need of carrying more than carnal warfare into England,
speedily became apparent to the Commissioners at Newcastle in t640.
October I5th, a letter on this matter was addressed to Baillie asking
that he should come "with a number of your Canterburian's Self-Convicti*
together with the war rands there-of , and all such papers and proofs as
may serve for that purpose". On the 5th November, "it is proposed that
not onlyiUr A. Bender son, but also Mr R. Blair, Mr Seorge Gillespie.and
I should all three go to London; Mr Robert Blair to satisfy the minds of
many in England who loves the way of New England better than that of
Presbyteries used in our Church; I for the convincing of that prevalent
faction against which I have written; Mr Gillespie for the crying down
I
The war of pen
of the English Ceremonies for which he has written. f '
and propagandist was to supersede that of powder and shot. The above
proposal itself shows a definite propagandist plan. Henderson was the
leader, diplomat more than scholar, drafter of treatises and of church
law* , rather than dialectician and theologian, though not mean in the
latter capacities. Blair, reputedly favourable to evangelical Puritans
was likely to win them over to a form of Presbyterianism. Baillie, the
milder opponent of Episcopacy, was not so far from the men of Usher f s
stamp. Gillespie was the trenchant opponent of the Ceremonies, and could
be relied upon to confute all adversaries b.; th* brilliance of his dialechc
7/ith the exception of Blair, for whom Rutherfurd is substituted, this is
later the personel of the Westminster Commissioners. Rutherfurd fills the
place of Blair, because since the publication of his ' 'Peacable Plea" in
1642, he is tne acknowledged Scottish authority on the Independent
question.
I Baillie, Vol. II, 259.
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The propagandist plan is assiduously carried out.

From 1640

treatises on the different aspects of Church controveroy flow from the
pen of all these men.

That each of them deals with some special aspect

shows co-ordination and purpose in all their propagandist labours.
Baillie's "Canterburian's Self-Conviction" had appeared in 1640.
a general accusation of Anglican Arminianism and 'Popery 1 .

It was

He followed it

in the next year with a "Parallel of the Liturgy and the Mass Book" a
work on much the same lines.

Thereafter the Scots found themselves more

suitably placed for propaganda, with their Commissioners present in the
City if London itself.

Henderson published anonymously a small tract,"The

Unlawfulness and Danger of Limited Prelacy".

It was a warning from Sfcots

experience that concessions to Charles and Prelacy would be as dangerous
in England now, as thay had been in Scotland in the time of James.
Baillie backed it up by a more scholarly work on, "The Unlawfulness of
Limited Episcopacy".

That the true Church ideal should not lack present-

ation, Henderson printed, "The Government and Order of the Church of
Scotland".

It was tactfully done. In it he says, "a description, not

a demonstration of the Church of Scotland is intended, non Jus sed factum,
their doing simply and not the reason of their doing".

It is a clear,

sfcccinct summary of Church practice in Scotland as based on the Books of
Discipline.
warranty.

It obtrudes no divine right, though it claims Scripture
It contains no Scripture proofs or dialectic reasonings, but

is, as he states, a clear description of practice.

To his henchmen

was left the task of vindicating every thesis of it in thfcir copious
polemic.

Gillespie had made an early and daring fame with his "Dispute

against the English Popish Ceremonies"(1637).

He refutes their necessity

the more moderate doctrine of their expediency and the die-hard doctrine
of their lawfulness with vigour, scholarship and conviction,
fullest treatise on the subject.

His is the

In London in 1641, in line wjth hie

colleague's work, he publisher m89 "A*»«rtion o" the Government of the
Church of Scotland". This deals wita two aspects of that Government -the ruling eldership, and the presbyterian system of coutts, with full
proofs, scriptural, scholastic and natural. This defence is more directed
against Episcopacy than Independency, as the former is still the greater
danger. As compared with the ''Peacable Plea 1 ', there is much less
quotation and refutation of the independent authors. Blair's pen was
silent: he was appointed Commissioner for the sake of the Independent
question, but nothing on that matter comes from his pen. Balllie mentions
him, however, as having ready*' pertinent answer to Bishop Hall's Remonstrance.
The Scots Commissioners were in touch with the leading Independents. ''The English ministers
in Holland, who are for the New England way
t
are now here.,. They are all on good terms with us.. As for Brownists and
Separatists of many kinds, they mislike them as well as we..........Our
Questions with them of the new way, we hope to get determined to our mutual
satisfaction, if we were rid of Bishops; and till then we have agreed to
1
speak nothing of anything where-in we differ 11 . The reason of the
silence of the Scots on Independency was clear: the enemy was still in
the land. It explains also why, when Rutherfurd's controversial did appear
it took the form of a 'Peacable plea'. It contains no personal abuse, no
vindictive tone, little dealing with the work and theories of contemporar£ Independents. It is a scholarly examination of Independent thought
from Barrow to Hooker. The tone is more detached than in any subsequent
work. It is as impartial as it was possible for Rutherfurd to be and
fairer to tne Independents than any of their Episcopalian adversaries
had been.
Blair's silence on the Independent controversy was therefore
Jiictated by reasons of policy, maybe by a personal unwillingness to take
, Vol.! 3TI

up his pen on the matter.
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E&r 1642, circumstances had changed. Episcopacy,

the common enemy, had been broken, and the English Parliament was seeking^
a national Church in its place. In April 1641, the idea of ecclesiastical
unity between England and Scotland had been mooted, though Henderson
deprecated any hasty action. English Puritanism was anti-prelatic rather
than definitely Presbyterian or Independent. None knew yet what form the
new English Church might take. Hence the need of an educational propaganda
in England for Presbyterianism, and a more defined controversial against
the Independents than, for example, that of Paget. Hitherto the Independents
had had the best of the exchange. Barrow, Johnson, Ainsworth and Robinson
had been able to taunt the English Presbyterian with subservience to
Episcopacy. The Presbyterians, even the Sraectymnuans, had had enough to
do defending themselves against Episcopalian attack. No very adequate
refutation of the Independent doctrines existed. Some former Puritans, who
had attempted it, had, like Johnson and Parker, been won over to Independent , or in the case of the latter, semi-Independent views, whilst the
ansv/ers of Davenant and Paget are rambling and not too pertinent.
Almost the first scholarly and acute answer to their doctrines
comes from Rutherfurd. It was written to be published in England and for
an English audience. This answer was the "Peacable Plea". In the preface,
he states that he is not defending his faith, merely because it is national
but because of its intrinsic truth. The object of his work is, "so we
might live to see.................. England and Scotland coming together
I
weeping and asking the way to Zion? It is a'peacable 1 plea, restrained , ±f
argumentative, and free from personal and even impersonal scurrility. It
is an effort to win English Puritans to Presbyterian principles by pointing out the actual, exegetical and historical falacies of Independency.

I Pdacable Plea, To the Reader, p.3.
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rather than anfattempt to crush the Independent views in a controversial
war.

This was to come later.

As he had been accused of holding these

same views, loitherfurd may have felt it incumbent upon him, to deny them by
a publication such as this.

Published in 1642, it probsikrly occupied most

of 1641, and is entitled, "A Peacable andaTemporate Plea for Paul's
Presbyterie in Scotland.....Wherein the arguments on the contrary are
freindly dissolved etc. ".

A complete study of the essentials of Independ-

ent doctrine, the Plea deals with their every aspect; the moderate views
of Robert Parker, the intra-congregational Presbyterianism of Francis
Johnson, the advanced views of Robinson and Ainsworth and the exegesis of
the latter, collaterally asserting the Presbyterian doctrine.

Kow much

out on the anvil
the Presbyterian theory of Church membership was hsmmered
*-\
Rutherfurd here
of controversy with the Independents, is clearly evident.
formulates his strictures on Independent thought by a criticism of Parker
and a more destructive criticism of Barrow, Robinson and Ainswortht

Before

summarising the "Plea", one may briefly inter-relate the thought of these
men.
The armoury from which the Independents dwew a great part of their
argument was the "De Politeia Ecclesiastica et Christi Hierarchica"Opposite"
of Robert Parker, a Colleague of Jacob at Leyden.

After a dispute with

Jacob, he came to Amsterdam and became an elder of the English Presbyterian
I
Paget accuses Davenport and the English Independents in II
Church there.
Holland of misinterpreting his doctrines, especially regarding synods, as b
being more favourable to the Independent idea than in reality they are.
He hints, that as this work is in Latin, their lack of Scholarship
may be the cause of the misinterpretation.
I Paget, Defence of Church Government, 105.

The real
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position was that the Independents, having by force of circumstanc* evolved a system of their own, were; now, like all other religions,Lutheran or

Calvinist, compelled to rationalise and justify it. Persecution separated
t
them into small congregations and deprived them of ordained pastors, as
the fate of Barrow, Greenwood and Penry deterred many sympathisers/ who
were in orders from ministering to them. They were therefore driven to
elect and ordain pastors from their own numbers, contrary to all accepted
church practice, Roman, Lutheran or Calvinist. Hence came the need for
an apologetic, justifying such procedure on scriptural grounds, and for
one which also vindicated the pastoral authority of such men...Brown, the
founder of Independency, had certainly advocated pure and independent
churches, but does not emphasise the right of the people to elect and he
makes the Independent pastor an autocrat in his small reaim.,'there is
little emphasis on the pastor's responsibility to the people. f 'A pastor
is a person having office of God and message of God, for exhorting, movin
especially, and guiding accordingly, for the which he is tried to be meet
and thereto is duly chosen by the church which called him or received with
I
The pastor did not have his
.
11
church
obedience where he planteth a
power from the people, but from God, He differs from Presbyterians, in
that the pastor was chosen fromjtmong the congregation rather than from
those undergoing training for the ministry. Ordination to him was by tjie
elders of the congregation^ How much circumstance dictated his theories
is evident.
A Book Which Showeth the Life and Manners of All True Christians.
Section 53.
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Barrow, the lawyer, with intensely democratic views, carried the whole
position to.extreme. He found a universal solvent for all dificulties
in his doctrine of the church as the body of pure believers. To them were
given all power

and authority^rom Christwhich they could delegate, but to

them all were alike responsible, pastor, elder and individual member.In
matters of faith, morals and discipline, they only could make final
decisions. The adoption of this doctrine among the earlier Independents
cauded much internal strife. The absence of an external doctrinal standard
and of a higher authority than the congregation made this inevitable.When
the latter alone interpreted the word,there were often two or three interpretations and faction ensued; when it interpreted morals, the results
were often worse , and ao separation occurred in Amsterdam over the high
heeled shoes of the pastor's wife. The absence of a higher authoritative
court made a brotherly conference of little use when passions were aroused
Sreat as was Barrow^ contribution to ecclesiastical thought, it had its
limitations, Francis Johnson's remedy lay in the doctrine that the congregational power was exhausted when they had elected elders and that
there-after Jurisdiction vested in the latter. This was opposed by Ainsworth.
For the good estate of the Independent Church therefore, a sound
doctrine of pastoral authority was required. Such, the Presbyterians
claimed to possess in their system. But the English Presbyterians had not
yet got a working system, and the pages of Paget, for example, show them
much abler in criticism of their opponents, than constructive of a doctrin
of.their own.A reconciliation of Independent and Presbyterian theory was
attempted by Robert Parker in his ''De Politeia Ecclesiastica 1 '. The main
thesis of Parker went back to the Conciliar Movement and Gerson's doctrine
that the keys of doctrine and authority were given to the universal church
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and "by it conferred on the pastors. His exegesis of the Petrine

passage

was that the keys were given to Peter as a believer.' 'Potestas Ecclesiastica^ssentialiter ac primario infra ecclesia tanq.uam in subjeoto proprio
I
residet". He goes on to distinguish "between the power resident in the congregation and its exercise as vested in the eldership to which he gives
oertain authority. At the same time, he pleads for,the consociation of
II
Round this patter his interpreters wage
churches in synods and classes.
war. Davenport, the Independent, claims that these synods are for brotherly
III
Paget maintains that Parker entrusted far more
counsel and advice only;
IV
power to them than this,Iquoting from Parker--- 1 'Churches may communicate
together by letters: and although there be no authority in one church above
another; yet many churches join together, either in a synod, or by letters
V
have authority over one church offending.'' The question of the authority
firstly of the pastor, secondly of the courts of the church was therefore
pre-eminent. There was a danger that a semi-Presbyterian Independency or
a semi- Independent Presbyterianism like Parker*s might become the religion
of the English Puritan, through a desire to compromise with the Independents.Hence against Parker's work, Rutherfurd first directs his attack
on the subject of the source and, nature of ecclesiastical authority.
IParker,

'De Eccles. Polit.

fBk.3 Oh. I, p.

II ibid. Bk3 Ch.EE, p.

III Davenport,'A pologetieal Reply 1 p*24£.
IV. Paget, 'Defence of Church Government 1 p.98f.f.
V.

Parker, ?De Eccles.Polit.'Bk.3, Ch.2I, p.324.
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Summary of the TT Peacable Plea. TT
The opening chapters of the T 'Peaea^ie Plea 1 ' leal witn minister
i'il authority, its source and nature. At the outset, Eutuerfurd denies
that such authority implies tue power of categoric and final interpretation
of scripture in its owner. Noting the theological source of Parser's
doctrine in tne Parisian School, he denies that the "keys", signifying
authority in doctrine and morals were given to the Universal Church
because given to Peter as a believer. He maintains the orthodox view,
that they were given to him as pastor for the Church* To him, the idea,
developed by Best and Jacob from Barrow, that the keys, being given to the
Universal Church, its members, by election, confer their autnority and
powerw/on the pastor f is indefensible. The Independents 1 stated case of a
congregation on a desert island, without a pastor,being forced to ordain
one,to valid office and function, is no sound argument, for the congregational conferring of pastoral authority, but only a dubious exception(6).
The office bearers of the Church have their powerjlmmediately from Christy
free gift; the most that the Church does is to mediate the orderly designation of a man to office. This ecclesiastical power given to office bearer
is supreme, including both power and exercise of tne keys for which they
are responsible to Christ alone. Eutherfurd interprets the 'ecclesia' of
I ell the Church'passage as referring toja pastoral court and not to the con
gregation and concludes that the view of the Church being complete without pastoral power of the keys, having these in itself, is unscriptural.
Best's and Robinson's exegesis of the passage in support of the latter
view is faulty. He demonstrates fallacies in their argument--- If author
ity is given to all believers, then women may wield it; but the Independents themselves oppose this : practice, proof and precept are all at
variance*.^-rr---. He points out the manifest impossibility of all leaving
their duties to, settle some minutiae of church business. Rather casuistically, he argues from the distinction of the visible and invisible
chicrch: it is possible that a pastor may not be a believer in his heart,
therefore to be a believer is no 'material 1 condition of the pastorate.
Thus Peter did not receive the keys as a believer, ^ith greater patristic
learning than any of his opponents, he proves the ancient dogma of the
church to have been, that the elders alone have the keys of authority and
discipline. He shows great acquaintance with Cyprian and Chrysostom,
attracted by the former's sense of the dignity of orders and owing his
acquaintance witn the latter not unlikely to Boyd, who had suchitimiisual
acquaintance with and predelection for his works. His quotations are from
the original and not from another's citations.
The second chapter consists in an exegeticai battle of texts.
Rutherfurd holds the orthodox interpretation,of the Petrine passage,
defending his views contra congregational authority by the text,'Are all
prophets? Are all teachers?'He refutes Smith, Robinson nand Parker's
arguments for a ministry subordinate to the congregation, from,'All
things are yours, Whether Paul.^RgpJ^Tor Cephas. '' He is the sounder
exegete and as far as exposition/or the Fathers is concerned, is able to
overturn what case his opponents make for them. Their chief authority
Tertullian, lie argues heretical.
In the following chapters, the relationship of church and elderand the control^rhich one may exercise over the other, is examined.
That the church of believers, sincerely professing the faith, and believ
ing,is the only first true visible church, he would not gainsay it is
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the body of Christ and will infallibly be glorified. (32) He admits thi ,t it
is superior in dignity, stability, causality, to the Church ministerial, which
is not infallibly glorified. The Church of believers is redeemed (the pastor)
may not be), has the promises of Christ for perpetuity (which the pastor has
not). The pastor is an enu. to its salvation. But this does not mean, as Parker 1
implies, that the Church of believers is above the Church ministerial in
jurisdiction. The Independent argument, drann from the case of the Collossiane
and Archippus, to prove that an individual congregation has jurisdiction over
the pastor, is refuted. Prom sundry passages, ITim. Ill, 4.5., V, 17. Rom.XII,
8., he proves the superiority of elders to the people. (56) The ministerial
Church is subordinate to the multitude od believers, even as the means is
to the end, but not inf erior, jeven as "Christ, the means of saving the Church,
is not inferior to it. Parker argues that where there is more people, there/Is
more grace; Rathe rfurd counters that ministerial -power, in officio* does not
depend on grace, or the sacraments 1 efficacy would depend on the state of
grace of him who adrninistjred them. A minister is subject in some things
to the ruling elders of his congregation, but they cannot deprive him, because they cannot ordain him. He disallows Parker 's analogy of the people '*s
nomothetic power over its ruler and his responsibility to them, because the
pastor has not his power from the people, but from Christ. (46) A pastor
is not to be deposed, for a few indiscretions. The congregation can never
give power to pastor-, even though all pastors were dead; that power is
always Christ's. What consent therefore , is due by the people to minister-'
ial acts? For Rutherfurd it is the tacit assent of those present. A majority consent is not needed otherwise the absentee could claim to disobey.
There is nothing judicial in such consent and the people's privity is taken
for granted. His viev/ on this matter is quite rigid. He gave great civil
power to the people in "Lex Bex" ; he is the staunchest of all Scottish
theologians in support of the people's right to elect; he asserts, in this
very book, the princijpiu of the Barrier Act, but he gives no voice to them
v/hatsoever in disciplinary and doctrinal matters. Calvin, Bucer, Beza,
Junius& all state that tilings should be done in a measure "consentiente plebej'
even this he opposes. (49) " I ask whtther or not that which watchmen command
from God's Word and authoritatively and judicially in his name, ought not
to stand as an obliging Mandate and Canon even when the Believers gainsay? 11
Chapter V is an examination of Parker 's theory, differentiating
between pastoral power and the exercise of it. Rutherfurd traces to Gerson
and the Parisian SckoOi the i idea,, of the Church's delegating the exercise
of the power resident in her to certain men. Such doctrine is faulty, for
in Scripture, pastors are ordained only by pastors, jaot -by^the rpeople.
Election only puts a man in a state to receive ordination. (56) No mystical
grace is communicated by the Church of believers to the ministerial Church
These are in two different catagories|; the Church of believers is the
mystical body of Christ, but pastors i.^y be reprobate. The latter can
receive grace only directly from Christ, according as they themselves are
believers. "Ourselves your servants" 2Cor. TV 5, only proves the pastor the
Church's servant as the physician is the body's. By a very able reductio
ad absurdum, he destroys a good many of Parkei ^s tenets, though the latter
himself would have eschewed auch of their ultimate implications. The matter
is summed up in the sixth chapter, where he denies that Christ &as in any
sense left the government of the Church in the hands of the multitude of
believers, either direct^ly or by making pastors responsible to them
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/ or by its delegating that power to the pastor.
Presbyterian government is a wise combination of the monarchic,
aristocratic and democratic principles. Government by the collective body
or coetus fidelium, is contrary to the word of Gfcd. Rutherfurd's arguments
are the scripturesfor the office of elders &, interpreted as implying
intention on Christ's part of instituting a ministerial Ohurch. That the
heads of families alone should speak, as advocated by some Independents, lie
thinks a falsifielation of their own case, and the creation of a representative Church which in other senses they deny.(65)The furthest he goes
is to say that no grave decision, such as excommunication, should be made
without the people being aware of it. They may be admitted in synod to
speak in an orderly way, but they have no power of juridical decision, or
the result would be anarchic. He voices his distrust of this "popular"
doctrine, as being too near the ^Anabaptist, which "takes away all magistracy
all"relation of master and servant, upon the
under the New Testament
ground that we are all free men".This is an obvious canvass of the Parliamentarians. "I am far from thinking our worthy brethren do allow of
this conclusion, but the principles are too sibb and near ofi blood?( 69)
He now proceeds to examine the nature of the Church, and the
Independents 1 assertion that the only Church known in the New Testament was
a congregation of believers, voluntarily meeting in one place, making a
voluntary profession of faith,without any system of Church courts. A sound
exegesis of the wide scope of th^word Church in Scripture is given.(73)
He points out that according to the Independents* assertion, as above,
every f^amily is a Church. If any man f s profession of faith should be false*
he considers that on their own definition, it makes their claim to be a
true Church to be invalid. Against them, he maintains that the preaching
of the word and the administration of the Sacraments are notes of the Church
even though held forth to unbelievers, for the mission of the Word is to
redeem. Further historic proof of his case lies in the nature of the New
Testament Church* Jerusalem was one Church, yet had three thousand believers. All these could not meet in one place, or break toread in one place;
thei^must have been several congregations, but under one jurisdiction.
This shows forth a presbyterial or as the Independents rais-ca|4 it, a
"representative" Church. He cites Ephesus, Antioch, Rome, Galatia&as further
eiamples of this. The word "Church" never signifies just one congregation,
e.g. "Saul made havoc of the Church". He examines the senses in which the
Church Presbyterial is representative. It is not a representative Church,
in the sense which Robinson gives to the doctrine, namely that the Church
rulers do no more than announce the judgement of the people. Nor is it
representative in the sense that the people give to these rulers supreme
power and promise to be tried by them in all things. Rutherfurd lays down
the principle that presbyters are only to be obeyed if their commands be
lawful and convenient and if the matters enacted are first referred to the
elderships of particular congregations.
In the eightlL chapter, the passage Matt.XVIII, 17-18, is expounde d with much greater learning than in Chap. IV, of Gillespie f s "Assertion",
The Septuagint, the Greek and Latin Fathers, the Schoolmen, the Renaissance
Scholars, Calvin, contemporajjy theologians are all cited. The Scots
theologians rested a good deal of their argument for the divine right of
Presbytery on the words of Christ," 51 Tell the Church".Altogether it may
be said, that the Independents may have been right in interpreting it as
referring only to the society of believers, but the conclusions they based
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on it, were as rigid,intolerant and more fallacious than their opponents 1 ,
raider was a little dubious himself as to whether the orthodox interpretation o± the age had not a measure of truth. He tried to compromise, by
saying the passage did in ?, sort refer to the eldership. There is evidence
iromjs the quotations throughout that Rutherfurd had Parker before him as
he wrote.
The Question of membership mow arises. His line of attack halts
at Parker and pushes at Ainsworth. The former had too much respect for the
traaitional Calvinist doctrine of the Visible and Invisible Church to discredit it altogether. Ains worth, an acute Biblical scholar, was prepared
to do so, in order to vindicate his theory that the only true visible Church
is a company of visible saints, called and separated from the world and voluntarily professing one faith. In this he is a direct disciple of Barrow.
Rutherfurd opposes to Ainswofrth f s his own doctrine of membership drawn from
the orthodox Calvinist dogma. All members of the Visible Church, he admits
should ,de jure, be saints, but, de facto, whether you take a wide national,
or narrow congregational view of the matter, they very often are not: their
profession may be false. Hence Ainsworth f s doctrine rests on what he consider!
a fallacious as sumption (95) That the Visible Church , as such, is corapose^f
saints is impossible. Tha sole criterion of membership of the Visible Church
is a profession of faith. The sincerity of that profession determines whether
a man is, before God, a member, though profession, sincere or insincere,
is adequate , provided his life be not scandalous, for recognition de facto,
as a member of the Visible Church. With the more Christian view, he insists
that men must not be asked to prove to the Church that they have grace. Who
knows where grace lies? "As much grace may be under many ashes as a piece
of gold among mountains of earth" (99). If the Word is to be preached only
to believers, then its converting-power is limited. He wisely objects that
this doctrine of membership narrows the scope of the Word to groups of
select, when it should be given to all. Besides he argues (and in this his
New Testament exegesis is sound)the New Testament Church was a very heter-Ogeneous mixture; all the Apostles required as a condition of membership was
a profession of faith.Did not our Lord accept Judas? Arguing from tne parable of t.ie wedding garment, he makes hearing of the Word a sufficient
condition . "Thece is no more required to make members of the Church visible
as visible, but that the,, be within the net hearess of the word." Turning
ba^ck, he insists that the preaching of the Word is an essential to him
the greatest essential of the Church :even the excommunicate, who are not
to receive the SSacraments, have the right to it. I^n passing he notes the
argument of Barrow and Ainsworth that any gifted man may preach and refutes
it as Socinian and unscriptural. A further deduction he makes from his own
argument, re the preaching of the Words since it is a note of the true Church
the magistrate can compel men to adjoin themselves to a church to hear the
>Y word. ,/ith the civil power in Scotland now behind him, he could assert this
categorically. In a later work ^Survey of the Surve/), circumstances:'forced
tiim to find some modification of this view, though he never resiled wholly
from its principle.
Because of Royal coercion, the Independents had separated from
the English Church and stigmatised the more moderate Puritans for not doing
so. Th^is fact turns his mind to the antithesis of membership Separation.
The que tion as he puts it in the tenth chapter, is, "whether or no it be
lawful to separate from a true Church visible, for the corruption or teacher?
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and the wickedness of pastors and professors, where faith is begotten by
the preaching of professed trutlile takes a wider view than the IHdependents ever reached. V.'^e are only to separate from all communion i^i v/hich we
may fall into sin, but not wholly from the Church or from the hearing oi
the Word anc. the prayers and praises of the Church. (The evidence or his
letters show that in Aberdeen he attended an Lpiscopalianised Church,
though often unedified by its doctrine.) Ainsworth argues that the Protestants separated frjm Rome as a justification of his own Separation. Rome
herself made the separation, counters Rutherfurd. There was always a true
Church, even in Rome, and a body of men v/h^o within her held fast to the
fundamental truthd of Christianity witness the Waj-denses. Rome herself has
made separation frota these truths. We have not separated from Rome's baptism
or from the Apostles 1 Creed. Rome's heresies have estranged her from th :.
true Church. Collateral national Churches cannot be said to be separated
from one another. Of Rome he sayc that it is a Churcjj, teaching and professing
'and having something of the life and being of a true Church. (131) The Reformers' calling and orders from her are valid bacause within her they swore
to defend the truth of the true Church which they did. Something extraordinary also there is in their calling and orders, but there is no need,
like Ainsworth to justify these as derived from the people.
Now he attacks the extreme Independents,and Barrow's doctrine of
Separation ac expounde by Ainsworth and Robinson. One must not, he says,
separate from a church for sins of fellow worshipers : Christ counselled His
disciples to obey the Pharisees. He counters, with sound historical exegeis
the rather far fetched arguments of fiobinson from Old Teatament ritualistic practice fwor separation. The hearing of the ?/ord by evil men, along
vith good, in no way affects its appeal to the latter. (139) Again he points
bo the heterogeneous nature of the New Teatament Church. If wickedness of
people in a church pollute the public worship, then it would be hardly possible tj communicate with safety in any. (145) It is unreasonable t^ e^po-ct
:he believer to separate on the grounds of wickedness in a fellow worshipper,
Tor he cannot know who is a hypocrite. Such a doctrine makes the value ofthe
ford and Sacraments depend on our fellow worshippers, which is absurd. To
leparate for the sins of a pastor falls into another extreme; it verges on
ihe Romish doctrine of making the value of the Sacraments depend on him
rh^jo administers them. He admits that an unsavoury pastor diminishes the
ippeal of the Word, but even hearing of unsound doc^trine should not cause
separation. We can keep the sound and reject' the unsound. He ends the
inapter by saving, that even when we separate from a Church overturning the
'oundations of religion, as from Rome,"we are to keep a desire of gaining
hem, howbeit not a brotherly fellowship with. them".
Chapter eleven contains the usual war of Scripture quotation,
xegesis add refutation of arguments in the foregoing case. For the esche..ng of infection from sinful men, Rutherfurd sh^pws at is sufficient to
eparate from them in the Church. "It is not God'sAeane 0f eschewing
ofection to lowpe out of one true Church into another for one fault" The
nfection of one never pollutes the worship and Sacraments f^or one not
lilty or even the holiest Independent Church he earnestly pfoints jut,
Duld not escape pollution. That it IF, not lawful to communicate v.iUi Lne
sliest Church in^an act of false worship, he grants, but that every act
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of fftlses worship makes a true Church to be a false Church, or no Church
is inadmissible. This is a subtle sponsoring of the case of the English
Presbyterian who had remained in the Episcopal establishment, even though
its worship was tainted. These chapters are a plea for separation inside
the Church, with &. view to reformation, as against complete schiem.
After dealing with membership of the Church and separation from
it, he turns to the related question of the Sacrament of Baptism. He
opposes its denial to children whose parents are not known believers, even;
while admitting that some of his own co-religionists support this practice.
All children within the visible Church are to be baptised,he aggues, from
the Jewish practice of circumcision, from the practice of John the Baptis^
and from the mercy of God himself.(165) He draws on the Covenant theology.
God makes the Covenant of Grace with a Christian people, so their children,
even though b^orn of wicked parents, enjoy the rights of that Covenant and
are to be baptised. They are invested with the "federal" holiness of the
people. (Federal holiness is not personal holiness, but the idea of a people
set apart to God by coveriant,Xl70) ^h° can say that God lays the fatheF^oi
iniquities upon the children in spiritual and eternal punishments?
If the parents 1 state of grace alone entitles a child to baptism, who can
tell which parents are in a state of grace. Membership of an individual
church is not necessary for baptism, which is a privelege of the Church
Catholic, not*of a particular Independent Church. None are 'to be refused
baptism for their children, who profess the faith and are of _Christian
communion. The doctrine that children of wicked people are no$ to be baptised till they become of age, is anabaptist* The free administration of *
this Sacrament is no profanation of it.
In chapter thirteen, Rutherfurd comes to the question of the
relationship of the individual congregation to the Church courts. " Those
of the Separation and others whom we love and reverence deny that congregations are subject to synods, Presbyteries and national assemblies;
holding that' thejlatter can only give counsel ana advice, but have no
jurisdiction over a Church". This was in a measure Parker's view, held
by the more moderate Independents and J)$F ~ome English Presbyterians. It
was likely to be a stumbling block to thorough-going Presbyterian dogma.
Hence Rutherfurd's attack on it. He asserts the nature and relationship
of Presbyterian and synodical power. The Presbytery has equal power wijjj
the synod, intensive but-not extensive. There is no Scripture case for a
single congregation exercising supreme juridical power. There is no
instance in Scripture of ordination by a congregation or even by a pastor
and congregation. (189) Apostolic practice was ordination by a Presbytery
of elders. He brings further arguments in support of the Presbyterian
system, from the laws of nature and necessity and from the discrepancies
and absurdities which he believes occur in the Separatist practice. He
reverts to the principle that the keys are not given to the congregation,
therefore they have no juridical authority. He deplores this doctrine as
tending to the removal of a public ministry and the making of it only
ad bene esse and not ad esse simpliciter of the Church.(194) He shows the
anomaly of the theory of congregational jurisdiction which makes the c gregatioii judge, jury and accuser in one. Most of these arguments are
similar to those in the second part of Gillespie's "Assertion of Church
Government".
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Chapter XIV is an exposition of Acts XV (the Council of
/
Jerusalem) as the main scripture ground for the superior jurisdiction of
He rejects the Independent view that it was merely a con* "j
Church courts.
ference, ana that its decrees, if they bound, bound onl# because they were
extraordinary and apostolic, and not because they were synodical and
With regard to the composition of the court, he allov/s that
oecumenical.
the Church may admit some learned and holy mwn, who are neither pastors,
He agrees with Parker that
doctors nor elderww to be present and speak.
the material ground of commissioners alt assemblies is their gifts and
holiness arid the formal ground the Chrurch calling and sending them.
The
But the whole congregation has no definitive voice in the councils.
next chapter gives further scriptural proofs of the lawfulness of synods
He is careful to state
and their power to excommunicate evil churches.
that even with regard to the censures of national assemblies or synods,
In the
it is free to believers to reject what is contrary to God's Word.
I6th chapter, there is more scripture refutation of the power of Independent congregations, especially in the matter of excommunication, an aspect
of Church discipline which was to be dealt with more fully in his later
In all these questibns^he shows a wider and more original patristic
works.
His studies seem almost naturally to have followed
lore than Gillespie.
those of Boyd, though he is more acquainted with, or at least cites more
On page 257, occurs an opinion
often from, the reformed theologians.
which shows that he has not even yet deserted his tenets concerning
Of private persons, he writes, "they are to edify,
private meetings.
rebuke and comfort one another, and this they may do, not one to one only,
So the Scripture saith. Prov.X,2I,
&B some say, but one to many.
So saith Calvin, Bullinger, Beza, Davenant, Whittaker etc."
Ephes. IV,29.
The I8th Chapter deals with the scope of the pastor's power,
utterly repudiating the Independent doctrine that a man is a pastor, only
Election does not make a
in, for and of a single individual church.
We do not, he says,
pastor, it only apportions him a special charge.
countenance that a man be ordained without charge., but that is hot to say
he is a pastor only to a single congregation; he is a pastor of Christ
Though his juridical power lies with his elders,
for the whole Church.
over a certain congregation, he may preach to any.
His last chapters are in line with Gillespie's "Assertion" and
He deals with the practice and
Henderson's "Government and Order".
On 'ruling elders', as Gillespie has
principles of the Scottish Church.
treated the subject fully in the "Assertion", he contents himself with an
The
exposition of ITirn.V,!?. and with outlining their office and power.
relation of the Churdh to the magistracy is briefly reviewed. The King's
power is hortatory, 'coactive', 'cumulative' but not 'privative'.
Church and State in their different spheres are both ordained of God.
He closes his book with a synopsis of present ecclesiastic practice in
His final word is t
the Church of Scotland, based largely on Henderson.
"Our Assembly also
still ill some measure a defence of private meetings.
commajifaeth (the General Assembly of 1641) godly conference at all occasional meetings, or as God's providence shall dispose, as the Word of God c
commandeth, Heb.III,I3, etc., providing none invade the pastor's office
to preach the Word, who are not called thereunto by God and his Church."
The pastor is not by Rutherfurd's doctrine here expressed excluded from
holding private meetings of his own.

AMBASSADOR AT LAHGE FOR SCOTTISH .

Relation of English and Scottish Presbyterianism.
The circumstances attending on the appointment of the Scots
Commissioners to the Westminster Assembly need be related only in so far
as they affect the part they were delegated to play or ultimately played
in it.

As has been noted, the Scots Commissioners treating with Charles

had arrived in London in 1640, with a definite propagandist plan, directed
against both Episcopacy anfl. Independency.

Opposition to the latter was

dropped that common cause might be made with its supporters against
Prelacy.

Dr Shaw inclines to the opinion that the Scots imagined, "there
I
was a Presbyterian faction ready to welcome them" ,but the passage from
Baillie which he cites in support of this, on the contrary really shows
2 «
that the Scots realised that theirs was a work of conversion.
Their
actual literary output at that time (already considered) is further
evidence of this.

As late as December,1643, Baillie could write, "As
3
yet a Presbytery to this people is conceived to be a strange monster"
Inopportune as some of.i the public" ations of the Scots proved t_> be in
the political sense, it would be unfair to call them premature.

The

propagandist has to pave the way, and these early 1640-42 publications
familiarised many of the English Puritans wit.i Scottish Presbyterian ideas
and proselytised some.

Henderson's pamphlet against limited Episcopacy

was unfortunate because limited Episcopacy was still regarded by a
majority in the English Parliament as a modus vivendi in settling
ecclesiastical affairs.

Parliaments answer to the Scots' suggestions

1 Shaw, History of the English Church, 1640-60,Vol.I, 128.
2 Baillie, I, 303.(vide supra p,
3 Baillie, 2, 117.
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/ on conformity in Church Government was a polite rebuff.
"This house
doth approve of the affection of their brethren of Scotland in their desire
of a conformity of Church government betv/een the two nations, ana doth
give them thanks for it.
And, as they have already taken into consideration the reformation of Church government, so they will proceed therein I
in due time as shall best conduce to the glory of God and peace of the ChiirC
This was embodied in the treaty ratified in August 1641.
With the Scots,
/
'
however, uniformity of religion became as much an idee fixee as v/ith
/V»A^-

Charles.

In the General Assembly of 1641, an act was passed instigated

by Henderson for drawing up "a Gonfession of Faith, Catechism, and
Directory for all the parts of Public Y/orship and Platform of Government,
wherein possibly England and we might agree".
In a letter to the English
I
ministers, the matter of religious liinity is further advancedr "that there
might be in both Kirks one Oonfession, one Directory for Public Vvorship,
one Catechism and one Form of Kirk Government."
opinion as that of the whole Scottish Church

Henderson vouches this

"We know nojs so much as

one man more or less eminent among us of a different Judgement."

The

entire work of the leaders of the Scottish Church in the next six years
was to endeavour to make the hope expressed in this letter a permanent
reality.

Political circumstances at first favoured them.
An Bnglish Parliament,inferior in military power to Charles

was more tractable than a Parliament able successfully to impeach Strafford,
Instead of the supplicated, it was now the jB-Uppliant and drew up a letter
for presentation to the General Assembly of 1642, tendering a politic
offer to reform religion and pleading for a firm and stable union between
2
the two Kingdoms.
Henderson, who drafted the reply, made it clear that
the only possible condition of alliance must embody uniformity in faith,
1 Peterkin, 296.
2 Peterkin, 324.
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/ worship and church government.

I

The Assembly's letter had the approval

of the Scottish Council and was communicated to the English Commons on
26th August.

Their answer expressed willingness ," to cast out whatsoever

is offensive to God or displeasing to any neighbour Church'/and to agree
with the Scots in all substantial points of doctrine.

They stated their

resolve to uproot Episcopacy and their intention to hold a convocation of
godly divines to settle " such government as may be most agreeable to God's
Holy Word".

The Assembly's Commission appointed as Commissioners to

negotiate with England in this matter those who subsequently attended v/es*minster.

The English Parliament delayed committment till the summer of

1643 brought their military hopes to the nadir.

Commissioners were despatch:

ed to Scotland and the Solemn League and Covenant was negotiated on I7th
August of that year. There is no reason to attribute superior astuteness
to either side in the drafting of the Covenant.
civil league, the Scots a religious union.

The English desired a

The Scots technicaliy achieved

their object, but the instrument of their success was necessarily of the
nature of a formula.

"According to the "Wbtfd of 0ad and the example of tfee

best reformed Churched " was as far as the English State would promise
Peform.

The Westminster Assembly added a definition of prelacy which

at least left a loophole of hope to the "primitive" Episcopalians.
Henderson had enough experience of English affairs to know that the above
clause was a formula and a possible source of future trouble, but he hoped
to achieve much through the Westminster Assembly.

He had postponed the

drafting of the Catechism and Directory for which he had been made responsible in 1641 until it might be possible to draft them in common for both
I Peterkifc, 325.

/ Kingdoms.
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The success or failure of the Sole n League and Covenant,

therefore, depended largely on the success or failure of the Scots 1
propagandist activity at Westminster.

Could they make England Presbytetian

They very nearly did so, till between them and the goal of their success
came the stout, uncompromising figure of Oliver Cromwell.
The Covenant gave the Scottish Commissioners, 'who were now
nominated by letter to the English Parliament, the mission of Presbyterianising England.

To measure their success, it is necessary to ask how

far England was Presbyterian before their advent.

Since the time of the

Treaty of Ripon, the English Puritan had been more conversant with the Scot-fc
tish form of Presbyterianism and many were increasingly favourable to it.
In 1641, several English ministers had written to the General Assembly
for guidance regarding the power vested in congregations and had received
an answer refuting eongregational theory and asking them "heartily to
endeavour that there might be in both Kirks one Confession, one Directory
I
for Public V/orship, one Catechism and one form of Church Government".
The same letter advocates the Scottish Presbyterian system of Courts and
is simple direct propaganda from the pen of Henderson..
ministers' answering letter shov/s how it was received.

The English
2
"

"The desire of the most godly and considerable part among us is that
the Presbyterian Government, which hath just and evident foundation both
in the Word of God and religious reason, may be established among us,
and that according to your intimation we may agree in one Confession of
Faith, one Directory of V/orship, one Public Catechism and Form of Government"
Despite this, the Westminster Assembly was to show a decided difference
in the Scottish and English^conceptions of Presbyterian principles.
The radical flifference may be traced to the fact that English PresbyterianI Peterkin, 296.
2 Peterkin, 329.
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such as it was, went back through Travers and Cartwright to a
nore purely Genevan theory - theory rather than model, foi? Elizabeth and
James gave little opportunity of establishing it - whilst Scottish Presbyterianism had been shaped more on the model of the French Protestant
Church.

The difference showed itself both in the spirit and the letter

of their religious conviction.

Early in the Reformation, Calvin had

counselled the English Puritan to submit to certain ceremonies, as things
indifferent, when imposed by the state. (Though Calvin desired it otherwise, the final appeal in Genevan Church affairs was to the Signory;

the

Smaller Council determined the choice of Elders in the Consistory.)
Cartwright, the early protaganist of English Presbyterianisrn accepted the
same early Calvinist standpoint and ultimately deferred to the wishes of
the State, on matters religious, when he found it impossible to alter them.
The majority of his follov/ers adopted his policy, and the English Presbyterian lived as far as he could, in conformity with the Church of England and avoided as far r s possible celebrations abhorrent to his prinoften
It is notA noticed that in the conflict between the Scots and
ciples.
the Erastians that the former had already achieved, much in winning over
the English Presbyterian, who for sixty years had submissively accepted
Erastian principles, and whom a threat from parliament could still overawe.

This policy had made it impossible for the English Presbyterian

to have any definite "platform" of church government.

Their best writers

could only expound traditional Genevan theory, as in Paget's "ChurchGovernment Exercised in Presbyterial, Classical, and Synodall Assemblies;"
their most virulent could only be scurriousj.y anti-prelatic.

Since the

First Book of Discipline and the heyday of Andrew Melville, the Scots
had had a definite "platform" of church Government.

It caine from the
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French system where it had to be won, as in Scotland, in the
"ace of State opposition.

It combined more admirably than in Geneva

the two principles of popular rights and central control.

There was in

Scots presbyterianfcfan the physique, and the violence perhaps, of one who
lias struggled and developed by breaking the chains of bondgge, English
Presbyterianism was softer stuff through having remained, though sullenly
in chains.

Besides being of a different spirit, what development there

was in English Presbyterianism was different.

It suffered unavoidably

from being forced to confine itself to theory, and that theory was the
interpretation of the Genevan practice in the light of possible future
English needs.

The Scots used a practical working system as a/guide upon

which with some differences, they modelled tfteir own.

English Presby-

terianism failed in the beginning as a national faith, because it was too
submissively Erastian and theoretical, in the end because having been
severely uprooted by Eaud, it was hastily replanted and over^fertilised
by the Scotp.

It never had a chance of a healthy native growth.

Paget's "Defence of Chmzch Government" is a typical exposition
English Presbyterianism and shows the radical differences between it
and the Scottish doctrine, which afterwards appeared at \Yestrninster.
Little stress for example, is placed on the work of Kirk sessions.

As

a juridical court it hattdly existed for the English Presbyterian, hence
their opposition to the office of ruling elder.
"elder"

For them the term

referred by New Testament practice to the pastor, or,from more

purely Calvjnist doctrine to those who advised and assisted Mm.
Their postulated assemblies included no representation of

elders.

Perhaps the word "classical" which they used, better applies to their
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assemblies than "presbytery11 .

Their presbytery was one which

could easily have merged into a council of a primitive episcopacy, or
into a convention of a federal Congregationalism on Parker *s model.
Other differences also appeared though the matter of the eldershi^p was
the greatest.

It may be noted also that even as late as 1641 the

English Presbyterian claimed no absolute divine right for his system

-

"We ..... though we hold that Classes and Synods are most necessary and
profitable for the we&l-being of the Church, being also prescribed unto us
by divine ordinance, yet do we not hold that the essence and being of the
Church doth consist in this. 11

From this date (1641) active Scots pro-

poganda in England begins.
It is thus difficult to estimate the grov/th or extent of
Presbyterianism in England before the Westminster Assembly.

Shaw's view

is that the Presbyterianism of Elizabeth's reign, and that of Charles's
reign were two separate sporadic outbursts with no relation to each other;
the first was an academic movement, the second an ecclesiastical abortion.
McCrie

tries to trace a consistent development in English Presbyterian

thought, but this continuity seems to lie in what Shaw calls "the prernanent element of English Puritanism" rather than in anything definitely
Presbyterian,
Masson's view g is that English Presbyterian principles
got lost amongst anti-Episcopal polemic, and only when the Episcopacy
was removed were they resuscitated from their grave.
of truth in all these.

There is an element

Puritanism was suffering an academic exile:

no

seat of learning, but banned its tenets, no convention existed, or dared
exist where they could exchange views, exchange of controversy through
Y.
2.

Shaw Hist, of Eng. Church. 1.
Masson.
Life of Milton
J£.

pages 5-6.
"
531
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through publication was extremely risky.

This academic and

sfaholastic isolation of all but orthodox or conformed thinkers from their
fellows, may have bred great variety of opinion, but it was a viriety
which had many unseemly blossoms.

English Presbyter-ianism, as species,

shared in the variety which English Puritanism had in the genus.
negatively unified only by its opposition to Epsicopacy.

It was

The Smedtymnuans

themselves differed in some points of their doctrine as is evidenced by
debates in the Westminster Assembly.

Their brethern differed even more,

Burgess, Marshall, Calarny, Palmer, Herle, all are often found in opposition to each other.

Every variety of opinion from near Episcopacy to

near Independency existed.

It was as unknown in quality, and amorphous

as a child in the womb, and it was yet to be proved whether its delivery
by the Scots was healthily the best.

Presbytery in its Scottish form

v/as indeed as yet a strange monster to this people.

The Scots had not

only to co-ordinate the English form of Presbyterianism with their own,
they had to assist in the co-ordination of all the variants of the English
doctrines.
In reality they succeeded more in the latter task than in
the former.
The history of the legislation calling the Assembly is
extra- ordinarily complicated.

Not only did the Scots sie^&e- the oppor-

tunity of the Assembly for the propoganda but they
responsible for making it.

were indirectly

It was resolved in debate in the Commons

on 1st September, 1642
Assembly

on the declaration of 3rd August from the General
that Episcopacy should be abolished. g

"The government of the Church of England by archbishops, bishops,
their chancellors arid commissaries, deans, deans and chapters, archdeacons,
and other ecclesiastical officers hath been found by long experience to
be a great impediment to the perfect reformation amd gfrowth of religion,
Shaw.

Vol I
Vol I

124-127.
12o- quoting Commons Journal

II.
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no.

and very pre-Juclicir.l to the state and government of this
kingdom, and this House doth resolve that the same shall be taken away."
This resolution was amended by the Lords but was afterwards
cited in the ordnance calling the Westminster Assembly, as one of the
causes thereof.
a year.

The Westminster Assembly legislation occupied more than

In February1642, during the protracted legislation on Church

affairs, the Commons considered the feasibility of having an advisory
body of divines called together, who were fit to Ibe employed for settling
The matter dragged till April, when a Grand

the affairs of Church.

Committee of the House reported on the matter arid the Commons passed a
resolution stating their intention of reform of the Church, and for
"better effecting thereof speedily, to have consultation with learned
and godly divined."

Prom April 1642,the Commons were engaged in pre-

paring such a bill.

No fewer than five were drafted, read, a first and

second time, recommitted, rejected on differences between the Houses,
or Jiapsed on technical grounds.

The fifth bill passed and was embodied

in the fourth proposition sent down to Charles, but did not receive his
assent.
1643.

Finally the Assembly was summoned by an Ordinance of 12th June,
The Commons adhered firmly to the clause concerning agreement

^with the Church of Scotland being retained.

The Scots 1 propogandist

mission was thus made legal by the parliament of the land into which they
came.
The Westminster Assembly^
The Assembly met on July 1st, 1643.

The proceedings of the

first months are of little importance in this Thesis, as they dealt with
the reform of the Thirty Nine Articles and with the liturgical reform
of the Church of England.

September, 1643 brought about the considera-

tion of the Solemn League and Covenant.

III.
earer agreement with the Church of Scotland mentioned in the Ordinance
tnd implied in the Covenant became a matter of deepest political concern.
'On Thursday, 12th October, 1643, we being at that very instant very busy
)n the loth Article of the Thirty Nine Articles of the Church of England....
there came an order from both Houses of Parliament, enjoining our speedy
taking in hand the discipline arid liturgy of the Church. 11

The arrival

Df the Scottish Commissioners in September, 1643 and their insistence
arith the English Parliamentary Committee that matters of church govern0-

nent should be settled speeded parliaments and the Assembly's progress
therein.

Politically the Scots were in a strong position to have their

wishes acceded to by Parliament.
themselves into one as strong.

Technically in Assembly they manoevered
They refused to sit as members of

Assembly which would only give them a few votes, and would make no
difference in Assembly decision.

They insisted on being dealt with

as Commissioners of a national Church, demanding the appointment of a
liaison committee from the Assembly to meet arid treat with them on all
matters concerning form of government, Directory, &^
Parliament granted this, 17th October, 1643,

After debate

Baillie claims that this

committee dictatea Assembly policy, a claim to a certain extent true.
The Scots had thus both a say in initiating the Assembly's ecclesiastical
legislation, arid a veto on it when referred back to the treaty Committee.
They also had full freedom of speech in the Assembly which they used
incessantly,-none more often than Rutherfurd himself who made his appearance in the Assembly on 20th November, 16<:3.
He was in all likelihood hastened to attend by v/ord from London
of the Church Government debate and the Independent opposition.

Henderson

was a diplomat and a Church statesman, but not outstanding as a dialectician
Journal of AssemblyLightfoot.
1.
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and Gillespie who was with him may have felt the strain of
constant attendance at the Assembly. Debates.

Another debtaing

controversialist was a necessity to the Scots.

This will be noticed

when it is seen, that in practically all the debates on Church government, v/hilst both Gillespie and Rutherfurd may be present, one of them
always is.

The position of Rutherfurd and Gillespie, the two contro-

versialists, is noteworthy.
and Baillie.

They form a pair to balance with Henderson

The two first belong to the extreme Presbyterian party

which afterwards became Protester.
party which became Resolutioner.

The two latter to the more politic
As regarding Puritanic practice, as

already seen, Rutherfurd and Gillespie v/ere in close sympathy with the
Independents.

In Letter CCC1X f the former writes,"The best of the

people are of the Independent way."

Yet in the Assembly on the matter

of Presbyterian discipline, they were less accommodating than even
Henderson.

They are more ready in debate, more scholastically learned,

more dialectically sublte than him.

With a greater fund of learning,

they have a greater fund of argument, though it may not always be relevant,
but they lack his cool judgement.

Their battlefield was the floor of

the Assembly, his-the Treaty or accommodation Committee.

After

Rutherfurd arrived Henderson could more freely devote himself to these,
and though often enough in attendance intervenes thereafter, only in
debates on major points.

His intervention too is characteristic,

generally it is assertion rather than argument, history fcather than : :xexegisis, pragmatic statement of practice rather than the reason for it,
vide Lightfoot's Journal, page 60.
"Then Mr. Henderson spake concerning the business of ruling-elders
thfet however it be somewhat strange in England, yet that it hath been
in the Reformed churches, even before Geneva, and that it hath been very
prosperous to the church of Scotland.
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/Page fifty three of Lightfoot's Journal gives an even more illustratine
example.
11 Mr Henderson again desired,
md prejudice to other churches.
;his, spoke again, that we would
consider of these things, but go
Tit to be in the church, without

that we would be wary lest we give offence
He also, after some further debates about
not in metaphysical and abstract notions
to work to determine what offices we think
more ado. "

lis touchstone in all matters was whether or not they were agreeable to
the practice of the Church of Scotland, and his argument seldom strayed far
from that. Rutherfurd and Gillespie, while seeking the same end, would have
had the Assembly assent, not only to Scottish practice, but to every theory
of and reason for it, as they interpreted it. The matter before the Assembly
on the arrival of the Scots was that of Church Government, which was to
occupy it for nearly two years.
The Debates on Church Government,
Under pressure from the Scots, Parliament finally emitted the
ordinance of I2th October, 1643, which referred to the Westminster divines
the task of drawing up "such a Discipline and Government as may be most
agreeable to God's Holy Word and most apt to proc^ure and preserve the peace
of the Church at home and nearer agreement with the Church of Scotland. "On
.the I7th October, the Qebate proper began.

It was moved b# Seaman,( and

decided against the Independents) to begin with the nature and work of
Church officers rather than with " whether there were a rule for government
,
I
to be had in the Scriptures".
The Assembly divided into three committees
each considering the same questions.

On October I9th, the second and

third committees reported on the officers of the Church as held forth by
Scriptjire, the report of the third committee including the preface of the
subsequent "Propositions".

Debate as to the number and nomenclature of

these officers in Scripture went on till the 27th October, when the firdt
tee reported on the same matter.
ILightfooiT'sn-

Debate on this report began on
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/ November 2nd, with the office of pastor.

Lightfoot minutes no inter-

ference by the Scots in this debate, but Baillie mentions " a paper given
in by our brethren before we came..........According to it, the Assembly
I
A minor controversy
did debate and agree anent the duty of Pastors 1.1

arose as to whether reading the Scriptures publicly, belonged to the Pastor's
office.

Marshall held that the reading of the Y/ord in public was not an

ecclesiastical office and the Smectymnuans along with him/ inclined to the
j
Palmer held that
view that expounding must accompany it, to make it so.
it did belong.

The 'near' Episcopalians<f|thought that pastor and reader

might be two offices.

There was great individuality of opinion.

Lightfoot says, ''it was much desired to delay for fear of some inconven2
The inconveniences, doubtless, were disagreeienwes that might follow".
ment with the Scots' paper; on the matter.

In his chapter on the pastor's

duty in the"Peacable Plea1,' Rutherfurd says,"We acknowledge no reading
3
pastors, but only pastors gifted who are able to cut the Y/ord aright".
The chapter is an exposition of the pastor's duty as set foi»t& in
Henderson's"Government and Order" of 1641.

The paper mentioned by Baillie

embodied Henderson's and Rutherfurd's^octrine and reveals that readers in
Scotland had fallen into disrepute.
venience.

Hence the Assembly's fear of incon-

It was finally ordered,that the public reading of Scripture

The Scots' wishes were fulfilled in this
belongs to the pastor's office.
of the
The
and in a subsequent extension A proposition to include probationers.
other duties of the pastor's office admitting to the Sacraments, catechising, visiting the sick, were resolved with little debate; they were
common Puritan doctrine and conformed closely to the Scottish practice.
1 Baillie, K, 110.
2 Lightfoot, 59.

* ~

5 Peacable Plea , 8
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/

A

belated report of the second committee on the unity in sub-_

stance of the pastor's and teacher's office (voted by it on October 23rd,
and presented on November 8th ) occupied the Assembly till November I4th.
Jty then the Scottish Commissioners had decided that the settling of Church
Government was too protracted.
were urged to come speedily.

To expedite it, Rutherfurd and Baillie
Meanwhile, the Scots gave in to t,.e Grand

Committee of Parliament and Assembly a paper embodying certain propositions
for speedy establishment.

They hinted that this meticulous searching of

Scripture, while good in its way, was lengthy and redundant: to their mind
it had all been ably done before by earlier reforming theologians.

They

postulated four permanent officers in the Church,-pastors, teachers
(doctors), ruling elders,and deacons, ohurch government by the first three
of these, and a fourfold system of church courts,-church session,
presbytery, synod and national assembly.

Marshall reported from the

Grand Committee to the Assembly on this paper, saying that the former had
not debated it at all, but referred it entirely to them.

In the light of

this report, the Assembly debated the difference between pastor and doctor
which had already been dealt with by the second committee.

The debate

lasted till November, 2Ist, and was the occasion of the first recorded
participation of the Scots.
The Independents held that pastor and doctor were two distinct
offices in substance.

The majority of the Assembly opposed them.

The

English Puritan (viz. Calamy) was of the opinion that a man could be in
orders without a charge and that such a man of brilliant parts might, as
bellow in a college, be a doctor there, but this was a distinction in gifts
not in office.

Hendreson's view, as expressed in the "Government and

Order" follows closely the "Second Book of Discipline".

The doctor is
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/ of use in universities and colleges, and differs in name and function
The "Second Book of Discipline" makes the doctor
from the pastor.
an elder ex officio, with power to assist in kirk government and assemblies,
though he may not administer the Sacraments unless especially called
thereto.

Henderson in the "Government and Order" only makes it expedient

that he have elder's powers ,"of which some use to be chosen to be elders
I
of particular churches and Commissioners to the National Assembly".
Rutherfurd in the "Peacable Plea", deducing from his own case, states,
"Doctors, if they aim at the ministry,prophesy in our presbyterial
2
Thus while the Scots approximated to the Independent view,
meetings".
they did not completely distinguish the offices.

In practice, as in

Rutherfurd 1 s own case, the two offices were united and the doctor's
office, or 'regentship 1 , was a stepping stone towards the ministry.
Henderson thought this debate idle; his opinion, when asked, was,"they :.
should not in metaphysical and abstract notions consider of these things,
but go to work to determine what offices we think fit to be in the Church".
Even then, the English Presbyterians, who still retained some marks of
their old church, especially the academic ones, would not move froto their
standpoint that the doctor was merely a pastor, gifted for teaching.
The Independents, with Goodwin as their protagonist, having in their exile
in Holland established the twofold office of pastor and doctor in the
church, firmly upheld the distinction of these.

Henderson moved that

a committee of accommodation be appointed, but the following day, perhaps
because of its failure to achieve agreement, tendered some propositions
of his own.

These distinguished the name of pastor and doctor, Admitted

their usefulness to a congregation, but not their necessity, and established them for the bene esse of schools and colleges.
I Government and Order,p.28.

Though supported by

2 Peccable Plea, 319.
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/Calamy, these were talked out by the AssBmbly.

Next day, six neutral

propositions of the accommodation committee were passed.

These noted

that different gifts were in different ministers but they might also be
combined in one, that, if there were more than one minister in a congregation, he who excelled in exposition might be called a doctor, that the
doctor is of excellent use in universities and colleges.

The final

"Propositions'1 (collected in Nov^/ember 1644) show that Henderson^s first
proposition thatf"the Scripture doth hold out the name and title of a
teacher as well as of a pastor" was accepted.

They also add,"who also is

a minister of the Word as well as the pastor and have power of administration of the Sacraments".

This was more than G-oodwin had ever claimed for

the doctor's office and was added to satisfy tha English Presbyterian
position, in which an ordained man, without charge, could hold the office
of doctor.

The remaining propositions concerning the doctor satisfy the

Independent standpoint, for they allow doctors in individual congregations,
whether or not they hold office as preaching pastors: both may exist in the
same congregation.
stated.

The doctor's use in schools and colleges is specially

Altogether the propositions give ample scope for Scottish, English

and Independent theory and practice.

It is obvious that thetScottish

doctrine is the half-way house in which both parties find an ultimate
formula of agreement.
"The next point whereon yet we stick is Ruling Elders."

It was,

perhaps, anticipation of this debate that hastened Rutherfurd's arrival.
Though not as powerful a debater as Gillespie, he has greater linguistic
and exegetical knowledge and a greater storehouse of patristic, scholastic
and reformed learning.

If the Assembly demanded hair- splitting exegesis

and massed Scriptural, patristic and doctrinal proof, as Henderson was
sorrowfully finding they were, Rutherfurd was the one Scotsman to give it.
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/ That Henderson never interfered in debate, till the question of doctorsarose, showed that in a metaphysical atmosphere he was a fish out of
water, a statesman, albeit an ecclesiastical one, amongst speculative
exegetes.
The debate on ruling elders saw Rutherfurd emter into the field
of Assembly controversy.

As if in answer to the purpose for which he

was brought, he sets forth a lengthy exegetical argument in favour of the
proposition, "that besides these presbyters that rule well, and labour
in the word and doctrine, there be other presbyters who especially apply
themselves to ruling, though they labour not in the word and doctrine."
This debate is, as reported by Lightfoot, the most exegetical of all the
debates on church government or indeed of any.

It seems as if the Scots

had decided to meet the Assembly with its own weapons and the latter
rose manfully to the occasion.

They turn their heaviest batteries
A minor man is left to have his

against their most formidible opponents.
say.

Selden, Gattaker, Temple, Goodwin, Nye, Marshall, Calamy call

forth the best of their powers, when they had occasion to differ from
them.
Henderson opened the debate for the Scots*-by pointing out that
ruling elders existed in many reformed churches and had been found "very
prosperous to the Church of Scotland".

(There is no doubt that the ruling

elder in Scotland had become a fixed office in the Church in no small
measure because such office gave lords and lairds an influence in the
councils of the Church).

The Assembly demanded a fuller proof and

Rutherfurd expounded the Presbyterian interpretation of I Tim. V,I7,
as not referring to one man
and two works, but to two distinct offices.

When Vines quoted the Greek
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/ Fathers as not conceiving the text to mean two offices, Rutherfurd answered
that Ghrysostom, though he had not held a ruling elder from this place,"yet
doth he hold a distinct office, viz. a deacon that doth not preach".
Robert Boyd had not taught Chrysostom in vain.

Gattaker and the moderate

Presbyterians who were nearest primitive* episcopacy, opposed the institution
of this office.

While willing to be under the law, in an established

church, they distrusted the intrusion of those they believed to be lay into
That the Independents also supported this office, did
spiritual affairs.
not lessen their distrust.
( N. B. A historical error has been perpetuated by a typographical one in
In that edition occurs, " Sundry of
Laing's edition of Baillie f s Letters.
the ablest were against the institution of any such officer by divine right,
such as Dr Smith, Dr Temple, Mr Gattaker, Mr Price, Mr Hall and many more,
beside the Independents, who truly spake much and exceeding well. The most
But Lightof the synod was in our opinion and reasoned bravely for it 1.1
JToot shows that the Independents argued ably for the ntling elder, as one
The "Apologetical Narration" mentions
would expect from their tenets.
ruling elders,"with us not lay, but ecclesiastical persons separated to
that service" showing that they were strongly in favour of their institution.
Laing's period should be placed after the word'morej when the quotation
wjuld read, "Beside the Independents who truly spake mucj^aiid exceeding well,
the most of the synod was in our opinion and/rasoned bravely for It."
Shaw, Vol. 1,161, reading loosely, asserts, "(The Independents supported by
Smith, Gattaker and Temple argued strongly against the divine institution
HeaJJie ring ton has made the same error in modified
of the ruling elder".
Shaw also quotes Baillie*s statement that the Assembly voted ,
form.
"nemine contradicente, that beside ministers of the word, there is other
ecclesiastic governors to join with the ministers of the word in the government of the Church; that such are agreeable unto and warranted by the
word of God, especially the I2th Rom.8; 1st Cor.12, 28; that in the Jewish
church the elders of the people did join in ecclesiastic government with
His cotoment on
the Priests and Levites according to 2nd Chron. 19,8."
this is that it is not borne out by Lightfoot's Journal (Vol. 1,163 of Shaw).
Unfortunately for Shaw, Lightfoot himself formulated the proposition quoted
by Baillie and says it "was very well liked of ........ and voted nemine
contradicente" as also was its scriptural proof.(Lightfoot*s Journal p.79-80.)
The Independents were closer to the Scots at this time than at any
other.

Baillie (as yet) and Rutherfurd both write graciously of their

abilities.

But the opposition against ruling elders was strong.

Bridges, Seaman and Marshall supported Rutherfurd in his exegesis.

Goodwin,
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/Gattaker, Vines and Dr Smith opposed him.

On 27th November, the matter

was referred to committee, where the same debate spun round interminably.
On the 50th, Henderson intervened characteristically, pointing out the
necessity of rulers to oversee the manners of the people.

Rutherfurd again

took up the debate on the passage in Timothy and was followed by Lightf oot
who maintained Chrysostom's exegesis of it.

On December 1st, this passage

was v/aived and 1st Cor. XII, 28, put forward as a proof.
volved as to whether i^nc/
as well as gift.

OA^t

^ J* *"<

Gillespie argued pro, Temple contra.

The debate rereferred to office
Wheni remitted to

committee, both sides still rejected accommodation as the matter of an
officer of the church was too important to be stated in a mere formula.
Elders were either scripturally warranted or they were not.

Acceptance

of them on prudential grounds urged by Goodwill, Nye and enen by Henderson
himself, had not the approval either of Marshall,./ on one side or of Vines
f
Neither were Rutherfurd and Gillespie likely to be too
on the other.
keen on establishing the elder's office on such grounds except with
Scripture warranty.

Gillespie later returned to the debate with ITim.V,I|T

Finally a committee was formed to draw up how far they agreed and the
matter settled more or less by the proposition being voted. ..... "It is
agreeable and warranted by the word of God that some others beside the
ministers of the word or church governers should Join with ministers in
I
Romans, XII, 7&8, IstCor.XII,28, v/ere
the government of the church11 .
adduced as profifs.

Rutherfurd was not successful in getting ITim.V,I7

passed, but it was not rejected.

[ Lightfoot, 76,

The Assembly next considered elders in
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/ the Jewish Church as a proof for ruling elders.

The question as to the

nature of the elders in the Sanhedrin along with the priests and scribes,
whether they were ecclesiastical or civil officers and what cases they tried
all came under discussion.

Gillespie, whose treatise,"The Assertion of

Church Government" had used this as proof for the eldership, was the chief
Scottish protagonist, though Rutherfurd intervened once to contradict a
parallel of Lightfoot.

Finally Lightfoot's proposition,"that in the

Church of the Jews therec were elders of the people, joined to the priests
and Levitewvin the government of the Church" was carried.

It was subsequently
I
prefixed to the major proposition of "Other Church Governors 1.1
Rutherfurd
and Gillespie would have liked eldership as in the Scottish Church
established divino jure, but there is little doubt that Henderson stayed their
vehemence.

He knew that the question of the subordination of Church courts

in the Presbyterian system was to follow and foresaw the folly of alienating
the moderate English Presbyterians, whose support he would require against
the Independents.

The proposition concerning Deacons caused little debate.

Rutherfurd 1 s contribution WQS a speech on their perpetuity.

On December

22nd, he took the Covenant before the Assembly, which, now that its work
on Church officers was concluded, aimlessly turned back to consider the
character of the Apostle^.

Thereafter from January 2nd to February 2nd,

it was occupied with the debate on ordination (vide infra p. 13£).
On I9th January, the first committee reported (I) that Scripture
holdeth out a presbytery in a church,(2) that a presbytery consisteth of
ministers of the word and such other public officers as have been already
voted to have a share in the government of the chuech.
I Propositions concerning Church Government, p. 6,

On 25th January
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/the Scots gave in a paper containing propositions with proofs concerning
their church government.

This was an expansion of that given in on

November I4th, 1643, or rather an expansion of its fourth heading, "that
t

Assemblies are fourfold".

The November paper of Henderson had contained

no proofs. This was loaded with them, and is unmistakably the work of
Rutherfurd ahd Gillespie, containing all the argument* for eldership and
presbytery.

At the same time, the Scots gave a book to each of the
I
Assembly,"touching their own government".
It was probably Henderson 1 s
"Government and Order".
debate on "Presbytery".
\

All this was preparation fofr the forthcoming
«
It was becoming increasingly obvious that certain

points concerning Ordination could not be settled until the major business
of Presbytery was resolved.
On February 5th, the crucial debate began with the Proposition,
"The Scripture holdeth forth that many congregations may be under one
Presbyterial government".

This was the lengthiest debate of the Assembly

and is reported in fulliin
Gillfcspie's notes.
^!te>

Goodwin's opening speech

seems to have set the tone of this debate, as Rutherfurd 1 s had done in that
concerning ruling elders.

This time the debate is syllogistic and Kighl#

polemic, rather than exegetical.

Texts are hurled from side to side,

rather than investigated for their truth.

The metaphysical discussion,

which wearied Henderson, becomes ultra-metaphysical.
follow it.

Nor does Henderson

The task was left to Gillespie assisted by Rutherfurd.

The

former's notes are a masterpiece of their kind, showing an intensely acute
mind.

He can memorise the whole argument of an opponent, however fine

drawn, and , refuting point by point, trenchantly vindicate- his own cause,
as in his memorable attack on Selden.

I Lightfoot, p.119.

Rutherfurd 1 s mind was as acute,
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u^ii in this debate he did not speak at such length.
he was at work on his "Due Right of Presbyteries".

Throughout it,

Every minute point

raised in the Assembly was stored in his mind for refutation therein.
The close inter-relationship of these two will be seen later in the examination of "The Due Right", where the heavy artillery of the Fathers, Schoolmen and Reformers is turned on point after point of his opponents 1 argument.
In debate, Gillespie may have been the more rapid marksman, but Rutherfurd
had the fuller quiver.

The later works of Gillespie viz. "Aaron's Rod

Blossoming" as compared to his earlier "Assertion of Church Government"x
show his learning and argument greatly enriched by contact with Rutherfurd.
The latter, however, had a lining for the Parthian shot, for seizing an
incontrovertible for his own case and putting it in incontrovertible
,syllogistic form, as in the famous Assembly where Lord Seaforth "would not
have Mr Samuel trouble us with hi^logic syllogisms.

He wets to trouble ttoe

Independents in the same manner.
The arguments of the debate need not be largely discussed here,
as they will be dealt with in the "Due Right".

The Independents 1 negatives

to-the proposition were considered up to the 2Ist February, when they were
voted out.

They argued from their own conception of a church, that a

presbyterial church made ministers and elders, to be ministers and elders,
not of one, but of efcery church in the presbytery, which was an anona^y.
They asserted that the right of excommunication resided in the congregation:
V

as it did not reside in the presbytery it could not be used as anargument
church courts.

They supported their view from the case of the Corinthian

fornicator (ICor.V) and from the "Die Ecclesiae" passage (Matt.XVIII,17).
These the Assembly refuted with the traditional argument of Presbyterianism
5illespie led the attack, prompted by the little man, who sat supplying
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/material for him to weave skilfully in forceful argument.

When the side

issue of EEcommunication was raised, fiutherfurd sjbeaks more frequently,
showing the fatal insistance
on supreme ministerial control of that censure
^*^
which was to split the Presbyterian cause later in Scotland itself.
Prom 22nd February to I3th March, Scripture proofs for many
congregations under one presbytery were examined.

They are those

originally put forward in "The Assertion of Church Government" and the
"Peacable Plea".

The authors of these works are their ablest exponents

and are supported by Marshall, Vines, Seaman, Herle and Gattaker.

The

debate on Presbytery is mostly left to these men and Marshall,their leader,
was an ardent supporter of the Scots.

On February 22nd, it was voted

that the believers mentioned in Acts,1,15,etc. belonged as members to the
Church of Jerusalem, on the 23rd, that they were more than could ordinarily
meet in one place in exercise of worship and of government, on the 28th,
that many apostles and other preachers in the Church of Jerusalem import
that there were many congregations^, on the 5th March, that the eldees of

;.L

that Church are mentioned in Acts XI and XV, on the 7th, that the apostles
did the ordinary acts of presbyters as presbyters in the Church of
Jerusalem,and that this shall be brought to prove the presbyterian government a$ Jerusalem.

On March I3th, by the cumulation of these, it was voted

that the instance of the Church of Jerusalem shall be brought to prove that
I
many several congregations may be under one presbyterian government".
These arguments, together with minor votes on detailed aspects of the proofs,
represent much of Rutherfurd's and Gillespie's collated thought.

The

argument, especially Rutherfurd's, (it doe's not appear in the "Assertion",
I Lightfoot, 174-214.

and Gillespie's Notes of ?/estminster Assembly,30-42.
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is put forward in the"peacable Plea"),developed by him in debate with
Goodwin, is that the apostles acted,not as apostles, but as presbyters in
the Council of Jerusalem.

With the accuracy of these exegeses, this thesis

is iiuu iiiiuiouii*tiily concerned, yet in this, as in man# other instances, the
exegesis of the Scots was accepted after due deliberation by the Assembly.
But the debate was not brought thus far without some ecclesiastical manoeuvreing.

An unofficial attempt of the Scots at accommodation

between themselves, the English Presbyterians, and the Independents was
brought to nought by Nye's attack, in the Assembly on February 26th, on
Presbytery as inconsistent with the civil state.

As the Assembly was

filled that,. day with members of the Houses, Nye's attack was dictated by
reasons of policyv

On Friday, 8th March, an accommodation committee of

four Presbyterians, four Independents and the four Scottish Commissioners
was appointed.

Marshall gave to this committee a summary of the work of

the unofficial conference before mentioned.

Vines, the following day,

gave in the English Presbyterians' terms of accommodation which were
practically an assertion of Presbyterian government.

Following this,the

Independents gave in their terms, closely in accord with their "Apologetic
Narration".

These admitted Presbytery in a prudential and advisory way,

but asserted non-communion with an errant church as the highest form of
censure a presbytery could impose.

Five propositions were agreed to in

this committee and submitted #o the Assembly on March I9th.
however, waived as

They were,

the debate on Ordination was in progress.

On April, I0th, a review of the votes on Presbytery was presented
by a committee appointed thereto.

The propositions collected determined its

Scriptural institution, composition and ecclesiastical power.

iGillespie, 37-41,

A minor
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/debate on the "fixedness of congregations" developed, but as a point of
government it was decided to be a thing indifferent.

Proposals to include

the propositions on Presbytery wilih those on ordination sent up to parliament were rejected as the Scots preferred to have the propositions complete
before their presentation.

All this time Rutherfurd is daily enlarging

his "great book against the Independents", which was to come out in May, 1644
The Assembly next proceeded to a matter largely dealt with in.
&he "Due Right"-the power of congregations.

At the beginning of the

debate, "Mr Rutherfurd still urged that we might keep clear in this that
I
we should not infringe the power of particular congregations".
He was, of
the Scots, the most ready to recognise the congregational rights in the
Presbyterian system.

Baillie mentions a paper given in to the Grand

Committee at this time" wherein we asserted a congregational eldership
for governing the private affairs of the congregation from the I8th of
2
Matthew".
Rutherfiurd was cefctainly the inspirer, if not the author of
this paper, which embroiled the Scottish Commissioners with the die-hard
Presbyterians at home.

Nye was on certain occasions to quote from the

"Peacable Plea", attempting to show thfct Rutherfurd wen1,,9n some matters,
3
almost as far as his own party.
The division of congregations by the
bounds o$ dwellings, the plurality of elders in the congregation, that
no single congregation, which may conveniently join together in an
association , may assume unto itself all and sole power of ordination,
1
were all voted.
The Scotsrintervened
chiefly in the t plurality of elders *
vote, as certain of the Assembly conceived one ruling elder sufficient in
the Church.

Rutherfurd and Gillespie spoke so insistently that the point

1 Lightfoot, 255.
2 Baillie,II,182.
3 Gillespie,60.
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I

/ was carried.

It appears in the"Propositions" as,"there are many Elders

in one Congregation".

The other propositions were debated mostly by the

English Presbyterians and, in the last, which practically deprived the
Independents of the congregational right of ordination, the Scots hardly
intervened, knowing that their cause here was safe, and not wishing to
offend the Independents more,5 than consisted with the establishing of it;
it was more critical to have ruling elders conceded by a majority o£
English Presbyterians, who were safe enough as regards the establishment
of presbyterial ordination.

It was the mare specifically congregational

elements of Presbyterianism, such as the power of ruling elders,(dearest
to Rutherfurd of all the Scots), that the Scots found it hardest to persuade the English Presbyterians to accept.

!«'

Prom now until August, the Assembly was employed chiefly with the
"Directory for Public Worship".

In August, V/arriston came down from Scot-

land with letters from the General Assembly to hasten Church Uniformity
on the lines of the "Solemn League and Covenant".

The Scots handed in

to the Grand Committee a paper by Henderson on the evils of delay.

The

Grand Committee, by way of answer, suggested that the committee for the
Summary (of Presbytery and Church Government) hasten their report and that
the Assembly return to the matter of Church Government.
The order of deabte on the remaining propositions occasioned
some discussion.

The English Presbyterians ,through Vines and Herle,

wished to begin with the power of congregations and to work upwards thereffom, whereas the Scots wished the fourfold assemblies of the Church
resolved upon, for the politic reason that by so doing they would be able to
Ci

present a scheme of government- to the King at Uxbridge.
I.,Lightfoot, 261.
2 Gillespie,65.

The Scots 1
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wishes were ultimately carried and the Assembly proceeded to
debate."it is lawful And agreeable to the word of God that the Church
governed by several sorts of assemblies."

be

The Independents quibbled over

but it was agreed that the word was not used "to bring

the word "church";

in any design but only to bring in the debate".

The proposition was passed

That on Synods was passed on the 17th September, the

on September bth.

succeeding proposition "Synods are made up of pastors, teachers, and other
Church governers" occupied the Assembly for- some time and was finally
passed as "pastors, teachers, and other Church governors, as also other
idoneus persons where it shall be deemed convenient, and members of these
assemblies which are called Synodical when they are called thereto."

The

clause concerning idoneus persons was a sop to the Independent Cerberus.
u That Synodical assemblies may be of seYeral sorts, as provincial, national
and oecumenical" was passed with very little debate.

The subordination of

assemblies and the right of appeal through them though it was the crux of
the whole difference between Presbyterian and Independent, was passed after
four days debate.

-

"it is lav/ful and agreeable to the word of God that

there be subordination of congregational, classical, provincial, and
national assemblies for the government of the Church."
question did Rutherfurd speak at any length.

Only in the last

On October 8th arid 9th it

was voted that "the said assemblies have power to convent before them those
« n
When
.x
censure
church
in
power
some
have
they
that
and
bounds,
in their
these propositions were finally passed,the Scots had succeeded in their
chief task of having the Presbyterian system adopted by the Assembly.
details such as numbers of commissioners, etc. remained to be filled in.
The speed with which the last propositions were passed was due to the
political situation.
Gillespie.

87 and 88.

The defeat of Essex which balanced the victory

Only
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of Marston Moor made Scottish military help more necessary
than ever and the Scottish Commissioners had thus a strong political hold
otfer the Assembly.

Baillie also mentions that they had

haste in agitation with our private friBttdsV 1

"sundry means of

The Independents also

trusted to their political dealings with Cromwell to secure for themselves
immunity from any Presbyterian legislation passed by Parliament on the
advice of the Assembly.

On 15th September Cromwell had procured an order

from the House to refer to the Grand Committee the matter of accommodation,
or toleration of the Independents.
16th September.

This was produced in Assembly on the

The Grand Committee met on the 20th and appointed a

sub-committee of EJiglish Presbyterians and Independents
to the Order.

to give effect

The subcommittee reported back on the llth October but

was instructed to bring a complete report on the 15th.

V/hen finally the

r-C

Grand Committee met, the whole Question was shelved, on the grounds that
it was not in order to discuss objections against a proposed rule of Church
government till such had been completed by Assei.ibly and Houses of Parliament.

The proceedings of this Committee were therefore suspended.
On 8th November, I; i>n

Burgess presented to the House the

propositions on Presbytery, the Independents dissenting to the third
proposition.

WArriston's speech of 2nd December, asking that the

Assembly complete the work on church governmBat for presentation to the
Scottish General Assembly in January speeded affairs, and all the votes
on Church government were collected and presented to the Houses on
llth December.

The Independents objected to three - Ephesus as an

instance of presbytery, subordination of assemblies, that which denied
pov/er of ordination to a single congregation.

The Scottish Commissioners

Rutherfurd and Gillespie especially, were kept busy assisting in the
answers to theee objections and the matter passed into a
"BallJ-i e »TH
228
-
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warfare which died the death of exhaustion. 1
December and January (1644-45)

Throughout

the propositions were debated by the

Houses and in the main passed by them.

They were embodied in principle

in some of the proposals put forward by Parliament during negotiations
with Charles at Uxbridge.

Failure of these left Parliament "to establish

its church system by its ov/n act and authority".

Throughout the summer

of 1645 it v/as bpsy debating in Committee the Directory for Public
\.orship, and the practical effecting of the Propositions.

Regarding the

latter a sub-committee of the House was appointed to confer with the
Divines and the Scottish commissioners and also to call in advice from
the city ministers.

In the actual erection of the Presbyteries the Scots

played little part.

The only two ecclesiastical commissioners in London

from January to April, 1646 were Rutherfurd and Henderson, and theffirmer
was chiefly occupied in the excommunication debate and in penning his
work on that subject.

Believing that the erection of presbyteries

was as good as accomplished, the Scots were now keenest that theye should
be comprehensive Directory of Church Government published, to which the
Church of Scotland, and the Presbyterian Church of England when established
could both subscribe.

This v/as the gist of a pa$er given by the Scots

to the Grand Committee and read in Assembly on 14th April, 1645, during
the debate on the congregational aspect of Church government.

The

Assembly delayed giving effect to their urgency for a fortnight being
employed v/ith the nuestion of
gathering of Churches.

Church membership, and the debate on the

On May 6th a committee was appointed to methodise

all the vfctes concerning Church government and to collect them into a
Draft to be presented to Parliament.

After sundry interruptions the

Vide M The Reasons Presented by the Dissenting Brethren..... together with
the Answers of the Assembly"etc. London 1648.
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the Draft was finally completed on 3rd July, passed the
Assembly on the 4th and was presented to the House on the 7th.

The

Draft incorporated arid expanded the propositions of December 1644.

The

Propositions on Presbyterian jurisdiction added to it will be considered
later (vide infralQI ).

The subsequent history of the Draft in the

English Parliament, till it was embodied in the "Form of Government"
of 1648 need not be considered here.

It was brought down to Scotland

by Baillie and Gillespie and laid before Assembly in 1647.

Both it

and the Propositions of 1644 were printed together that they might be
examined by the Presbyteries.
and again in 1649.

It was remitted to Committee in 1648

The records of the 1650 Assembly are lost, but there

is no account of the Directory of Government having passed the Assembly.
-Mitchell in his history of the V/estminster Assembly

claims that the

Directory was Henderson's special work, a fact not borne out by the records
of the Westminster Assembly nor by internal evidence.

The Directory

is explicitly the work of the Committee appointed by Assembly on 6th May,
and is based on their preceding votes.

The only difference specifically

favourable to Scots doctrine is that the name of elders is more explicitly
used.

The nature of the Directory is that of a revision.

'The earlier

Propositions e.g. those on Church officers arid on Presbytery are more
succinctly stated.

There is on the other hand considerable addition
concerning the congregational element in the Church g .
The constitution
membership , purity of the church are all dealt with.

Separation is

declared unlawful as also is the gathering of congregations from
Presbyterian churches on the plea that/their government 4s unlawful.
whole Directory shows that it lias passed through the altemic of the
1.
2.

Mitchell. History of Westminster Assembly. 259-263
A Directory for Church
nhuroh Government.
n
(]5dllu
,
(Edin. 164?)
p. 69,

The

152.
controversy concerning separation and congregational integrity.
The statement th&t Hendereon culled the materials of the Directory "in part
at least from his treaties on the ftorvernment and Order of the Church of
Scotland, in part from the discipline of the French arid Dutch Protestant
Churches",

has no relation to the facts of its composition.

cite£-no proof for this exceedingly general statement.

Mitchell

If any Scotsman's

influence is seen in the later propositions of the Directory one would be
tempted to claim that of Rutherfurd who was at this time Jmsily employed
in the whole controversy and whose books were in the hands of every member
of the Assembly.
The Debate on Ordination.
One may here consider a subsidiary debate which emerged during
the larger debate on Presbytery, that on Ordination.

A preliminary debate

on this in which Rutherfurd took some part arose in the discussion on the
apostle^ powers.

The apostles' power of ordination and their power to

appoint evangelists to ordain>as also that to order worship
controversies,was finally passed by January 8th.

and settle

The Independents had

opposed these votes fearing that the matter had been raised for "prejudice
and far ends", i.e. to predetermine the sole right of the Presbytery to
ordain.
was

Seeing a loophole in the decision that the apostles 1 power

extraordinary and ceased, they did not press the matter.

Gillespie

too, entered a caveat against the using of Acts XIV 25 as a proof for
/\
ordination since the word 'ftift>fov£/tf
was for him a proof for the
peoples' right in election and had been construed "ordaining" only by
Episcopal translators.

The Scots were careful not to have any anifeiguity

concerning the difference between election and ordination.
Doctor Temple's report on January 9th commenced the debate proper

on Ordination.
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"That preaching Presbytors only, are to ^rdain

was the mind of most of the Assembly.

This the independents stoutly

resisted.

Rejecting any inner or even ecclesiastical meaning in the
*?
act, they gave him-their finding "that as far as participation of the

elders in the work is concerned, ordination is simply the solemnisation
of the officers' outward call and (2^ there is no proof that in the
Act of Ordination there is a derivation from the elders 1 as such, of
"1
such power as gives formal being to a Church Officer.
On 26th January
Parliament sought them to hasten the matter as many vacant churches needed
pastors.

The doctrinal part of Ordination was laid aside whilst the

Assembly dealt with the practical problem.

It decided "that in extra-

ordinary cases, and until a settled order can be had extraordinary means
£

may be employed .

The second proposition of the committee who reported

concerning this,gave power to ordain jure fraternitale to certain ministers
of the city.

This caused hot debate.

The Independents feared it

as the thin end of a Presbyterian wedge and the proposition was dropped
on February 2nd. till the larger question of fresbytery should be
settled.

On March 18th 1644, the Assembly having passed their proposi-

tions on Presbytery again took up Ordination.
reported from the third committee.

r Dr

Temple further

The lawful calling of the minister

as requisite to ordination was easily passed.

Trouble arose on the

proposition "That none may be ordained to that office without designation
to some particular place."

Those Presbyterians in whom some trace of

Episcopal tenets still lingered,opposed it strongly.
ftnectymnuan , argued against it.

Calamy, the

It was undoubtedly inserted by

Scottish influence and Marshall v/ho was in closest touch with the Scots
1.

Lightfoot.

115.
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/ ana haa lately been to ocuoj.cuiu, was its chief English supporter.

C

whc£v. had hjLmself been ordained long before he had accepted a charge,
argued against the proposition on the ground that it would invalidate the
prders of many godly man and-held out for the older English practice.
The Independents, as far as they took any part in the debate, were for the
proposition that prdination must be with designation to place.

Rutherfua?d

was very careful to distinguish betv/een election and ordination, that the
Scots might not seem to uphold the Independent doctrine which made both
in essence the same.

Finally it was voted, "that it is agreeable to the

Word of* God and very expedient that such as are to be ordained ministers
be designed to some particular church or other ministerial charge."

The

Scottish Presbyterian view had thus lafcgely prevailed, though ordination
without designation is not definitely forbidden.

The relation >of congreg-

ation to the ordinarfd was then debated in the proposition,"that those who
ordain him are to recommend him to the congregation and have their consent,
unless they can show just cause of exception against hi®1.1

Various opinions

emerged, some giving more, some less power to the Presbytery in electing
a minister.

Rutherfurd is himself the most cost, congregational of the

Presbyte^ans, stating that "The Scriptures constantly give the choice of
a pastor to the people.

The act of electing is in the people and the

regulating and correcting of their choice is in the Presbytery."

The

right of election as to where vested was,however glodsed over and a prop/
ositio;h, very much of a formula drawn up. "No man shall be ordained a
minister for a particular congregation if they can show just cause of
exception against him".

The final propositions concerning ordination

as an act of Presbytery wdre voted with little debate on March 22nd to 25th
1644.

All of these were drawn up by a committee and presented to the
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/

Assembly on April 3rd.

After debate on these, the Assembly at the

instance of Lord Warwick, turned to consider a Directory for Ordination
*

and appointed a committee along with the Scottish Commissioners to draw it
up.

This was done by I9th April, when the Directory and the doctrinal

propositions, including that concerning "extraordinary cases", were voted
to be sent up to the Houses.

These propositions were taken down to Scot-

land, along with those concerning Church Government, and presented to the
General Assembly of February 1645.

They were printed for the consideration

of Presbyteries but not ordered to be practised.

The London Commissioners

were ordered to conclude Uniformity on their basis, as soon as ratified
by the English Parliament.

They were never so ratified.

The House of

Commons whittled down the doctrinal part of Ordination to an Ordinance
dealing with "extraordinary cases" and added^a preface of their ov/n to the
Directory.

Despite the efforts of the Scots, the Assembly achieved only

the insertion of certain alterations in the Ordinance, which was re-issued
in September 1645, as valid for one year and again in August 1646, as
valid for three.

In 1648, it was incorporated in the Ordinance for Church

Government, which had no limitation.
Though the Scots were not satisfied with the Ordinance, they had
achieved much.

They had gained for the people a certain, if limited voice,

in the election of the pastor, for the Directory provided for objections
to life and doctrine.
tion admitted.

They had had the principle of Presbyterian Ondina-

The form of Ordination also was much closer to Scottish

use than to previous Episcopal or contemporary Independent practice.
Meantime the ^en of Rutherfurd had not been idle.
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THE DUE RIGHT OF PRESBYTERIES.

Baillie f s letter to Scotland of Jan.1st 1644 mentions that
"Mr. Rutherfurd's other large work against the Independents is on the
press add will do good."

On March 22nd he writes "Mr. Samuel ......

is very necessary to be here, especially because of his book which he is
daily enlarging and it will not come of the press yet for some short time. 11
Later, referring to the General Assembly of July 1644 he says"Mr. Samuel's
great book against the Independents will be^but then coming out ,and it were
very inexpedient he should be away at this time."**
some "affronting reply" to his work.

The Scots expected

It therefore appears that his book

was put to the press, stopped and an addition put to it, stopped and
further additions inserted.

There is further internal evidence of this

in the treatise itself (vide infra).

It was published probably in the

beginning of August 1644.
On his coming to London ,Rutherfurd had evidentially been given
the task of composing a further work against Independency, this time
against the forms and theory which had been more specifically developed
in Mew England.

This was also intended as befitting the importance of

the occasion to be a fuller more scholarly, and elaborate refutation of
their tenets.

He approaches the controversy from a different angle,

instead of a^eacable and Temperate Plea" it is "The Due Right of
Presbyteries", though he adds as a sub-title, Or "A Peacable Plea for the
Government of the Church of Scotland."

Though still unmoved by any

personal rancour this treatise is more assertive and provocative than its
predecessor.
L.
3.

The works to which he is replying also show the altered

Baillie ii.
Baillie ii.

159.
161

field of attack.
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The moderate and scholarly work of Parker

is Jtess dealt with than Hooker's "Way of the Church of Christkn New
England1,1 and Robinsfrn's "Justification of Separation".

A goodjdeal of

the treatise is spent in discussing the answers of the New England Churches
to questions which after they had refused to send delegates there, the
Assembly had sent out to them.

Rutherfurd had been brought to England

to assist in the formulation of standards which would unite all three
kingdoms, so his pen is directed chiefly against those features of
The

Independency which would cause congregational or national schism.

chief theme of the "Peacable Plea" had been pastoral authority, its source
But Presbyterian arid Independent
nature, and relationship to the Church.
were now even more at variance over each others pastoral power.

The

chief theme of the "Due Right" is the institution and constitution of the
Church, the folly of separation from it, and the necessity of a systematic
government v/ithin it.

These had been treated in the "Peacable Plea"

mostly in relation to the w|?ower of the keys",

how the latter question

is only treated as part of a larger questiomrhich it had ultimately
engendered.the institution and constitution of the visible Catholic Church.
Rutherfurd possessed the widest knowledge and the deepest learning of all
the Scottish Commissioners, so to him belonged the tafek of a comprehensive
propoganda and controversial against Independency in all its forms.
Unfortunately the orderly composition of his treatise suffered by having
material inserted here and there as the debates in the assembly progressed.
Pages 144 - \74 are such An insertion.

They are added to what was

originally a small section on officers and elders inpie Church, answering
some thesis of'The Way of the Church of Christ in New England".

Entitled

"a more special consideration of Huling Elders, Deacons and Widows they
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are his answer to the Independent and other arguments on these
questions which occupied the Assembly in November and December 1645.
Much of it was an expansion of his speech on 1 Tim. V. 17 made on
November 23rd.

It was probaoly inserted when the book was put to the

press at the end of December 1643.

Pages 288 - 485 is a similar addition.

The matter of this insertion is a summary exposition and argmment of the
propositions voted in the Assembly during February and March 1644.

This

is supported by Baillie's statement of March 22nd concerning Rutherfurd's
"daily enlarging" of his book.

That page "485" goes back to 185 shows

how mechanical some of the addition was, with little attempt to weave it
into the main course of thought.

The actual treatise comprises pages

1 - 140, 241 - 288, 185 (in reality 485) to the end.
Summary of the "Due Right."
The "Due Right" begins as controversial against the "way of the
Church of Christ in New England" whose doctrines Thomas Hooker developed
Rutherfurd begins by attack on the basic
from Francis Robinson.
principle that the Church in the New Testament instituted by Christ, to
which he has given the "keys", the Seals of the Covenant, the officers
and censures of the Church, the administration of public worship, etc.,
is a coetus fidelium, a company of believers meeting in one place every
Lord's Day for the administration of the Holy ordinances of God to public
For him the most
edification, that is, to the localised congregation.
that can be said of such a body is that it is the matter of the Church*
As a Church it lacks institution for it lacks those who can administer the
It has no power to create such
Sacraments or perform pastoral actions.
men since ordination is not by God's word given to the coetus fidelium.
The only power officers appointed by such a body, havens a certain power
of order, such as of a president in a meeting, they could not possess any
The Church is not
power of government and discipline over the people.
complete without governing officers, and to these governing officers the
There follows an exposition of the Petrine passage
"keys" are given.
refuting that the "keys" are given to believers, as an argument that the
With great learning,
local congregation has all ptiwer within itself.
greater that that of the "Peacable Plea" he pours out patristic argument
He
on the subject, ruoting obviously from the original sources (p.12).
maintains that Matthew XV111* 16-iITY 1 v ill not bear the interpretation of
the ecclesia as a local ghurch and all antiquity ,the Schoolman and the
Reformers are brought to destroy such a construing of it.
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In his second chapter he clearly distinguishes secular and
ecclesiastical government.
Secular power of government he admit* vests
in the people who conveyed by election, but ecclesiastical power is
supernatural from Christ and cannot be conveyed by them.
To put ecclesiastical power in the hands of officers by election only is the intrusion
of a civil way into a supernatural body.
The impossibility of all the
people meeting for all occasions of Church government and the inadvisibility of their so doing is demonstrated, as is that of making them
judge jury, and witness in an ecclesiastical cause.
Though he excludes
none from hearing a cause tried yet the presence of the people thereat
is not necessary.
The Independents 1 argument that supreme juridical power
vested in the people, from the case of Archippus in the new Testament, is
refuted.
Carried to extreme he points out, this doctrine would mean that
every man, woman and child could usurp all Church functions.
He refutes
Robinson, who argues that according to the Presbyterian view, if there 4Jt«
no officers there is no forgiveness, by showing that Church officers tre
only one means whereby God-saving grace is made known (31).
In the third chapter the presence of the people at and in
Church censures is further dealt with.
He enters on the rather speculative difference between questions of law and questions of fact.
In
a question of law the people may judge, that is , they may decide whether
some matter or doctrine is according to the law of God.
'People under
eldership are not mere instruments moved only by superiors, because they
are moral agents.
They are to give all diligence that they be not
accessory to unjust sentences lest they partake of other meris 1 sins. f
But in question of fact the case is different, e.g. as to whether or not
a person is guilty,
In this case the people cannot know all the facts
and it seems that they are to consent to the sentence of the courts for
'the Lord seeth what confusion and tyranny should follow if one might be
both judex, actor, and testis, the judge, the accuser, and te witness 1 (46).
Sound enough as some of these dictums are his own later history in the
years succeeding 1650 shows that when questions of law and of fact became
inextricably mixed the light of his thought was insufficient to illumine
a pathway to their reconciliation.

Prom this legalistic ezcursus, pertinent enough in its
refutation of the congregation as a heterogeneous court, he returns to
the further consideration of the Wew Testament Church and to the denial
in the "Way of the Church11 of any national or provincial Church therein.
Rutherfurd maintains that if he proves communion in government between
Churches, he proves them one Church (53).
He cites the familiar instances
of Jerusalem, Galatia, and Ephesus as provincial Churches.
He admits
in passing, the more limited sense of the worft "church" as applied to one
congregation.
A National Church he says nedd not meet altogether, they
are a Church if united in one-ministerial government.
"There ought to
be a fellowship of Church communion amongst all the visible churches on
earth." By Christ's institution there is one universal Catholic Church,
(Eph.IV. 4. )
From this, whether or not they exist de facto, there should
be Oecumenic and general councils to foster this communion;
for as well
as its inner bond of the spirit,Church communion should have its out-*ward manifestations also (59).
The national Church of the Jews is
discussed, how it fdtfrees, how it differs from the Christian ideal of a
national Church.
with some sophistry,he selects the arguments which
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most suit his case, and explains away any which appear to overturn it.
Prom this he is enticed into a discourse on excommunication in tte Jewish
Church as an argument for ecclesiastical censures, and deals with the matter
He admits that the power of excommof separation 1 rather prematurely.
unication may vest in a little body on a remote isle, but much more so
Excommunication in one
in the greater body of all visible churches.
Prom it
Church, in order to avoid contagion is excommunication in all.
as an ordinance protective in function he adduces the clea'r need of a
provincial church.
The next subject of consideration is the actual membership of
"All who would be saved must be added to the Church, 11 so
the Church.
There is a necessity says Rutherfurd
states the "Way of the Church".
of joining ourselves to a visible Church as a means of salvations, either
But such a necessity is
by a forraad^or rational profession of faith.
if some die without the Church having faith in
"
not cate^o/ical.
Christ, and want opportunity to confess Him before men, as repenting in
the hour of death, their salvation is sure and they are within the visible
But such a church is not a small local body of saints, and the
Church^
idea that salvation necessarily depended on belorving/bo it, as the"Way of
the Church" asserts, is refuted from all the Father/s and Reformers.
He explodes the : faulty exegesis of "withjut are dogs" (Rev. XXll) and of
Consideration passes
What formal act makes a member? (83^
1. Cor. V.
to a manuscript treatise v/hich he possesses dealing with the idea of a
Church Covenants constituting membership, even as constituting the Church.
Their
He deals now with the actual practice or the */ew England Churches.
gifted
a
way of forming a Church is outlined - A number of Christians with
elder meet together till a sufficient company of them are v/ell satisfied
They acquaint the Christian
in the spiritual good one of another.
magistrate of their purpose of entering into Church fellowship and convene
One in the name of the rest propounds the covenant
on a certain day.
which asks for a public declaration of their conversion and a public
profession of their faith. All give a vocal covenanting to walk in that
faith and promise not to leave the said Church without the consent thereof.
Further Atew England dicta are that a Church of infidels must be converted
Baptism makes none members of the
before anything be done for them.
A Church fallen cannot be accepted until all within it
visible Church.
Some of the Theory, much of the usefulness of all
renew their conenant.
He differentiates the Covenant of Grace
this Rutherfurd concedes.
He agrees
between God and sinners with such a Church covenant as this.
to a Covenant between men and God in Baptism and in the Lord's Supper,
He admits also an explicit: and vocal
"virtually and implicitly renewed.
covenant in the peoples f s assent to a new pastor and in a man's profession
Y/hat he most strenof faith when he assumes membership of the Church.
uously refutes is that this 'covenanting11 as expounded by the Hew
To make such a covenant
Englanders, definitely constitutes a Church.
so binding that one cannot leave the Church without the consent of its
The Question as Ruther
other members is to tie "where God hath not tied".
furd sees it then, is not whether there is a tacit and a vittual covenant
when persons become members of the congregation (88) nor whether such a
covenant may be lawfully sworn - he thinks it may eEpe£ting the condition
not to remove without consent - but whether such a covenant, by divine
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and apostolic warrant, is the lawful, necessary and apofctolic institution
He asserts strongly that it is not.
and form of a visible Church.
To make a man no member of a Church unless he takes such a^n oath is
unscriptural, therefore, such cannot be a necessity to Church institution.
In the #ew Testament admission was by profession of belief and Baptism
The Covenant of Grace
which is the seal of our entry into the Church.
to which all Christian men attest is a sufficient and comprehensive
The most that can be said for the
covenant concerning their duties.
Independents,1 Church Covenant is that it strengthens the weaker man
faithfully to perform the obligations of the Covenant of Grace Slid of
The flew Englanders admit the British Churches may be true
the Gospel.
Churches, because "there is a real, implicit and substantial coming together
and a substantial professing of faith and agreement, which may preserve
the essence of the Church in England and other places, thought-there be
To this Rutherfurd
not so express and formal covenanting as need were."
replies that the Hew Englanders refuse to admit those driven from
England by Prelacy till they ^ swear their Church Covenant, which is a
There
practical denial of their belonging to a true Church (99).
follows further exegesis of the Old Testament showing that the Independents'
Covenant is not there embodied as either a formal or a material cause
Baptism and profession of faith is what makes a man a
of the Church.
The idea of a Covenant doing so comes
member of the visible church.
perilously near Anabaptism, for it make§ none^^mbers Of a true Church
It does not avoid
but those v/ho take it, and children cannot do so .
the question to say, as some of the Independents do, that Baptism is a
sign of our relation to the invisible Church; it is a sign and seal of
the visible Church.
Independent objections to the imposition of a national
Confession of Faith are considered and the usefulness of such a practice
An oath to true religion is a special remedy against backmaintained.
"A platform as it is conceived in such a style, method,
sliding.
characters and words is a human ordinance, but we swear to no platform
but a platform according to the truth contained
in that consideration;
Confessions are therefore,
in it in which sense only it is sworn unto."
to be believed in so far as they are agreeable to God's V/ord and lay
"Yet are they not so loose as we
upon us an obligation secondary only.
may leap from point of faith and make the doctrine of faith an arena
Here he announces a principle in the practice of which
gladiatoria.
Perhaps like Knox in some
he was in later years by no means perfect.
taatters he admitted the principle, but was convinced that no other
interpretation than his was the truth of God.
Here the first insertion of material from debates in the
Westminster Assembly occur$ *
The Church
He now returns to some of his former arguments.
of believers may be a mystical Church, it is the matter of a church,
but not a governing Church for the "power of the keys" is riot resident in
Robinson's scriptural arguments, formerly refuted in the"peacable
it.
Plea", and now restated in his "Justification of Separation", regarding
this are refuted - the fact that the Church of believers may exist before
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the Officers in time, does not mean that they have supreme
power over the latter.
The swearing of Covenant gives the people no
right to appoint arid ordain officers.
Ordination is now discussed .
Rutherfurd adAit ts that though a man sins in accepting ordination from
a prelate yet the ordination is lawful, even as Romish Baptism is lawful, because Prelacy though different in nature from the officer of a
true pastor, is yet consistent in some subjects with it.
Dealing with
bhe other extreme, congregati jnal ordination,he says,diat though election
by the people may make a man a minister, in some cases, yet it is not
the essential cause of a called pastor.
It is,he considers, only an
exception dictated by extreme necessity.
Ordinarily the established
order and calling of pastors is by succession of pastors to pastors
and elders to elders.
It is given by scripture to pastors only, to
ordain.
Rutherfurd examinee the claim of the Church of believers to
ordain pastors as put forward in the "Way of the Church".
The Apostles
ordained pastors, and pastors, not the people,succeeded them in that act.
By ordination a man is made a pastor of the Church Universal though not
a Universal pastor.
He concedes that election by the people and some
other thing may supply the want of ordination only in an exigency of
necessity.
Election is now considered.
The people have God's right
to chose, he supports this from scripture and the early Fathers.(201).
The calling by the people doth not make a man a pastor.
But the
Independents ask from whence then had the Reformers their calling to a
pastoral charge.
Rutherfurd answers that .though the calling of the
Reformers was not extraordinary in the sense in which the Apostles were
called,yet,in view of the exceeding evil of the times,there was something
extraordinary and of God in it.
Luther's oath to preach the G-ospel
did oblige him as a pastor, thus his calling according to the substance
of his office is valid.
His oath^o preach the Roman faith exacted
from him, was unlawful and did not oblige him.
"liis gifts being
extraordinary, his spirit heroic and supernaturally courageous and so
extraordinary, his faith in his doctrine great, that he shouldvoe blessed
with success in his ministry, extraordinary, his calling ..~ ^^
on these considerations may well be called extraordinary though not
immediate or apostolic1.1
Moreover, he states, there has always been
a true visible church to give such men their calling.
They have been
orthodox teachers throughout all ages, so there must have been orthodox
people who believed them.
There has thus been a pure church visible
(and protestant) since the Apostles* time.
There was the church of the
Waldanses.
In his historical arguments he draws largely from the
"Altare DamascenumV of David Calderwood.
The calling of the Reformers
was from the true visible Church that was always inside the corrupt Roman
one.
Besides this there was something valid in calling from the Horaan
Church, which asks men to preach God's truth.
If we admit, as Robinson
does also>that Rome's baptism is valid there must be something valid in
the calling of our pastors.
Prom all this the-calling of the Reformers
is proved lawful and valid and thus the calling of the pastors of the
Presbyterian Church is valid also.
Dealing now v/ith the number of members in a Church, while
ridiculing the Independent idea that there must be no less than seven
he agrees with them that a congregation ought not to have an unwieldy
number.
He objects to trial of the grace of the member before hfc is
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admitted, because grace is a note of the invisible Church and the
Church visible cannot judge of it.
He cannot see ho?/ the Independent
congregation can judge the inner life of a man though he certainly admits
its right to exclude the scandalous.
According to the "Way of the Church"
the members of the visible church are "visible saints, sons and daughters
of the Lord God, temples of His Holy Spirit".
He proceeds to discuss
the relation of such members to the visible and invisible Church.
The invisible C&urch is the ohly perfect Church with whom the Covenant
of Grace is made.
If members of the visible C&urch are really chosen
saints, as the Independents maintain, then the visible and invisible
Church is one and the same.
This is impossible for no visible Church
is free from the possibility of error.
The Church visible, as visible,
has no right to the seals of the Covenant but only as far as the people
within it are God's pardon^ and sanctified people.
"A visible profession
of the Truth and Doctrine of godliness, is that which essentially
constituteth a visible church and every member of the visible church......
We again do teach that the scandalously wicked are to be cast out of the
Church by excommunication, and these of approved piety are undoubtedly
members of the visible Church so these of the middle sort are to be acknowlddged members of the Church though the Church have not a positive
certainty of the judgement of charity, that they are regenerated, so
they be known. "
Arguing against the exclusiveness of the Independents,
he maintains that if Church members are not to be Church members, &ill
they are converted t,nd visible saints, then the function of pastor and
of preaching is practically worthless. (254)
This exclusiveness approbhes
perilously near the Roman doctrine of Extra Ecclesia nulla salus. The"
Fathers acknowledged that there were good and bad in their Churches.
Our Lord had Judas among the disciples.
Moreover the fciew Englanders
insist that those admitted must be saints not only btf profession bjit
in sincerity and truth;
yet, de facto, they are bound to admit some who
are not so, for their judgement must err and their Churches institution
becomes faulty.
The scriptural arguments in the Way of the Church
on this point, are now considered, - especially that which seeks to
make the Jewish Church typical of a pure Church of saints.
Robinsons
scriptures on this are also refuted.
The authoritative preaching of
the Word is a note of the visible church, and the true hearing of this
is a note of the communion of its members.
The excommunicate are fcot
to be cut off from the hearing of the word, and thus even they are in
softie sense members of the visible Church, though they be debarred from
the "seals". (274)
The anomaly of the Independents practising excommunication in a theoretically pure Church is demonstrated. Jn^ closing
the chapter, Rutherfurd gives a little treatise on the history of
,f
excommunication, with great wealth of patristic and Bef ormed lore. (282-288) .
He takes up the argument as to whether or not discipline is a note of the
Church.
He acfflits that it may be considered not necessary to the esse
of the Church vHsible as such, but it is absolutely necessary to its
Dene esse.
His conclusion is that it is a necessary note and inseparable
from a visible church, v/hole and entire, and not* lame and imperfect (280)

Later.

The next series of interpolations now occur and will be considered
CPage|52)

Page 185 (485) returns to consider the admission of members
md their priveleges, as dealt with in the fourth chapter of the
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"Way of the Church".
Rutherfurd holds that no believer of
proiessed piety can be denied the seals of the Covenant because he is
n°L^ Illember of a particular visible church.
Profession of belief is
sufficient for him to receive the seals.
He seeks to safeguard any
human abuse of the latter by distinguishing between the'Voluntas
beneplaciti" and the "voluntas signi" of God.
By the "voluntas
beneplaciti" the seals in reality belong only to the invisible church
and are effectatious only to the elect arid saved.
But as the church
is also a visible body, there is according to the "voluntas signi" or
the approving will of §od, an orderly giving of the seals to all professing the faith.
The Church may lawfully give the seals to those
to whom the Covenant of Grace does not belong by God's decree of election.
The church may add to the church visible those v/hom God adds not to the
church invisible, and cast out of the church visible those whom God
may include in the church invisible.
Thus Rutherfurd accounts for human
errancy.
Prom these premises,he proves that the Sacraments are not to
be denied to a professing believer.
A minister in one church may not
exclude a member from another from the Sacrament (v/ithout cause^ just
because he is not a member of his own church;
for "the visible church
is not one parish but all professing the faith of Christ".
Old Testament
arguments from Jewish practice are exploded. (190)
Rutherfurd attacks
the actual practice of excluding members from old England because they
are under "public scandal and reproach".
"It is an offence that they
come to us, as members of no particular church visible (for they leave
that relationship when they leave their habitation)."
So runs a
Mew England manuscript in his possession.
But says he/'this is to be
wondered at, their offence is due to suffering for pure religion and in
that church (of England) many of you had your baptism, your conversion,
your calling to the ministry."
How can it be an offence not to be
members of an Independent church in England when no such may be had there?
The manuscript also adds that it is "a public offence that they have
worshipped God according to the precepts of man".
Yes is his answer,
and this is to be repented of} but "submitting to an anti-christian
government doth not make ministers know ministers, so as they must receive
ordination to the ministyy anew.
Peter's fall took not away his Apostleship.
Sundry other papers from new England are dealt with.
On the
question of baptising children,he writes that he sees no need for a
parent to be a member of a particular congregation before his child may
be baptised, for Baptism is a seal of our entry into the visible church.
The relationship of pafctor to church is now considered.
He rejects the
Independent doctrine that the call limits the office, and that a pastor
is only pastor to one congregation.
In the first place this is
unapostolic and would destroy all missionary endeavour, secondly when
the individual church, for no fault of his own rejects the pastor, on
this theory both nomen and esse of a pastor would be taken from him.
By calling and ordination a man is made a pastor, by election he is
restricted ordinarily to be pastor of his flock.
A pastor is a pastor
of the Catholic Church, but not a catholic pastor of the Catholic Church
as were the Apostles.
Another question which he deals with more fully
later is "whether or no children are to be received into the visible
Church "
This too, is linked up with his present consideration of
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membership, for although they were baptised the Church of
new England refused*to admit the emigrants to their congregations
because it was contrary to their belief that children v/ere received
Rut>.erfu^< enters on the nature
into the visible church by Baptism.
of the Sacraments, refuting the Roman doctrine that they worked ex
opere operato (which the Independents also strenuously opposed), but
pointing out that they came near the Socinian view that these v/ere but
naked signs, by denying Baptism to be a seal of entry into the visible
This he asserts strongly it is, besides also actively working
church.
by exhibiting the grace of God.

Separation is now considered (220) and dealt with in three
headings, (1) With what Church retaining the doctrine of fundamentals
we are to remain, (2) Whether our separation from^Rome be not warrantable,
(3) Whether we may lawfully separate from true Churches for the sins of
(His consideration of the first is interesting in view
these Churches.
of his later harsher interpretation of the doctrine of fundamentals.)
He reduces matters of faith to three, (l) Fundamental points, (2) Supra
fundamental!a, s$per structures on fundamentals, (3) Circa fundamental!a,
He rejects Praeter fundamentalia, things
things about matters of faith.
indifferent as not coming within any category of a body of divinity.
Ignorance of fundamentals'1 condemneth as does i^-orance of sppra funBelief in these tS necessary to salvation.
damentals built on them".
Things about the foundation , circa fundamentalia, are all things
revealed in the work of God as all histories miracles, and chronology,
We are
things concerning Orion" "that Paul left his cloak at Troas. 11
commanded to learn this-knowledge but it is not necessary to salvation.
"Many are in glory ( I Bloubt not) who lived in the visible church and
Regarding the points fundamental
never knew Samson killed a lion." (222)
knowledge of them is necessary to salvation and to keep communion with
We have to separate from a church altering or subverting
a true Church.
God's Word/ not the Church, (as Rome holds^ is the
the foundations.
But even in this matter of fundamentals a man
guide in fundamentals.
Evidence of knowledge
may lack faith in one or more, and yet be saved.
"There
of fundamentals is something that needs careful consideration.
is a conscience simply doubting of fundamental points, this may be a habit
ef sound faith, (2) a scrupulous conscience rhich from litoe grounds is
brangled about some fundamental point, and this is in sound believers
Only the pertinacious
who may and do believe, but with a scruple."
Moreover in fundamental points themunbeliever is irrevocably damned.
selves there are lesser and greater, and these are to be'lelieved
necessitate praeeepti because God commands them, but happily norpecessitate
Our own believing is various in fashion^some believing more
medii.
intensely, some with more knowledge than others. "It is possible many
be in glory who believe not explicitly but only in the disposition of the
(Some of this seems strange from the disputer against all
mind".
Though knowledge of fundamentals is necessary to salvation
Toleration).
it cannot be easily defined what measure of knowledge of fundamentals
and what determinate number of fundamentals doth constitute a true visible
Rutherfurd's conclusion is that they are
church and a sound believer.
all saved who believe all the fundamentals materially, though they cannot
distinctly know them under the reduplication of fundamentals nor define
If a church retain the fundamentals
what are fundamentals and what not.
-et if those within her are forced to believe as truth, something everting
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Hence
the foundation of faith,they are to separate from her.
Against Robinson he maintains that
comes our separation from Rome.
separation from a true Church "where the word of God orthodox is preached
The former's
and the Sacraments duly administered," we think unlawful.
text "be ye not unequally yoked with unbelievers"hardly supports his case
as it is as good an argument for separation only from the idolatry of
the mass etc.
Prom this Rutherfurd turns to the question of separation as
We are not to cummunicate at the same table
put forward by Robinson.
but the former denies that by doing
as evil persons says the latter;
The Lord's table is nearest to
so he has any share in their evilness.
to the Communion of saints as any possession that the saints on earth
Rutherfurd
have, and this say the Independents must not be polluted.
argues that all who are baptised have a right to communion with Christ,
in remission of sins and regeneration sealed in Baptism, and in one
This Communion
common Saviour and common faith preached in the Gospel.
cannot be declared unlawful and this fellowship "lying sign" simply
because all baptised, hearing one Gospel, and making an avowed profession
He shows justly that the Apostolic
are not known to be regenerated.
Church, such as the Church of Corinth was not a body of saints in the sense
Moreover in separating
in which the Independents interpret the word.
is also made from lie
states
he
separation
from the ungodly in a church,
The remedy lies in the exclusion of the ungodly
righteous who remain.
Texts of Robinson for separation are reguted.
from the Lord's table.
If a man be not converted but not scandalous, it is contrary to the "Word
of God to excommunicate him, or to separate from the Church which does
Even if the church does not cast out the scandalous person
not do so.
we are not to separate from it any more than the Godly forsook the
He maintains that the
church of the Jews wherein there were many such.
true Church called and chosen from the world is the invisible church,
Their fchole error
not the visible church as the Independents hold.
lies in failure to recognise the difference befween these two.
Rutherfurd concludes that one may, in an impure church, separate within
it from those impure and hold no communication with them, but not from
"There is no just cause
the fcest part in it, nor from hearing the Word.
to leave a less clean church (if it be a true Church) to go to a purer
and cleaner, though one who is a member of no church haigteliberty at
election to joinj^that church which he conceives purest and cleanest."
Prom
The duty of members is to stay within and purify such a church.
an adulterate church like Rome, one may and must separate.

Prom discussion of this he returns to consider, in reference
In this treatise
to the "Way of the Church" the question of Baptism.
Even
the Baptism of children of unbelieving parents had been denied.
an excommunicate man may have a seed of faith in him, says Rutherfurd,
The child's right
and for this reason his child is to be baptised.
to Baptism comes through the father's right, but it cannot be taken away
He questions if the
by the father's sin as the Independents maintain.
father's faith is the essential ground of the child's right, because as
Beza holds no man is saved by another man's faith, nor can the parents'
Children are baptised because they are
faith be imputed to the child.
born in the Christian faith which was that of their forefathers, so that
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even those of Papists and excommunicate Protestants, which are born within our visible Church^are baptised, if their forefathers' faith was
sound.
The nearesXparents are the conveyers and propagators of a
federal holiness to their posterity.
As a Jew, though evil, born in
the Jewish nation had a ri&ht to its priveleges, so much more a Christian
child born in a Christian nation has a right to the privileges of the
Christian Church.
Moreover the dhildren of unbelieving parents might
be elect.
Are they to be denied Baptism?
God extends his mercy to a
thousand generations of them that love Him, and keep his commandments
(Exod.XX).
This he interprets as an argument for the federal holiness of
the child.
Godfathers are for him only a civil use e.g.as witnesses.
The next part of the "Y/ay of the Church11 to be considered is
that dealing with Church censures, but as he has already dealt with the
peoples power in these, he passes on to the Independent doctrine concerning
the preaching of the V/ord.
"I? the preaching of the V/ord the ordinary
means of converting souls, and in this work is it efficacious because
preached by pastor as pastor or because preached by one gifted to do so? M
The Independents aj>pear to give" a negative answer to both these questions.
Rutherfurd upholds the pastoral preaching of the Word as the ordinary and
only efficacious means of conversion.
Despite his obvious error here, one
would agree with much that he says concerning the preaching_of the V/ord
as an ordinary means of conversion, while agreeing withtthelndependents
that all gifted men ,who wish to do so,sincerely should preach, and may
do so powerfully.
Even here certain of Rutherfurd f p strictures might be
applied as wise caveats.
He deals with some of the answers given by the
Churches of New England to the ouestions sent out from the Westminster
Assembly.
In one of these, the New Ehglanders had stated against
against preaching as an ordinary means of convert"""! on, that conversion did
not always follow it, and that when it did,/\was Vrot in virtue of the
pastor's office'but in virtue of the blessing of Go&.
This he opposes by
saying that he does not hold office ex natura to have influence and he
admits the blessing of God is needed.
But the New Englanders, he maintains, confuse the ordinary preaching with efficacious preaching; for the
latter both pastoral preaching and the blessing of God is needed (268).
The instrumentality of private Christians in conversion may be admitted,
but to preach the scriptures demands an official sending and calling.
An anomaly arises through the nature of the Independent Church itself,
for ifi all its members are saints, then the sole work of the pastor is to
confirm, not convert; yet conversion is the definite mission of a pastor.
The doctrine that gifted men may preach without official calling is Socinian
and heretical, and he accumulates all the argument of the Reformers against
this.
He is prepared to admit that in an unconstituted Church, a gifted
man may preach, but not in a Church constituted.
Public preaching is
the ordinary means of saving those who believe.
Pastors are called of
God to make members of the visible Church members of the invisible also.
The pastor has his formal calling by the lading on of hands, his inward
calling from God himself.
Gifted men may admonish privately.
He turns
to deal with Robinson's arguments on this subject as they are put forth
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in the "Peoples 1 Plea for the Exercise of Prophesying", and vindicates his own theses against him, the gift is not calling -e.g. a
man may be gifted for the kingship,~but not called-: to it; by this
Gifted men have no authoritative power
argument women might preach.
Robinson's arguments to prove that
from the Word to bind and loose,
preaching in the Old Teatamsnt and in the New Testament was often by -layAs between
men are refuted (not always correctly, viz. 280-284 ).
the two opponents the cogency of scriptural arguments is fairly evenly balanced.
Again Rutherfurd turns back to the "Way of the Church" to consider
The New Englanders deny
the manner of the Chuech censures in New England.
that they carry any matter either by an over-ruling power of the Presbytery
or by the consent of the majority,"but by general and joint consent of
all^the members of the Church and we are of one accord as the Church of
Any not assenting through ignorance, "we labour to
Christ should be".
If any by pride do not assent, v/e
bring to our mind by sound information.
In answer to all this, Rutherfurd that
take away his vote from him".
But in the first place we carry nothing in
unity is to be much desired.
a synod because it is by the majority of voices, but because the thing
In practice the Independent
itself is agreeable to the Word of God.
theory of unity in the consent of the congregation has been the source of
further separation,- "for if twenty do not agree with twenty, they separate
Good men like Pa 1 and Barnabus may differ and a
into two churches."
God has given to
synod is the only lawful way of healing the difference.
and government
office
by
are
they
whereby
pastors as overseers a superiority
This power is limited and conditional; they may declare
above the people.
only the will of Christ and must conform in all their doings to his Word.
While the C&urch of New England appears to acknowledge a Presbytery whose
work it is to teach and rule, and whom the people ought to obey, and to
condemn all merely popular government, yet Rutherfurd maintains that in
principle they give the power of the "keys" to the people, and so invalidate
People may elect, but not ordain elders,
the real power of Presbytery.
No congregation can excommunicate elders.
in a constituted church.
The power of the elder is far greater than that given to them by the
The authoritative power
New Englanders, of merely convening the people.
of teaching, which the Independents allow to pastors must be supported by
That
an authoritative power of government, if it is to be efficacious.
the elders have only a directive power in censures, i.e. that they only
direct the congregation to the sentence they are to pronounce, Rutherfurd
The power given to the elders in the "Way of the Church
resolutely ppposes.
to dissolve and separate from an unruly congregation, ir> an anomaly in a
church which claims that the power of the keys resides only in the believers.
The inter-communion of Christian churches is his next theme.
She "Way of the Church" had stated that members of sister churches giving
Rutherfurd asks why then, if thpy
no offence were admitted to Communion.
agree to communion in the Lord's Supper, will they not have it in Baptism,
This is too narrow an idea of Church communion, if
discipline and Synods.
they admit only members of a sister church, riot under offence, for there
lie charges them with
are many godly members in churches under offence.
Their 'communion 1 cannot be ttfiat
a very loose use of the word 'communion*.
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/of the Church Invisible, for the Independents denied such a doctrine.
In practice they hold little visible communion with other churches.
That
the New Englanders allow to communion those with recommending letters, is
really a tacit admission, contrary to their theory that the believer has
a pre-existent right to communion as a member of the visible Church.
In
relation to this, he considers the authority of synods, jure divino, to
compel churches to obedience.
If one sort of synod is proved lawful by
Scripture, he Isolds that all others, Sessions, Presbyteries, and General
Assembly are lawful.
Disclaiming the doctrine that synods are infallible,
he maintains their authority is limited only by the concordance of their
decisions with the Word of God.
He states their divine institution,and
the reasons of moment for them, e.g* that no man shpuld be judge in his
own case.
Appeals through various Church courts are a natural procedure
and, drawing much from Calderwood, he quotes historical evidence for this.
If there is a communion of God's gifts to the Church, there should be, he
argues, a communion of authority for dispensing them.
The Independent
doctrine that synods are merely advisory is Socinian.
Three ideas of
inter-communion between churches are discussed.
The Independents claim
that the only sentence which can be pronounced against an offending chucch
is that of non-communion or the^ withdrawing from communion with it.
This,he maintains, is in reality no sentence, for it leaves the offending
church still in its sins; neither has such a sentence an*7 juridical
authority.
Synods must exist for the excommunication dif an offending
church.
In their idea of expanding the church, the Independents have too
exclusive a doctrine.
When a church becomes too large, a portion comes
out as bees out of a beehive, and forms another church*
But in this case
no provision is made for converting the heathen and the new church is formed
only of those already converted.
The magistrates' power over the church is now dealt with.
He
removes invidious suggestions that presbyterial government is subversive
of magisterial power and his dicta on this subject are as follows:- Force
of the sword is not God's way of planting the Gospel in a heathen nation,
nevertheless a Christian Prince v/ho conquers such may compel it to abstain
from any scandalous false worship, which dishonours Christ, giving opportunity to pastors to preach the Word.
In a nation which has embraced the
Christian faith, the magistrate may compel men to profess the truth.
He
can compel them to external acts of worship, though he cannot compel their
wills or mind.
He may command them to use the means of religion, though
he cannot force a religion itself.
Arguments against this, as a compulsion
to hypocrisy, he counters by saying that men are compelled to many another
thing of less immediate good, which if left to their heart, they would not
do.
The Christian magistrate may command acts of divine worship under
pain of civil punishment and punish when these commands are transgressed.
He asserts strongly the magistrate's power off the award to punish heresy
as against the Arminian and Socinian doctrine that heretics should not be
punished by civil penalty.
Reformed opinion is that seducing heretics a»e
to be put to death.
The Appendix entitled,"A further consideration of compelling or
tolerating those of contrary religions and sects in the Church11 occupies
the last hundred pages of this work.
It was doubtless inspired by the
policy of the Independents in appealing from Assembly to Parliament, which
took final issue in their "Apologetic Narration11 of February 1644.
Rutherfurd does not mention this work by name, but h£ is at least conversant
with some rough drafts of it and many of hi^arguments are anticipators n-p
its ma*i thesis.
(N.B. The "Apologetic Narration was, of course, published
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/ before the "Due Right" but much of this Appendix was written contemporaneou^fwith it.)
The ouestion of compulsion and toleration brings
Rutherfurd back to that"of fundamentals and non-fundamentals.
He asserts
that certain of the latterr are to be feeld with the same certainty as the
former because they are according tothe Word of God.
He holds the doctrine
of the absolute infallibility of Scripture.
Presbyterian government,
though not a .fundamental of salvation, is to be held as of divine right.
The Independents hold along with the Sotzinians^hat these non-fundamentals
should not be held with the same certainty, for a new light may be given upon
them.
(In the "Apologetic Narration" they had determined,'"not to make a
present judgement and practice a binding lav/ unto ourselves for the future...,
......which principle we wish were enacted as the most sacred law of all
others in the midst of all other laws and canons ecclesiastical in Christian
states and churches throughout the world.")
This doctrine, Rutherfurd
eschews as eubveEsive of the constitution and institution o^the Church of
Christ.
A fluctuating conscience is no good interpreter of the Word of
God which is sufficiently clear of itdelf.
He has little sympathy for the
erring conscience which believes in error sincerely.
His considered
opinion is, "Armihlians, Socinians and Anabaptists imagine that their conscience is the nearest rule o^tteir actions which is most false".
Quoting
a sentence which suggests he has been studying some draft of the "Apologetical Narration", 'our present judgement is never a binding law to us for
the time to come 1 , he points out the fallacy that it could ever be a lav/
such as the Independents would make it.
Our judgement is regula regulata
and not regula regulans.
Conscience, as conscience, is no more Pope to
us than the dictates of the Bishop of Rome.
His main argument against
toleration of the erring conscience is that a small error may breed a greztt
schism in the Church.
Further consideration is given to the Magistrate^ relation to
the Church.
The Christian Magistrate, as a Christian, arid not as a
Magistrate is a member of the Chtirch.
There is no such Magistrate as one
having power to make lav/s both civil and ecclesiastical.
The Magistrate
has civil power over men to compel them to their duties.
He is not debarred
from the oversight and care of ecclesiastical affairs; he is the"minister
of God to thee for good" and is to see that the Word is preached, the
Sacraments purely administered etc.. The intrinsic end of his office is
thus higher than the propagation of the material good of his people, for he
is to see that their spiritual good also is cared for.
Such flagrant
spiritual faults as open idolatry, a king may punish without consulting
the Church.
This, hov/ever, giveS him no nomothetic power to make laws
within the Church.
Kiftgly power is subordinate to Church power, but this
subordination is mutual, Church power is subordinate to kingly power, both
are in their kind and sphere supreme.
(He states, 1 ! mean £ingly power
as kingly conjoined with the collateral power of Parliament 1 .)
He
developes this thesis, showing how the King as a Christian is subordinate
to the Chnnch even in a v/rongful act of kingship and how the Christian
and Church officers as men, are subordinate to the King.
The Magistrate
determines, not what matters of faith are to be believed, but what heresies
or infringements of creed are to be visited with civil penalty and the
nature of that penalty.
Again drawing from Calderwood, he gives instances
where kings refused to encroach on doctrinal affairs in Church conferences.
He states, however, that no ecclesiastical synod can meddle v/ith the
temporal
affairspunishment.
of men, nor forbid erroneojisf
odcirine. scandal
*t« under
«*
pain
of bodily
Mo^uu^iine,
scandalsR etc.
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What is the King to do in a case of Schism?
In an equal rupture
nothing extraordinary is to be attempted, if ordinary ways can be had.
The King may command the sincerest part to convene in a synod and do their
duty.
in the ease of the prevailing of the corrupt fart, the King may
act extraordinarily, and nullify fcnjust canons.
This is in reality part
of his 'cumulative'power, by which he preserves the rights of the Church ,
and not an exercise of 'privative 1 power (i.e. the depriving of the Church
of certain rights), of which he has none within the Church.
The King is
not the kingly head of the Churdh, nor can he make laws for it.
He can
give effect to its laws by a civil sanction.
He is not even co-equal in
matters ecclesiastical with other church officers, because the coactive power
of the King and the spiritual power of the Church differ completely.
He
denies Hooker's doctrine in the "Ecclesiastical Poltoty" that pastors rule
the Church as It is an invisible body, by preaching the Word within it, and
also his doctrine that, as the Church is a visible politic body, its
government is committed to the King.
To hiraf (Rutherfurd) this would give
the power of deposing from office to 1he Kitfg; out only they who ordain may
depose, and ordination as an ecclesiastical function is not vested in the
monarch.
Hooker had maintained that the King , because he had power of
granting honours in his kingdom, might deprive a bishop of office, but not
of his holy orders; Rutherfurd admits of no distinction between office and
orders.
He declares that tjjie King has no power in ecclesiastical place
11 any more than he can take away maintainance allotted by public authority
unto hospitals, schools, doctors and pastors".
In this he is the radical
pup il of Knox.
"God hath here a sort of propriety of houses and goods
as men have".
The King's sole power over office and place is to prevent
a heretic holding office or preaching in a sacred place.
He may punish
unto death a pastor for a jusjs cause, but he has no power to deprive him
of his pastorate ecclesiastically.
Some thinjt the King may convocate synods
but churchmen have this power if the King be averse.
The Magistrate as
careful of the spiritual welfare of his people has power to convene a synod,
even as he has power to cause the Gospels to be purely preached, and also
to send men to it.
This pov/er is positive not negative.
"For the Church
of herself hath from Christ,her Head and Lord, power of convening, without
the King, beside his knowledge, or against his will, if he be averse."
The docteine that the Church may depose a sovereign, is refuted.
The whole
of this part of his work shows a dependence fpr argument on the historical
citations of Calderwood's "Altare Damascenum".
It is obvious that his
mind is turning to speculate on the nature of kingly power itself.
With
the encouragement and help of Warriston, he was not long after this to
publish the "Lex Rex".
n
After the Appendix, the question of patronage is dealt with.
It had been brought up in the "Way of the Church".
Such a power (of
patronage) is only a branch of the Magistrate's, and is cumulative to
protect, not privative.
The patron may not forestall the free election of
the people by tying them and their free suffrages to a determinate man.
If a man has given goods to the Ch&rch, it entitles him to no interfering
power in it.
Charity should ask no reward.
If a heritor has created a
church, it was but his duty.
"Christ is only Lord and proprietor and
just titular of all rents dotted for the maintainan-ce of the ministry, and
under Christ when the place vaketh, the rents recurr to the Church as the
proper proprietor under Christ."
The patron can give no right to any
person to be presented and ordained, for no man can giwe to another that
title and right which he hath not in himself. (465)
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The Insertions
The first insertion to the original work was made in December and
January 1643/44.
It is mentioned by Baillie $vide supra-opI37.) and occupies
pages 144 -178 of the work.
"A More Special Consideration of Ruling Elders
Deacons and Widows" is its title.
It was almost certainly originally a paper
passes round amongst members of Assembly as a canvas of support for the
Scottish doctrine of Ruling Elders.
It is a "write up" of Rutherfurd's
opening speech on this matter in the Assembly itself.
Some of the
phraseology is idontical with that speec& as reported by Lightfoot.
It
consists of an elaborate piece of exegesis on ITim. V,XVTI.
The insertion
of this text amongst the proofs of the proposition on Ruling Elders would
have meant the complete acceptance of the Scottish doctrine.
For them,
this was the cardinal and vital text.
Rutherfurd's paper is concerned w±h
the vindication of the text as holding forth two offices as against two
functions of one office.
Appeal is made to Chrysostom in support, though
the latter interpreted the text asfapplying to deacons not elders.
The
ten objections against the text in support of the elders office need not
be entered on here.
They were brought forward in the Assembly itself,
and answered by either Rutherfurd or Gillespie.
Despite their efforts,
however, the text was not accepted.
The part concerning deacons is
largely concerned with the Independent view that the magistrates nov; care
for the poor, (viz. The Poor Law of Elizabeth.) and that the deacons office
should be ceased in the Church.
Rutherfurd maintains that the deacon is to
administer the charity of the Church but he has no preaching 01 ruling
power.
"After noting his agreement with Chapter 10 of the "Way of the
Church11 in the matter jf purity of worship, Rutherfurd goes back to the
"Communion of the visible ^atholic Church."
This is a synthesis of his
own views, and an answer to contrary opinions -out forward in the Westminster
Assembly.
It comprises sixty-five pages.
Next follows "A Patern of a
Juridical Synod," an exposition of the council at Jerusalem comprising
sixty-nine pages.
Lastly there is "The Doctrine of the Presbyterial
Churches of Jerusalem, Corinth, Ephesus and Antioch vindicated"(60 pages).
The similar size of these chapters, the nature of their subject, the more
narrative style of their construction, the frequent reference to
f our brethern 1 show that they were all the typicafl. Rutherfurdian paper
circulated round privately to canvas votes in the presbytery" debate
which lasted throughout Pebruary and March 1644.
The "paper" is now
expanded and inserted in the major work.
All this inserted material
verifies Baillie f s statement in his letter of 2oth March that Rutherfurd
v/as daily enlarging his book in the press, (vide supra 133)
It deals
with all the questions arising in the Assembly from January to March, 1644,
and were Rutherfurd's contribution to these crucial debates which are so
faithfully recorded by Gillespie.
G-illespie debated daily;
Baillie
intrigued; Rutherfurd pamphleteered and circularise^.;
Henderson oversaw everything and coordinated their efforts.
Such i? the picture one
visualises of these crucial months.
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of the Visible Catholic Church."
This is a recapitulation and synthesis in a more narrative
The orthodox
s£yle of all his previous thought on the subject.
To the Church s
stated.
is
visible
church
the
of
doctrine
Protestant
minister Christ has primarilly and principally committed the power of
He gave this ministerial power to the universal guides of The
the key.
Catholic Church, the Apostles, as they did represent the Presbytery of
the Catholic Church (not as rep'serenting an individual congregation).
Power ministerial is given to a congregation, say the Independents, as
According to the Y/ord of God, says
they are a flock of redeemed.
Rutherfurd, power of discipline and the exercise of the Word and Seals
as vested in pastors is sufficient to make one visible Catholic Church.
When Christ gave gifts to the whole Church Catholic, He gave them to
The relationship
particular congregations only as parts of the whole.
of these parts to the whole rests in their being under a common
Rutherfurd n-ives the relationship of ghurch Presbytery,
jurisdiction.
All are parts of the church Catholic.
Synod and National Assembly;
Furthermore, excommunication if it is to be valid or useful, means
excommunication, not only from a particular congregation, but from the
Hence power to excommunicate lies, not in the
whole Catholic Church.
congregation, but in the ordained ministers of the Catholic Church.
Some objections which the Independents had brought forward
in Assembly, are answered. (it is noteworthy that he mentions none of
They had argued that the impossibthe Assembly Independents by name).
ility of holding a universal Presbytery or council of the Catholic Church
militated against the doctrine, that there could be such a body as a
But, reasons, Rutherfurd, because the
Catholic visible Church.
wiciedness of men prevents a general Council of national Churches this
does not invalidate either the lawfulness of such, or the estate of the
The variety of a matter determines the
Catholic Church Visible.
Things of local, of neighbourly,
council by which it shall be tried.
of provincial, of national importance are all dealt \vith in their
As also what concerns one, is a matter of
corresponding courts.
concerns the majority may be oE importwhat
and
all,
importance to
ance to jne congregation, association in Presbytery is vital and necessary,
Christ has
Quad tangit omnes ab omnibus suo more tracteri debet.
given power to his ministerial church to deal in separate case and
There is no need for a Presbytery to
manner with all these matters.
back to a Presbytery of the
excommunication,
of
say
derive its power,
A further objection had been that if the
whole Catholic Church.
Presbyterians denied power of excommunication to the individual
congregations because they were only part of a church, then they could
not claim it themselves, because they were only part GJ a provincial
Church; nor could t-te provincial church claim it for it was only part
of a national church; a national church could not claim it for it
a Catholic Synod v/as obvijusly
was only part of the Catholic Church;
impossible, therefore, tfhe whole Presbyterian claim breaks down. (This
was obviously some of Goodwin's sophistry in the objections which the
Independents kept on raising during the three weeks of February 1644,
In answer Rutherfurd shows
until they were ultimately voted out).
how for the good of a single congregation an association of contiguous
churches in Presbytery, with disciplinary power, is necessary and
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He next proceeds to the consideration of tue
scriptural.
passage which occupied the assembly from 16th February to 81st Feb.,
The Independent objections to this passage as
Matth. XV111 17-18.
implying a ministerial and governmental church, their interpretation of
it as the body of believers, are refuted on much the same grounds as in
the "Peaceable Plea", but this time with more direct relation to the
arguments of Bridges, Goodv/in and Nye (he avoids referring to them by name).
The false syllogism that if a man is a classical elder or pastor in
Presbytery over twenty congregations, then he must bear the same relation
The relation of
to each of these congregations, is exposed as absurd.
The
the Presbyter (l) to his own church, (2) in collegio, is defined.
elder acting in Presbytery and acting in his own congregation does not
In
exercise two offices, but performs two acts of the same office.
performs
only
elder
ruling
the
jurisdiction
all ordinary acts of spiritual
The powers of a congregation, of
in the church whereof he is an elder.
a Presbytery, of a provincial synod and of a national Church, do not
The way of "brotherly
differ in form and essence but in extent.
consociation" of churches for mutual advice and help is as likely to
The over-ruling
be full of difficulties as the way of Presbytery.
pov/er of Presbytery does not nullify the power of the congregation, any
more than a man who is out voted in a congregation has his individual
The Presbypov/er therein taken away by a majority vote against him.
and
social
all
from
and
scriptural,
terian system of church courts is
Sundry other
legal analogy, essential to the bene esse of the church.
syllogistic arguments of the Independents against Presbytery, mainly
cast in the reductio ad absurdum form are answered, e.g. "a pastor is a
pastor only in relation to his own church, therefore he cannot do pastoral
This leads
acts either of order or jurisdiction in a Presbytery"(346)
Rutherfurd to show the relation of pastor to his own congregation, to
he has juridical pov/er with
other congregations and to the Presbytery;
Because he is
his elders, and pastoral pov/er in his own congregation.
pastor of the Church Universal,he may preach and administer the Sacraments on occasion in other churches, or if he is a missionary, he may
He has pov/er of jurisdiction in
preach at large the Gospel of Christ.
the courts of the church whereof he is a member.
This little "paper" lost in the middle of the"Due Right" is
perhaps the clearest and most succinct statement of Presbyterian doctrine
It is argumentative, for he never ceased to
that Rutherfurd ever wrote.
argue, but less syllogistic than usual and singularly calm in^tone.
There is in it some measure of "sweet reasonableness? little expected in
Even yet there is little
a polemicist of the seventeenth century.
acerbity in his work.
1 A .Patern of a Juridical Synod..1'
The thesis of this is that in the Council at Jerusalem (Acts XV)
the Apostles did not act through an inspired Spirit and by Apostolic
authority, but only as elders, doctors and teachers in ordinary way in
co&ncil assembled, so that they might show forth a patern of a juridical
The Independents maintained
synod for the church in all future time.
that the Apostles acted with extraordinary and Aposotlic pov/er and thus
the synod could not be claimed as a proof for the institution of Church
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courts.
Rutherfurd's arguments are of course, the Presbyterian arguments of his age - Paul, an Apostle, submitted a matter to
the Council which he couM have determined himself by his own Apostolic
power;
he accepte^delegation from the Church of Antioch to it.
He
must therefore, have meant to show forth a patern of how affairs ecclesiastical should be ordered.
The Apostles acting in the synod proceeded
by way of counsel not by Apostolic enunciation.
Any ordinary members
of the Church of Jerusalem who were present, were present de facto and
not de jure;
they had no power in the council which had not only
t doctrinal power but a juridical also.
He states with regard to Synods
and provincial; councils that they rather command churches and Presbyteries
to exercise and use their power of jurisdiction, arid see that they so use
it, than exercise the use of it themselves.
(They of course, have pov/er
to do so ).
The Apostles were actuated by an infallible Spirit in setting
up.the Council but not by an Apostolic Spirit.
Independent arguments
against these theses are now answered.
He points out that Church power
is not derived, either by ascent from power supposedly resident in a
congregation, delegated to representatives in superior courts, or from
power of an oecumenical council issued down through various courts to the
people.
It is resident intrinsically in every part of the church and
flows from Christ.
He denies that a Synod only declares in a doctrinal
way what is scandalous or that this Council did this arid no more.
The
last pages of the paper furnish abundant arguments that the Jerusalem
council was juridical as well as doctrinal and not merely a brotherly
meeting for counsel about the church's wellbeing.
The paper also has an intimate association with the events
of February and March 1644.
Or On page 406 he remarks that his argument
has been "close mistaken."
The argurnenVreferred to occurs on page 360
to 363, forty pages earlier in the paper (it deals with the immediate
inspiration of the Apostles)
In the paper itself there is a distinct
hiatus in thought.
On page 383 from considering the more exegetical
aspect of his argument,he turns to the speculative consideration of intrinsic church power.
It is just possible that the first portion
pages 255 - 283 may have comprised a paper supplyirn- argument for the
Presbyterian case in Act. XV.
This was debated on March 12th and 13th,
and his paper may have circulated before these dates.
Arguments in it
were refuted by the Independents in the Assembly and on 1'arch 13th
Rutherfurd himself x entered into the debate, with arguments much similar to
those of his paper.
Pages 383 ff. may have been added to refute his
refuters.
The whole passage under discussion was successfully passed
on the 13th March.
The Doctrine of the Presbyterial Churches of Jerusalem. Corinth, Kphesus,
and Antiboch.

As has been seen ,the debate from 22nd February to March 6th
centred round the instance of the church at Jerusalem as a proof of the
institution of Presbyterian church in the New Testament.
The arguments
used by the Presbyterians in the debate are here recapitulated, those of
their opponents all refuted.
It is proved impossible for the multitude
believers to have met in one church.
There was a multitude or teachers
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in Jerusalem.- Christians of diverse languages in Jerusalem
could not all be one congregation - but they were all one church because
they had meetings of elders"in collegio and the Apostles acted as elders
in the Presbytery.
Similar arguments are auduced from other new
Testament churches.
This paper also has an addendum in the form of an
answer to Father's "Answer to Xerle" on the natter of the Synodical
proposition^ of the Churches of New England. (476-484}
It deals with
the peoples power in the Synod and their right of excommunication.
..£
the nuestion fif excommunication was beginning to bulk largely in the
Assembly's debates, this addendum may have been a separate little paper
of Rutherfurd in support of Ilerle included amongst the others, and
printed here for want oi' a better place to -nut it.
It gives no arguments
which he has not already put forward.
The matter of all these "papers" is also embodied in the
Assembly's Answers to the "Reasons of the Dissenting Brethern".
I-oitherf urd's 'papers' we re his answers to the sundry preparatory "papers"
which they constantly circulated.
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rhe Directory fofr the Public Worship of God.

Prom May,1644, when the preliminary Excommunication debate was
suspended, until October, two things kept Rutherfurd incessantly erajbloyed:
the formulation of the Directory for Public Worship and the composition
of "Lex Rex".

The ecclesiastical bete noire of the Scottish Presbyterians

was the "Service Book".

It was pressure from their Commissioners which

caused Parliament in their October injunction to the Assembly to empower
it to"treat concerning a Directory for Public Worship."

A further Order

of I7th October gave the Grand Committee too, power to ttoeat concerning
such a Directory.

The latter appointed a sub-committee of five to meet

with the Scottish Comrnissioners to prepare the Directory.
Grand Committee who wished to attend might do so.

Others of the

This sub-committee was

I
to report to 1he Grand /Committee which in turn was to fceport to the Assembly.
It is noteworthy that the drafting of the Directory is given to the Grand
Committee originally, and not to any of the Assembly's three committees.
Baillie gives no reason for this, nor do any of the historians of the
Assembly remark upon it.

It seems strange that the propositions concerning

Church Government were left to the Assembly to formulate as they desired 4
whilst the drafting of the Directory for Public Worship was given to the
control at least^of a Committee which had a strong percentage of laymen.
The sub-committee, which performed the actual work, was, of course, clerical
Marshall, Palmer, Goodwin, Young, Herle and the Scots.

The directory

was not an$ more specifically an instrument of alliance, as embodied in
the Covenant than the Form of Government; to all appearance it would seem
secondary to the latter.

But it was made to pass through the Grand

.Committee before going to Assembly, a process to which none of the
I Lightfoot, 117.

propositions on Church government were to be subjectea.

(This procedure

was laid aside on 3rd April, when the drafting of the Directory was transI
eferred by the Parliament to the Assembly itself)
The Scots may have
been calculating, correctly or incorrectly, on a greater anti-liturgical
feeling in the House than in the Assembly.

To them too many of the

latter *s members seemed diffident in parting with the Book of Common
Prayer( with the exception of the Independents) and later objected to the
harsh treatment it received in the Preface to the Directory.

It represent-

ed much that was best in English Protestant tradition.

By manoeuvering
hoped
so that
the Directory was given to the Grand Committee, the Scots,* for its
u
more speedy formulating, arguing that the propositions given in by it to
the Assembly would meet with less opposition, and the hated Liturgy be more
speedily abolished.
In this hope of speed, they were in the first few mfihths disappointed.

The sub- committee proceeded little more expeditiously in this

than the Assembly in the debate on Church Government.

The Scots had op

counted on the ant i- liturgical fervour of the Independents and had hoped
to avoid an early rupture SVer governmental points by turning the attention
»*
2
of the latter to a common Directory for Worship.
But the Independents
proved as contentious in this as in other matters, and show^T no great
love for a Directory drawn up preponderously at Scottish instigation.
Though contentious, however, they in the end became at least conciliatory
in the

interestspof the Church.

Little record exists of the work of

this sub-committee; only a few references in Baillie^s Letters and two
pages of notes in Gillespie.

But the speed with which the items of the

Directory were given in, in June 1644, shows that its work was the basis
of the matter presented.

I Lightfoot, 239

~"

2 Bailli e
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The first meetingssof the sub- commit tee dealt with ordering the

work of the Sabbath, the Scots entering a caveat against the lengthy reading
and exposition of Scripture before the sermon.

Goodwin, who considered

himself slighted in some way, caused trpuble at the beginning by objecting
to all Directories and particularly to the order of the directory for
public worship on the Sabbath,

To remedy matters, the Scots invited him
I
to dinner and "spent an afternoon with him very sweetly'.1
As he took an
active part in t&eX&ter work of the sub-committee, the dinner was profiably

good.

Early in February, the Scots had allocated to them the"matter of

all the prayers of thla Sabbath Day".

When this was finally given in,
2
Baillie states that it was "well taken by all the committee".
Next they
were assigned the directory for the Sacraments.

To Marshall was apportioned

the directory for preaohlAg^to Palmer that for 6atechising, to Young
Reading of Sc^ripture and Singing of Psalms, to Goodwin and Herle Pasting
and Thanksgiving.
hands.

The Scots gathered even more of the work into their

"Mr Marshall's part against Preaching, Mr Palmer's anent Catechising,

though the one was the best preacher and the other the best catechiser in
England, yet we in no ways like it, so their papers are passed into our
hands to frame them according to our mind."

The Scots 1 draft of a directory

for the administration of the Sacraments , especially that of the
Supper, encountered even in the sub- commit tee considerable opposition.

3

The Scottish practice of the communicants sitting at one table was discountenanced.

They had also inserted a clause whereby the minister was

allowed to exhort the communicants while they were in the act of partaking

1 Baillie,II,125.
2 Baillie, 11,140.
5 Gillespie,IOI&i02.
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"Dr Smith told a story of a Scotsman which had in a Church here used
efithortations at giving the elements but some conscientious people thought
it troubled and distracted their minds".
Rutherfurd.

This may have been a hit at

It was his practice and that of his colleagues in the evangel-

ical revival in the South V»«st and it was undoubtedly he who had such a
i
clause inserted.
The fitness of those who partoook was also considered,
but the debate on Church Government drew the members of the subcommittee
away from their labours on the Directory.
On 3rd April 1644, the Lords requested the Assembly to hasten the
Directory and the Assembly appointed the twelve divines of the Grand
Committee to be a committee of Assembly for the work of the Directory.
At £he same time they urged the sub-committee to hasten its work.

As

any of the twelve divines of the Grand Committee had always been at liberty
I
to attend and assist the sub-committee , there wqs little confusion or
alteration of personel in the new committee.
On 2Ist May, Rutherfurd moved for the speeding of the Directory
and was supported by Marshall.

A report was ordered for Friday 24th«and

was duly given in by the chairman of the Assembly's committee for the
Directory on that day, "largely concerning the Lord's Day, Prayer and
Preaching".
occurs.
passed1.1

Lightfoot was absent, so no full statement of the debate

"The business about the Sabbath and the Directory for Prayer was
2

It is evident from the Directory itself and from reference in

Baillie's Letters to the work of the sub-committee, that the Assembly's
committee presented what was largely the work of the latter.
had been carried out chiefly by the Scots.

That work

One may claim the Directory

to be the most specifically Scottish production of the Assembly, though in

1 Baillie,II,II7.
2 Lightfoot,277.
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some instances concessions were made to English practice.

The general

order of divine service, as embodied in the directories,concerning
"Assenbling of the Congregation", "Public Reading of Koly Scriptures",
"Public Prayer before Sermon", "Prayer after Sermon"follows with minor
differencesithat in Henderson's "Government and Order".

The only difference

between English and Scottish practice was that English used only one prayer
before sermon which included confession, thanksgiving anfl petition.

The

Scots used two and kept the intercessory prayer for Church, King, people
and congregation till aft^er the sermon.

An adjustment was made by the

insertion of the following:-"We judge this to be a convenient order in the
ordinary public prayer; yet so as the minister may defer (as in prudence
he shall think meet ) some part of these petitions till after his sermon,
or offer up to God some of the thanksgivings hereafter appointed in his
prayer before

the sermon".

Thanksgivings according to the English

practice are inserted after the sermon.

Regarding probationers reading

the Word and preaching, and in the insertion of a caveat against diffuse,
discursory reading of Scripture, the Scoots had their wishes carried, in
I
the first case through fehe argument of Rutherfurd.
It was noted that the
matter of the prayers was given to the Scots to draw up.

As they stand

in the Directory, they are more than an outline and less than a liturgy.
In them are some indications of the pen of Rtotherfurd.

Perhaps the first

draft of them was written by him as the most gifted of the Scots in devotional writing.

After revision by his colleagues, they were further revised

by the sub-commit tee and by the Assembly's committee.
itself, they were passed with little debate.

In the Assembly

Many incidental phrases,

the expression of a deep sense of national guilt, the concern for the

I Lightfoot, 283,
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/ conversion of the Jews, all point to Itotherfurd's hand.
The directory on Preaching of the Word occupied most of the time
between June fourth and eighteenth.

In the sub-committee its drafting

had been given to Marshall, but as hi^feffort did not satisfy the Scots
entirely, was given to them for revision.

Whoever was responsible for it,

produced one of the finest things ever written on the subject.
succinct, clear and eminently sound.

It is

It is applicable to preacfeimg in

any age,-possibly the most timeless and permanent piece of writing in the
Directory.

The Assembly's alterations in it were negligible; any that were

made emphasised the need of clarity in preaching the gospel message.
"Wisely framing all his doctrines, exhortations and especially his reproofs,
in such a manner as ma$ be most likely to prevail; showing all due respect
to each man's person and place and not mixing his own passion or bitterness"
:- so runs the Directory.

Its tone suggests that a good deal of the

evangelical experience of Rutherfurd and Gillespie passed into it during
the sub-committee stage.
The production of the directory for the Sacraments again opened
the dispute which had vexed the sub-committee.
directory is obvious.

The Scottish origin of this

The order of administration of the Lord's Supper

clfosely follows that in the "Government and Order" and even preserves
some of its phraseology.

The disrepute of the Prayer Book left the English

Presbyterians withput any model upon which to base this direttory and
Henderson's original draft was gladly accepted.

Certain of the Scottish

practices in it, they were not prepared to accept, and the most acrimonious
debate in the whole Directory ensued, Rutherfurd heatedly defending the
Scottish standpoint.

The main source of disagreement was the position of

the communicants at the table.

As to whether they should kneel or sit,

Rutherfurd strongly advocated sitting, as most convenient and based on
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/ historical practice, but in this was prepared to accept a formula.
radical difference lay in the position at the table itself.

The

Scottish

practice(vide "Government and Order" and "Peacable Plea") was that the
communicants came forward from $heir pews to the table at which the minister
presided and there partook; a successive company followed them until the
whole congregation was served.

This manner of celebrating was laid down

in the "First Book of Discipline" as'convenient'but custom made the Scots
assign to it almost divine institution.
Scottish procedure, backed by Rutherfurd.

Dr Burgess alone advocated the
On 2Ist June, the latter insist-

ed on the c^ommunicants sitting 1 about the table 1 and objected to the insertion of a qualifying "where it may with convenience be".

The clause was

referred to committee, was again debated from 24th to 28th June and on
At last, Rutherfurd, while insisting that the

July 1st was recommitted.

Scots held this matter to be a thing most necessary, "yet for peace and
conformity's sake" desired that it might be recommended only.

Although

this was opposed by the Independents and by Herle, it was voted by the AssemI
Next day, the Assembly considered the practice of the
bly on July 3rd.
communicants coming to the table in companies( interesting as showing the
Scottish source of this directory).

On July 2nd, Marshall had reported

from the committee, "as the commiajiicants are to exercise their faith

, so

is the pastor, by some short sentences, by intervals, to stir up their
affections thereuntoc.

After all have received the cup, the$ rise and new

ones come to their place and, in the time of their removal some psalms to
be sung, as psalm 22, 103d,."
ment, and Order"(24).

This is practically verbatim from the "Govern-

The master of companies was

commitant of sitting at the table.

now brought up as a con-

English opinion was against the Scottish

practice , but for the time being the fervour of Rutherfurd prevailed, and
I Lightfoot, 292.
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and the Assembly voted,"it is lawful that the congregation come in several
companies to the table".
of this directory.)

(This clause was ruled out og the final version

Two other minor items were raised.

The pastor's

exhorting the people while they partook had been a cause of disagreement in
the sub-committee and was now aired in the Assembly.

"The First Book Of

Discipline" instructed the pastor to exhort the people or read some suitable
passage of Scripture whilst they partook.

Rutherfurd and ^enderson argued

for the practice whilst the Independents and Herle opposed, Herle holding
that the minister's speaking detracted from the spiritual good of the act
of receiving.

Nye thought that ig. this matter speech could not help

Rutherfurd insisted from Matthew XIV, 23, that Christ spoke

devotion.

while the Disciples were partaking.

The Assembly ultimately decided that

.every one should do in this business as he thought best.

It was next

debated, regarding the breaking of bread, as to whether the communicants
should distribute it to one another.

Rutherfurd pleaded for this from

Luke XXII, 17.
This was granted, though no clause concerning it was thought necessary in

the directory.
Why were the Scots so uncompromising in the details of this directory?

Por one thing,they were under pressure ffom home to make no more

concessions.

The paper which they had given in on congregational elder-

sJiip has been noted as also the fact that Rutherfurd was probably its
I
Baillie writed,
inspiration.
"Mr D.Oaldewood, in his letter to us, has censured us grievously
for so doing; showing us that our Books of Discipline admits of no
Presbytecy or eldership but one; that we put ourself in hazard to be forced
to give excommunication, and so entire government to congregation*, which
Mr Hendeson acknowledged this and we
is a gre^at step to Independency.
are in a peck of trouble with it."

I Baillie,II,182.
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' The Commissioners were therefore determined to make fewer concessions.
Rutherfurd, if responsible for the censured paper, may have felt it incumbent upon him to defend most vigorously all Scottish practice.
over, the Scots had only two Sacraments

More-

an inheritance common with the

English Protestants-and secondary only to the preaching of the Word.

As

the visible sign of unity, it seemed to them all-*-import ant that both nations
should be uniform in celebration, even in the smallest detail.

Know-

ing the loose practice of the Independents, they were determined to leave as
^little as possible to individual discrimination.

They certainly prevailed,

for this directory is based largely on the Scottish usage; even the consecration prayer owes much to that in Knox*s Book of Co^imon Order.
The Directory for Baptism caused less debate. It also was form/
ulated in sub-committee by the Scots, from their ov./n practice.
Baillie
I
writes,
"We have carried with much greater ease than we expected, the publicness
of Baptism,
The abuse was great over all this land.
In the greatest
parish in London scarce one child in a year was brought to the Church for
Baptism. Also we have carried thetparents presenting of his child and not
their midwives as was their universal custom."
Opposition to making public Baptism the law of the Church came only from
Palmer and Lightfoot, through their natural love of any long-standing
English usage which they could claim was not ceremonial.

A discussion on

the lawfulness or conveniency of dipping added nothing to the matter of
thJts directory which passed the Assembly on August 8th.

On October 9th

and I0th, howe^ver, the Scots had further additions inserted.

The font

was moved from a 1 superstitious f position (i.e. the Church door).

They in-

sisted, too, that a profession of Faith was to be procured from the father
at the baptism of the child.

This was contrary to English practice, but

"the Scots did nrfte it mightily because of the use of it in all reformed
/»
I Ba illie,II 204.*
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I
c^urches".

it was finally voted thgt the parents should make profession

at the baptism of his child, but this profession was narrov/ed down to a
short series of question and answer.
arose here among the Scots themselves.
2
directory says,

An interesting difference of opinion
Baillie writing later of this

" As for changes in our Church, I had laboured with my colleagues
11
to have eschewed thiem all and found Mr Henderson not much from my mind;
But others were passionate for them and at last carried, first Mr Henderson
The Belief in baptism was never said in
and then me^to their mind.
When they urged, we could
England and they would not undergo that yoke.
not deny, but the saying by manyjiWas a fruitless and mere formality and
to others a needless weight; and^ne saying of the Commands was no less
We got the Assembly to equivalent interrogatories. much against
necessary.
the mind of the Independents-, and we, "were assured to have the Creed a part
of the Catechism."
Prom Gillespie 's notes, it appears that Rfttherfurd supported the Independ"Mr Rutherfurd said, "It is not seemly to catechise Christian
3
Gillespie 'swithered 1 , but seems to have come
parents at such a time* "
ent view.

to Rutherfurd f s point of view.

Prom the evidence of Baillie, above cited,

they prevailed upon Henderson to modify his demands.
On August I7th, the directory for Public Thanksgiving passed with
little debate.

After sundry alterations, notably that which added, "as in

the Church of Scotland" to the clause concerning sitting at the Lord's
Table, the Directory was practically completed.
on August 20th to draw it up in final form.

A committee was appointed

The Assembly committee

drafted the preface, which was debated in late October and early November,
Its violent attach on the Book of Common Prayer shows a Scottish
1644.
/
/T
Having suffered so much from the imposition of such a book, the
origcn.
7

Scots were determined to procure a strong denunciation of it.

1 Lightfoot, 315.
2 Baillie, II, 258.
3 Gillespie, 89&90.

If Neal's
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/ statement is correct, several of the Independents were on the committee
which drew up the preface.

The Assembly may have added them to the

committee for the Directory, in order that differences of opinion between
then and the Scots might be there thrashed out ana propositions formulated
which would pass the ftssnmbly with little debate.

With Marshall, the

Smectymnuan as convener, the Scots as members, and the strong admixture of
Independents, who were as bitterly anti-liturgical as the Scots, it is not
tfcobe wondered at that the committee produced such a harsh and stringent
criticism of the Pfcajrer Book.

Some differences there were regarding the

intent of the Directory, as expressed in the preface.

Baillie feared that

one party would turn it into a 'straight Liturgy* anfl that the other, the
Independents, "would make it so loose and free that it would serve for
^.little use".

But the concluding paragraph was finally worded so that its

actual nature as a 'Directory 1 was made clear.

It v/as presented to

Parliament on November 2Ist, 1644, and passed the Houses with slight alterations, the chief being the removal of the larger clause concerning those
who were to come to Communion and the substitution of "the ignorant and *>
scandalous are not fit to receive the Lord(s Supper; from the same directory
they removed the words,"as in the Church of Scotland".
Supplementary directories on the Sabbath, Marriage, Burial,
Visitation of the Sick, Ihe Psalms, Holy Days and Places were debated in
Assembly, ordered and sent up to Parliament during December.

These

supplementary directories seem to have been given to the ordinary committees
of Assembly, for on November 2Ist, Dr Stanton reported from the second
Rutherfurd spoke lengthily in the
corarnitte in a directory tfor Marriage.
I
ensuing debate, opposing any sacramental view, and even denying that it
was part of the worship of God.

He admitted that there was something
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/ religious in it, affinned that marriage 'formally and essentially* consisted in the consent of the parties

and pointed out that the Directory dealt,
»*-

not with marriage but with the solemnisation of it, and that therefore the
Church should provide a directory for the instruction of those entering on
this new condition and give the blessing^of God to it.

The directory as

passed certainly shows strong modifications from the former Episcopalian
view of marriage and the celebration thereof, to the Scottish view of it as
T
,a civil contract, solemnised by the Church because it entails many religious
It is noteworthy that it is the one question on which the Scots

duties.

joined hands with the small Erastian Group; Lightfoot and Rutherfurd are
I
found battling together in defence of marriage as formally a civil contract.
The Erastian, however, did so from his respect for common law, the Scot from
his opposition to anything approaching the sacramental view of the Roman
Church.
The directory for Burial next claimed the attention of the Assembly.
If the Scots had had their way, little directory would have been needed.
Rutherfurd started off the debate by saying, "There is no more reason for
any part of worship to /be at the going of a person out of the world than at

his birth"
dead.

I

Scottish usage deprecated anything resembling prayers for the

They opposed also the practice of funeral sermons.

A formula had

to be obtained by which the English would be free to continue this practice,
and the Scots avoid it.

"Here was the difficulty, how to keep funeral

sermons in EnglandFor fear of danger by alteration, and yetto give content
to Scotland, that are averse from them*- At last we fixed on this,-"That the
people should take up thoughts and conferences concerning death, mortality
etc. and the minister, if he be present, shall put them in mind of that duty.
(Lightfoot had the penultimate 'that 1 changed to 'their').

The mind of the

Assembly was that these words give liberty for funeral sermons.

And thus
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have we dpne the director^ for burial"

I

The debate on the directory for

Holy Places revealed the extreme Puritan in Rutherfurd, who denied any
special sanctity to the place of worship :-"No designation of any place to
public worship doth make that worship more acceptable".

All the Puritans

agreeed in this Scots, Independents, and Presbyterians alike, only those
who sftill had respect for older English forms, such as Palmer and Herle,
made any protest against the assertion of such a principle, which^carried
to extremes>stabled Cromwell's horses in the House of God.

The other

minor directories caused little debate and need not be dwelt upon here.
In the formulation of this Directory, the most Scottish product of the
Assembly, Rutherfurdi/1 of all the Scots plays the most important part.
Constantly in attendance, he argues, expounds, debates, cajoles here and
condemns there, until he sees each proposition voted, as closely in accordance with Scottish practice, as Independent obstinacy or English traditionalism will allow .

I Lightfoot, 340.
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LEX
REX
The "Lex Rex" is the finest work which Rutherfurd produced.
Like Swift, when in later and darker years, he re-read Gulliver's Travels
Rutherfurd, in re-reading the Lex Rex could well have exclaimed, "V/hat
a genius I had when I wrote that book."

Though published anonymously

"By- Authority',1 its authorship never seems to have been ouestioned and
whether or not Rutherfurd wrote it, he certainly in 1661 would have
been hanged for it.
Row in his "Life of Blair" gives the following
of
account^ its production:
"The first was owned by Mr. Rutherfurd, and cited by him in
his Answer to Hooker's piece, though, ill the title-page, his name was
not put to it, as he used to do in his other excellent practical pieces,
and learned exercitations and disputes against Arminius and other
enemies of the truth.
In that/od'ok, pious and learned Mr. Rutherfurd
shews himself to be of Buchanan's opinion anent monarchical government,
and the way of it, in Scotland.
When he had written a great part
of it, he brought it to Mr. Blair, desiring him to revise it, and
submitting it to his censure.
After; T Ir. Blair had read and considered
it he said to Mr. Rutherfurd, as being his opinion of it, "Brother, ye
are happy in your other writings, arid God has blessed you as his instrument, well furnished and suited to do much good to souls, both by your
practical pieces and disputes against sectaries; and there ye are in
your own element; but as for this subject, it being proper for
jurisconsults, lawyers, and politicians, it lies out of your road.
My
advice to you is, that ye let it lie by you seven years, and busy your
pen in writing that which will be more for edification and good of souls,
and thereafter, it may be ye will judge it not expedient to let it see
the light."
He promised to Kr. Blair to do so; but shortly thereafter, being at London, one of our Commissioners to the Assembly of
Divines. Lord Warriston, did again yoke him to that work, and (as v/as
thought) did not only assist to, but 'did' wholly complete and finish
that work, anno 1645."
An interesting fa£t is to be gathered from Row's statement.
As Maxwell's book "Sacro Sanctum Regum Majestfts" to which Lex Rex was
a reply, was published after Rutherfurd came 10 London, it follows
that some of Rutherfurd 1 s work must have been written before it appeared,
with some different objective.
conjecture.

Internal evidence supports this

Questions 28 - 37 deal with the "Lawfulness of Defensive
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Wars", and with the practical case of the Scots taking up arms against
Charles.

The writers controverted in triis portion are Feme* Arnisaeus

and Barclay.

There are only two references to Maxwell.

The first of

these occurs half way through Chapter 29 and comprises from the middle of
it to the edd, the next occurs in Chapter 33 from the middle to the end.
The argument of these insertions (for they are obviously appended loosely
to earlier materials) is supplementary to the proceeding thought of these
chapters.

In this portion (Quest. 28 - 37) Barclay and his party are

referred to as "Royalists" - Royalists say, Royalists aver etc. - .

In

other partd of the Lex Rex, the reference is to the"Popish prelate" and
his assertions are interwoven, interspersed and refuted throughout.

It

therefore appears, that Rutherfurd before going to England, and on the
occasion of the Covenant, had taken up his pen in justification of the
Scots waging a "defensive war".
of Lex Rex specified.
counsel.

This treatise is embodied in the portion

He probably laid aside this work, acting on Blair's

The colossal learning shown in the whole treatise could also

|iardly have been acquired in the few months between the publication of
Maxwell's treatise and that 2>f Lex Rex.
Row's suggestion that Warriston actually finished the Lex Rex
can hardly be established from the internal evidence, though his hand is
$o be seen in the last chapters.

There fcs more reference to the jurists

e.g. Justinian, than to the political philosophers, and citation of the laws
of Scotland occurs which Rutherfurd could only have got from Warriston.
rhe summing up in the last chapters lays down principles which were practically embodied in the Propositions for peace which r/arriston had brought
ip to London in August.
He had arrived in London with these having
received the assent of the Scots. Parliament to them.
They had been largely
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drawn up by himself and ultimately resulted in the Proposals put before
Charles at Uxbridge.

\Yhy Warriston urged Lutherfurd to publish such

a work, while negotiating the Proposals for peace, can only be conjectured,
He may have already suspected the 'politi-ue 1 in Lauderdale and the
temporiser in Loudon and desired through such a publication to counteract
any attempt at compromise and to let Charlee know the real political
temper of the Scottish nation or of the Covenanting party in it.
Charles is reputed to have read the "Lex Ilex".

If he did, it is not to

be marvelled that he broke off negotiations v/ith the party which sponsored
it.

V/as there behind the publication another figure -Argyll?

He was

known to support a democratic policy, though the ends for which he did
so are still unfathomed.

The date of Hontrose 1 ? letter on "Sovereign

Power11 is uncertain, but the apostrophe at the end is significant.
"And you great men if anjs such be among you so blinded with
ambition who aim so high as the crown.............And thou, seditious
preacher, who studies to put the sovereignty in the people's hands for
thy own ambitious ends as being able,by thy wicked eloquence and h
hypocrisy, to infuse into them what thou pleasest know this, that this
Thou art
people^is more incapable of sovereignty than any other known.
abused like a pedant by the nimble-Witted nobleman."
Rutherfurd was of all the Scottish clergy'notorious 1 for
3?epct©dly .anti-monarchist tenets.

Mont rose certainly had him in view

in this passage and it is ^uite conceivable th,-t he had at least heard
of the original tpeatise mentioned by Ho\".

Ke believed that the clergy

were preaching democracy for their own ends and that Argyll was behind
it.

One wonders if Argyll subsidised the publication of "Lex Rex" or

v/as the cause of so many copies being in the hands o/tfce ministers at
the General Assembly of 1645.

Guthrie writes that every member of the

Assembly "had in his hand that book lately published by !!r Samuel Rutherfurd, which was so idolised that whereas Buchanan's treatise was looked
I John Bochan,"Monl^rose"Appendix,406.
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as-an oracle, this cominr- forth, it was slighted as not r.ntimonarchical enough, and Rutherfurd'p "Lex RexM only thought authentic. 11

I

The treatise was reissued in 1648 under a different title,
"The Preeminence of the Election of Kings 1'.
the edition of 1644;

The shfeets are the same as

only the titl« is changed.

This reissue was

during negotiation with Charles, at the time of the Engagement.

The

intention may have been to make clear to Chatles the conditions on which
V
he could have the undivided support of the Scottish nation.
It was
again reissued in 1657 as a ""Treatise of Civil Polity".
Cromwell, not Charles,was the arbitrary tyrant.

This time

The "Humble Petition

and Advice" of 1657 embodied a new scheme of r-overnment.

The "Treatise

of Civil Polity" was pfct forth in relation to it to show that the same
political maxims held good for Protector and Monarch alike.
In a sense, the "Lex Rex " is the lineal descendant of Buchanan 1 s
wDe Jure Regni apud Scotos", but there is a vaste difference between the
two works.

The latter ise written to a King, commending legal government;

the former vis addressed to a people defending and expounding democratic
principles and their right of enforcing them.

Buchanan \r- philosophic

and Ciceronian, staunch enough indeed in his vindication of the Law as
the voice of the people and in his assertion of the King's necessary
obedience to it, but beyond justifying I'ary'p deposition, he makes little
excursus into practical poMtics.
and thorough.

Uutherfurd is much more comprehensive

Buchanan's main thesis, that the people interpret the Lew,

is immeasurably enlarged.

Between him and Rutherfurd have intervened all

the political thought.of the late I6th and early I7th century
when political thinking was most active.
I Bishop Guthrie, Memoirs,

A

a time

Bodin, Vasnuez, Suarez,
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Barclay, Hooker have all made their contributions to political theory
and with them all Rutherfurd is closely acquainted.

He selects from the

rambling and disjointed theses of Bodin and owes far more than he will
acknowledge to the Jesuits. Vasnuez and Suarez.

(Jesuit political theory

developed by the religious wars of Henry TV, was c.e anxious to deprive the
crown of autonomy as the Presbyterian.)
Rex" which are stilj modern.

jiestions abounded in the "Lex

Security, Kingship as a service, inter-

vention o^ non-intervention, conscientious objection, occur side by side
with, and arise from, questions thai, are of immediate political concern.
His principles are in advance of his time.

Even the editor of the 1843

edition v/rites, "The arguments in "Lex Rex" completely refute all the
wild and absurd notions which May-well's work contains, although some of
the sentiments vould be thought rather democratioal in modern times. H
The writer was a Vail? of the time ofttoe Reform Bill.

In thought and

apot'iRTn, there are passages in "Lex Rex" worthy of Bacon and Rutherfurd
shows in his polemic with Maxwell and in his strictures on the political
situation, a power of dry sarcasm which none of his colleagues possessed.
In the Summary, some indication is given of the sources upon
which he drew.

He brings the doctrines of political demoEracy and the

philosophic conception of the Vius gentium* logically within the Calvinist
doctrine of Providence .

r|Th.e acceptance of the divine origin of

ICingshiT) is demonstrated to be clearly different froi! ni/r cce-ntance of its
divine right.

Throughout this work, his Scriptural exegesis is notably

freer than in his ecclesiastical polemic.

In denying the special

sanctity of a Royal line, or of succession by primogeniture, he advanced
further than Parliament or people, either in England or Scotland were
at that moment prepared to go and shows himself to be at one with the

Jesuit thinkers from whom he developed this thesis.

Succession to the

Kingship is for him elective and the nature of the Kingship high and
responsible service.

Parliamentary government should also be elective.

He is the first Scottish objector to the Ugper House having any veto on
any Acts of the Commons.
rotten men 1 ).

(In Letter CCCIX, he calls the House of Peers,

He conceives the King a? responsible to Parliament and

Parliament to t he ^people.

The only thing which militates against his

theories is the lack of sanctions
them.

such as the popular ballot

to control

Vhen he pt^tes that the people, even in the case of a tyrannous

Parliament must take the Inv into their own hands, his opponents could not
but think of him PS a revolutionary.
Hobber? /"Leviathpn".

II<= r.nti^iptep the ar.'<-uir>ent of

The 'contract theory and the idea of the people f p

perpetual surrender of their rights to the monarch, find their best answer
in his pages.

The progressive right of pnooeedin^ generations to chr<n^e,

alter, or, in*e:xrtremip, overturn the fashion of n-overnment ^in^ ras their
fathers 1 , is asserted.

There is much in hip pp.^e^ v/hich. must have been

ap abhorrent to the Common Lawyer, ap to Chnrlep.

He IP at ore v/ith the

former, as alpfr with Podin, concerning the £np,ctity of private property.
V

In international affaits, he consider? it no good ^round for
intervention, that the internal affflrs of a nation r.re pn.ppor.edly P threat
to itp neighbour.

This he holdp to have been t>^ leapt of oootlrnd'p

reasons for PPRI* Pting the Hn^liph rn r»i -i ament .

lie IP tho o^nd of Ms

a^e In defendin^ thip intervention RP a religion? cru.parle.

He onieots

strongly to the doctrine of pn^pive re^i^tanoe, but he P.IPO -^eens to
justify conscientious objection to serving under a government vr^^h
makep war without jnpt cause.

To sum up, one nay say that th.i s

theocratic divihe of t^e 17 th Century IP politically so far in advance
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of his time, as to be the first great, radical.

177.
Critical Summary of Lex Hex.

The first question discussed is the usual one in all political
works of the period.
What is the source of Government?
Government
Rutherfurd maintains is warranted by Divine Law, because God 'hath made
man a social creature who inclineth to be governed by man.'.
He must
therefore, hage put the power of accomplishing this end in man's nature.
The power of Government is intended by God for the peace of mankind^
Rutherfurd makes a synthesis of the theorie? of Bodin and Vasquezvjaking
the former's idea of the family as the source of every political'association, he states th&t it is natural tf-amilies/ should unite to make laws
for their good.
In such a sense only power of government flows from
the law of nature.
But this power is''not to be interpreted as giving a
Oivine right to any man under whom these families may nnite.
Anticipating his argument a little, he states that all men are born equal and
no divine ri^ht to rule is conferred upon any man by the law of God or
the law of Nature.
He takes up Vasquez' view of the jus gentium as a
secondary law to the law of nature.
The people's uniting and rendering
their inherent power of government over to one man, e.g. to protect them,
is an example of this jus gentium which is a product of human need and
human will.
It is dictated by the social requirements of the people.
As a Calvinist he could not but admit the divine origin of all created
things, so the #us gentium is for him part of the jus naturalis which
is part of the Law of God.
But,he explains,'origin'and'right' are two
different words.
Governmental power certainly has its origin in God,
but it is mediated by the jus gentium whereby the consent of a community
resigns their power to one or more rulers.
As applied by him, to the
doctrine of Government the philosophic conception of the jus gentium
ultimately implied the practice of the democratic principle.
But James VI and his prelates had-been swift to seize on the
argument of the divine origin of- Monarchy as giving divine right to
monarchic government.
There seemed in the Bible ample proof for such
a doctrine of so-^reignty.
Scriptural proof was the strongest form of
argument of the age and more likely to appeal to the popular ear than
the philosophic conceptions of a Hobfees orcp looker. If Presbytery
could assert jus divinum, so also could monarchy.
The sudden outburst
of the doctrine ftf the Divine Right of Kings was an attempt on the
behalf of its supporters to fight Calvinist and Jesuit opponents with
their own weapons.
Ruthgrfurd accepts the divine origin of Kings, or rather of
the kingly office, as based on Scripture. 'The kingly or Royal office
is from God by divine institution and not by naked approbation'.
He puts no light construction on such a thesis.
If the King be a
living law by office, and the law put in execution which God hath
commanded them, then as the r oral law is by divine institution so must
the officer of God be who ir eustos et vindex legis divinae.
He points
out that this does not narrow monarchic power to reside in one man.
It may reside and be exercised in one, few, or many.
He proceeds to
reconcile this doctrine of divine institution with that of government
as arising from the secondary law of nature, the jus gentium (previously
in this chapter he had repudiated Belarming's doctrine which took too
/\
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secular a view of the jus gentium, giving it no relation whatsoever
to divine law and which made Kings, Kings only by immediate human election)
The laws of nature are also the laws of God.' 'It is not in mens' free
will that they have government otf'no government, because it is not in
their free will to ebey or not to obey, the acts of the court of nature,
w£ich is God(s court; and this court enacteth that societies suffer not
mankind to perish which must necessarily follow if they appoint no
government.
If a people choose monarchy rather than aristocracy it is
'God's warrant and nearest call to determine the wills and liberty of a
people to pitch upon a monarchy hie et nunc rather than any other form of
government, though all three be from God.
As far then as the theory of
divine rights goes, he makes a synthesis of Calvinist predestinarianism
and Jesuit speculative political theory.
The jusegentium of Vasquez
and Suarez mediates the choice of the people, but this jus gentium is for
the Calvinist part of a lofw of God as well as the product of human reason.
office is from God and flowfeth f rom the people, who choose a
leader and confer upon him kingly -power, which resides not in any one
of them, but in the united society as a gift of God through the law of
nature .
This office can be created or limited by the people at will.
Such an office he holds, was Solomon's.
There is not an institution by
God of the King and an approbation by the people (as Barclay states) but
God, 'by the people's free suffrages createth such a man a king, passing
by many thousands. '
'What other calling of God hath a race, a family,
and a person to the Grown but only the enaction of the States?'
In the 'Trew law of free monarchies' James VI had asserted his
right to the Throne as based on conquest.
Without referring to the
royal source of the doctrine, Rutherfurd states 'there is no title on/
eiarth now to tie Crowns to families or to persons, but only the suffroges
of the people. '
'Conquest without the consent of the people is but
royal robbery.
In a Scriptural divagation he mentions the divine duty
of princes and (without mentioning Charles ) states a King should not
forsake his calling upon any hazard even of his life, no more than a pilot
should give over his helm in an extreme storm.
He now passes to consider
some of Maxwell's arguments for the immediacy of the kingly office from
God.
He uses a distinction regarding the civil pov/er which hie refused
to allow in dealing with the pastoral, thSfcaof office and of the
exercise of it.
The Kingly-office is immediately from God, he admits,
but the votes of the people ilone apply a man to it and to the exercise
of it.
He always, of course, uses the safeguard that God is working
through the people, in order that he may vindicate himself against the
accusation of holdings Bellarmine 1 s opinions that the people elected and
that all God did was to say 'Amen* at the end.
In countering some7 of
Maxwell's Scriptural arguments for immediate divine right without popular
consent, he announces political maxims worthy of a Bacon.
Even though
we admit the divine origin of monarchy, he says, this does not prove
that there should be non-resistance to the latter, for though the pastor's
office is by divine right we wbald resist him if he tried to rob us.
Regarding the actual endov/ment of a man with kingly power, Rutherfurd 's
theory is interesting.
He had upheld in his theological works that
pastorll power comes immediately from God, and that the people do not
ordain a man to office but only appoint him to a place.
His doctrine
of the endowment of a king with sovereignty seeks a half way house between
office as given by election and as 'given from God.
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There being something divine in royal power, the immediacy of
As
God in it has to be made clear as v/ell as the will of the people.
the
through
God
God through the Church ordains pastors to office, so
This does not mean the giving to
people appoints the King to office.
the King of any supernatural gifts, any more than ordination by the
They may or may not be given
Presbytery gives them to a pastor.
He considers the Divine Right as proceeding from
beforehand by God.
heredity or primogeniture. "We have"he maintains, "no Scripture or
He
law of God to tie royal dignity to one man or to one family."
in
All
Tiight.
ridicules prayer for the King as a basis for Divine
authority are to be prayed for - (v/as the phrase intentional) even
Regarding arguments for the inviolability of sovreignty
Parliaments.
he writes "It is true where there is a king sovereignty must be inviolable.
Y/ith veiled
Arbitrary government is not sovereignty.
Y/hat then?
reference to the political situation and the campaign of Montrose, he
goes on, "Arbitrary government has no alliance with God; a rebel to
God and His country and an apostate, hath no reason to terra lawful
The reference could apply
defence against cut-throat Irish rebellion."
to Charles, the instigator as v/ell fcs to Montrose, the leader of the
In his strictures on heredity, primogeniture, arbitrary
Irish invasion.
government, and non-resistence to it, there is enough in this chapter
to have set hi? head later, beside Argyle's on the tolbooth.
In the next chapter further scriptural arguments of Maxwell
that the T>eople only approve the King's accession to Office, are considered,
Rutherfurd seeks to prove from the election of Saul and Davit that
Maxwell claims that the
popular consent was necessary to enthronement.
anointing as symbolic-? conferred the kingly power from God alone.
Rutherfurd is noticeably freer in his use of scripture parallels when
applying them to political subjects than when applying them to ecclesiast"The anointing of Saul cannot be a leading rule to the making of
ical.
lie is more eager to confute Maxwell by
all Kings to world's end."
referring to the present state of affairs than by accumulate/I scripIn the matter of approbation of the soy^Qffgn he states
tural argument.
"V/e give all the styles to the kings that the fathers gave, and yet
we think not -when a king commandeth to murder his innocent subjects
,in England and Scotland that that ir divalis jussio, the command of a god.
He proceeds in Chapter seven, to reconcile the immediacy of the kin^s
Maxwell puts
office from God v/ith its mediation to Him by the people.
forward the theory that sovreignty is a ray of divine majesty, and as
the people, according to tnose of Rutherfurd's creed, are all eo.ua!,
Rutherfurd
then they cannot be the givers of sovreignty to the king.
He denies that
traces this doctrine to the Archbishop of Spalato.
Maxwell aad asserted
sovereignty is not virtually in the people, it is.
what was later Hobbes's theory that no right to sovereignty could come
from the people because they had given it up by the surrender of the
Rutherfurd answers in a passage which
native right of every single man.
clearly states his whole theory "I answer, 'Very well; for the surrender
is so voluntary, that it is also natural, and founded on the law of
nature, that men must hage governors, either-"' ^any, or one supreme ruler.
And it is voluntary, arid dependeth on a positive institution of God,
whether the government be by one supreme ruler, as in a monarchy.. OK in
many, as in an aristocracy, according as tne necessity ana Temper or
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the commonwealth do most require.
This constitution is so
voluntary, as it hath below it the law of nature for its general foundation, and above it, the supervenient institution of God, ordaining
that there should be such magistrates, both kings and other judges,
because without such, all human societies should be dissolved.. 11
It
is evident that God does not by special act take away power from a king;
that also is by the mediation of the people.
"God doth not take the
authority of the king from him immediately, but mediately, by the people's
hating and despising him, when they see his wiclcedness, as the people
see Nero a monster - a prodigious blood-sucker.
Upon this, all the
people contemn him and despise him, arid so the majesty IP taken from
Nero and all his mandates and laws when they see him trample upon all
laws, divine and human, and that mediately by the people's heart despising of his majesty; and so they repeat, and take again, that awesome authority that they once gave him." Charles could hardly be
expected to relish this parallel or the pious wish expressed later in
the chapter "I would our Iling would evidence such a majesty in breaking
the images and idols af his Queen and of Papists about him."
The bower
of government which the people possess,declares Rutherfurd, is not the
passive power only of being governed 'potestas passiva regiminis 1 but
active in that they have free will to choose how they v/ill be governed.
He admits that the natural man would not readily submit to government
but there is in him an active moral power desiring it.
He avoids anything fantastic in his view of government as rooted in natural law.
There is nuite a difference between natural law which is a rational law
of God and man in a state of nature i.e. a state of animal passion.
A
Calvinist, he had no illusions regarding any State which might go back
to nature.
The argument had been brought forward that if sovereignty
is inherent in the people then democracy is the best form of government
because it is nearest the fountain and stream of the first and radical
power in the people.
This he says is a non sequiter.
Popular government is not that in which all the people are rulers.
In it many are
chosen out for the people to rule, and that this is the worst form of
government has yet to be proved.
If monarchy is the best, then what
happens when the holder is in a state jf sin?
Monarchy too. has its
inconveniences.
Any form of government is not ^ear or £&y^o1tt__^fr.oin the
people's free will according to ils numFeV pf""governors'," but 'according
as it is conducive as they see it to the safety and protection of the
.commonwealth.
No form of government is inherent in a community by
nature or in one particular man.
Conditions determine the choice. He
guards himself against the charge of vindicating arbitrary deposition,
by writing "It followeth not that the posterity living, when their fathers
made a covenant with their first elected kiiip;, may v/ithout any breach of
covenant on the king's part, make void and null their fathers' election
of a king, and choose another king, because the lawful covenant of the
fathers, in point of government, if it be not broken tyeth the children
but it cannot deprive them of their lawful liberty naturally inherent
in them to choose the fittest man to be king1.'
Consideration is now given as to how and in what case the
people may resume the power of sovereignty.
The Scots had "been charged
with holding the Jesuit's doctrine concerning the ri^ht of the co^-r uuiity
to depose evil monarchs.
"Despite Paitherfurd's evasion, there is little
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doubt that in this political theory the Calvinist and the
Jesuit were at one. "We teach" he writes, "that any private man may
kill a tyrant void of all title".
The same doctrine preached by the
Jesuits put the knife in the hand of Ravillac. "We do not teach" he
says "that any private man may kill a lawful king though tyrannous in
his government1.1
Though a modification this does not settle the point
as to who is to determine the lawfulness of the king.
He therefore,
proceeds to the relation of governed to their governors.
The original
power of government is vested in different nations in different ways.
In Scotland and England it liest in the Three Estates of Parliament.
With regard to this, he gives an illuminating aside.
"I see not what
privilege nobles have, above commons, in a court of parliament, by God's
law; but as they are judges, all are equally judges, and all make
up one congregation of God's." (34)
What power have the people over
these men to whom they delegated should they become tyrannous?
F/ven
parliaments can be tyrannous.
If the parliament should have been corrupted by fair hopes (as in our age we have seen the like) the people
did well to resist the Prelate's obtruding the Mass Book, when the
lords of the council pressed it, against all law of God and man, upon
the kingdom of Scotland; arid, therefore, if is denied that the acts
of parliament are irrevoeable.
But who is to judge of the tyranny of
parliament?
According to Rutherfurd, the people.
But when there is
no such sanction as the vote to declare the orderly mind of the people
his doctrine seems like a doctrine of insurrection.
Yet his stout contradiction of the Lords' vdto in legislation and his assertion of the
people's right to change any law they think oppressive makes him the
most modern of the political thinkers of his age.
Parliament may revoke
the king's deed because they have the people's consent to their office.
There is no arbitrary power in King, Parliament or People.
The sanction
against arbitrary power in either which he later develops is the salus
populi, which is the test of all just laws.
I.e repudiates the doctrine
that the king alone can repair defects in the law and that the will
of the prince is the measure of all right and wrong, of law and no law.
The people in cases of tyranny may resume t^eir power.
He will not say
that they, any more than the king are to supply all defects.
They are
to suffer much before they resume their power.
Again thi? comes near
implying the judicious use of the right of rebellion.
He points out
that there are certain things a king cannot do.
Possibly v/ith an eye
on certain of Charles's monetary exactions he upholds with Bodin that the
king cannot interfere v/ith private property and cites a lav; of Scotland
to that effect.
lior can the king legitirnata/piurder as David did in the
case of Uriah and Joab.
The implicated persons in the^e cases were
liable (to death even though the king commanded their e rimes j'S He thus
claims"that the parliament of England if they be judges may take the heads
of many Joabs and Jermines for murder, for the command of the king doth
not legitimate murder.'
He asserts the light of the people through
parliament, or should parliament fail, through its own voice to take
unto itself the power of government resident in it if that Should be
abused by him in whom it wa? invested.
"I am not against it"he says
"that monarchy well tempered is the best form of government, but the
question to me is problematic."
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The ouestion of birth as conveying a right to the throne is
next considered.
Birth is by no means equivalent to divine unction .
He considers that as a nation may choose a man to be hing so also they
may choose a gouse to be their kings*But thj s -also rests on the will
of the people.
Primogeniture is not an invariable law of succession.
If a king's first born "shall be born an idiot or a fool the people are
not obliged to make him king1.1
Moreover, recent times have pointed the
lesson that there are certain necessary qualities of '".ingship.
"God"
he says "does not ask that a man have certain qualities merely to inherit
property, but he renuireth that a man and' so that a family should be
thus and thus qualified else they should not be kings."(39,
lie takes
the two Royalist claims to government through birth and conquest and
balances them clearly against one another.
If birth conveys a right
to kingship, then connueet cannot, for a man born king may be conquered
by another and lose his right.
Who is king?
He who is born king
or he who has conquered?
Conouest he himself thinks gives no good
right if it is without the consent of the people.
Sovereignty is riot
possession of property and is not the king f s to hand down to his
descendants.
"It is evident the lineal deduction of the Crown from
father to son through the whole line, is fr-oin the people, not from the
parent."
He ultimately asserts the principle which abolisned the
Stuart dynasty - always with relation to divine providence as well as
to political necessity.
"G-od hath not bound any nation irrevocably
and unalterably to a royal line, or- to one Icing of government;
therefore, no nation can bind their conscience, and the conscience of
the posterity, either to one royal 15ne, or irrevocably and unalterably
to monarchy."
His final verdict is "Yet I shall not be against the
succession of kings by birth with good limitations;
and shall agree,
that through the corruption of man's nature, it may be in so far profitable, as it is peaceable, and preventeth bloody tumults, which are
the bi.-.ne of human societies."
He closes the chapter by quoting
Plutarch's Dictum on Monarchy-- not highly flattering.
"He would have
kings as dogs, that is best hunters, v:ot those who are born of be^t dogs."
A King loy election is therefore, more principally a king ex natura rei
than a king by birth.
He proves this by the historical fact that
elective chieftainship preceded hereditary.
He maintains that he
approves hereditary monarchy rather than elective monarchy in some cases.
He examines the ri^ht of connuest as giving a king a title to
sovereignty. Here a±ain he arrives at the conclusion so evident from
history that in the.long run even the good government of a people by a
conqueror cannot be accepted as a substitute for self government.
Connuep'fc by the sword without the consent of the people is no just title
to the crown.
Even a just conquest and the overawed consent of the
peor>le rrives no right.
The fathers may consent to the conquest and
to the king who has conouered and so rive him a temporary right to
sovereignty over them;
but the sons may well dissolve any such bond,
even though there was just cause why their fathers were conouered.
He
cites the flexibility of all Civil Law,
Parents may alienate property
but not the rights of their children.
Conquest made by violence may
be dissolved by violence,.
"Ho injury can be recompensed in justice
with the pressure of the constrained subjection of loyalty to a vi<b}.ent
lord."
Speaking of David's conquest of Amrnon he says "If David had
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not had an higher warrant from God than afi. injury done to his
messengers, he could not have conquered them. 11
He passes to the argument that a king is born to the royal
A man is born into the world suodignity and easily disposes of it.
ject to the laws of the politic society in v/hich he is borh, but this
does not make him by nature subject to the king as he is to the father
Man is by
Slavery, lie opposes, as "against nature.
that begat him.
"That is by nature no man coraeth out of the wjbrnb
nature born free.
under any civil subjection to king, prince, or judge, to master, captain,
He again takes Bodin's theory of domestic
conmieror, teacher etc."
In this
society as being ex lege naturae the basis of all society.
society
politic
the
in
but
a man is under subjection to his parents
It is
subjection is voluntary being grounded on the consent of men.
false that a man cannot defend a people except he have entire power
'that is to say he cannot do good except he have vast pwoer to do both
good and evil.'
It was
Relation of king and people is; now considered.
natural to him that this took the form of a covenant, and like the
upholders of Divine Right, he sought his chief argument in Scripture.
"And Jehoida made a covenant between the Lord, the king and the people,
He confutes the royalist
between the king also and the people 1.1
interpretation of this text which would make the king responsible to
God alone and not to the people and which made the covenant in the
last clause merely a promise of obedience on the part of the people to
He h asserts-''- -,:. the principle that if either party does
the king.
not fulfil the conditions of the covenant the other Is loosed from the
By this covenant the king is bound to keep religion pure,
contract..
There is a "mutual coactive power"
and lav/ rightfully administered.
"The people because they are so above the king,
in king and people.
fend have a virtual power to compel him to do his duty; and the king,
as king, hath an authoritative power above the people, because ^royalty
is formally in him, and originally and virtually only in the pp-3ple,
therefore, may he compel them to their duty, as v/e shall hear anon."
With regard to breach of contract by the king, he denies v/hat is often
charged against his school of thought, that any one act contrary to
the royal office or any one or two acts of tyranny doth divest a man
"A single
of the royal dignity that God and the people give him.
act of unchastity is against the matrimonial covenant yet it doth not
A man ia obliged to honour as? Ring he
make a woman no wife at all."
whom the people maketh king though he were a bloodier and more tyrannous
"Any tyrant standeth in titulo so long as the people
man than Saul*"
This grant of sovewho made him king have not recalled the grant."
reignty is not made unconditionally by the people as shown by the
nomothetic power resident in Parliament which is the voice of tv ° ^eo^e
A i
and has the right to interpret the conditions of the grant*
"The law permitteth the bestower of a benefit to interpret his own mind,
in the bestowing of a benefit, even as a king and state must expone
their own commission given to their ambassador, so must the estates
ex-oone whether they bestowed the crown upon the first king conditionally
A further argument which he adduces to limit the king's
or^absolutely."
r>ower is that from Bodin that the king cannot interfere with private
He shows that in Scotland a king may be sued for any debt
property.
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contracted by him.
The relationship of kin:; to people an
being ex natura the same as tht.t of father to children is denied.
Bodin had given absolute pov/er to a father over his family.
To avoid
any such claim by the sovereign, Hutherfurd insists that only metaphorically can the king be called the father of his people.
This chapter
is filled with indictments of Maxwell and with, veiled allusions to the
political situation.
His readers could hardly miss the latter, especially those hinting at Charles's dealings with Prance and with the Irish.
"If a king sell his subjects by sea or land to other nations - if he
turn a furious ITero he may be dethroned."
Little wonder that even his
colleagues (Warriston excepted) were in no small measure appalled by the
dodtrines of the"Lex,Rex."
His next thesis is that the king(s power is fiduciary and
ministerial rather than v/hat he calls a'masterly dominion f i.e. arbitrary
If a king were an absolute monarch,he could sell his kingdom, but he
cannot.
He must rule entirely for his people's' v/elfare.
Supposing
fe people, in fear of their lives, render themselves to a ruler for their
safety, yet their posterity can vindicate their own liberty given away
unjustly.
There is no such thing as unconditional and perpetual surrender of civil liberties.
The king has no lordly dominion over his
people's'^oods because - and again he draws from Bodin -"men are just
owners:-of their own goods by all good order, both by nature and time,
before there be any such thing ah a king or magistrate."
"The lav/ of
nations founded on the law of nature hath brought in rneum and teum as
proper to every particular man, and the intervention of kings cannot
overthrow nature's foundation."
Royal power is fiduciary.
The kirg
is'responsible to God but as a.man, in his duty, this does not make him
any the less responsible to the people also.
Chapter XV111 is by way 0f
a comment on the previous two.
Barklay and others had expounded the
theory of non resistence to an aosolute monarch from 1 Sam. Vlll.
With
sound exegesis Rutherfurd points out the prophetic monitory and minatory
meaning of the passage.
lie cries out rather than writes,"Is there no
lav/ful resistence of the ills of punishment but mere prayers and patience?
Is it unlawful with the sword to resist them?
I believe not.
The
Irish massacres still burn deep?
"I cannot believe that God hath given
power to a man to command tftenty thousand cut throats to kill and destroy
all the children of God.'......
Sure I am that God gave no permissive
law that an emporor may by such a law of God ..... kill by bloody cut
throats, such as the Irish rebels are, all the nations that call on God's
name, man, woman and sucking infants."
He next takes up the more scholastic question of "whether or
no the king be in dignity and power above the people."
It adds little
to his thought but, causes him to recapitulate many of his former tenets.
He admits that in certain ways the king has a higher dignity, but on the
whole, stresses the view that he is the servant of the state for its
good.
"All that you can imagine to be in a king, as a king, is all
relative to the safety and r;ood of the people." (83)
Even members of
the House of Commons i#^hey abuse this principle (salus populi) may be
denuded of their office.
Any law made contrary to it may and must be
rescinded.
Citing Buchanan,he states what at least contains the germ
of electoral reflorm.
"Parliamentary laws must have the authoritative
influence of the people before they can be formal laws, or any more than
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preparatory notions."
A subsidiary question but an exceeding 1-." important one arising
From t'iie previous question, is the relationship of the kin;; to the
inferior magistrates.
The loyalist held that t/:e latter v/ere only the
aervaiits of the king and bound to obey him in all things.
For Jiutherfurc.
such magistrates had not a subsidiary and derivative office from the king,
but an office parallel ar.ci similar in nature though inferior in sphere.
Their office and institution, he maintains, is. of God, as the Icing's is
of God, i.e. by the mediation of the people and for their good.
He holds
that the inferior magistrates are to obey the king in things lawful, but
not if he commands them to do anything unlawful.
They are the deputy
of the king in the sense that they administer, in his name, the lav; of the
land, because the king represents that law.
In refclity they are ministri
regni non regis.
They are responsible to God for acting rightly, even
as the king is, and are still responsible if they act wrongly by command
of a king.
!:o king may suggest an unjast sentence.
Rutherfurd has
some interesting thoughts on the appointment of {judges.
^-e opposes
hereditary judges (still existing in Scotland^. "Th'at the king can make
heritable judges more than he can communicate faculties and parts of
judging, I doubt."
The power of the inferior magistrate comes from the
people, not from the king.
ITe closes his chapter v/ith trie pitjiy saying,
should, be at as easy a rate to the poor as a draught of water. 11
From this he naturally passes to consider the relation of
Parliament to the crown.
He adduces the historicity or the Estates from
Scripture and asserts that they may convene (because they have intrinsically the ordinary right to convene themselves J even though the king
should refuse to convene them.
Barclay's idea that Parliament is only
a body of councillors c,nd advisors to the king, and that he is sole judge,
is false.
Parliament's power of calling the King to account, which
Rutherfurd vigorously affirms rests in the fact that they are inferior
judges holding their power from God and responsible to Him for right
dealing, and in its nature as the voice of the people.
Parliament makes
laws and gives the king power to execute them.
But P.utherfurd guards
himself against making even Parliament absolute.
The -neople "reserve the
power of self preservation out of a parliament, and a power of convening
in parliament for that effect, that they may by common counsel defend
themselves."
But how the people are to protect themselves without
incurring the charge of being "tumultuous" he does not guite make clear.
Chapter XX11 is a piece of sustained sarcasm directed against
those who claim, absolute power for the sovereign and assert the practice
of non-resistance.
The attempted amelioration of this theory by claiming
that the king's power is an"absolute fatherly power" and not that of the
Great Turk, brings from him a biting indictment of some of Charles'^
practices.
L'ockingly he takes up the argument that the G-reat Turk could
make a subject jump into the fire, which a Christian king could not do,
"But a Christian kino; hath not thin power; why? and a Christian king
(by royalist's doctrine) hath a greater power thi.n the Turk (if greater
can be): he hath power to command his subjects to cast theripelveV into
hell-fire; that is, to press on them a service wherein it is written,
-Adore the ^"or> o:" men.'s hands in the place of the livinr aOa; a-c this
is worse tium tne Turk's commandment of bodily burnin^ ^uick. "
"" "
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Tyranny IP not for the benifit of the people, v/hi c*^ *s t>>p end of
A tyrannous kinp- is a curse and a increment of -od.
all government.
The kino-, Ha» re-asserts, is bound"by MS covenant whereby he pwear-et* to
the three Estates to be regulated by lav/, otherwise he could never be
lie in enually^Bcathing" in his criticism of the doctrine of the
appointed.
The first f-p.
This i's psserted, he says, in two ways.
derogative.
being e -tower resident jn the king, above all law, making his v/?.?T t^e
He examine?^the
supreme law, he refutes as unnatural and irrational.
second sense more carefully, that which elf-ins it to be an act of dispensaHe does allow the king a certain power
tion with the letter of the law.
of dispensation, but asserts that it is one which he has in common withThus when a man has broken the letter of the
ai! other inferior judges.
law, and not the intent of it, he may be pardoned.-^Because the justice of
The kinr may take into
the law is the life and intent of the lawl"
On
consideration the fac#s of a case and use his prerogative of mercer.
the other hand a king' cannot pardon, or free the guilty, of the punishment
If' he^could ao'this, he would,as a corollary, be equally at
due to them.
Acting on the doctrine of the prerogative,
liberty to kill the innocent.
"I desire any man to satisfy me in
Charles had imposed the Service Book.
this if the king f;? prerogative may overleap law and reason in two degrees,
aiid if he may as a king, by a prerogative royal, command the body of
popery in a ^o^ish book." " The evil of this doctrine is that the prerogative
has no sanctions attached to it; it is utterly uncontrolled and rests on
Royalists may claim t^at this will is dictated
the will of the monarch.
"I answer, it is to me,
by reason because the king is a reasonable man.
and I am sure to many more learned, a great rn.estion if the will of any
reasonable creature, even of the damned angels, can will or choose anything
which their reason, corrupted as it is, doth riot dictate, hie et nunc, to
There is no such thing as absolute subjection of a people
to be good?"
Rutherfurd is no pacifist nor counsellor of nonto the prerogative.
"As suppose Ireland would all rise in arms and come and
resistance.
dertroy Scotland, the King of Spain leading, then we were by this argument
It is denied, that the power (Rom.XIIl)as absolute is
not to resist."
"And I deny utterly that Christ and His Apostles did
God's Ordinance.
"In what Scripture,
swear non-resistance absolute to the Roman Emperor".
lie concludes
royal?"
prerogative
fancied
a
of
spoken
hath God Almighty
this chapter with a list of things kings may not do, many of them significant
The first was, "lie may not
as embodied in later Acts of Parliament.
marry whom he pleareth" and the last, "He may not even be buried where
Proia birth to death, he is in-the service of his people.
he pleaseth"
The king, he continues, is not the fountain and origin of the law
For the very
and its sole interpreter; this belongs to the people.
reason that Parliament gives a supreme-administrative power to the king,i±
is necessary that it should retain a cb-ordinate power with him in the
His own ideal of
highest Acts of government in order to avert tyranny.
spund government is put forward in these words, "Power and absolute monarchy
is tyranny; nnnixed democracy is confusion; untem^ered aristocracv is
factious storninibn";, jand a limited, rrionacrchyhath-f rom ^emocraey respexj^ito
Prom aristocracy safety in multitude "of
'Ipublic good without confusion.
counsels without factious emulation, and so a bar laid on tyranny bv the
joint powers of many; and from sovereignty union of many children in
one father;....... 9
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and all the three thus contempored have their own sweet fruits through
God's blessing, and their own diseases by accident, and through men's
corruption; and neither reason nor Scripture shall warrant anyone in its
rigid purity without mixture."
Answering the Royalist argument that
Parliament cannot be judge and witness in its own case, he retorts,"neither
can the King."
In short, if the government of one lacks sanctions, far
more so does the absolute government of the other.
Tyranny, he says, is
more visible and intelligible than heresy and even were the law of the land
concerning it doubtful, (which it is not), "there is a court of necessity
no less than a court of justice; and the fundamental laws must then speak
and it is with the people in this extremity as if they had no ruler.
This reserve of the power of defence against tyranny need not be expressed
in the contract between the King and people.
^Exigencies of the law of
nature cannot be set down in -nositive covenants, they are presupposed"
"I
utterly deny that GK&d ever ordained such an irrational creature as an
absolute monarch".
V/ere the people to set such a being on the throne, he
could be removed by their children.
"A tyrant is he who habitually
sinneth against the Catholic good of his subjects".
Tie now tries to find some sanction for the actions of Parliament
against arbitrary rule, and some leading principle by which all law is to
be interpreted.
He falls back on the dictum, salus populi suprema lex,
"This supreme law must stand; for if all law, policy, magistrates, and
power be referred to the people's good as the end, and to their nuiet and
peacable life in godliness and honesty, then must this law stand, as of
more worth than the King, as the end is of more worth than the means
leading to the end."
A king who violates this principle must be resisted
and he considers Charles has violated it.
He takes up Feme's argument
that no wise king but will provide for his people's safety.
Charles was
very fond of the phrase in his Acts (as was his father) which referred
them to 'our Royal wisdom'.
The question, Rutherfurd says, is not of the
wisdom of the king, but of the power of the king, if it should be bounded
by no law whatsoever.
"There be more foolish kings in the world than
wise, and that kings misled with idolatrous oueens and by name Ahab,
ruined himself and his posterity and kingdom".
Y/hen a Royal Stuart is
compared to Nero, Ahab and called'this man Charles' , there is small wonder
that the son sought the writer's head.
The close of the chapter, has all
the pungency of a KHOK or e Melville.
"Better the King weep fofc a
childish trifle of a prerogative than that popery be erected and three
kingdpms be destroyed by cavaliers for their own ends." Recapitulating
the whole case, he asserts that the king is not constitutionally above lie
liw, but that the law is above the king*
Regarding the former, he
affirms that no law should be so obscure as that ordinary wit cannot see
its connection with fundamental truths o£ policy and the safety oiC'the
people.
By a transition from the theoretical to the practical, he begins
the consideration of the legality of defensive wars.
This originally
formed the nucleus of this work.
Can wars be raised by the subjects and
by the Estates in their own just defence?
His answer is in the affirmative
He begins his argument by stating that an inferior jimdge may ignore a Ring's
unjust command and carry out the law justly.
Thi? : is a development of a
rather isolated thesis of Bodin, though Rutherfurd admits of no exception
as does Bodin in contradistinguishing the king'd own law, which must be
obeyed implicitly, by the magistrate, from natural law which is to be
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punished by' him whether the king assents or not.
Citing
even Grotius and Barclay in his support, laitherfurd asserts the people's
right of waging a defensive war, that of the Estates to determine when
such is necessary.
He makes the distinction between jus personae and
jus coronae, between the king as a man and the office of kingship.
It
is right to resist wrongful acts of the king as a man, though- it is
wrong to resist the office of kingship when exercj sed ri :~htly.
He
guards against making thip too hard and fast a distinction, "Authority
is not so separable from the person as that for every act of lav/less
will, tjti@.:king loseth his royal authority and ceaseth to be king."
'**Every actoof a king in so far can claim subjection of the inferior as
the a£t commanding and ruling hath law for it, and so far as it is lawlesa
the person in the act repugnant to law loseth all claim of lawful subjection."
"To me," writes Poitherfurd "obedience passive js a chimera,
a dream and repugnantia in adjecto."
To non resistence and passive
obedience he was resolutely opposed.
The argument that Christ's nonresistence means that men are fcot to resist evil, wrought violently against
them and their families, he proves unsound.
There is no virtue in
suffering as such, because good and evil alike suffer and God never
ordained suffering for suffering's sate.
V/e may have to choose suffering father than deny Christ before men, but this is not incompatible
with resisting evil.
His doctrine is that we are to suffer only when
we cannot successfully resist.
Applying his doctrine to the practical
issue* he cannot see v.rhy "people in England and Scotland should remain
,in their houses unarmed while the Papist and Irish come in them armed
and cut their throats and spoil:and plunder at will."
It is still
difficult to see the extreme nacifist argument foxvi non-resisterice in
such a case.
The law of self preservation is for him a law of nature
and being a IHW of nature ie a law of God.
A man may take arms to
protect himself.
Y'lth some casuistry he interprets the text "Baiou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself" as a Scriptural proof for self
defence.
He masses all the jurists, past and present, including Vasouez
and Grotius in support of his view.
What follows is sheer political
propogaiida for the actual historical situation, and from Charles 1 point
of view, could be interpreted as inciting his subjects to amed rebellion.
"The king hath made a cessation with the bloody Irish, and hath put arms
in the hands of papists.
Now, he being under the oath of r>od, tyed
to maintain the protestant religion, he hath a metaphysically subtle,
piercing faith of miracles, v/ho believeth armed papists and prelate^
shall defend the religion of protestants."
Scriptural instances of
defensive wars are cited .
He writes it,is no more lawful for me to
resign to another my power of natural self defence than I can resign
my power to defend the innocent from death, and the v/ife, children and
posterity that God hath given me.(178) II He consider? the question of
security.
II
For Rutherfurd that v/hich is most to be considered, is the
security of the people, which ranks above the security of the king.
"It is denied that one man having the greatest trust, should have the
greatest security; the church and people of God, for whose safely he
hath the trust, as a means for the end,'should have a- greater security."
"A power to do ill without resistence is not security."
ITo claim for
,the security of a monarch justified oppression.
Of many of his
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opponents' Scriptural arguments he states, "practice in
Jcripture is a narrow rule of ftcith. "
V7e cannot be led in this by
the people of Israel may, or may not, have done.
The right to raise an army and declare war is not vested in
he king alone. Such a power lier in the Estates.
In this he adopts
he view of the English Common lawyer.
The people who have elected
he king through Parliament by it have power to determine war or peace,
hus Parliament the body of representative inferior judges is above
he king in this.
Ho king can make unlawful war. lawful, by any royal
uthority.
In doing so he breaks the sixth Commandment, therefore,
bj.ects must look more to the causes of war than to the authority of
king.
This is aflimost a clear argument for conscientious objection.
'ortunately, the Act of the Classes showed that there was to be little
)leration for those who look to the causes of war more than to the
ithority of the kirk).
He puts forward the Scottish reasons for alliance \vith the
iglish Parliament.
Scottish historians commonly justify the alliance
i the grounds of self protection,-that Charlee victorious in England,
>uld have worked his way on Scotland.
Such a political maxim modern
lough in the dictum "the Shine is our frontier" finds little support
om Rutherfurd.
It is given last in this catalogue of reasons for
e alliance.
"Others say, one nation may indirectly defend a neighur nation against a common enemy, because it is a self-defence; and
is presumed that a foreign enemy, having overcome the neighbour nation,
all invade that nation itself who denieth help and succour to the i
ighbour nation.
This is a self-opinion, and to me it looketh not
ke the spiritual law of God."
For him at least the alliance was of
g nature of a crusade to redeem England from the spurious and specious
js of her relirion.
For a great many of the Scots it was such and
3 fault that he and others found with the Engagement was that it had
such devoted purpose.
He never holds that such a crasade into
gland would have been justifiable if Scottish help had not been
ced.
He opposed the Engagement because it was not. a 'defensive 1
?.
He seems also to have had like Argyll ^limmerings of a closer
Lon between the tv/o kingdoms.
The whole chapter is written with
5 passion of a religious crusader and not the plausibility of a
jlitinue*.
This ends the original work on "Defensive wars".
He returns to the cuestion of monarchy and Ms considered
stum is given in the first paragraph.
"Nothing more unwillingly
I write than one worS of this ouestion.
It is a dark way; circuminces in fallen nature, may inake things best to be, hie et nunc,
.1 though to me it is probable, that monarchy in itself, monarchy
jure, that IP , lawful and limited monarchy is best, even now, in a
igdom, under the fall of sin, if other circumstances be considered./
i absolute and unlimited monarchy is not only the best form of
-ernment, but it is the worst."
Regarding the powers and privileges
,ch the king possesses above those of the inferior magistrates, these
! his only to" expedite government in emergencies.
He further
-ablishes" the covenant relation between king and people by which the
ig's oath to them IP a legal reality and not a ceremonial fonaalit
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The concluding chapters recapitulate most of what he hr..p pi^e
Chapter XLIII deals with the Scottish Kingship HS a limited
said.
The argument in it in most 137- legal and perhaps chiefly
monarchy.
Y/arriston's, as from no other eon Id he hav^ cot the elaborate legal1
references wb?>h he fives, e.g.that referring to the f-^eedon of the
judicial Courts, whereby the 111 n;- is inhibited from sending any letter
staying an act of iurtice and making such a letter null and vo^ d even if
A« far ar- theory goes, the legal references
presented to the judge.
form nn.i te a good case for United monarch?' in Scotland, though p- far
as practice v/as concerned, government in Scotland, by the States--had
been merged in absolute monarchy when the Kinv was strong enough and in
an aristocratic and factious oligarchy when some noble family "Held power.
P.ntherfurd makes p^ceilent use of the legal mr-tter which T*T..rr3ston
supplies but rather spoils the chapter by the fantastic addition from
Buchanan's History of historical examples of the people's right to elect
a monarch.
The last chapter sets out numerically practically all the
While condemning Charles's bad management of his
theses of his book.
finances, he is inclined tj be less favourable to the people resisting
It appears
taxation by force than the English Parliamentarians were.
that for him, threat to life and to religion are the only good causes
He is at one with the English Parliament on the
for armed defence.
proper use of subsidies and criticises Charles severely in this matter.
He does not believe that the debts which a King incurs in waging an uniust war without his people'P consent, ou'?ht to be paid by them; they
He
may, however, ex decentia, non ex debito legal:, pay his debt.
voices an opinion on subsidies hardly palatable to the royal dignity.
*Charitative subsidies to the King, of indulgence,because
through bad husbanding of the King's rents, he hath contracted debts, I
judge no better than royal and princely begging."
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The JDeba_tes .on_Church Jurisdiction and. Ex-?cot maun ice,tion.
The question which occasioned most debate and engendered the
hottest strife in the Assembly was that concerning the power v/ielded by
the Presbyterian synods.

Out of it arose the matters of Church censures

excommunication and of appeal from the final ecclesiastical court to
Parliament.

No questions kept Eutherfurd and Gillespie so engaged in

dispute as these.

As they were closely v/oven into the texture of

Presbyterian ecclesiastical doctrine? a good deal of preliminary debate
upon them occurred.
On the 8th January, 1644, the second committee reported. "Pastors
and teachers have power to inquire and judge who are fit to be admitted
to the Sacraments ex kept from them, as also who are to be excommunicated
or absolved from that censure."

Opposed by Independents and Erastians/

this proposition was remitted back to committee.

~..3}r.._ Stanton again

reported on January 19th,"that there is a power of censuffe and absolving
from the censures of the Church."

He outlined the committee's grounds

of future investigation as (l) what the Church is that is to exercise
censures (2) what kind of censures these are (3) by whom and in what
maimer they are to be exercised.
Assembly to proceed on these lines.

The committee was authorised by the
The whole matter cropped up as

a side issue in the debate on the proposition,"That many particular
congregations may be under one Presbyterial government."

This debate

or rather the part of it employed in countering the Independent arguments
against the proposition,(6th to 21st February, 1644),is an epitome of
the whole question of Church jurisdiction as it was subsequently agitated
in the Assembly.
1.

Lightfoot,

It began with Goodwill objecting to the scriptural
115
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grounds for the proposition and switched over to debate on the
intrinsic power of a congregation as opposed to that of a Presbytery.
The Scots maintained that there were juridical acts which a Presbytery
alone could do, such fee to ex-communicate, the Independents that such an
act could not be done by a Presbytery but only by the congregation.
Congregational power in Church censures was debated hotly.
Gillespie, and Rutherfurd argued strongly against it.

Warriston,

Y/arriston pointed

out that the words "corsm populo" did not tie all the people even to be
present ;,t ex-communication, any more than in Scots law execution which
was ?coram populo" bound the people to be present.

The Independents

sought to prove that full judicatory power vested in the congregation
and that there was thus no necessary ground for its being juridically
The Scots controverted every proof they brought

under a Presbytery.
forward.

Even Warriston entered into exegetical battle.

After

debating 1 Cor. V ,the Assembly allowed Bridges to bring in his arguments
from Matthew XVII
the church".

17-18, proving a congregational Church from "Tell

He was of course resolutely opposed.

Selden took up

thgpassage to prove that Christ meant here a Senhedrin which had the
mixed nature of ?a civil and ecclesiastical court, hence ex^communication
needed civil sanction.

On the following day Gillerpie answered him

in the speech that is now historical.

It was the collaboration of his

and Rutherfurd's arguments. Composed the night before,it was given and
entrusted to Gillespie as having the best debating style.

Having on

this side issue touched all the main points of debate on Church
jurisdiction betv/een Presbyterian, Erar.ticn and Independent, and settled
none, the Assembly proceeded to vote on the simple proposition from
v/hich they arose and to leave them for later consideration.
1.

Lightfoot

152.

The debate
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is interesting as showing Rutherfurd f s increasingly close connection
ith Warriston.
Among other propositions presented by Stanton on 3rd March,
as one that "No single congregation may ordinarily take to itself all
nd sole power in elections, ordinations and censures, or in forensically
»
etermining controversies of faith, cases of conscience, and things
ndifferentt1

As debated and passed on 10th May, it stated, "No single

ongregation which may conveniently join together in an association may
ake unto itself all and sole power of ordination." 1

The proofs of this

ere debated on 15th May and 16th May, Rutherfurd being the Scottish
P
The narrow margin by v;hich the proposition
.pokesman on this occasion.
as voted (27-1)9) shows that in this matter many of the Presbyterians
nclined to independent views.

Baillie writes

"The leading men in the Assembly are much at this time divided
bout the questions in hand of the power of congregations and synods,
orae of them v.ould give nothing to congregations denying peremptorily all
Others and
xamples precept or reason for a congregational eldership.
any more are wilfull to give to congregational eldership all and Entire
Had not God sent Mr.
ower of4 ordination and excommunication and all.
enderson, Mr. Rutherfurd, and Mr. Gillespie among them, I see not that
ver they could have agreed to any settled government?3.

As before mentioned, the Scots had endeavoured to make some
oncession to this congregational element in the Presbyterian party, an
lenient to v/hich Rutherfurd in many thingd (such as right of election)
as not unfavourably disposed provided the jurisdiction of Presbytery was
pheld.

The Scots v/ere hard pressed to educate the English Presbyterian}

Q a system which maintained equally the right of the congregation and the
ight of the Presbytery, without confusing the issues.

The Snglibh

uritan tended to go \vholeheartedly to an Independent or exclusively
"Some of them would give nothing to congregations
resbyterial extreme.
Lightfoot 262.^Lightfoot 266. ({jBaillie ii 177
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denying peremptorily

etc."

(vide supra) .

It says much for the

propagandist activity of the Scots that in a year's time the English
Presbyterians had a much clearer idea of the system they sponsored and
the Independents were left to fight their battle in the Assembly aided only
by the few Erastiane in it.

The publication of the "Bue Eight" at this

time and the circulation of countless little "papers" brought the English
Presbyterian to a closer acquaintance with the details in theory and in
practice of a system which had formerly been only speculative and ideal.
The matter of the Presbytery's power of jurisdiction was also
being discussed in the accommodation; committee appointed on 8th March,
1644.

The nearest agreement they reached was, that in the case of a

scandalous church the elders of several churches could acquaint their
own churches and withdraw from communion

with it.

Baillie gives the

only extant account of its proceedings
"We have met some three or four times already and have agreed
on five or six propositions, hoping by God's grace to agree in more.
They (the Independents) yield that a Presbytery, even as we take it is
an ordinance of God which hath power and authority from Christ to call the
ministers and elders or any in their bounds before them to account for
any offence in life or doctrine, to try and examine the cause, to admonish
and rebuke, and if they be obstinate to declare them as ethnicks and
publicans, and give them over to the punishment of the magistrates; also
doctrinally to declare the mind of God in all questions of religion with
such authority as obliges to receive their iust sentences; thattfcey will
be members of such fixed Presbyteries, keep the meeting, preach as it comes
their turn, join in the discipline after doctrine.
Thus far we have gone
y/ith^out prejudice to the proceedings of the Assembly." 1
The Ordination debate put a stop to these proceedings for the
time being.

A report of Coleman from the first committee on the acts

i

of Presbytery, including ordination, censures, etc. was read on £lst March.
No debate upon it is? recorded.
Baillie

ii.

147.
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The Assembly on 25th April (1644) appointed a committee to
draw up a summary of the whole proposition on church government.

To

this committee it was clear that while the nature of Church officers,
a good many of their powers, the Presbyterians system of .Church courts,
were all now settled, the juridical and disciplinary powers resident
in officers and in courts had yet to be determined.

The Independents

were prepared to yield grudgingly an "advisory" power to Church courts and
a "declaratory" power of censure to officers*. Further they would not go,
All the preceding debates had come to nothing because of the Assembly's
/

desire to avoid an irrevocable rupture.

Urged to agreater speed by
j
the House, the Assembly committee for the summary of Church government

presented these draft propositions for debate - Officers of particular
congregations have power (l) authoritatively to call before them scandalous
or suspected persons (2) to admonish and rebuke authoritatively (3) to
keep from Sacraments authoritatively (4) to excommunicate.

In connection

with these the Assembly voted on 21st May authoritative suspension from
the Lord's table of a person riot yet cast out of the Church is agreeable
to the Scriptures." Lightfoot maintained the Erastian argument that none
who came should be suspended from the Lord's supper.
suspension was not by the minister alone.

Goodwin argued that

Rutherfurd spoke largely on

the scriptural proofs for the proposition which occupied the next two day si
Debate on the Directory for Public Worship intervened and all matters
concerning ecclesiastical jurisdiction remained in abeyance till August,
On 20th August, along with other recommendations concerning
the Directory and the Confession. Palmer suggested to the Assembly that it
finish government and then turn to Ex-communication. 2
Lightfoot

270 - 275.

( 8)

Lightfoot
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/ Prom Baillie it appears that the arrival of Warriston fr.,om Scotland, and
pressure from the Scots, procured this injunction from the Grand Committee.
On 4th September, the final vot^s on Church Government were passed by the
Assembly, (vide sup^a).

Having .new-settled the manner of government, it

now passed to the question, which had perplexed them in so many side issuesthe exercise of it- church jurisdiction.

On 4th October, Dr Temple report-

ed from the third committee) "The Assemblies mentioned have power to convent and call before them any person wit^hin their bounds (2) To hear and
determine such

causes and differences as come orderly before them(3) That
I
all these assemblies have some power of censures."
V/ith Gillespie's
addition, "whom the ecclesiastical business before them doth concern11 the

first of these propositions was voted on the same day.
on the 7th October.

The second was voted

On the 8th, the third was debated and voted.

A

motion that 'excommunication 1 be added to the proposition was deferred at
Gillespie's suggestion that it needed fuller consideration.

As the Independ-

ents now relied more on intrigue in the Houses, than on obstruction in the
Assembly, these all caused little debate.

Rutherfurd was at this time

engaged in seeing "Lex Rex" through the press, and so the charge of seeing
them through the Assembly devolved principally on Gillespie.
The right of Church assemblies to juridical power established,
the Assembly proceeded to determine its nature.

On I4th October, it

began the debate on Excommunication.

Prom the first, Erastian opposition

to Church jurisdiction was manifest.

No sooner was the proposition,"there

is such a church censure as excommunication" tabled than Coleman argued,"If
thep^be such a church censure as excommunication, then the Scripture holds
out two distinct governments in a state; but the Scripture doth not hold
this out".

The Assembly argued in return that Bxcommunication was not

I Gillespie, 87.
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/ derogatory to civil government.
(K.B. On 15th October, occurred an interesting debate defining the nature
The Independents maintained it was one committee
of the Grand Committee.
and implied that it had a good deal of control in ordering debate in the
In short, they would have made it a practical example of the
Assembly.
semi-Erastian principle of the "mixed court" determining ecclesiastical
affairs, on the lines of Selden's interpretation of the Jewish Sanhedrin.
The Assembly held the view that it was two committees, acting jointly under
one chairman and that it (the Assembly) need only report progress" to the
Committee of the Lords and Commons that are joined with the Committee of
It was willing to accept
Assembly to treat with the Scots Commissioners".
recommendations from the Committee but it was open to its members to determine^in what order they should treat of any of them.) I
On October I6th, the debate returned to ICor.V as a proof for
Excommunication and to the 'traditio Satani'as embodying it .

As some of

the Assembly objected to the latter, the passage in toto was passed as a
proof.

Rutherfurd supported every clause of the proofls.

"Let him be

to thee a heathen and a publican" in spite of some scrupling by the more
moderate , was next passecUas a proof.

The proofs of the "an sit" of

Excommunication now decided, the Assembly took into consideration the
"ubi sit".

On 24th October, the second committee reported that this lay

in the Presbytery7 "A presbytery over more congregations than one hath power
2
Marshall wished the Assembly
as of ordination so of excommunication."
to begin by considering whether the congregation had this power or not
and so to work upwards.

Palmer thought that it should first decide upon

the 'ubi sit 1 of the iower category, suspension from the Lord's Table.
The Scots supported him that they might postpone violent difference with
th« Independents as long as possible.

"Ruling officers of a particular

congregation have power to suspend authoritatively from the Lord's Table
a person not yet cast out of the Church" was voted to Ibe debated and argument from Rutherfurd and Gillespie prevailed in having it passed.
November and December 1644 were occupied in presenting the
Propositions on Church Government, clearing up the details of the Directory
"""I Gillespie, 92.

2 Gillespie, 95,96.
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/ for Public Worship and answering the Independents} Reasons for Dissent
f rora the propositions concerning Church Government.

On 23rd December,

the Assembly promised the Houses that something about excommunication
would be considered and sent up speedily.

On the 27th, it appointed a

committee to take into consideration the report concerning Excommunication,
whose report is not clear.

Shaw thinks it was probably that of Temple of

October 4th but no record of its being debated exists.

The Scots now

endeavoured, as in the case of former directories, to have the basic
material penned by themselves.

In anticipation, they had prepared a

Directory for Church Censures and Excorarmiinication.
I
December, Baillie says,

Writing on 26th

" V/e have drawn up a directory for church censures and excommunication; wherein we keep the practice of our Church but decline speculative
questions.
This we hope will please all who are not Independents;
Yea
I think even they needed not differ with us here; but it yet appears they
will to separation and are not so careful to accommodate as conscience
would command peaeable men to be,"
nsrtConcerning this , he later tells us, "Mr Henderson has brought
it up by way of a practical directory so calmly that we trust to get it
past r.the Assembly .next week, without much debate.
'
2
feared profess their satisfaction with that dsaft. 11

The men whom most we
Marshall presented

this directory to the Assembly on December 30th.
Gillespie says he and
3
others revised it.
This revision was probably by the committee appointed
on the 27th.

(Marshall, Seaman, He rle, Palmer and Vines)

Dr Temple,

possibly annoyed at the sub-committee's neglect of his own report, moved
that the Directory be remitted back to committee, but this was waived and
the following day the Assembly debated the Scots 1 Directory for Excommunication.
1 Baillie, 11,248.
2 Baillie, 11,250.
3 Gillespie, 97.
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This \vaa read on the 3Ist December and the first portion which

dealt with "the order of receiving penitents" (later changed to "the order
of such proceeding with offenders who manifest repentance before excommunicI
ation") passed with little debate.
The second paragraph,"the order of
proceeding to Excommunication" caused more discussion.

The most disputed

'point was that excommunication could be more summarily proceeded with in an
atrocious case of sin. The Independents craved a definition of an atrocious
sin. Nye denied that anyone could be proceeded against till^he had refused
to hear the Church and showed himself obstinate.

Rutherfurd argued for

summary procedure in certain cases from ICor.V Paul had ordered the Corinthians to deliver the fornicator to Satan, not for an obstinate attitude
to the Church, but for the deled that he had done.
Independents against summary procedure.

Palmer supported the

G-illespie moved that,"without the

usual degrees" be changed to "proceed more summarily and shortly".
finally changed to "with more expedition" and thus voted.

It was

The sentence runs

"Where the offence is so heinous that it cries to Heaven for vengeance,
wasteth the conscience, and is generally scandalous, the censures of the
2
Church may proceed with more expedition".
The Assembly made a memorandum
that they would determine what 1 atrocious sins 1 were to be taken into account.
It next debated who were to excommunicate.

As drawn up by the Scots,the

proposition with regard fco this had run somewhat to the effect that after
judgement by the classical presbytery, it may declare a man to be excommuniicate "which shall be done by the ministers and elders of a congregation
whereof he is a member with the consent of the congregation, in this or the
like manner.
1 Gillespie 99.
2

(The method of dealing with the offender follows.)
2 Directory for Church Government(Edin.I63Y)p.18.
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The Independents objected to this mentioning of the minister with the
elders as implying that if he were not present excommunication would be
invalid.

Some of the English Presbyterians, who still disliked the office

of ruling elder, objected to the mention of elders as the office was not
As

explicitly held forth by name in the Directory for Church Government.
the paragraph stands in the Directory, (published Edinburgh, 1637) the

The

word 'eldership f is used to include minister and elders in a formula.

idea of the people's consent in excommunication was disliked by some others
among the English Presbyterians, as coming too near the Independent doctrine
that the people had a juridical right in the sentence.

Vines explained this

idea,in a sense very close to Rutherfurd's, as a mere tacit conseht in the
The clause was let stand and each took hie.

promulgation of the sentence.
own interpretation from it.

In drafting this Directory, Henderson certainly

intended to concede some voice to the people in the matter of excommunication.
$
In this, he is at one with Calvin and Beza, who placed in it a'consentiente
I
*
It is difficult
plebe 1 , which Rutherfurd, in the "Peacable Plea" denied.
to reconcile the stress he lays upon patient dealing in excommunication in
the "Government and Order" with that now laid on summary procedure.

It may

be that he considered fcvils and scandals more prevalent, but , in all
probability, he was pressed to a harsher dogma by Rutherfurd and Gillespie.
Rutherfurd himself was changing.

In the "Peacable Plea", he had pleaded

for great meekness and "longanimity" with an offender, efren if obstinate;
opposing Nye in this debate, he refused these even to one not obstinate.
Contact with many'scandals 1 and with the harsher, if brilliant mind of
Gillespie, whom he so often partners in debate, is hardening even further
his own rigorous doctrines.

I Peacable Plea, 49,

On January 3rd, Baillie and Gillespie left
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I for the General Assembly in Scotland and Rutherfurd and Henderson were
left to see this Directory through the Assembly.
On January 7th, the debate became more heated, when the Assembly
to consider the 'ubi sit" of excommunication.

Marshall ,in a speech

outlined three variants of this "Some hold it (excommunication) only in
the congregational presbytfcryy(Independents); (2) others think that both
the congregation and greater assemblies may do it (Scottish Presbyterians)
and supporters) (3) others , it may be, think that particular congregations
I
may not do it (English Presbyterians nearest'primitive'Episcopacy )".
There were shades of opinion in all these parties, even among the Scots.
Marshall justified his procedure in taking up and presenting the Scots'
Directory as it had been shown to the Independents before the debate and
Henderson

seemed to him to contain a sound ground for accommodation.

asked for a conference with the Independents, if that would settle matters
smoothly, but Goodwin questioned if it would do any good.

Rutherfurd

agreed with Goodwin because,he said, "Man# learned writers have written
accurately as to what is the primum subjectum potestatis jurisdictions
and never yet settled this controversy'.1

He maintained that the sentence

in the Directory already quoted which named the classical presbytery,
eldership and people as sharing in excommunication was ample in scope,
without any farther doctrinal argument.

The wording, he argued, contained

nbthing that condemned either side, that which vested juridical power in
2
This parathe presbytery or that which vested it ih the congregation.
graph was, however, given to a committee for accommodation.

On January

9th, the Assembly debated upon the excommunicate coming to the preaching
of the Word.

Scottish practice had always admitted him to it.

Coleman

argued that, if a man were admitted to the hearing of the V/ord, he should
I Mitchell, Minutes of Westminster Assembly,30.

2 Ibid, 31.
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/ also be admitted to the Sacraments as they too had a power in moving the
heart of a sinner.

In this he was practically alone.

excommunication to be ab omnibus sacris.

Many wished

, Nextt day, the debate diverged

into whether, if a man is admitted to the preaching of the Word, he has
also part in the public prayer ofi the Church.

The argument was probably

that in admitting him to one, Jie was, ipso facto, admitted to the other,
and so, in some sense, to communion with the faithful.

Rutherfurd casuist-

ically held that any part the excommunicate took in public prayer was of
none effect.

All this and the consideration of causes for which tfcyj

person was. to be excommunicated was remitted to a separate committee.
The committee which was considering fckeommunication by the eldership had
five new members and the Scottish Commissioners added to it.
of the DirectbryywHsr.recommitted to:?them?.i

The remainder

On January I5th, Rutherfurd and

Nye had a passage at arms over the minister's pronouncing sentence, Nye
stating that it was one of the least ministerial acts and that the whole
validity of the sentence lay in the suffrage of the people.

The I6th>

saw Marshall again reporting from the enlarged Directory committee ana
having some data recommitted.
communication was debated.

The following day, absolution from exThe tendered form was to the effect that,

"where, if nothing be alleged against him (the excommunicate) he may be
brought before the classical presbytery, which being also satisfied with
his humiliation and trial of his repentance, he is to be absolved from the
sentence of Excommunication by the particular eldership and before the

v*

congregation where the offence is giventf

Rutherfurdiand Henderson assent-

ed to this, provided the words 'upon examination 1 were added after satisfied,
This sounds like Rutherfurd's insertion. More typically Henderson's are
two other offered insertions, "all who have power and interest to be satis*!
fied
I Minutes of Westminster Assembly, 39.
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therewith11 and " if,after excoraraunicatlon, the signs of his repentance appeal
Uhe first of these would have made the people's consent in excommunication
a little more explicit.
debated.
Directory.

What sins were worthy of excommunication, was next

The paragraphs on this were ordered much as they stand in the
Errors of judgement about points wherein godly men may differ

and sins of infirmity "common to the children of God" are not deemed worthy
of excommunication.
penalty.

Sins publically scandalous must be visited with this

Two papers on the matter of sins worthy of excommunication

occupied the Assembly's attention that of Marshall from.the committee of
accommodation and that of Henderson and Rutherfurd.

The latter was more

rigorous and gave the limit of the Scots 1 concessions,.

Henderson stated

that if the accommodation committees paper were put into effect in the
Directory, the Church would have no means of suppressing any error.
last dispute thereon broke out between Nye and Rutherfurd.

A

The former

maintained that excommunication was in reality only for impenitence and the
sentence would bnly be valid in heaven, if the sinner showed no penitence.
Rutherfurd maintained that the Church excommunicated chiefly for the sin,
2
The meaning
as it was far too difficult to know the mind of the offender.
of the minuted is difficult, but he appears to state that the Church must
proceed to excommunication when sufficiently convinced of the sin of the
offender, not after having investigated his repentance or otherwise.
On February 3rd, the Directory for Excommunication was read and
sent back to the Houses.

On the 4th, the Independents gave in their

dissent to its being sent up and complained that, though drafted supposedly
as an accommodation, the Directory was far from being such.
The Scots had made not a few concessions.
I Minutes of Westminster Assiambly, 39-40.

This was untrue.

They had modified their insist2. Ibid.45.
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As to who executed the sentence, they

-ence on summary excommunication.

allowed the word"eldership"to be substituted for "minister and elders",
leaving ample room for Independent doctrine.
mission to preaching were omitted.

The clauses concerning ad-

The paragraph dealing with the act of

excommunication mentions * classical presbytery, eldership and congregation*
but leaves it an open question as to whom the power of it belongs.
act of absolution, the presbytery is not mentioned.

In the

For Rutherfurd, at

least, if not for Henderson, these were great concessions.
here illuminates much of his later ecclesiastical politics.

His doctrine
The main

doctrine to which he and Henderson both subscribed was that excommunication
.was a disciplinary censure for the good of the soul.

The *ubi sit 1 of it

had not much troubled the earlier Reformers, nor does Henderson in the
"Government and Order " speculate much concerning it.

Now for Rutherfurd

it comes to be much more a juridical sentence of Presbytery, promulgated
by the minister.

Such a dogma was the inevitable development of his early

denial of any actual popular consent in excommunication.

When he accepted

also the principle of summary procedure, he gave a highly arbitrary instrument into the Presbytery's hands.

Bad enough applied ecclesiastically,

this principle was disastrous when applied by analogy to civil affairs.
The Act of the Classes was exactly the legal adoption of a bad ecclesiastical
principle, which there is not much doubt WarrjLston, who drafted it, got
from Gillespie and Rutherfurd.

The Act also is an arbitrary and summary

exclusion by a Court (in this case Parliament or the Committee of Estates)
from privileges, without due consideration of the fault punished.

It was

a grievous doctrine Rutherfurd came to form in the years 1645-46, for it
became one of the chief causes which rent andP- destroyed the uoafi% of the
Church of Scotland subsequent to the Engagement
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The Assembly now began to consider further aspects of the juris-

/

diction of Church courts, in order that these might be embodied in the
The nature of "Appeals" was mooted

final Directory for Church Government.

The original proposition suffered

and debated from^ebruary I0th -I7th/
little alteration despite the debate.

As printed in the"~Directory : it "runs,

"It is lawful and agreeable to the Word of God, that there be a subordination
of Congregational, Classical, Provincial and National Assemblies for the
Government of the Church, that so appeals may be made from the inferior to
I
Rutherfurd attacked this proposition when
the superior respectively".
given in by Stanton on the grounds of its vagueness.

It limited the trial
were transmitted

of a case to the congregational court unless that cafee
by appeal to a higher.

But there were cases, e.g. heresy, which were of

great import to a province or a nation.

Were these to remain untried, if

not dealt with by the inferior court and carried,by appeal, to a higher?
Care must be taken not to limit the bringing of cases before a competent
court.

The meaning and intention of "appeal" must not be narrov/ed to

taking a judged case from a lower to a highcfc court.

(Although no qual-

ifying clause was inserted in this proposition, Rutherfurd*s arguments so
far prevailed that this matter was clarified in the proposition on the
power of Classical Assemblies, voted some time in March or April, 1645.
"It belongeth to Classical Assemblies to take cognizance of causes omitted

<o

or neglected in particular congregations and to receive appeals from them'.1 )
Sundry arguments against 'appeals'ensued.

Bridges held that a case was

not to be carried up by the appellant but by the judges, if they found it
too difficult.

This construed the Presbytery as merely an advisory body,

and was rejected by the Assembly.

On the following days, 'appeals' were

I Directory for Church Gove r nment,(Edin. 1647.)p.14.

2 Ibid. 12.
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'D defended, from the law of nature and from the subordination of Churcii
already proved.

Rutherfurd,speaking of an Independent publication, sorrowT

ed that. "When I read through that treatise of the Keys of the Kingdom of
Heaven, I thought it easy to labour for a universal pacification".

Herle

conceived "it is a part of our Anhappiness when we are upon disputation, we
fall accommodating and when accommodating then disputing".

After February

I8th, no record of the debate on Appeals exists, but the proposition
already cited passed into the Directory for Church Goverbment.

Vines, on

3rd March, refers to it as ordered.

Synods".

Rutherfurd again opens the debate for the Scots on "The power of
I
As far as can be gathered from the minutes, some negative clause

as to what Synods might not impose or command,was put forward, but on
opposition by him and others, it was waived.

It does not occur in the

Directory, which simplj states, "These Assemblies have Ecclesiastical power
and authority to judge and determine controversies of faith and cases of
2
conscience according to the Word".
The report on the power of Classical Assemblies was given in on
March I8th.

Its first proposition, which in the Directory deals mainly

with the advisory powers of Presbytery in cases of conscience and doctrine
easily satisfied all parties.

The rest was recommitted.

On 27th March, discussion on the power of the congregation began*
Nye gave in a paper, which covered all the old ground of debate and
Rutherfurd, who was always ready to pounce on Nye whenever he presented
argument o£ report, charged him with the folly of creating new debates.
Nye intended obstruction.

The Assembly countered, by asking the Independ-

1 Minutes of Westminster Assembly, 64-66.
2 Directory of Church Government, p.13.
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/ ents to bring in their 'platform 1 of government concerning particular
congregations.

It continued,undisturbed, with the debate.

Baillie

states that this was a manoeuvre to keep the Independents quiet and that it
succeeded as they were busy for seven weeks preparing their answer which
I
The Independents knew
the Assembly after all did not purpose to debate.
this as well as Mr Baillie and were quiet because, knowing opposition in
the Assembly to be useless, they were trying by political manoeuvring to
achieve what they could not gain by debate.
On April 9th, Gillespie and Baillie returned from Scotland with
The

the General Assembly's approval of the Directory for Public Worship.
next fortnight was spent in debate on 'particular congregations'.
is little record of Rutherfurd speaking.
a well-earned rest.

There

Gillespie took over, to give him

Yet it is clearly Rutherfurd 1 s doctrine of church

unity and of separation,as expounded in the "Due Right 1,' which finds expression in this directory "of particular congregations".
directory follows
2
from it :-

How closely this

Ms principles may be seen from the following quotation

"If any person or persons in the congregation do not answer his or
their profession, but by open sin and wickedness cross and deny it; or if
there be a want of some officers or a sinful neglect of officers in the due
execution of discipline; yet this doth not make that congregation cease to
be a Church; but requires that there be a supply of officers which are
wanting; and a careful endeavour for the reformation of the offending
person or persons,and of negligent officers by just causes according to the
nature of the cause.
Communion and membership in congregations thus constituted, no£And to refuse
withstanding the forementioned defects is not unlawful.
or renounce membership and Church-communion, or to separate from Churchcommunion with congregations thus constituted, as unlawful to be joined
with, in regard of their constitution, is not warranted by the Word of
God.
Separation from a Church thus constituted, where the Government
1 Baillie, II, 266.
2 Directory for Church Government, p.7.
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' is lawful, upon an opinion thet it is unlawful, and that therefore all the
godly are also bound to separate from all such Churches so constituted and
governed, and to Join themselves to another Chuznch of another Constitution
and Government is not warranted by the Word of God, but contrary to it".
Gathering of Churches by the Independents from Presbyterian Churches
on the ground that the latter f s government is unlawful, was explicitly forbidden in this Qirectory.

The complete Directory for Church Government

as has already been noted, was sent up on 7th July.
Meanwhile the Directory for Excommunication had. come before the
Houses;*

According to Shaw, it had been presented to them in the form of

two papers, by Dr Burgess

"The Humble Advice of the Assembly of Divines nov/

by ordinance of Parliament sitting at Westminster, concerning Excommunication11
and "The Humble Advice of the said Assembly concerning a Directory for
I
admonition, excommunication and absolution."
Owing to the failure of
negotiations at Uxbridge, these never passed more tham the committee stage
of the Houses.

On March 5th, a committee appointed for "Keeping the Sacra-

ments pure" reported.
Commons on the 6th.

Their repofet seems to have been sent up to the
On I0th March, an ordinance was read a first and

second time

"for the election and establishing of elders in every con-

gregation".

It was given to a committee of both Houses, with a recommend-

ation to consider specially the keeping from the Sactament of the Lord's
Supper of ignorant and scandalous persons.

On the 2Ist, the Commons de-

Dated the Ordinance and referred it to the Assembly to express particulars
that ignorance and scandal for which it considered persons ought to be
2
suspended.
Regarding this, a committee of Assembly reported to it on 24th
torch.

The Commons decided (March 24th-27th) "that there are pesons so

E Shaw, History of English Church, p. 257.
2 Minutes of Westminster Assembly, 71.
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^ignorant and scandalous that they shall not be admitted to the Sacrament of
the Lord's Supper11 and that a person not having a competent measure of
understanding concerning God the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, should not be
admitted.

Particulars of the exclusory sins went to and fro between

Parliament and the Assembly, ttill,on the I7th April, the House adopted a
fairly full list, including drunkards, swearers, blasphemers, such as have
not a competwnt measure of understanding concerning the state of man by
creation, redemption by Jesus Christ etc.

The Commons added that examin-

ation and judgement of such persons as should not be admitted for these
scandals was to be in the power of the eldership of every congregation.
They, however, appointed a highly Erastian committee to draft the ordinance
giving effect to this.

Legislation passed in May gave the Eldership

power to suspend for any scandal,"as is passed by the vote of this House".
A suspended person was enabled to appeal through the succession of Church
courts to Parliament.

Writing on 25th April, Baillie regrets this clause

in the ordinance, but states that«>the Scots were prepared to counsel acceptt

ance of the ordinance for the time being till the ecclesiastical courts
I
were fully erected.
"We are Jaopeful to make them (Parliament) declare
they mean no other thing by their appeals from the National Assembly to a
Parliament than a complaint of an injurious proceeding; which we never did
deny1.1

How far Rutherfurd would have assehted to the latter sentiment, is

questionable.

All the summer, a sub-^committee of Parliament, a committee of the
Assembly and the Assembly itself dealt exhaustively with this matter, with
occasional assistance from the Scots.

During these heated discussions,

Coleman preached his famous Erastian sermon of July 30th.

Finally in the

first weeks of August, there came the three petitions from the Assembly to
the Houses in which its members declared plainly their claim jure divino
i Baillie, II, 267.
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to suspend from the Sacrament any such as they should judge to be scandalpus or ignorant.

They asserted that in this matter the state had no power.

"For albeit there may be amongst learned and pious men difference
of judgement touching the particular kind and form of ecclesiastical polity,
and some particular parts and officers thereunto belonging, yet in this one
point there is a general consent,that as Christ hath ordained a government
and governors in His Church, in His name, and according to his will to order
.the same, so one special and principal branch of that government is to
'seclude from ecclesiastical communion such as shall publicly scandalise and
offend the Church of God, that thereby being ashamed and humbled, they may
be brought to repentance and glorify God in the day of visitation."
I
So runs the petition of August 4th.
It asserts the bond of the Solemn
'League and Covenant as obliging them to uphold this doctrine.

The second

petition was more explanatory and argumentative, pointing out that the Church
was using no arbitrary power and that this power had already been granted
to the Chuzrch in other nations.
"OJttly we crave leave to entreat you to consider that other Christian states which are jealous of the encroachment of an arbitrary power and
very tender of their own just liberties, have granted the full exercise of
2
the power of censure unto the elderships of their Churches."
Baillie expresses the mind of the Scots on the whole situation.
"Ever since the Directory came out we have been pressing for a
power to hold all ignorant anfl scandalous persons from the table; with much
ado this was granted; but so as we behoved to set down the points of knowledge the want v/hereof should make one ignorant, upon this we agreed.
But
for the scandalous, where we had long essayed, we could not make such an
enumerations but always we found more of the like nature which could not be
expressed; therefore we required to have power to exclude all scandalous
as well as some.
The general they would not grant as including an arbitrary
and unlimited power.
Our advice was that they would go on to set up their
Presbyteries and Synods with so much power as they could get and after they
were once settled then they might strive^o obtain their full due power. But
the Synod (the Assembly) was in another mind; and after divers fair papers
at last they framed a most zealous, clear and peremptory one wherein they held
out plainly the Chrurch's divine right to keep off from the Sacrament all
iPetition of Assembly,4th August,1645, from Mitchell, Hist, of V/est. Ass.293-4
petition of Assembly, 8th August, 1645,from ibid. 299

an.
who are scandalous; and if they cannot obtain the free exercise of that
power which Christ htrou given t/.em, they will lay down their charges,
and rather choose all afflictions than to sin by prophaning the Holy
table. I
Before 1640, the English Presbyterians were stigmatisedbby the
Independents as submissive and Erastian. Now the position has altered.
The Independents seek Parliamentary support; the Presbyterians have become truculently anti-Erastian, even proceeding further than their
Scottish educators in assertion of the jus divinum,of Presbytery. It is
not even the politic advice of Henderson and Baillie that they are prepared
to embrace, but the militant doctrines of "The Divine Right of Church
Government" and of "Aaron's Rod Blossoming".
The subsequent Parliamentary debates on excommunication, its
means, method and material causes cannot be followed here.
from August 1645 to March 1646.

These lasted

During most of the time, the Assembly

was busy formulating the Confession of Faith, but v/ere in constant
negotiation with Parliament concerning Excommunication.

Sometimes on

the verge of concession, Parliament would change and revoke their decision.
In October they issued an ordinance and immediately recalled it.

The

City of London presented, through its aldermen, a petition drawn up by
its ministers in support of the Assembly's demands.
its temper and returned a sharp answer.

Parliament lost

The Scots all this time, as far

as they could, encouraged the Assembly to insist on their demands.
January, the City again petitioned.

In

The polic# of the importunate

widow took some effect, for the House passed a series of fiesolutions,
extending the list of excommunicable offences and ap-nointing civil
Commissioners to try such in every province, before notifying the offender
The Resolutions dismayed Scots, City and Assembly
to the eldership.
^
I Baillie,II,357. '.
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alike.

A final Ordinance passed both Houses by I4th March, "for keeping

of scandalous persons from the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, the enabling
of congregations for the choice of elders and supplying of defects in
former ordinances, and directions of Parliament concerning Church governI
Baillie thus describes the Ordinance.
ment.
"The# have passed an Ordinance, not only for appeal from the
General Assanbly to the Parliament, for two ruling elders, for one minister
in every Church meeting, for no censure except in such particular offences
as they have enumerated; 'but also, which vexes us most, and against which ^5
we have been labouring this month bygone, a Court of civil Commissioners
in every county, to whom the congregational elderships must bring all
cases not enumerated, to be reported by them, with their judgment, to the
Parliament or their committee..............This troubles us all exceedingly,
the whole Assembly and ministry over the kingdon^j v"16 body of the City^.
is much grieved with it, but how to help it we cannot/~tell. H
The atmosphere was all the more tense because in the Assembly
itself the divines were debating the chapter in the Confession on the
Autonomy of the Church,

"That Jesus Christ, as King and Head of the Church

has appointed an ecclesiastical government in His Church in the hand of
Church officers, distinct from civil government."

Coleman, sick unto

death as he v/as, was waging lonely warfare for Srastian principles against
the combined forces of Rutherfurd, Gillespie and many of the English
Presbyterians.
The Assembly's report to the Ordinance was a Petition, chiefly
against its appointment of Commissioners to judge of. scandals.

The

Petition asks, "that the eldership s^ar-Sly^ may be sufficiently enabled to
keep back such as are notoriously scandalous from the Sacrament of the
Lord's Supper1* and affirms that it expressly belongs to the elders "by
divine right and by the will"and appointment of Jesus Christ and that by
the help of superior Assemblies, all inconveniences feared fEom<mal'a6minist2
Parliament voted the Petition a breach of privelege.
ration £j? prevented."
1 Baillie, 11,557.
2 Mitchell, Hist of Westminster Assembly,305.
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sent deputies to acquaint the Assembly with their decision, and gave in to
it certain queries regarding the jus divinum of Church government.
latter concerned the divine right of the Presbyterian system

These

congregation-

al eldership, Presbytery, synod, national Assembly, and appeals to these
or through them.

The divines immediately proceeded to answer them.

Their consideration really completed the debate on the question of the
Autonomy of the Church, which had languished since Coleman ! s death.

The

actual propositions stating it was passed on 7th July, embodied in chapter
XXX of the Confession, but never sanctioned by Parliament.

The Commons,

howevet, modified their Ordinance by removing their Com lissioners so that
the Assembly became more normal in atmosphere.

The Queries, though

answered by the Assembly, were never embodied in any formal document.
They found expression in the'STus Divinum Regiminis Ecclesiastic! 1 ', composed
by the ministers of London.
No more detailed account of the Erastian controversy need be
given than is necessary for the outlining of Plutherfurd f s part in it.
On 7th July, the Assembly passed the Paragraphs asserting the Autonomy of
the Church, and the right of administering discipline, in no small measure
encouraged thereto by the eloquence of liutherfurd, Gillespie and Y.'arr: ston*
In theory and in practice, however, many of its members admitted oualifica\

tions in the complete severance between Church and State.

Though they

were at one in asserting the headship of Christ, there were many divergences
an to --low far the state could intervene in affairs ecclesiastical, and how
much the Chnrch should suffer it to do.
ences.

Even the Scots showed some diffe-p-

G-illespie and Rutherfurd are the most diehard of the/Erastians;

Kenderson is a little more moderate; Baillie, as later events showed, was
the most complaisant of the four.

Again a certain section of the London
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ministers were more anti-Erastian than the Presbyterians of the count":/.
It is a mi stale to tMril- t>rt the Independents held much of the "Jra«tjar
standpoint.

"he n.ebe.t^ oi: Chrpt^r XXX of the Confession shov/s thfct they

too had differences of opinion.

Nye was nearest to the Erastians, but

in many ways the alliance of tbe Independents with' the 2ra6tians was like
that of the Pharisees and Sadducee?; a common enemy was the only bond.
The Independents voted in favour of the separateness 6T ecclesiastical
from civil government's expressed in the first proposition of Chapter XXX
I
Other propositions in
of the Confession, Light foot, only, voting against.
favour of Church censures, formed in answer, to Parliament f s ~uer-1es as to
o

v/hat was of divine right, found Independent support.

One may say that

Coleman v.ras the most whole- hearted Srastian, and that Lightfoot only a
less violent supporter.
Erastians.

Cillespie and llutherfurd are the absolute anti-

Between these antagonists v/ere many varieties of opinion,

though political circumstances forced their possessors to take one side
or the other.

The Independents, in the final vote, on the severance of

the two jurisdictions, had to step over and vote, not with Li^htfoot,
but 77ith the Scottish Commlssj oners.

1 Mitchell, Minutes of Y/ert. Ass., 252.
2 Ibid. Pnr.-S56.
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"TEE DIVINE KlGii'i1 Qg CIULCSI GOVBRMJEMT AED EXCOMMUNICATION."

"Aaron,1 s Rod Blossoming", "The Divine Right of Church Government
and Excommunication", "The Coleman-Gillespie Disputations, "Jus Divinum
f&egiminis- Ecclesiastici",were all products of the "Erastian1* controversy.
As far as Assembly and Parliament are concerned, the controversy v/as a
blind alley, for Parliament conceded nothing of its final right ofi decision
in affairs ecclesiastical.
Rutherfurd 1 s mind.

But the strife exerted a strong influence on

Alike for good and ill, it quickened his hatred of

secular control in ecclesiastical affairs.

On the one hand, on his return

to Scotland, he agitated for and procured the abolition of secular patronage; on the:6ther, he became increasingly intolerant in his assertion of
ecclesiastical rights and privileges.

One notes the crescendo in

intolerance even in the title pages of his books ; the first is a
"Peacable Plea "; the second is a "Due Right" and the third is a "Divine
Right 1.1
round
The Erastian question propdr centred
' *- Excommunication.
r' '
This aspect of it became firmly focussed in the mind of Rutherfurd and

Gillespie.

They came to look on excommunication as an ecclesiastical
*

sword, forged for offence against the threat of the civil.

It became

the counter- offensive weapon of anti-Engager against Engager; worse
still,it became the infliction of a spiritual penalty, for what v/as in
many cases only a civil offence.

There is little doubt that the

plenitude of suspensions and excommunications in the years following the
Engagement is due to the unhappy predominance, which a rigorous doctrine
off excommunication gained in the minds of three men Gillespie,
Rutherfurd and Warriston.

The fruit of the V/estminster debates on

excommunication v/as presented to the General Assembly of 1647 in the
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CXI Propositions, concerning the Ministry and Government of the Church.
These were penned by Gillespie,assisted by his colleagues.

Eight of

these Propositions were embodied in the Act of Assembly, authorising their
printing for the consideration of the Universities and of the Presbyteries.
This synopsis of anti-Erastian principles was eagerly seized upon by many
of the clergy and bore a bitter fruit in the Pesolutioner-Protester
controversy.
Writing in July 1646, Baillie states, "Mr Rutherfurd, Mr Gillespfee
and your friend, are all on the press again for the defence of our Church
and truth of God against divers» errors".

Immediately preceding, he

refers to "Mr Gillespie f s large and learned treatise."

"Aaron's Rod "

was probably published in the Autumn of 1646, the "Divine Right" possibly
preceding it a little.

In his preface to the latter, Rutherfurd says,

"Others can,and I hope will,add riper animadversions to Erastus".

These

two works, on the same subject, published almost simultaneously, give an
admirable insight into the different minds and methods of the two colleagues!
so much at one on points of doctrine.
the mo^t lucid and orderly.
with his subject.

Gillespie f s work is undeniably

He uses the historical method of dealing

The First Book of "Aaron's Rod" deals with Jewish

Church government and examines the case which the Erastians made for themselves from it.

The Second Book treats of the growth , causes and pre-

cepts of Erastianism and of the power and privilege of the magistrate in
^

things and causes ecclesiastical.

The Third Book concerns Excommunication,

considers Matt.XVIII, the question of Judas receiving the Lord's Supper,
the Sacrament as a confirmatory, not as a converting ordinance, and the
Church's sole right fe6 exclude.
preface.

He states his polemical method in his

Of his opponents, he says, 11 ! have not declined them
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but sought them out where their strength was greatest, their arguments were
hardest and their exceptions most probable."

Gillespie seeks to select

and destroy the chief corner stones of the Erastian edifice and so bring
about the collapse of their whole argument.

Rutherfurd's method is
His literary output

different, more diffuse, discursive, scholastic.
at Westminster was thrice that of Gillespie.

He was continually in

residence in London, and more even than the former in demand for penning
the 'papers 1 with which the Scots circulated the Assembly.

He more

easily replied to this demand than his colleague, because he had an even
more fertile, more original and more retentive mind, and Gillespie was
not meanly gifted with these qualities.
was 'intensive 1 .

The latter f s manner of study

With great learning, great powers of application and

concentration, he would bend his mi&d to a given thesis and produce an
ordered and brilliant exposition.

His **Popish Ceremonies", "Assertion

of Church Government" and now "Aaron's Rod" all show such a mind at work.
Bis posthumous "Treatise of Miscellany Questions" is the'left-overs', the
materia^which he could not fit into the scheme of his larger works.
With Rutherfurd, there could have been nowMiscellany Questions 1,' for most
of his books are'miscellanies' of questions.

Every aspect of a case

that occarred to his mind, for refutation, exposition or proof went into
the work in hand.

His method is 'extensive'.

by study, Rutherfurd assimilated as he read.

What Gillespie gained
But the ease with which he

assimilated was often fatal to order, in his writing.

Gillespie was the

be#t debater, because he had the more selective mind.
'/
Rutherfurd f s four hundred pages of anti- Erastian controversial
(the "Divine Right" contains other material besides this) is cast in
^uite a different mould from hi? colleague's work.

It is a series of
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twenty two "Questions" , and, though these are contained, in eighteen
chapters, the question is the real unit.

Y/ithin the main question, a

multitude of subordinate ones are raised, some textual, some exegetical,
some syllogistic, some historical; their variety knows no end and MR
i^*i>JI*t'

wider learning only makes the number more bewildering,

"Erastus his

learning", "Beza his antagonist,5 are Quoted, presented, re-presented and
expounded.

Every argument used by Gillespie is produced by Rutherfurd

and many more

for there is in his work, less history and more argument.

Perhaps they agreed as to the respective form of their attack; Rutherfurd
is more speculative and doctrinal, Gi31espie more historical and practical,
though both show ample talent in the field of their colleague.

Gillespie

bombed the key positions of his opponents; Rutherfurd bespattered the
serried masses with his shrapnel.

It is the fate of warfare that bombs

sometimes miss and that shrapnel falls spent, but in their age and time
few were reckoned more powerful in the use of the weapons they employed.
"The Divine Right"
Like the "Due Right", the **Divine Right 11' shows a distinct
The first
relationship to the debated in which.its author participated.
It is
part has obviously little connection with the rest of the work.
an apologetic for the abolition of the Service Book and meant to pave the
The first ninety four pages
way for the Directory of Public Worship.
deal with the speculative and theological aspects of obedience to the
No man had more respect for tradition than Richard Hooker,
'ceremonies 1 .
The more moderate Puritans could at least reverence him and his enemies
Against Hooker Rutherfurd tilts in these pages, v'
admitted his learning.
He opposed the former's conception of positive laws which changed with
circumstances, especially as applied to divine laws, resident in Scripture,
Hooker's dictum "whether God or man be the maker of them (the laws),
alteration do they so far forth admit as the matter doth exact," was
He upholds the Calvinist view, that Scripture hath laid
anathema to him.
down a perfect platform of Church government which cannot be altered,
The author of the law and not the matter
even in the smallest detail. (66)
He trenchantly
of the IHW is in this case the criterion of its finality.
attacks the idea of alterable law in Church government (though he 'himself
Man's reason is no sound interavidly applied it to civil government).
One sees in him the strange combination of
preter of divine law .
Hooke f
ecclesiastical conservative and political revolutionary.
^

V X t/W
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that ceremonies are things indifferent and that a magistrate must be obeyed
when he commands the acceptance of them, he utterly rejects.
Ceremonies
are not included in the platform drawn from Scripture and so must be
abolished.
One might conceive that the Introduction or some sections
of it were originally 'papers 1 of his, circulating the Assembly, durirthe debates on the Preface to the Directory for Public V.'orship in the
winter of 1644.
The following two chapters of a hundred and thirty pages
tfceat of the unscriptural nature of ceremonies.
He argues that as God
has not commanded them, they are forbidden, cites all the Scriptural arguments against idolatry, proves kneeling at Communion to be more or less
idolatry, and that sitting is the only proper attitude.
ChaptersIII-XXVII deal with the Erar.tian controversy by Hie method
of raising questions and answering all their aspects.
The first concerns
the institution by Christ, in his spiritual kingdom, not only the preaching
of the V/ord, but also the power o>f discipline.
Excommunication as the
chief weapon of discipline is defended from I Gor.V,as"are also all Church
censures and exclusion from the Sacraments.
The arguments of Erastus
against excommunication are answered and refuted.
He upholds against the
latter that excommunication was 'typefied* in the Old Testament by the
exclusion ofl the ceremonially unclean.
The usual vindication of Church
censures from Matt.XVIII, 16-18, is given at length against his opponent,
and the latter f s gloss on the passage refuted.
ICor.V is taken up as
proof of his case and vindicated.
Proceeding from excommunication, he attacks Erastus's denial
of the divine institution of "a senate collected out of the body of the
ChEEch to judge who are to be excommunicated an r" debarred from the Sacraments and who not" and also his denial of an ecclesiastical judicature
touching the manners and conversation of men, different from the judgement
or court of title civil magistrate, or that there be two supreme courts
touching manners in one commonwealth.
All Erastus's proofs for his
doctrine are attacked separatim and seriatim in the next chapters.
She
whole controversy between him and Be^a is explored,expounded and exhausted.
His theses on the power of the civil magistrate in ecclesiastical affairs
are severely handled.
The Sanhedrin as an argument for magisterial power
in Church affairs is repelled.
The existence of a true and pure Presbytery
in the New Testament is firmly asserted.
Erastus's 'Presbytery 1 of
mixed men, prudent men and godly pastorsy chosen by the magistrate to
judge and rebuke, is energetically refuted as well as all his arguments
there anent.
Next, the right of excommunication is further vindicated
from the Old Testament.
ChapterXXIII (Question XIX) returns to the power of the magistrate
The Church, as Church, is not subordinate to him and never v/as.
Civil
and ecclesiastical power are both from God.
Each is supreme in its
sphere, but neither can intrude on the sphere of the other.
All the
main anti-Erastian theses are stated.
The magistrate,as a man,is subject
to the Church.
The Church is a perfect society without the magistrate.
The magistrate cannot limit the pastor in the exercise of his calling .
His best chapter is that where he shows the reciprocation in the subordination of the civil and ecclesiastical power to each other as well as their
supremacy and independency each from thei-other.
The magistrate can
command ministers to exercise their power, but may not exercise it himself.
Magistrates cannot coerce the consciences of men ( he admits they can
compel a formal profession of faith ).
Ministers, as men,are subject to
the magistrate; if they .teach falsely, they may be punished by him.
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(As a rule the ecclesiastical court determines for the magistrate what IF
false doctrine, that he may punish it, though in flagrant cases of heresy,
he may punish forthwith.)
The question of the hour is next discussed, "whether appeals are
to be made from the Assemblies of the Church to the civil magistrate, Kingo
He states that such appeals cannot be made in the sense
or Parliament."
that they are from a lower court to a higher, nor can the civil court try
He acknowledges, however, that a man may
an ecclesiastical cause.
He adds
complain to the magistrate, if he is wronged by the Church.
clearly that the most the magistrate can do is to order a re-trial of the
In the last chapter, the supremacy
case by the ecclesiastical courts.
of the civil magistrates, in cases and causes religious, is categorically
denied.
The "Dispute on Scandal and Christian Liberty" has more connection
It is the
with the first part of the work, which dealt with ceremonies.
During his
resuscitation of an old controversy to suit a new case.
residence in Aberdeen, Rutherfurd had had a controversy with Dr Baron as
to whether ceremonies were things indifferent and might be imposed by the
Later, Henderson and Cant had held a disputation with
King's command.
the Aberdeen Doctors which had been fertile in the production of pamphlet
Taking up the answers of the Aberdeen Doctors,
and counter-pamphlet.
His main thesis is that the subRutherfurd gives his own reply to them.
mitting to the use of the ceremonies causes a grave scandal in the Church,
in that it may lead weaker brethren into believing such things are
necessary to the worship of God, whereas they are entirely to be condemned.
The principle of eschewing scand%L is higher than the principle of obedience
The scandal of obedience to certo superiors and must be obeyed first.
The civil power has no
emonies, he holds punishable by excommunication.
Much of all this seems flogging
right to command obedience to ceremonies.
The "Disputes concerning Scandal"seems an old paper ..
a dead horse.
It had two points of contact with
rehabilitated here for insertion.
It served as a pamphlet further condemning the Service
current affairs.
Also, whether
Book in order to prepare the way for the new Directory.
men were to obey the State or the Church, in their respective interpretation
of what sins were scandalous, was another cuestion of the hour.
Rutherfurd produced the case of the 'Ceremonies 1 in Scotland to show that
the State could err sadly in its interpretation of scandalous or nonscandalous sins, and clearly implied that this matter should be left to
the courts of the Church.
The ""Divine Right" is not one of the best of Rutherfurd f s works.
The pages on tpe 'Ceremonies
Even for him itiis exceedingly miscellaneous.
rake up a controversy, already harried to death by his colleagues, Baillie
He does attempt a more philosophic and speculative
and Gillespie.
Even here he is unfortunate for he denies the idea
attack than theirs.
Hooker'?
of a progressive revelation of 'positive* law in Scripture
great contribution to theology whilst, in "Lex, Rex" , he has just
His interpretation
vindicated such a principle in natural and civil law.
of Scripture undergoes a change when applied to ecclesiastical affairs.
In "Lex^Rex", (p. 1*79 )he \vrites, "Practice in Scripture is but c. narrow
On the other hand, with regard to 'Ceremonies', he
rule of faith".
argues, that those not commanded in Scripture are thereby forbidden.
His treatment of the subject of excommunication fills three hundred p^-s,
that of the relation of Church and State about a hundred and fifty.
Multitudes of questions are raised and there is a bewildering mass of
In other works, the doctrines treated had been more
Scriptural exegesis.
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varied, resulting in greater variety of argument and exegesis; here every
conceivable aspect of one doctrine IP debated to exhaustion.
His tendency
to hair-splitting arguments is not on this occasion made more palatable
by his having only one hair to split.
His best pages are those which
deal with the relationship of Church and State and assert the spiritual
freedom of the former in all matters ecclesiastical.
Rutherfurd's work is an attempt to deal with the prime Erastian
question excommunication, in the more speculative aspect.
Ke shows a
greater acquaintance with the texttof the Erastus-Her:a controversy than
Gillesple.
Hip may have been intended to he the more scholarly. Gillespie's
the more popular exposition.
The latter deals more with the case in hand,
with Iluppey, Coleman, Frynne and Selden, fend his exposition and refutation
of Erastianism, source*development and practice is the more lucid and telling
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V/ESTHIITSTER 1646 - 1647.

RutherfurdoS work at Y/estminster during the year 164o-lu47
liardly falls within the scope of this thesis.

During them he was

chiefly occupied with the debates on the doctrinal standards.

He was

(the greatest theologian among the Scots and the most constantly in
attendepbe.

His anxiety and perplexity at the multitude of sects

which were arising in England,wsre expressed in his "Survey of the
Spiritual Antichrist 11 , published just after he left London in 1647, but
the work of his last two years there.

The preface to this historical

survey of 'hev^s^ 1 is a bitter piece of writing.

"'.Then we came first

finto this land, ......we were then the kingdom of Judah, helping the
ten tribes, their brethern against the taskmasters of 3gypt and rpoilers
of Babylon, and our G-eneral Assembly in Scotland was then beautiful as
Tir?ah, comely as Jerusalem, terrible as an army vith banners.

Eut

jpiow the tables are nov/ so far turned, that our General Assembly ir a
and
Ipapist throne, above Kings Caesars, and we ourselves are v/orse than Egypt
*

or Babylon."

lie writes with the combined acrimony of a Scot, a

Presbyterian and anti-Brastian.

This prefacfe shows how little likely

! he was to succeed as diplomatic ecclesiastical Commissioner after
Henderson had gone.
August.

The latter left London in I.Iay, 1646 and died in

Baillie left London in December, 1646, Gillespie in July, 1647.

Finally P.utherfurd took hir leave of the Assembly on the 9th ITovember,
ibf that year.
During his last year he took past v/ith the commissioner? in
London, in their negotiations vath Parliament, and in their uselesr
endeavour to create a more Presbyterian Enp-land.

But v e longec. for hone,
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The last Letter he wrote as Commissioner shows the weariness of his spirit.
"We cannot bat with muc^ grief and heaviness of spirit, <:;ive you an account
of the establishing of licentious and pretended liberty of conscience,
and a toleration of all heresies, sects, abominable ways and false religions
Popery only (how long we know not) being excepted, contrary to our
National Covenant, which is a matter of sorrow to all the truly godly here".
The tragedy of the Letter is that Lauderdale's is the other
signature and he was at the moment meditating intrigue with Charles and
was later to tolerate anything but the principles of his fellow subscriber.
He,must have signed this last letter, written by P.utherfurd, the last to
'remain of the great Y/estnr nster nuartet, with his very lar r~e tongue in
his

very frt cheek.

Ruthepfu'rd 'at Westminster
A rtudy of the work of the Scottish diviner at V/estminster
dispels the fallacy that the great central figure was Ilenderson and that
the others played assisting but relatively unimportant partr.

In

idolisinrr Ilenderson, historians have done scant justice to his colleagues.
j'or their work as a whole, these men made an admirably complementary
q.uartet> of statesman, debater, theologian and intriguant

Kenderson,

Gillespie, Rutherfurd and Baillie. -In Assembly debate, Rutherfurd and
Gillespie were more active forces than Henderson.

It is questionable

if he could have brought any of the Directories as near to the practice
outlined in his "Government and Order", without their debating and erepetical skill.

Tlov/ever much a Scottish Assembly ni^-ht pcce^t the ruling

of Mr Henderson, the Y/estminster Arnembly v/ere no such respecters of
persons.

Li'3htfool?,for example, 11?tens with attention to- P.utherfiurd 1 s

exegesis, but Is on occasion sightly impatient with I>nderpon f e
categoric assertions-

The Assembly renuired the why and wherefore of

I Ass. Comm. Proc. Vol.I,?26.

all it enacted.
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V/ithin the limits of Calvinlst theology, and of

Presbyterian ecclesiastical ideals, (widely enough interpreted), it?
members possessed open minds
historians.

more open than has been granted by the

A member was as ready to express himself satisfied with

the 'proofs' of a fellow member as to express himself heartily dissatisfied
.with them.

Lightfoot records incidents of English appreciation of

Scottish argument.

The ability in debate of the Independents was

matched by the greater ability of the Scots, which succeeded in having
the Assembly formulate standards of
in accordance with their own.

government and worship so closely

These standards would not have so

accorded, .had not Rutherfurd and G-illespie been able to vindicate, by
exegesis and debate, the theses which Henderson formulated.
*Kad not God sent MprHenderson, Mr Rutherfurd and Mr Gillespie
•fr*^
among them, I see not that they could have agreed to any settled
A
I
The Scots co-ordinated
Baillie makes no unfounded claim.
government".
the Y/estminster divines from a mass of vague and variant Presbyterian
idealists

In

into a body accepting one common Presbyterian system.

this, the work of Rutherfurd and Gillespie was as vital as that of
Henderson.

In the game of Parliamentary intrigue and ecclesiastical

opportunism, the Independents over-reached the latter anficlwon.

But

in the Assembly, their casuistic arguments were met with others as
casuistic and subtle.

With no time limit set for debate, they found

two opponents who could be as exhaustive (and as exhausting) as themselves.

The tongue of Goodwin made no speech that Gillespie could not

answer.; the fertile mind of Nye could invent no distinctions that the
mind of Rutherfurd could not counter.
Baillie,Vol.II,177.

>Io small part of the contribution
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of Gillespie and Rutherfurd to the Scottish cause was the impress of
their power of mind on the Assembly.

Without this, Goodwin and rye
The

would certainly have drawn it Ruch closer to Independent ideas.

brilliance and virulence of these was more than matched by that of the
Even when he disagrees

Lightfoot's Diary illuminates this.

two Scots.

frprnit, he closely follows the argument of Rutherfurd or Gilleppie.
If anything, he reports the former more fully than the latter.
great interest was in exposition and exegesis
Ejy Lightfoot

His

Rutherfurd's forte.

he is always heard with interest and, if disagreed from,

disagreed from with respect.

He is the store-house of theological

argument, scriptural exposition and patristic lore for the Scots 1 cause.
Gillespie was daily learning from him, using the knowledge with a quick,
sure mind in the debates that ensued.

It may be significant that he did

not debate in the Assembly tillt.after Rutherfurd's arrival in November,
1643.
No man of either nation was more assiduous or regular in his
attendance at the Assembly debates than Rutherfiurd.

As far as can be

gathered, he is the most voluminous speaker of the Scots, more so even
than Gillespie.

Although he arrived a manth later than the latter,

he stayed longest of all the Scottish commissioners.

Gillespie was

absent in Scotland in the spring of 1645 and returned there three months
before him,
debate*1 .

"Mr Rutherfurd spoke....... and there followed a large
Again and again, r-uite unconsciously, this IP Lightfoot's

comment after Rutherfurd has spoken.

The Scotsman's syllogistic

propounding of a question constantly set the Assembly debating.

'/."hen

not propounding syllogisms, he would be expounding Scripture to vindicate
his case.

He did both to effect.

The later rigid anti-Erastian
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attitude of the Assembly Bi..ov;s how far uljii^ "the pathway of his thought
they had followed.

Ashe, writing to Rutherfurd in 1657, refers to his
**
former championship of the Presbyterian cause and says, "You may be
confident that many more eyes are upon you than any other man in Scotland".
The whole letter, apart from its diplomatic motive, shov/s that, even at
9

this time, he was still regarded as the chief exponent of Presbyterian
principles in England and Scotland.

It was his work at Westminster

that gave him such a position.
Doctrines which he helped to formulate and which he perpetuated
in the Church, will be considered
at the end i>f this thesis.
Here, we
«*
may note his contributions to the Assembly's ecclesiastical standards.
His first appearance was in the 'ruling elder'debate.

The result was

a formula, but one in which the Scots retained the substance of the
office.

By 1645, however, they had succeeded in having the eldership

inserted by name in the Directory for Excommunication, and- in somet.of
the propositions of the Directory for Church Government.

The Ordinance

of 14th March, 1646, was for "enabling of congregations to the choice
of elders".

This success was particularly due to the persistence of

Rutherfurd in asserting and clamouring for the use of the term 'elder'
in all propositions which concerned the office.

Through Ms and

Gillespie's efforts, the office of eldership was established, theoretically
at least, in the Church of England.

By their efforts also the

propositions concerning the Presbyterian Courts worked through the
Assembly.

Gillespiee gained the laurels of the debate, but Rutherfurd's

diligent circulation of 'papers' outlining the Scottish arguments, is a
background which cannot be overlooked.
I Consultations of Ministers, Vol.1,289.

If is penned dialectic was as
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^powerful among the members of Assembly as the spoken word of his colleague.
What outlining of the rights of congregational elderships exists
in the standards of government is due as much to F.utherfurd as to any
member of the Assembly.

The 'paper 1 which the Scots had given in,

concerning the privileges of individual elderships was inspired by him.
It was fully in accord with the principles which caused him to advocate
the sole right of the people to elect a pastor.

In these, he was nearer

to the Independents than any other member of the Assembly.

The

Directory for Church Government of 1645, which enbodied the original
propositions of 1644 (November), deals -more fully with the congregational
element in the Presbyterian system.
the Independents.

This is due, no doubt, partly to

But that concessions were riade to the latter, and

that the English Presbyterian was brought to see the necessity of a
certain congregational element in the Presbyterian system, must be
attributed in part to the teaching and debating of liutherfurd.
*'% r In the Directory of Public Worship, It v/an lurtherf urd'p
conception of Baptism, as public, yet unattended by any repetition of
Creed, or elaborate Profession of Paith, wMch became established.
In this he was at one with the English Presbyterians and prevailed on
his colleagues to modify their doctrine, thus givir^ to his Church the
form of Baptism which it now practises.

Though Henderson may have been

responsible for much of the drafting of the Directory, liutherfurd, rs
much as any other, worked it successfully through the Assembly,
In the last great ecclesiastical flatter w' ^ ch agitated the
Assembly___ the Church's r^ :'ht of 3rr;onn urination and itr independence
from the State
Scottish figures.

liutherfurd, Gillespie and V.'arrirton were the lendin
Though unsuccessful with Parliament, these mm

certainly corverted the Appemb.ly to their principles.

Throu;;h their
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>
propaganda, the Assembly underwent that change wlv c"~ caused it to becone
more assertive of its r1g?its and privileges ana or the Livine ^.i _".t of
Presbytery.
*i

Outside the Assembly, Rutherfurd pcMeved fanp by hi s lite>~-r.r^
labours.

His stay in London produced four major theological works,

besides two devotional volumes based on his sermons,and the papers which
he must have written for circulation in the Assembly were innumerable.
This was much more than the joint output of his colleagues.

Baillie

produced only the "Dissuasive from the Errors of the Time" arcl the
"Historical Vindication of the G-overnment of the Church of Scptland11 .
G-il'lespie contented hinself with "Aaron's Rod Blossoming", the Pamphlets
against Goleman and the "CXI Proposition^".

r.lv>i!s,while his colleagues

were content to deal each with one aspect of Tresbyterinnism, Ilutherfurd
vindicated and expounded Presbyterian practices, principles, policy
and politics in his several ^or-its.

:Ii-Q contribution in these to the

doctrine of the Presbyterian Church \n 11 be considered at the end of this
thesis.
All his works suffer from beinc written as controversial.
was always arguing syllogistically.

He

Lengthy, diffuse and over-loaded

with learning, they are formless and rambling, yet it is nuestionable
if r-.nv Scotsman,before or since, has put so much thinking into the w?"y
and wherefore of his ecclesiastical doctrines.

In one sense, he is

less of a propagandist and pamphleteer than his colleagues: he does not
write for the popular understanding, but rather for divines or those
learned in Bivinity.

lie was more ^repared to counter volume with

volume than pamphlet with pamphlet.

neither now nor in the later
*
Protester-Resolutioner controversy doe-° he seem to have cared for a
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semi-public literary dispute like the Gilles c.ie-CoIc^^n
was ready enough to teach his doctrines from the pulpit but this he
considered his pastoral vduty.
Argument ras not for hiri conclusive
unless backed by cumulative proof and there was little sco^e for suc^ in
a chap book.
By a strange fp.te, the man vr.o shows least personal rancour of
all the Scots at \7estminster, is stigmatised with possessing nost of it.
The only place where this rancour appears is in the Preface to "Lexjliex"
and that to-; the "Survey of the Spiritual Anti-Christ", where Maxwell
and Burton respectively are the victims of his pen.
In the works
themselves, the subject is far too engrossing for hinto "nay much attention
to the person of his opponent.

'Popish Prelate* here and there throughout

his work signifies hardly anything in the age in which he wrote.
There
is i ample reason to believe that, though he attacked the Independents
in Assembly, and in his books, he was the most friendly of the Scottish
Commissioners towards them.
In his works and in his Letters, he speaks
of them very highly.
His rancour was always to be more political than
personal.

Maxwell is more hated as prelate and popish than because he
is Maxwell.
One could hardly say that Sr.lmasius was. abhorrent to J'ilton,

more because ^>f what he write than because he is Salmasius, a 'scoundrelly
worm 1 who has dared to oppose the mighty I.Iilton.
Not even in his most
bitter preface does Rutherfurd descend to personal scurrilities.
There is no $oub$-that Rutherfur&!s works made him the leading
exponent of Presbyterian thought in London.

The "Jus Divinum Regiminis

Ecclesiastici" of the Ministers of London only asserts doctrines which
he had aexpounded in Assembly, in circulating paper and in h^ s published
work.

' Compared to the Smectymnuan treatises, the "Jus Divinum/ shows
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the advc^cc to a more rigid doctrine which the English Presbyterian
had made under Scottish tuition.

That the Parliamentarians at the time

of the "Humble Petition and Advice"(1657) could reissue "Lex,Rex" (under
i#
a different titles for the Scots and especially its author v/ere nibt
persona grata to Cromwell) argues that its principles found many supporters
among thp English Presbyterians.
One thinks of Rutherfurd at Y/estminster as the mind behind all
his colleagues' efforts
was Henderson's

not the mind directing these efforts, that

but the mind supplying them with argument, .supplying

them v/ith written papers for circulation, supplying'them with all the
material of propaganda.

He was the store house from which they drew.

His spiritual home was the Assembly.
first years because he loved it.
enthused him.

He attended so regularly in the

The speculations which wearied Henderson

It was only later, when political chicanery became inter-

mingled v/ith the Assembly debates, that the gusto with which he would
assail ITye (he could dine with him afterwards) developed into a feeling
of acrimony.

Of the last acrimonious year and a half, Rutherfurd himself

was weary.
When one considers his learning, his work in the Assembly by
pen and by tongue, his tremendous literary output, his reputation amongst
men who were themselves the best scholars of a great nation, Rutherfurd
.-j
must be recognised as the Scotsman who did most to brin;~ the English
Presbyterian as close to the Scottish standard as he ever came.
Henderson may have formulated these Standards originally.

Rutherfurd,

as far as ever it was done, brought them to the Englishman

or the

Englishman to them.

The task set the Scottish ecclesiastical Commissioners at
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Westminster was successfully fulfilled by them ar far as the Assembly
concerned.

They brought its members to agree upon and complete standards

of doctrine, worship and goverrniisnt.
timposing them politically

They mir^ht have succeeded in

had Oliver Cromwell been a Scot.
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TRIUMPH AITD DBPEAB
Triumph.

The Anti-Engager.

Rutherfurd returned tD Scotland on the eve of the f Engagement f
negotiations.
England.

He had long since ceased to be happy in his work in

Ill health and the changed political situation combined with

the fact that he was the sole ecclesiastical commissioner left there, made
his task lonely and onerous.
Too much of the controversialist to be a
diplomat, a strain was imposed upon him, which his temperament could ill
support.

It was with joy that he returned.
He returned to a Scotland whose political and ecclesiastical

facets had been considerably changed since his departure.

As has been

seen, in their revolt against the Act of Revocation, the lords and lairds
had placed the clergy in power.
It is not to be wondered at that they
decided they would rule.
A study of the Anwoth ministry showed how
Presbyterian precepts were spread amongst the people.

The years subsequent

to 1638 saw the same methods of propaganda employed in every parish in
Scotland.
Now they were employed without restriction, nay, they were
employed by autharity and injunction and all opposing and recalcitrant
voices were silenced.

Whether or not the clergy were deliberately

proselytising the commons with a xiew to their support in &n# future
encounter with the nobles cannot readily be determined.
Such i\ possibility
may have been in the minds of some of them.
with the ministers of the West and South west.

Especially is this the case
It is worth while noticing

that in the subsequent strife between Resolutioner and Protester, the
leaders of the former party were those ministers who were drawn from the
landed classes, while the leaders of the Protesters were mostly of burgher^
yeoman or peasant stock.
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As yet, however, the division in the Church was not visible,
though its seeds were there.
"Engagement".

The Church almost entirely opposed the

Doaglas and Rutherfurd ali>ke were united in their strenuous

resistance to it .

The Commission of Assembly was as great a power in

the land as the Committee of Estates.
Strangely enough, two victories
made and
of Cromwell^ broke the Commission's power.
That of Preston, by overthrewing the 'Engagers', gave the Commission supreme say in matters ecclesiastical and political, that of Dunbar sowed dissention among its members,
engendered the 'Western Remonstrance^ and ruined it as an effective power.
To the Assembly Commission in the heyday of its power, to a
Scotland ruled by untrammelled Presbyterianism, Rutherfurd returned.
immediately stepped into the first rank of Church leaders.

He

One may

\vonder why he was not paid the supreme honour of being made Moderator.
The explanation ma# be that the honour was too much of an onus after the
toilsome years in London, for he returned for the time a tired man.
Besides Me never seems to have desired such a place.

He himself would

have admitted that it was the one position in the Church he was unable
to ffillv'.

A brilliant teacher,, a great political philosopher, a great

preacher, a subtle casuist, the creator of a party, no mean man as a party
leader, he lacked one thing, moderation in all its meanings.
he tells us Murself, a man of contention fron his mother's womb.

He was,
He

never once sought a place for which he thought he was dmfitted, nor did
he now.

He was too much of the partisan ever to act as a competent

pacifier.
On November, 26th, 1647, Rutherfurd reentered the field of
ecclesiastical politics in Scotland.

On that date , he presented to the
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Assembly Commission a letter from the Westminster divines and received
from the Commission their hearty thanks for his labours.
All the
expenses there si'ce April he had borne himself, and the Commission brought
the matter of his recompense before the Committee of Estates.
Throughout the v/inter and spring sessions of the Commission (1647-48), he j^s in
constant attendance.
All the weight of his argument and influence is
given to the Anti-Engagers in their conflict with their opponents.
I
time was fully occupied.
Baillie writes,

His

"Betwixt the Chancellor, Duke, Argyle, Treasurer, Lauderdale,
Lanerick, Balmerinoch, Warristone, Mr Robert Dowglass, Mr George Gillespie,
Mr David Calderwood, Mr Robert Blair, Mr David Dickson, I.lr Samuell -.
Ritherfoord, many meetings have been had, night and day, private aria
public; but as yet our discords increase, and are ready to break out in a
fearfull rupture both of Church and state."
He was amongst the extremists of the Anti-Engagers.
His close
association with Wariston, begun with the latter *s sponsorship of the
<*\
"Lex Rex", determined for good and ill all Rutherfurd's later political
*4pT»lf
life.
To Waj?£&ton he adheres from now on, in the dark days when Argyle
became a Royalist and ?/ariston a suspected Cromwellian, in the darker
days, when he himself was weary with the internecine strife of Protester
and Res oluti oner, which Wariston by pen and tongue kept fiercely alive,
in the darkest days, when both were summoned to answer for their indictment of unconstitutional tyranny.
To Rutherfurd and Wariston the Engagement was anathema.

It violated all the principles of the Covenants
and committed Scotland to war with a nation with whom they were ecclesiast
-

ically and politically allied.

Bitterly they fought against it.

Rutherfurd in the Commission asserted the principles of the "Lex Rex" in
support of his cause and drew upon himself some ill-timed remarks from
William Colville, a supporter of the royal prerogative.
The latter f s
indiscretion, however, was the ruin of an attempt which the Chancellor and
I Baillie, 111,35.
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Lauderale were making to form a King's party among the clergy.

Its

y*''"

personel was largely that of those moderates who had held office under
prelate and presbyter alike

Andrew Ramsay, Andrew Pairfoule, Robert

Laurie, Andrew Affleck etc..
",i.... J...:;: t

during these-months while negotiations

between Committee of

Estates and Commission proceed, Hutherffcrd is constantly employed in
the various sub-committees of the latter, especially those investigating ;*
'scandals 1 in the preaching of ministers and in the life of the populace.
Rutherfurd is a prime mover in these committees, and their conception
and inception are ominous in the light of later events.

A more v/orthy

employment is his work in the committee for the planting of kirks.
The story of the Engagement with Charles need not be told here.
The terms he offered

- parliamentary sanction of the Solemn League and

Covenant, without its compulsory swearing, three years trial of Presbyteririg^t
ianism for England, with^ to his own form of private worship,reserved,
promise of futurecestablishment of a church policy resolved on, between
the Westminster divines and twenty of his own choosing - were utterly
unsatisfactory to the Church, though the politic party in the Estates
was prepared to accept them.

The secrecy which surrounded these negot-

iations engendered an attitude of suspicion and further stiffened the
Church's opposition to the Estates.

On February I8th, Rutherfurd,

G-illespie and Baillie, with other leading membersroi' the Commission,
Argyle , Wariston and Balmerino, are appointed a sub-committee of the
Commission to deal with a sub-committee of the Estates which presented
the latter's view of the Engagement.
I

No detailed record of this confer-

Assembly Commission Records, Vol.1, 351,
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/-ence exists but quite evidently, on the guidance of their sub-committee,
the Commission voted Charles's concessions as altogether unsatisfactory.
They found his'article 1 on heresy, "dangerous and defective in omitting
Erastianism and other errors and heresies, especially Popery and Prelacy,
which may be destructive to the Covenant in ministering occasion to
I
Papists and Prelates to plead for a toleration".
It is not difficult
to see Rutherfurd's hand in this clause.

On 23rd February, it was decided

to draw up a Declaration, embodying the Commission's findings on the
King's offers.

The Estates, hearing of this, asked from the Commission

that any such declaration be sent to them before promulgation.
Rutherfurd was among those conveying the answer to the Estates, promising
2
them the Declaration before it was published.
It was drafted by
Douglas, aided by Rutherfurd and others.

Twice during the drafting,

conference was held with the Chancellor and Lauderdale, so that any
objections that the Estates might have could be considered.

The

Declaration was finally revised on 29th Feb. by Douglas, Blair, Dickson,
Rutherfurd, Gillespie, Livingstone and James Guthrie.

Wariston's

iupporters are thus preponderant on the revision committee.

The

Declaration points out that the Engagement is contrary to the Covenant
and that the Engagers are putting the King first anfl the Covenant last,
contrary to the former determination of the Scottish Parliament.
Charles's concession on religion, it declares, "hath nothing in it of
his Majesty's affection to, or liking and approbation of the Covenant
1 Ass.Comm. Proc. Vol.I,365»
2 Ibid. 368.

'
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but only what he is content to yield in order to his own interest."
Scathingly it narrates "the experience of former times teacheth us to
beware of dangers from fraud as well as force from the plots as well as
I
from the power of enemies".
The whole Declaration is a trenchant
criticism of the political futility of the Engagement.

Subsequent events

showed that the Commission was correct in its belief that Charles was
only temporising in the offers he made.

The doctrines of the "Lex,Rex"

are patent in the Declaration, for not only is Charles's prerogative, but
> *

also the arbitrary conduct of the Scottish Committee of Estates, called
into question.

Wariston, Rutherfurd and Guthrie share the responsibility

of tots main thesis.
On 6th March, Rutherfurd is nominated one of the'Committee for
presenting the Declaration to Parliament and appointed to pray there the
following day.

When it was presented, Parliament asked for a delay in

publication till they had considered it.

This the CommieLsion refused,

^unless we had assurance (which we had not) that there should be no
2
danger to the Cause by the delay".
They disclaimed intention of promulgating it on Sunday, I2th March, but the clerk of the Commission was
authorised to promulgate on the I3th to allow of its being read in the
Churches the following Sunday.

It had actually been printed on Marchlst.

The Commission certainly showed some duplicity in this master, probably
fearing suppression of the Declaration by Parliament*

Negotiations

between Parliament and Commission continued for a time with Rutherfurd
I Ass.Comm. Prpc. Vol. 1,376.
2. ABB Coram. Proc. Vol. 1,388.
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treating on behalf of the Commission.

The counsel to refuse a conference

with Parliament's sub-committee on the grounds that a vote on the I6th
March (that instructing Callender to seize Berwick) had already predetermined Parliament's action in the Engagement, was in all likelihood his.
Possiblj the Commission considered Rutherfurd too peremptory a liaison
officer, for milder measures are now tried anfl he falls out of the number
of those negotiating with the Parliamentary sub-committee.

Baillie writes,

"While we are sticking in these labyrinths, one of our number,
not of the most rigid, falls on the overture to propone the Commission of
the Generall Assemblie's desires altogether immediately to the Parliament,
wherein, if we gott satissfaction, we weree to goe on as they desyred us
His draft of eight
The motion was approved.
to state a question.
articles, after some changes of it to the worse, was past, and presented,
in the name of the Commission of the Church, by Mr Robert Blair, Mr
Robert Ramsay and I !l . 2
These more moderate demands, which asked for a classification of
the casus belli, how they affected the English Presbyterians and whetfcer
it was proposed to support the Malignants, met with an evasive answer,
which failed to satisfy the Commission.

"They to whom the consideration

of it was committed, looked so narrowly into every word of it, that they
found snares in every other line, and not one of our eight desires ^atis3
A further request of Parliament for a conference was now turned
fied. "
over to Rutherfurd, Gillespie and Blair.

The result is a stiffer reply,

stating that the Commission cannot noncur in ptating a question of war or
in discussinn- it, before they pee the saf-ety of the kingdom provided for
4
Farther
and the desires embodied in the ei^ht ^uerie? satisfied.
conferences between Parliament and the Commission achieved nothing, and
Rutherfurd leift< ; off attending the Commission, seeing little hope of
_____.__________
agreement.
I Ass. Comm. Proc. Vol. 1,395-400.
2 Baillie,
3 Baillie, 111,45.
Vol. I, 426.
4 Ass. Comm. Proc.
j»
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Towards the end of April, Parliament in justification of their
proceedings, issued a "Declaration..... concerning their resolutions for
religion, King and kingdoms."

It accused England of breaking the

Solemn League and Covenant arid demanded, among other things, that Charles
be brought in safety to London, where all religious matters could be
finally settled by him.
Edinburgh.

This Declaration drew Rutherfurd again to

L.r:\'.:

He was amongst those who penned the Protestation against it

and with those who presented the Protestation^ to Parli§ment.

The C jn

Commission objected that the Estates haa taken in hand to determine the
religious question without their consent.

Objection was made to the

manner of treating v/ith Charles and to the suspending of insistance on
satisfaction from him until he was in a state of freedom.
"This honour freedom and safety being conceived by your Lordships to be such as may enable his Majesty to effectuate his concessions
concerning religion, appeareth to us to be no less than e. restoring of
his Majesty to the exercise of his royal power without security first
had f rom. ftirn for settling religion." I
After presenting the Protestation, the Commission appointed
Mr Samuel Rutherfurd to preach to Parliament.

That sermon, if preserved,

would have been interesting.
The Protestation was followed on the 28th,April, by a
"Representation" which is an elaborate expansion of it and a critical review
of the policy of the Engagement, from first to last.

The clergy are

cleared from the charge of inciting the people against Parliament.
England's supposed breach of the Coueyant as a casus belli is discussed
and dismissed.

A party in England may have broken it, even as a party

in Scotland has broken it, but this cannot be made a cause of war between
the two nations.

That the English Government has treated with Charles

without consulting the Scots is balanced by the fact that the Scots are

I Declaration, Ass. Comm. Proc,Vol.I, 479.
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now treating v/ith him without .consulting the English.

The Representation

considers Parliament's mention of the non-payment of Treaty debts as
niggling and insists on satisfaction foa? religious matters before consideration for the safety of Charles.

Such had been the Scots demands at

Newcastle and they could not be materially altered without scandal and
inconsistency.

Baillie believed the Representation to be the wor?v of

Gillespie, Wariston and Guthrie.

Yet,if Rutherfurd did not pen 'the

document, he taught those who did its principles.

tr lf a king do not his

duty, for the maintenance of the true religion and maintenance of justice,
it is not his safety alone that make his peor>le to be in ouietness and
I
The Representation is as much a political document as an
happiness".
ecclesiastical one, but it shows a sounder interpretation of treaty
obligations and democratic principles than Parliament f s Declaration.
The gist of it was sent to the Presbyteries in a Declaration of the
Commission of Assembly on 3rd May and in a "Short Information" of about
the same date, all of which were enthusiastically received in the West,
South West and in Fife.
Parliament's reply to this propaganda was a letter sent by them
to the Presbyteries.

The Commission replied by appointing a committee

(of which Rutherfurd was one) to draw up a "Vindication", which was
presented on 6th June.
upon it.

The Vindication also has the mark of Rutherfurd

Parliament's letter to the Presbyteries charged the Commission

with intrusion on civil affairs.

As far as the Representation was a

criticism of their policy, the charge was true.

The Commission's defence

was that Parliamentary policy was endangering the peace of the Church,
by determining religious matters without its consent.

I Representation, Ass. Comrn. Proc. VOL.1
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Regarding the
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relation of subject and prince, while admitting that Parliament may
determine the civil relationship, the Commission also claims tlitto
Church has some say in the matter.

They also claim that, whilst the

Church cannot choose a man foe a civil office, she can yet outline the
moral oualifieations with which men in such office are to be endowed.
Answering a ouery of Parliament, as to whether or not the King has a
negative voice in legislation, they claim that, if Scripture is against
his having such a veto, they are entitled to declare to that effect.
They ask Parliament "not to interest themselves in any ouarrel for his
Majesty's negative voice because of the great dangers which may thereby
I
The answer tn> the charge that the Commission had
come to religion11 .
incurred the penalty of treason by stirring up subjects to disobey the
laws of the kingdom, is met by the political philosophy of "Lex,Rex".
Rutherfurd had claimed that, if Parliament erred, the people had the
right bt> deal with the matter (how, he was never quite sure, perhaps, as
here, by passive disobedience). "Civil obedience to Acts of Parliament
ia either in things unlav/ful and contrary to the Word of God, or in things
In the former case it is a sin to obey; in the latter
lawful and right.
Again, the authority of Parliament is one thing,
case a sin not to obey.
We do still acknowledge their
an Act of Parliament another thing.
\Yhatsoever be the Treason of
authority, ?;hen we do not obey this Act.
impugning the authority of Parliament, it can be no Treason to obey God
rather than man."2.
The Representation had been a just criticism.

The Vindication ,

while it contained much that was true, asserted certain principles of
ecclesiastical right of interference, which were calamitous in the
following years.

Rutherfurd cannot be cleared of the charg^of propounding

1 Representation, Ass. Comm. Prd>c. Vol.1,552.
2 Ibid. 555.
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y of them.

Seeds of all the later trouble were latent in the

Vindication.
After further petitioning, and promulgating the "Solemn Causes
of a Past" (to be kept on the last Thursday of June and the first Sabbath
of July) the Commission dissolved on the approach of the forthcoming
WiJll •

Assembly.

Opposition to Parliament passed into < passive, and even active

resistance and obstructi3n to their demands, in the shires.

The departure

of Hamilton with his ill-equipped, ill-fated army left the Assembly to
A

order its affairs in a less tense atmosphere than had prevailed during
some of the Commission's sittings..
The Assembly of 1648, to use a word of Baillie at the close of
his account of it, was a 1 jangle.'
accomplished least.

Of all the Covenanting Assemblies it

The usual leaders werec absent; Argyle and Loudon

were in retirement, according to Baillie to avoid the payment of maintainance, for the Engager army; Wariston was with Argyle in KJntyre to
avoid the task of prosecuting the ministers charged with inciting the
rioters of Mauchline Moor ; there is even no record of Ruthertfurd's presence,
George G-illespie was appointed Moderator.

He was quite unable to cope

with the task, for temperamentally he was as unfit for it as Rutherfurd,
and besides he was a djing man.

Too much of the partisan, he spent what

strength was left to him arguing with those over whom he was Moderator.
Mr James Guthrie now rises in the Ascendancy and his 'brisk hand*'is
distrusted by Baillie, Douglas, Dickson and all moderate men.

The

Commission's Declarations, Representations and Petitions are all ratified.
A Declaration was passed against the Acts of Parliament of I0th June and
a lengthier one was drawnuup against the Engagement.

Its rambling nature
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shows the flagging of Gillespie tc; t^nendous earlier powers.
Are drawn up in answer to the Estates.
undergo a prolix examination and trial.

'Sng&g-- n?' ministers, Mke Ramsay,
Overtures for "remedying the

grievous and common sins of the land" are brought forward.
faction are the notes of this Assembly,
cause jangling.

More papers

Prolixity r-jid

liven the '..estnlnster standard?

The Larger and Shorter Catechisms are approved, but the

Directory for Church Government is attacked by Calderwood because of its
'Kirk Session 1 propositions and remitted to the next Assembly, as are
also the Psalms and the CXI Proposition.

So the Assembly spent a five

\veek session, with little constructive work to show for it.
words are ominous and sad.

Baillie's

He,who at Westminster had so loved Mr George

'that brave youth 1 , now writes," In the morning I went away, desirous
after much toil to be home that night, unwilling to wait on the Commission
to jangle more with the Moderator.
I hope will not last

The matter oj^tis unhappy Engagement

but new grounds of division may possibly arise

which may make our contentions greater*.

r""

The events which followed -the rout at Preston need not be detailed.

The success of the 'Whiggamore Raid 1 supported by the advance of

Cromwell, placed the anti-Engagers in power.

Whether or not Rutherfurd

played an active part in instigating the rising in the West, is a matter
for conjecture.

Kis wide acquaintance with the Western lairds makes it

His
a
earl$ work in Anwoth had been responsible fot the proselytising of whole

more than likely that he would use all his influence upon them.

countryside and by it and by the tradition he had left behind, he had
created the fibre of the Western party: him, not Dickson, his old colleague
in the South West, they followed in the days of Resolutioner and Protester.
Now the political force, whichtte had so largely helped to create, emerges
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in triumph.
Engagers

Cromwell left Edinburgh on October 7th, and the antibegan putting the political and ecclesiastical house in order.

Rutherfurd returned to the Commission of Assembly on jshe 6th September.
Its August meetings had been occupied with drafting further Declarations
to the Committee of Estates, which he may well have regarded as spurious and
useless.

He takes his place on the Commission the day after Argyll,

Cassilis, Loudon and the V/estern men enter the city which seems to show
he may have been with them.

He is immediately placed on the sub-committee

"to consider what is incumbent to the Commission to do at this time for
security of fieligion and prosecution of the Covenant".

A Short Declar-

ation was drawn up which was practically an incitement to all to join the
ranks of the anti-Engagers as the only practical way to a sound peace.
Prom its phraseology, Rutherfurd mi^ht well be its penman.

To the over-

tures of Lanark and the Engagers, the Commission turned a deaf ear,
refusing to act for them in any way, or to mediate between them and their
opponents.

It began the system of punitive pargation by seeking out

from the Presbyteries all the names of ministers and expectants who had
been with the army or supported the Engagers 1 cause.

The Commission*s

counsel to the anti-Engagers was to reject all Lanark 1 F terms.

In

November, Rutherfurd is seen further inciting the Commission to punitive
measures.

A letter from the Synod of Fife of v/hlch he ? r. Moderator
informs the Commission that in the Synod of Berth ministers have been

holding clandestine meetings with a view to petitioning the last General
Assembly in favour of the Engagement.

Fife, hearing of this, held a

rigorous self-examination, but found themselves happiiy without sin.
Such a process of investigation, they v/ould eommenfi to other Synods
through the Commission, "signifying to you our dee^ sense of pur*^
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in others, or.d our desire that ye would, with all convenient dili-ence
I
and ?eal go rbout to nip-cover and tnke order with the guilty"
Rutherfurd prevailed on the Comr-i SRI on to take up the natter.

All petit-

ions 'or resolutions in support of the Engagement were rigorously en-uired
into f as dangerous malignant designs tending to the dividing of the Kirk*.
The Presbyteries of Stirling, I^nlithgow ang Eaddington were found to
have benn considering such petitions and sundry others were commanded
to try themselves further in the business of 'divisive supplications'
and report to the Comrnissi on by January.
The proposed trial of Charles now turned the eyes of the people
to the ecclesiastical state of their neighbour.

They issued "A Season-

able Testimony against Toleration and the present proceedings of Sectaries
/
This ^ar>er was the work of r.ntherfurd,
and the-5 r Abbettors in England11 .
2
aided by G-uthrie and Patrick Gillespie.
On £3rd January, the Act of the Classes was passed.

The "

Commission wrote to Parliament commending the Act : r.r.d following tine
principle expressed in their 'Vindicationt oat l jned the delinquencies
v/hich they deemed worthjr of punishment.

These v/ere more political than

moral as expressed in the Commission's letter of I8th January.

Even

"wishing or expecting a change such as profane men v/ait for is reckoned
worthy of punishment".

The whole tone of the letter is more akin to

dictation than suggestion.

s

The Act of the Classes itself \vas the product

of party jealousy, political exigency and Presbyterian disciplinary theory.
The charge that its formulators were actuated by avarice nay be disregarded.

The holding of plr.ce in Scotland was more often the cause of im-

poverishment than of enrichment, as the financial fate of Tracnicir or
_of Argyll himself showed, nor vas there any evidence that any of the
~I A&fc. Comm. Proc. IlSff (^o'l.II.) 3 Ibid. 170.
'^
2 Ibid. 154
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offices of which the Engagers were deprived were sold, though Ar-y]J
was ready to see hie rivals for political power divested of every ple.ce
which would rive them it.

Row considers that the Act was the result of
JL

negotiations with Cromwell. "He (Cromwell) gave in a paper to the
Committee of Estates showing how far the le.te Engagement had tended to the
detriment of the Kingdom of England, and withal desiring that none that
had hand in it might be permitted to carry office in Scotland, either in
judicatories or armies, which desire was granted by the Committee of ^
Estates.
So the Act was framed that was called the Ac# of the Classes. 11
It would thus appear that Cromwell sugg-ested the Act to prevent
further danger to England, foreseeing that it would cause enough trouble
among the Scots themselves.

At any rate, V/arristori and Argyll avidly

accepted the suggestion, which suited at once their policy and their
princinleB.
V/arriston had been closely associated with Gillespie and
Rutherfurd in the Excommunication debates at V;estminster.

These two

had,more than all others, violently asserted the- Church's right to
remove and punish by excommunication all religious offenders.

As one

of their arguments they asserted the Hebraic dogma that the presence of
the wicked in a Church or nation brought the wrath and burse of God upon
both.

This theme they voiced incessantly throughout the sittings of the

Commission in 1648,

Warriston, as his Diary shov/s, was a highly impress-

ionable man, all-, the more so when the impressions he received supported
and strengthened the policy he had meant to pursue.
led himself to believe

lie believed, or

for he was a master in self- persuasion

that

the Act of the Classes was not a political manoeuvre, but an instrument
for averting the Divine wrath from Scotland.

Its very comprehensiveness

is due to the ecclesiastical doctrine behind it.

Had it been formed by

one who was merely a'political 1 , the chief leaders might have sufifered
but lesser men would have escaped.
I Row, Life of Blair, 209.

Wholesale prescription has been
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most often due to ecclesiastical causes.

Left to themselves, it is

questionable if Argyll, Cassilis and Balmerino would have done more thr-.n
deprive their opponents of office and power; Cromwell had asked nothing
more.

But with the same exhaustiveness with v/hich he examined the polemic

of a doctrinal opponent, Rutherfurd insisted that the Estates should examine
all and every person in whatsoever office, connected with, the Engagement,
lest their holding that office should bring God 1 ? wrath on the land.
He was the author of the letter from Fife already mentioned, the inspiration
if not the author, of the letter of I8th January, in which the Commission
asked the Estates to find scope in their Act to punish even the intentions
of a Houbtful case.

The 'Classes 1 of the Act were due to the Church'P

demand for an extensive purge, a demand which Rutherfu.rd created.
Y/arriston who framed the Act was in complete sympathy with the
He used as a basis an act of 1646 which fined and excluded

extremists.

temporarily from office classes of persons implicated in the rising of
Montrose.

But here, no fine, option or compounding is allowed.

Even

as excommunication was punishment by deprivation of right and privilege,
so this Act is a civil excommunication by deprivation of all civil right
and privilege, ad vitam in some cases, for a lesser term in others.
A clause in it submitted to a theory proclaimed in the 'Vindication 1 .
No person, even after the expiry of hip time of disqualification, could
be reap~)ointed to office till he had given satisfaction to the Kirk and
both Kingdoms.

In the 'Vindication', it had been claimed that though the

Churcfr'did not choose a man for office, yet it should outline the ^ualities
that such a man in such an office should possess.
went further.
ed them.

The Act of the Classer

It made the Church a judge as to whether or not he possess-

This fatal concession was the cause of all subsequent strife.
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Behind the Act is the idea that u pure nation would alone.be
/
blessed and that Church and State should combine in removing from i.ll
positions within thernselves^hatsoever would contaminate the stream of their
public life.

V/arriston, Rutherfurd, Gillespie, James Guthrie and

Patrick Gillespie were the men most responsible for its promulgation.
It is difficult not to be partiaan in estimating the politics
of the Engagement.

The anti-Engagers were right in refusing to involve

Scotland with an England wit'-i whom they were in< alliance upon the flimsy
grounds of the latter f s breach of a treaty, which the Engagers had already
broken themselves.

They were tactically right in asking for full satis-

faction from Charles before they did any thing for him.

For one who

was most upright in private IJfe, Charles's word had a notable elasticity
in political affairs.

The satisfaction wftich they demanded from him,

establishment of Presbyterianism in England, is more open to question.
If Charles had riven them satisfaction in this, they would have shown no
scruples in marching on England

as they themselves admitted.

They

argued that circumstances had not changed since Newcastle and that nothing
could be done for Charles.

They cannot be blamed for Y/hitehallj they -

could mot have foreseen"Charles's fate for the simple reason that Cromwell
himself did not foresee it.

The evidence of History is that Charles was

put to death because nobody knew what to do with him.

The anti-Engagers were the more democratic of the two parties.
Their denial of the King's negative voice in Parliament is a tenet of
Rutherfurd, which was preached by Gillespie and put into practice by
Warriston.

The 'Representation 1 had been, despite Baillie's criticism

of its prolixity, and its ecclesiastieal authorship, a democratic document, with a sound international principle (with a modern pertinence)
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namely, that no nation shj^Iu invixao ot nei^jiuouriiia' nation on the .-rr-jHi
that theeein is a Darty, causin^ internal disturbance, anc hostile to
*&
themselves.
But the 'Vindication of the Representation 1 is theocratic
and impolitic.

It claims the right of the Church to determine in some

respects the relation between subject and sovereign and worse still
the relation between person and office.

If the infallibility of Church

appointment to officw was tested by the election of Lauderdale as an
ecclesiastical Commissioner, it v/as shattered by the choice of field
officers at Dunbar.

The theocratic element worked havoc among the anti-

Engagers from the very day of their triumph.

For the presence of that

element in the party, Rutherfurd was greatly responsible.
He was a leading figure in all the Engager controversy, the e
ecclesiastical adviser of Argyll and V7arriston, with whom his last years
in London had brought him into close contact.

He entered the Commission

with a prestige as a writer on ecclesiastical,'political and theological
affairs that none of his compeers possessed, indeed with a reputation
that was continental.
anti-Engagers.

All : ^his powers were used in support of the extreme

The first 'Declaration 1 of the Commission was revised and

stiffened by him and his colleagues, Gillespie, Guthrie, Livingstone
and Blair (the latter was yet in fairly close agreement with him}.
X

His peremptoriness ill became a negotiator and,for a fp\v days afterwards,
more moderate men attempted unsuccessfully to come to an agreement rith
Parliament.

Hi? concern during the negotiations on the 'Sight Demands'

lest the Commipsion's men should concede too much, or be suborned in pome
way to the Parliamentary cause, can be irap.frined.

Too often had he seen

similar committees of the V,es#minster Assembly treat with the ^n^lish
Parliament and engage in political side-stepping, if not in complete
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tergiversUon.

When the Commission again reverted to the policy of the

firm hand, Parliament's request for a conference on the state of affairs
was given to Rutherfurd, Blair arid C-illewpie to ansv/er.

Guthrie, Ruther-

furd and Patrick Gillespie were appointed M to think apon letter^ to be
sent to the Synods at this time".

There vvpuld be no dubiety about the

propaganda in any letters which these men wrote.

V.'i th regard to the

"Representation" and the "Vindication", if Rutherfurd's pen is not in them,
his teaching is.

II* collaborated in them and may have written some of them

The democratic principle? of the "Representation" and the unfortunate
theocratic ones of the "Vindication" were alike his gift to his age.
They were the result of hip experience in England.

Opposition to Charles

made him- a democrat; later he became an unyielding theocrat, because of
the conflicts between an Ere.stian Parliament and the Westminster divines.
Patrick Gillespie and James Guthrie, though busy penmen at this time,
owed their ideas to the original teaching of Rutherfurd.

Fearful that the

Scottish Parliament might mete out to the Assembly Commission and to the
General Assembly the same measure as had been given by the English
Parliament to the Westminster divines, Rutherfurd, Warriston and Gillespie
asserted the principles of theocracy to an illogival extreme in the
I
Both Row and Baillie aver that many members of the
"Vindication".
Commission were not in favour of such drastic avovrals.

It is noteworthy

that when the Act of the Classes was passed, it was the creverse .-(;, in
principle, of the English Ordinance, establishing the Presbyteries.

In

the latter, all ecclesiastical causes were subject to final appeal to
Parliament, in the former, the lifting of a purely civil disqualification
was made subsequent to satisfaction being given to the Kirk.
I Baillie, III, 57.

Apart from
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all this, kutherfui-d, ana through aim his pcti'u«y , cuulu. alwtayb cuuut uu a

large following from the South Y/estern clergy.
The political status of his Church now assured, Rutherfurd
-jljt)1/'

turned his powers to the worthier task of organising itp government on
Westminster principles.

On 25th January, xthe Commission "appoints

Jessrs. Samuel Rutherfurd, John Livingstone, James Guthrie, Patrick
Gilles-oie and Alexander Peirson to draw a draught of Petition to the
I
Parliament for the discharging Patronages of Kirks".
There is no doubt
but that Rutherfurd procured the appointment of this committee.
Henderson hafiowritten this "liberty of election is in part pre-judged and
hindered by patronages and presentations, which are still in use there,
not by the rules of their discipline, but by the toleration of that which
2
cannot be avoided"
Rutherfurd, in his "Due Right", expressed himself as
strongly against the practice and now that the Church was all-powerful,
seized the opportunity of having patronage abolished.

On the 50th

January, a Petition was drawn up by this committee and approved by the C,.-. r.
pommission.

On t'l^tR^h February, he and Wood v;ere appointed "to draw up

reasons to show the unlawfulness of patronage and to give them to those
3
that attend Parliament to be made use of."
The Commission was making
sure that the opponents of patronage in a parliament would be well instructed in their argument.

On 28th February, the Commission again petitioned

Parliament in a lengthy document, appending the reasons against patronage,
and drawn up by Rutherfurd.

All his arguments showing the interference

of patronage with free election, its liability to abuses, its unscrir>tural
nature were sound and valid.

His historical arguments were based on the

petition in the XII head of the Second Book of Discipline, craving
1 Ab&. Comm. Pro£. Vol. II, 179.
2 Henderson, Govt. and Order, p. II
3 Ass. Comm. Proc. Vol.ij 202
***^^^^

y
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abolition of patronage.

He is a little st fault in interpreting the

IV head of the First Book of "Discipline as inconsistent V.H th patronage,
for therein it is tacitly admitted , "the minister elected or presented ,
I
The v/hole Petition is a succinct reasonable and
etc.".
examined
Historical indictment of the evils of patronage, with the supreme merit
of being successful.

On March 9th, Parliament passed an Act abolishing

Patronages, "whether belonging to the King or to any lay patron, Presbyteries
or .others".

Kutherfurd's close connection \vith Y/arriston and Arryii

ceEtainly facilitated the granting of this abolition to the Church.

This

object achieved, he ceased to attend the Commission until after the Assembly
of 1649.

In the Commission's dealings with CharlesII, during the spring

and summer, Hutherfurd played no part.

He distrusted the son as much as

the father, but since his political allies supported the former, he maintaine^a significant silence.

Unable cordially to assent to, unwilling to

dissent from, all the negotiations with the young King, he remained aloof
from the Commission rhilst these proceeded;

When in July 1650, Charles

passed through St.Andrews on his way to Falkland, Hutherfurd welcomed him
with an address in Latin, "much on the duty of KJngs" and told him that
u

"if he persisted not in the Covevant, actum est de rege et de rpgjia".
On July 7th, 1649, the General Assembly met with man# irreconcilable elements at large v/ithin it, warring even in the minds of the
individual members themselves.

Argyll was there, switherin^ now between

Kirk and Crown; V/arriston was there, but events were marohinp- so rapidly
that no amount of legal sophistry could cope with them. '

Douglas was torn

between loyalty to the Church and loyalty to Charles and how best to serve
both without unduly humiliating either.

Sturdy democracy and truculent

I First Book of Discipline,p.50.(1621 Edition)
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theocracy were present in the persons of Guthrie, P.utherfurd and Patrick
Gillespie.

The Assembly, following up the abolition of patronage, proceeded
to legislate for the election of ministers.
Baillie gives the following
I
account j
"V/e had great debate for ane act of election of ministers.
I'r
David Calderwood was peremptor, that according to the Second Book of
Discipline, the election should be given to the Presbyterie, with power
to the tea j or part of the people to dissent , upon reason to be judged of
by the Presbyterie.
Mr Rutherfurd and ! Tr Wood were as peremptor to put the
power and voices of election in the body of the people, contredistinct from
their eldership; But the most of us waF in Mr Gillespie f s mind, in his
Miscellanies, that the direction was the presbyterieV, the election the
Session's, and the consent the people's. 11
Calderwood' s theory was based on respect for tradition and on
Ms peculiar doctrine that the Kirk Session was only a committee of Presbytery, hence the decision in election should belong to the Presbytery.
The procedure adopted v/as the following :- On a vacancy, the Presbytery
send a man to preach in the vacant charge or the Session may suit them for
a man.

The latter subsequently meet and elect a pastor.

Intimation

of the choice is given to the congregation for their consent.

If this

is forth-coming, the Presbytery ;tr# the expectant and if he sustains the
trial^, ordain him.

Should the majority of the people object, to the

minister elect, the Presbytery have the final decision.

The defects of

this procedure were soon apparent.
"However already we find the defect of our act....... I find it
fche design now of leading brethren, that the Presbyteries shall not meddle
at all with any recomnendations, but leave that wholly to any particularly
busy man of the Presbyterie, to whisper in the ear some leading nerson of
the parish to get voices to an# young man, though never heard in privy
exercise, that he, by desire of the people to the Presbyterie, may be put
on trials for such a Church."
(2)
Rutherfurd was almost alone in insisting on the people's
untrammelled right to elect a minister.

lie had preached this doctrine in

Anwoth; he had pleaded it at Hestminster, and he made a last effort now
abSOlute freeaom of the

8 Ibid.
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people's choice in electing a minister is his great contribution to the
ecclesiastical doctrines of the Scottish Church.

In this, he is the most

modern of his compeers, for it is exactly the practice which he advocated
free election, with subsequent regulation by Presbytery, that has become
the lav/ of the Church.

His democratic spirit allowed him to assent to no

other principle, and yet the same man could be drawn to support the most
violently theocratic tenets, which contradicted even some of his own
former teaching*
lie was one of those who suiroorted a stringent act against,
I
"receiving Engagers to -oublie Satisfaction".
Baillie may hint that he
2
penned it.
In the trial and depositions of those who supported the
Engagement, he played only too vigorous a part.

A severe act was passed

against those who had -oenned the supplication for moderating the power of
the Commission of Assembly.

The reason alleged for the severity was that

the supplication was a Malignant manoeuvre to undermine the Presbyterian
cau.se.

The Act was never put in force, but the democratic spirit was in

sad subjection to the theocratic when the penning of a petition on
procedure, such as this was, could incur the heaviest penalties of the
Church.

Rous's Psalms were discussed, remitted to the Cornmission,

authorised by them in November, 1649, and by the Committee of Estates in
January, 1650.

In the complexity of the Assembly's debates, or in the

viplence of the trials of delinquents, the work nearest to Rutherfurd's
heart, the passing of the Directory of Church Government, was not even

tt

attempted.
The Asse mbly of 1649 marks the zenith of I'utherf urd's power and
influence.

His party was in office and in power.

1 Peterkin, 545.
2 Baillie, III, 93.

The militant and
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puritan Presbyterianism of the '.Vest, which 'ie had done so much to form,
was freely at work, purging Church and State of all but the 'godly part- 1 .
The Westminster standards of worship and instruction had been sanctioned
by the Church.

True, the Directory for Church Government was not yet

authorised, but there was little reason to ftoubt that it would be.
Although he was an extremist, he was still a respected leader of the
whole Church and not merely the head of a contentious faction within it.
Only one small cloud darkened his horizon

the negotiations with Charles

But the cloud became a day of storm and thick darkness for the
which
Church, through he battled bravely, if often mistakenly, till in the end,
Stuart.

weary of it .all, he longed for the light of a better country.
It is not necessary to narrate the negotiations which brought
Charles to Scotland.

Rutherfurd took little part in them.

He was

appointed one of the Commission 1 s Committee for receiving the papers and
letters from the Commissioners dealing with Charles, but this.,is the sum
and total of his contribution to a transaction which he must have viewed
with misgiving.

During 1649, he v/as engaged chiefly with further

literary efforts

and with the domestic afrairs of his College.

A<c vcordinn- to L'alfour, Rutherfurd, Blair and. V.'ood were carry inri- out an
I
<-ultra-Presbyterian, anti-monarchist programme and pogrom. - "TM r three
men has with their abettors laid these following grounds (l) to displace
and defame r-uocunrue modo all honest and learned men (2) all that affects
Sionarchy "or kingly government (8) to displace all these in place that
holds not their tenets and to suffer none to be preferred but of their
own stamp (4) to have all places in the University at their disposition
that all, both masters and 1, scholars may depend on them that with the
more cunning they both poison the fountains of religion and policy"
His statement is ill founded in the case of Y.'ood, partly-eo :.n
the case of Blair and onjy partly true regardln;; liutherfurd, but it shows
that the latter

was never regarded as favourable to the type of

I Balfour'e Annals, Vol.Ill,414.
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Bonarchy represented fry the Stuarts.
c*

There is little record of the Assembly of July 1650. v.'h: ch vricomed Charles home.

It ratified all the proceeding- of the former

Commission in their dealing.0 vith hint, but exerciser n duplicity, or
/
tact in concealing a goo/5 deel of Charles's behav? our: throughout the
negotiations.

It was r^reed, at a meeting of ministers before the

Assembly to "forbear rnentionir-- in the Aps^nbly pn? r thing which mi r;ht make

the King or his way odious at the entry of his government?

I

Unf ortunately,

this policy which might have raised no murmur, had the army won at Dunbar,
to

presented the Remonstrance with the secret sins of Bharles as a cause of
defeat and further strengthened the outcries of the 'purging party*.

Defeat

The Protester
In dealing with the Resolutioner-Protester controversy and

fiutherf urd' s part in it, a cefitain difficult;/ exists in finding an exact
starting point.

Thp politics, foreign anr] -internal of Scotland seethed

with compl?cations.

Various policies were put forward end openly, or

secretively pursued by parties and by party leaders

by the lie , oust rants,

by Warriston and the extremists, by Argyll and t> P more politically minde£,
by Middle ton and the Loyalists, by Do'.igl.ns and the moderate Church nrr-ty.
Hot least

op all the complications v/ere the divided loyalties vh^oh

'worked like madness in the brain 1 of the participants themselves.

Lluch

of the bitterness which lay between P.eso] ntj oner and Protester existed
because each knew the other had some just, ground for reproach.
The driftino- of the Church into tv,-o more or le^ clpfineo. ^
became clearly apparent at the meeting in the f V>st llirk 1 to decide
Hew, Life of Blair,23i
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was to be done anent Charles'P ^efusel to sign the infamous Declnrr.t
confessing
shed.

the sins of hir I.cmre to be the cause of all the civil blood-

Dic^kson and Douglas would fain have perfected .V P scruples -c nd

modified the Declaration .

Patrick Gillespie he&tedly insisted that sign

Charles must if the army was to fight for him.

The army pressed for a

'state of the question 1 i.e. the grounds on which they were to fight.
So the Commission enacted that 11 As they do disclaim all sin and guilt
of the King and of his House, so they will not own him nor his interest
otherways than with a subordination to God, and so far as he owns and prosecutes the cause of God and disclaims his and his father's opposition to
the work of God and to the Covenant, and likewise all the enemies thereof."
Douglas maintained later that the Act was intended only for the satisfaction
of the Amy and never meant to be published.

It was sanctioned by the

Committee of Estates and Y/arriston seems to have had a declaration embodyI
ing it circulated amongst Cromwell's troops.
Charles signed on August,
I6th,
lumbar accentuated the difference between the parties and the
Church, though it seerns to have been little mourned by the extremists on
either side.

Charles and the Royalists secretly rejoiced over the defeat

of the 'purged Army', and Hutherfurd's opinion "that our army through the
sinful miscarriage of men hath fallen, and daresay it is a better and
o

more comfortable disposition than if the Lord had given os the victory",
was generally acquiesced in by those who subsequently became Protesters.
Regretted by neither, the defeat was made use of by certain sections in
both parties.

Among the more moderate, the opinion VT.B put forward that

it was caused by the too severe purging which the Army had undergone and
1 V/arriston'F Diary, Vol. II, 18.
2 Letter, CCCXXIX.
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a modification or repeal of the Acts of the Classes was agitated.

rJo

the other side it seemed, that Dunbar was ther visiting of C-od'd vr.'at7-'
on an unjust oause fought with a sinful army arid that further purging
The Assembly Commission, however, was still united enough

was needed.

to return an/sharp answer to a ~uery of Charles concerning the relating of
f

/

an^alliance with Engagers against the common enemy.

Plainly, even if

the moderates were willing to relax them, they v/ere unwilling to do it
for Charles 's sake.

"If self -interest and gaining of a crown have been

more in your eye than the advancing of religion and righteousness, it is
an iniouity to be repented of arid one for wrr rh your Majesty ought to be

I
humbled11

so runs the Commission's answer.
The 'godly party' made the first political move after Dunbar by

the presentation of the Western Remonstrance to the Estates.

V/ith it

Rutherfurd had little directly to do. Though he dissented from the
Commission's findings concerning it and sympathised vrith its theses, he
was not a Remonstrant.

During its agitation, he was in Fife or attending

the Commission's meetings at Perth and Stirling, assisting in the ansv/er
to Charles's letter justifying "The Start", investigating the ' oppressions '
2
of the ill-paid soldiery, and the profanity of the King's Lifeguards.
V/ith \Vood, Durham and Douglas he -presents the lengthy reproof to Charles
3
or escape.
for his two days escapade
After Dunbar, the V/estern counties formed themselves into an
Association and levied en army which was put under the command of leaders
of their own choosing.

They chose Cols. Strachan and Ker.

"'r»on the

"Gentlemen, Officers and Ministers attending the '..'estern Forces" came the
Bail'Jie accuses V.rarriston. Guthrie and ^liiespie of
Remonstrance.
1 Ass. Comm. Proc. Vol. Ill, 57.
2 Ibid. 75.
5 Ibid. 76.
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pruning it

a charge which they all denied.

The original of trie

Remonstrance was one framed "by the Synod of Glasgow.
"The first vent of their notions was at the Provincial in
Glasgow where Mr Patrick, Mr G. , Mr Hutcheson, Ker, Strachan and others,
with much night-waking did bring forth that strange Remonstrance of the
Synod, where Mr Patrick, obtaining a Committee to consider the sins
procuring the v/rath of God on the land, did put such men on it as he liked
best and by them the framing of the draught was put upon himself. 11
lie refers to ..'arriston and Guthrie, 11 betwixt whom and them
(the V/estern Remonstrants) the posts then and thereafter run very thick,
night and day."

The Synod's RemonstranEe was presented to the Comrniseion

on I6th OctoberAc cording to Baillie, the V/estern Remonstrance was finally
drafted at Dumfries.

"By their earnest motives they had brought Y/arriston

Thereafter some debate, the draught of the
2
V/ho were its authors?
Remonstrance is brought to some perfection".

from Stirling to Dumfries.

Warriston appears to deny authorship in his Diary.

Alon^- with two other

accusations made against him, was that of contriving and penning the
Remonstrance, of which he says, "All three untrue in fact, and the last,
5
His denial appears evasive; he could have placed
if true, a good duty11 .
an elastic interpretation on the v/ords 'contriving and penning* and he
was not at Dumfries without having some share in it.

iror can Patrick

Gillespie's evasive denial before the Commission be accepted.

His own

Remonstrance was more carefully worded concerning the sins of the King
But at Dumfries, the Remonstrance was made more
4
categoric and explicit to euit the more thorough-going Strachan.
and of their Lordships.

The Remonstrance reviewed all the Estates 1 transactions with
Charles and his and their duplicity.
1
2
3
4

Baillie, 111,115.
Baillie, 111,118
Warriston's Diary,II, 78,
Baillie, III, 118.

The sinfulness of his dealings
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with Montrose are largely discussed ( sinful enough they were, but riot
as the Remonstrant? thought' them.)*

Charles's insincere profession of

y

the Covenant, his refusal to sign the Declaration,"The Start" are all
brought forward.

Finally the Remonstrants declare that they disclaim

the sin and guilt of the King "and cannot own him or his interests in the
state of the ouarrel betwixt us and the enemy".

They suspect and

deprecate the intention of "some eminent -oersons in our counsels and
forces"with designs to invade England and force the King on that nation.
They ask for a more rigid purging of the Estates and Army.
economic motive appears.

An interesting

Pointing out that 11 the sins of oppression,

covetousness and self-seeking have often been reproved in your Lordships,"
the Remonstrance claims redress for the oppressed poor.

As already seen,

taxation was highest in the Y/est and the V/estern men seize the opportunity
of making their complaints known.

The Remonstrance closes with an

avowal by its adherents that they also-rare -responsible for the sins of
So far from agreeing
I
with the Sectaries, they are about to risk therr lives against them.
the land, but henceforth intend to mend their ways.

V/hat is most pertinent to the present thesis is that the
Remonstrance marks the parting of the ways between Argyll and V/arriston
in the internal policy of Church and State.

V/hatever may have been their

dealings v/ith Cromwell, Ruther^urd had followed their policy in all that
pertained to the relationship of Church and State throughout the years
of the Engagement.

Now he had to choose whom he would follow

Argyll,

now Royalist, or V/arriston, Remonstrant and even suspect of trafficking
with Cromwell.
A copy of the Bemonstrance was ^iven to the Commission on 24th
October,

They returned a politic answer, referred the matter to a

I The Remonstrance

Ass.Comrn.Proc. 111,95.
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future meeting at Perth on I4th ITovember and expressed the hope that the
Army of the \Vest would be successful.

Had it been so, the Commission

and the Estates might, at PertBi, have dealt differently with the
Remonstrants.

But the Army lay still, achieved nothing and was commanded

by leaders, not unjustly blamed D£> dealing with Cromwell.
On I5th November, the Commission met at Stirling and appointed
a committee to report on the Remonstrance which included Rutherfurd, G-uthrie
Gillespie and Warriston.

John livingstone and Sir John Cheisly were

later added, so the Remonstrants were reasonably sure of a fair hearing.
But on the 16th, the Commission was summoned to Perth to confer with the
Committee of Estates.

At conferences between representatives of these

two bodies, the Remonstrance and proposals for uniting the armies (Ker's,
Leslie's and Middleton's) were considered.

Resolntioner and'iProtester

later accused each other of acrimonious and disorderly conduct throughout.
Gillespie and \7arriston defended the Remonstrance; Argyll, Loudon, Douglas
and V/ood opposed itj Rutherf urd and Durham averred there was a good deal
of truth in it.

The Committee of Estates passed a very light sentence.

They found it, as relating to the civil judieatories, scandalous and
injurious to his Ilajesty's person, and asked the Commission to give an
interpretatijn of it as relating to the Church courts.

They promised to

take no steps against those who had adhered to it, except they should
continue obdurate by "persisting in and prosecuting of what is therein
contrary t? the laws of the Kingdom11 .

Y/hen the Commission too]-: up the

matter, Rutherf urd tried to postpone t'^eir giving any sense upon ? t, ie°t
it should discourage t^e Remonstrants acting aralnst the enemy.

1>

seems also to have tried to -nevsuade tie Remonstrants to v/ithdrav; their
I
fjar>er*.
How whole-hearted, he may have been in the latter, is doubtful.
Baillie,!!!?,!?^
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The Commission a?po gave a very riild finding.

They admitted the trmth

of much of the Remonstrance, but decided that it rcriectuu. ou the ±ast
Beyond this, the Commission

Assembly and tended to divide the Church.

refused to go, hoping that at their next meeting the Remonstrants would
Even from this 'sense' on

%ave ^satisfactorily explained themselves.

the Remonstrance, Rutherfurd, Guthrie, Cant and others dissented.

It

was indeed, more a dissent from the policy of giving an interpretation,
The correspondence which Rutherfurd

than from that actually given.

engaged in with Ker, shows that he was not unaware of the political
quagmire in which the Remonstrants might find themselves.

It may be that

his letters kept Ker from following Strachan intfc active service with.
Cromwell.

He advises Ker to make no separate terms apart from Parliament.

"As for your particular treating with the invaders of our land, I have no
mind to'it ........Keep yourself in the love of God; and in order to that,
. :'.<-

-

4

.

as far in obedience and subjection to the King (whose salvation and true
happiness my soul desireth) and to every ordinance of man for the Lord's
sake, and to the fundamental laws of this Kingdom as the Lord reouireth".
Rutherfurd was anxious to reconcile the Remonstrants with the ecclesiastical and political government.

He had a bitter aversion to the

'sectaries' and had lately published two works against them.

Cromwell

distinguished him by "speaking particularly of ?'r Samuel Rutherfurd as
2
Rutherfurd knew more than any other the religious temper of
a liar"
the South West.

His letters to Ker show his fear that the Remonstrants

might come to terms with Cromwell and subsequently fall into sectarian
^practices.

At this moment, he therefore tries to avoid any precipitate

action by Estates or Commission which might force the Remonstrants intb
1 .Letters,CCGXXXI.

2 warrlston, D)iary,n, 39.

I
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alliance with the Sectaries.

He failed to effect a reconciliation and

the swiftly following events forced hinr into closer alliance with
\ffcrriston and the extremists.
The dispersal of the V/estern forces by Lambert WPS a blow to
the hopes even of fiose who had damned the Remonstrance and certainly
placed them in a position of great military insecurity.
adequate army was the cardinal question.
arose from the needs of the recruiter.

To raise an

The Resolutioner controversy
According to Row and Baillie,

considerable agitation was going on among many in the Estates and Commission
alike to restore the Engagers to their former privileges that the country
might have their services.

On December I4th, Parliament then in session

at Perth, sent a query to the Commission, "What persons are to be admitted
to rise in arms and join v/ith the forces of the Kingdom and in v/hat
6i$acity for defence thereof against the army of Sectaries who (contrary
to the Solemn League and Covenant and Treaties ) have most unjustly
I
The Commission, which hardly
Invaded and are destroying the Kingdom".
contained a member of the Warriston-Q-illespie party replied, "V/e cannot
be against raising of all fensible persons in the land and permitting them
to fight.,.....except such as are excommunicate, forfaulted, notoriously
profane or flagitious and such as have been from the beginning and continue
still obdurate 2 and professed enemies and opDosers of the Covenant end
On the afternoon of the same day, as that on which they
Cause of God. 1'
gave this answer, they proceeded to deal more or less favourably v/ith about
thirty petitions for the relaxation of ecclesiastical censures.

A copy

of the Commission's Resolution v/as sent to the Presbyteries, accompanied

lAss,.Comm. Proc. Vol.Ill,159.
8 Ass. cam. Proc. Vol . III>I59
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as an emollient by an "Act for censuring such r.F act or oon^ly vith the
Sectarian 1 ; Army now infesting the Kingdom".

Prom now the Commission have

two occupations -answering the Presbyteries' protests against the Resolution
and relaxing Engagers.

The Presbyteries of Ayr, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Paisley

and Stirling all protested on the grounds that the Resolution separated tfce
cause of the defence of the Kingdom from the cause of the Covenant and gave
the Commission plainly to understand that they considered the Resolution
a preliminary to further negotiations with the Halignants.

Hov could

the Army be purged if such a resolution were carried out?

Guthrie and

his colleague Bennett were so active against the Resolution that they were
In January 1651, the Commission met
9«jpimoned t~j Perth by the Estates.
/
lie
Rutherfurd attended only the first day's session.
at St. Andrews.
served on none of its committees and subscribed none of its documents.
\
was conthe relaxing of Engagers ~
Neither the company nor the work
genial .

But ag; jf et he avoids violent rupture.
That which moved him to open and active resistance to Douglas,

On
Dickson, and their party was the second Resolution of Hay 24th.
I
Harch I9th, a Second query waa addressed to the Commission.
" Whether or not it be sinful and unlawful, for the more effectual
prosecution of the Public Resolutions for the defence of the Cause, King
6nd Kingdom, to admit such persons to be members of the Committee of
Estates who are now debarred from the public trust, they being such as
have satisfied the Kirk for the offences for which they were excluded,
and are since admitted to enter in Covenant with us".
The Commission evadedc answer by pleading that thex had too

Email g4itorum to justify a definite finding.

On 5th April, the Estates

asked for a meeting of the Commission at Perth on the I7th to give "their
i
clear and deliberate judgement p.nd resolution, if it be sinful and
unlawful to repeal and rescind the Act of the Classes whicfi
much tend to unity an so to the more effectual prosecution of the
I Ass. Comm. Proc. Vol. Ill, 345.
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I
public Resolutions of the Church and State. 11

The Commission of v;hich

Rutherfurd was one. evaded answer by replying that they cpuld not meet
on that date.
to jjlace.

They reproved Parliament for admitting unrelaxed Engagers

That Rutherfurd's iiii'luencc in r'ife is -waning: is seen in a

letter given in to the Commission from the Synod (which met at Cupar at
the same time) commending the Resolution.

Prom this letter Rutherfurd

and three others dissented in the Synod and Fere afterwards threatened
2
with citation to the General Assembly.
V/ood also procured a letter of
3
approval from the University of St.Andrews.
As he was Rutherfurd's
colleague there, a more bitter personal note crept into the latter f s
opposition to the Resolutions.

Y/ith Blair as yet inclined to bw sympath-

etic to the anti-eResolutioners, he refused to read the 'V.'arning 1 issued
by the Commission i'on the 20th March.

Regarding the Past proclaimed by
4
them for the last Sunday, he "kept a fast apart on contrary causes".
At Perth on 24th I.!ay, the Commission were forced to a decision.

They
left it to' Parliament to determine whether the clause which made
'i
admission of Engagers to office subsequent to the consent of the English
Parliament,was valid or not.

Otherr/jse, as they did not ma] ce the Act

of the Classes,they could not repeal it.

As far as sins against the

Covenant were concerned, no time limit was set for exclusion.

If a man

V.'

had satisfied the Church, the State might do with him as seemed good.
The Commission sought to mollify its surrender by issuing certain caveats:(I) Ho Act of Parliament dealing with, religion, especially since 1648,
was to be repealed
1
2
5
4

(Q ) TTo revenge v/as to be taken on anti-Engagers

Ass. Comm. Proc. Vol.Ill,361.
Row, Life of Blair,p.264, 269.
Ass. Comm. Proc. Vol.Ill,412.
Warriston, Diary, p.57, Vol.11.
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removed from office nor any who were still
be
to
was
(5) No anti-Engager
trustworthy though placed ti^bi-e since 1648. (4) Any received again by
Parliament were to subscribe to these caveats.
On the same day, the Comiission sent a letter to the Presbyteries
instructing them to seek out any within their bounds who disobeyed or
opposed the Resolutions, and, if after conference with them, they found
them still disobedient, to cite them to appear before the next General
Against all this procedure, "Mr S. Rutherfurd and Mr Jas.
I
They
Guthrie wrote peremptory letters to the old way at all hazards".

Assembly.

continued writing them till the Assembly met at St,Andrews on July I6th.
The leadership of the Protestor Party in the Assembly fell
apon Rutherfurd.

Warriston was absent, fearing his safety at the hands

of the Committee of Estates.

Gillespie and Guthrie haci. no secure

position as members of Asserabl&y for it was more th&n feared that they
might be processed.
lose Rutherfurd.

The Resolutioners themselves were unwilling fco
He was the last great Westminster figure (Baillie had

never so succeeded in stamping his personality on a party or a policy)
There were many who would still follow a ca&se because Rutherfurd led it.
The Resoluti oners, unfeignedly desirous of his support, attributed his
secession to the malign influence of Y/arriston.

"Mr David Dickson

upbraided Mr Rutherfurd and alleged he was ensnared by others who had
strange designs in their minds against government, both civil and
2
ecclesiastic and that the Kirk would cast them and him out".
There was only one policy the anti-RePolutloners could now
pursue

to have the Assembly postpone or refuse the ratification of

the Resolutions.

It was clear that it was prepared to follow the

1 Baillie, Vol.Ill,126.
2 Warriston,Diary,Vol. n,p. IOQ

opposite course.
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The anti-Resolut loners began their attack by objecting

bo the members of the Commission who had passed the Resolution taking their
seat, on the ground that the Commission 1 ? proceedings had been scandalous.
Rutherfurd gave in a paper against the constitution of the Assembly, which
I
After an
caused much debate but was laid aside as being subversive.
unproductive conference between the parties, the Kiig's letter was read
the following day.

It asked for censures on those who vere contrary to

the Public Resolutions.

After tv/o days ! acrimonious and unimportant

debating, the defeat of the army at Inverkei thing caused the Assembly to
hold a midnight meeting and adjourn to Dundee.

At this meeting, the

protest against the unlawfulness of this Assembly was given in, according
2
(Dr Hay Fleminrr considers it was
to Row and Gordon, by Rutherfurd.
3
/The Protestation declared the Assembly to
given in by A ndrew Cant).
be unlawful on these grounds:- (I) Because it was a prelimited Assembly, in
regard that the free votes for choosing commissioners were hindered by
tfte Commission's letter to the Presbyteries desiring them to cite all
unsatisfied men to the Assembly, if after conference, they were not satis2
fied. (2) Because of the King's letter overawing the Assembly (?) Because
of the Lord High Commissioner's speech tending to the preHmiting of the
members of Assembly (4) Because the members of the preceding Commission
of Assembly v/ere members of this Assembly which should not be in regard
that the Commission had led to a course, of defection.
Rutherfurd and Y/arriston were jointly responsible for the
Protest.

In his Diary, Y/arriston tells of his wife's comim safely to

St. Andrews on the morning of V/ednesday, I6th July, and of the giving in
_
1 Row, Life of Blair,275, Gordon, Ace. of Ass. . Peter-kin, 627.
2 Raw, Life of Blair,277, Gordon in Peterkin,628.
S Warriston, Diary, Vol.II,93n.
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T

It is more

of all his papers to the Assembly by Mr Samuel I'utherrurd.

than conjectural that the paper against the constitution of the Assembly
which Rutherfurd gave in later that day was a copy of. or at least a
It probably

redactionoof one sent to him by Warriston through his wife.
contained the objections on the grounds of ^relii.iitativjii.

Warristuu's

public letter against the Resolutions was also handed by Ilutherfurd to
the Moderator.

Promise was given that it would be read on the I8th or
Q

19th.

It never was read, possibly throug^ fear of further debate.

On July 27th, Warriston wrote, "I apprehended some had given in my paper
3
As this could not be
Assembly'.1
General
the
anent the constitution of
his letter against the Resolutions, i't was,in all livelihood, the paper
which Rutherfurd offered or the source of it.

On the 28th, when he

'heard of the Protestation subscribed by twenty eight ministers against
the Assembly, he accounted for its composition, "on some few reasons
taken out of the paper anent the constitution and some taken from the
present procedure of the Assembly and keeping a general clause for the
4
The paper "anent the constitution" Was that given in by Rutherrest".
furd and undoubtedly Warriston 1 s in origin.

It contained the 'prelimit-

ation 1 objections and possibly those against the late members of
Commission bein^: eligible.

The conception of decaying proceedings

by protest against their legality seems typically Warriston 1 s.

When

Rutherfurd was faced with the crisis arising from the defeat of Inverkeithing, he took the original paper"'against the Assembly's constitution,
added to it the objections against His Majesty's letter and arrainst the
lord Hip'h Commissioner's speech and also a clause reserving further e
I-Warriston,
.2 Warriston,
3 Warriston,
4 Warriston,

Diary,
Diary,
Diary,
Diary,

84-86.
86, Life of Blair,279,
90
94.
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reasons of protept, nnd thup fo:*0 1 lifted the r^ote^t.Rt^ on.

Th^'p or. the

grounds already riven, declared the nullity of the Assembly and entered
a declinature from it.
Despite all this, the Assembly took no action against him,
perhaps afraid that if they did so, more opposition v/ould be raised than
could be easily dealt with.

At Dundee, however, they processed

Gillespie, Guthrie, Simpson, Naismith and Menzies and deposed the first
three.

No mention of Rutherfurd was made, but according to his own

evidence, his respite was to be brief.

The Commission v/hich met at

Alyth on 28th August, intended to depose hin but were prev<=i*ter> from PO
-r'

*

doiric" by their reptur-e by t>-e English forces.

Before the App.pir'b!!:/

dissolved, the savage pamphlet warfare of Ee^olutj oner an3 Protep-ter h«?d
*•

begun.

The Assembly issued "A .Kerning and Depi nrr.ti on." directed against

the Protepters.

The latter circulated a paper penned by liutherf urd for

"strengthen-' ng and- clefiring the grounds °f ^- e rrotr-Rtat-? on and t air ing
o

off such objectionp PS are usually rie.de to the same".
rJh^ cr^Fis at St.Arrir-eMR h^ri nade Hutherfurd the leader of the
Protesters.

Av.r are of tiie vnlue of hip r^nn and fa^e, Gillepp^'e ancl

§uthrie were content to act thr*ough hnrn.

lie T~r np tlie leao.p^ of h1« partjr

in that he supplied many of th^ ecclesl 8Pt1.oa3 end ercles^aptl oo-po'i it i oc-.l
prjnci-nles for v^-ich thej^ fought, though, as in the "Dl^over-y of the Si HP','
jthe production of Cineppie rA and Quthrie and t^e V-'ept^rn l>; ote^terp, h^P
doctrinep were taken to further extremes then even he voulr hsve sanctioned
Ke v/as not the leader of the Protesters in their later polntiorl
»

Manoeuvring.

At V.'ertr^jnster, he had dealt little in

for he wap never a subtle politician.

such matters

The p-traight- forward

1 Warriston, Diary, 140.
2 Resolution and Proterter Controversy, bibliography. (j.D. Cgilvi e)p. If;
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poves of ecclesiastical politics, Protest, Declinature. Petition and
Remonstrance, he could understand, but the complicated intrigues of
Scotland (and Scotsmen) during the Commonwealth, bewildered and wearied
him.

He had shown himself too much opposed to Reparation* ever to be at

ease with the restless Buthrie, the chameleon-like Gillespie or the now
factious and often hysterical V/arriston.
Presbyterian Britain and died for it.

Henderson had dreamt of a
Rutherfurd had shared the dream.

His hope of realising it was what brought him amongst his present companions,
who dreamt of very different things and forgot this beloved, if rnisgaided,
Scottish ideal, in the guerilla warfare they waged with the Resolutioners
and into which Rutherfurd was often sadly dragged.

One may, however,

remember that since 1641, at least, there had existed in the Church a
more puritanic party, with which Ilutherfurd had sympathised, who had been
in favour of a more rigorous application of the doctrine of * scandal 1 in
Church affairs.

In the Engager controversy, they had been the most

extreme anti-Engagers; now, along with evangelicals like John Livingstone,'
they formed the bulk of the Protester party.

Rutherfurd had therefore

certain moral and religious affinities with the membership of the party
to add to the ecclesiastical reasons which brought him into it.
became a Protester, he became a party propagandist.

When he

lie himself wearied

of the work, which contributed little to the life or the doctrines of the
Scottish Chttrch.

The alliance of V/arriston, Patrick Gilleppie, Guthrie

and Hutherfurd was marred by religious hysteria and not occasionally
tinged with suspicion and distrust.
seeking,

Two of them were not free from self-

liov/ different a picture of loyalty, achl eve>ient. and true

enthusiasm the fellowship of ?jitherfurd, Ilenderson, George Oille^pie and
Bail! IF at Westminster presented.
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A^u&t Io£I, liutiierf'urd was occupied pleading the cause
He
tie had sponsored, by'paper 1 , letter, sermon and personal canvass.
I
There is a constant
sought to further the Protestor cause in Fife.
interchange of letters between him and Y/arriston.

!To suspicion of treating

According to Warriston, he protested
2
against some negotiations of Blair with the Cromwellian officers.
"I heard from ray uncle's wife many strange things of Mr Blair....
his base fearfulness in the treating with the enemy and drawing up a vile
protection, till Mr Samuel Rutherfurd opposed and mended it, to whose
chamber they were forced to go and to consult."
Obscure as this reference is, it is significant as showing

with the enemy ever rested UT>on him.

that Rutherfurd had no intention of furthering his cause b.v courting
Cromwellian favour.
The Protestors met at Edinburgh in the beginning of October to
take counsel.

Rutherfurd was 'Moderator 1 of the meeting.

It began

with a confession of private sins. (So>me of the confessors were human
enough to make judicious omissions).

Patrick G-illespie moved for a

vigorous prosecution of the Protestation.

Durham, who sought to

advocate milder measures, was in a minority of one.

Jaffray of Aberdeen,

Cromwe&lian in his sympathies, offered a paper on "The Causes of the
Lord's Controversy with the land", which at least inspired the later
"Causes of God's Wrath".

The negotiations with Charles, the public

Resolutions, the St.Andrews Assembly, were all condemned.

It was decided

that,since the St.Andrews Assembly; rwas invalid, theo Commission ap-oointed
in 1650 was still in existence and those who were free of the Public
Resolutions and had been members of it, should still sit as that Commission.
Rutherfurd may have put forward the idea to obviate a charge of separation
from the Church but it appears most likely to have been a proposal of
gniftHTviP.. Wffrrlfit.rm \van .in two minds over it but ultimately gave the
1 Warriston, Diary, III.Vol.II.
2 Warriston, Diary, 137.Vol.II.

,tfte proposal his support.
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Rutherfurd 1 s unhappiness in his allies was soon apparent.
The Y/estland Protesters met in December at Kilmarnock and gave out a
paper entitled, "A Discovery after some Search of the Sins of Ministers".
Guthrie and Gillespie were, according to Balfour, instigators.

The

'Discovery 1 shows at a glance for how much Rutherfurd was responsible
and for how much he was not.

The first 'discovery'-"The taxing of our-

selves by solemn covenants and oaths to the perpetual maintenancesof
some things for which there is no warrant in the V/ord, as perpetual
^dherence to monarchy in such a line, and constant maintenance of the
privilege of Parliament " - could v/ell be the practical application of
some of the doctrines of the "Lex,Rex".

The eighth 'discovery 1 -pitching

upon our form of Presbyterial government as the uttermost attainable
perfection of reformation"- was not for Rutherfurd a sin, it. was divine
truth for which he would have died.

The 'Discovery' shows that the .

puritan part# in the Protesters, abetted by Gillespie, was prepared to
treat with Cromwell.

Rutherfurd might have been ready to use Cromwell

as the anti-Engagers had used him

to establish his party in power, but

he would have subscribed to none of the concessions to Sectarianism,
implicit in the 'Discovery 1 .
A meeting of the Protester 'Commission' was held in Edinburgh
in December 1651*

According to Blair, it was called because some who

had before been "pious and godly men regretted to see many of their party
2
running to sinful compliance with the enemy".
The man likeliest to have
such regrets, was Rutherfurd and the meeting was doubtless prompted by
his annoyance at the 'Discovery' and its pernicious doctrine.
1 Balfour's Annals,Vol,lY? p.330.

2 Row, Life of Blair,289.

The
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meeting was acrimonious and disorderly.

The sectarian element, which

was largely lay objected strongly to ministerial preeminence in the
ordering taid constitution of the meeting aua oi/ebseo. for <a 'compliance*
I
According to Row, overtures for such a compliance had
with Cromwell.
already been drawn up amongst that section of the Protesters.

Against

these some agitated the drawing up of a 'testimony 1 against Cromwell and
Others were in favour of sending to Cromwell a more
2
A letter was eventually drafted
diplomatic letter of remonstrance.

the Sectaries.

containing more remonstrance than diplomacy.

It met with an indifferent

reception, being regarded by Cromwell as an attempt on the part of the
Protesters, while pleading for liberty, to gain power for their own
3
faction.
In February, an effort at agreement on a "\Varning and Testimony?
initiated by the Resoluti oners' Commission, failed.

Warriston and

Gillespie were now suspected of underhand dealings with Cromwell and for
this reason had, according to the Resolutioners, no desire to be associated
with this 'Testimony 1 against him.

They criticised the Protesters'

letter because "they did not speak one word against the abolition of
4
Monarchical government and the liberties of Parliament".
All the Protesters were not, however, Cromwellians.

The

district which Rutherfurd had 'Covenanted' refused to take the 'Tender',
or consent to the kingdom's incorporation with England.

"The Stewartry

of Galloway gave a notable answer to the English demands, that they could
5
not consent to incorporation".
1
2
3
4
5

Row, Life of Blair,289.
Consultations of the Ministers of Edinburgh, Vol.I,I-IS.
Scotland and the Commonwealth,(S.H.S.)p.33.
Row, Life of Blair,293.
Warriston, Diary,Vol.11,152.
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au overture or "one Synod of Fife sent to the
various synods, a conference of ministers of both parties was held in
Edinburgh in the beginning of May, 1652.

Negotiations between them

An Assembly was called to meet in July.

were as unfruitful as ever.

V/arriston counselled RutteSrfurd and Cant to abstain from this conference
advice which they seem to have taken.
.-When the Assembly met, V/arriston appeared with a 'Representation 1
which he craved leave to read.

After debate this was granted.

The

Representation gave reasons for the illegality of the Assembly and asked
for a conference.
it was constituted.

The Assembly refused to grant a conference before
Thereat Warriston gave ih a Protestation, signed

by sixty seven ministers and eighty three elders.

Rutherfurd had, with

Warriston and Eivingstone, the chief share in drafting these papers.
Overtures for reconciliation failed; the Protesters refused to disown the
Protest or the Resolutionera the Resolutions.

After the Assembly, there

was a lull in the activities of both parties.

Rutherfurd, G-uthrie and

Gillespie were faced with the problem of defection in their ranks, and
the opprobrium it reflected on their party.

Menzies and Charteris,

ministers, and Jaffray, late provost of Aberdeen, had declared for
separation and more'pure 1 practices in Church worship.

Little success

attended efforts made by Rutherfurd to regain these separatists.

As

a result of this defection, many of the Westland lairds, in Octpber, fell
away to the Resolutioners.

In November, negotiations between meetings

of Resolutioners and Protesters in Edinburgh were again a failure,
ihey had been inspired by the 'neuters', led by Blair,in order to
prevent further acrimonious action and propaganda from making the breach
between the two parties irreparable.

A measure of success was almost
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achieved, but a dela# in the negotiations marred all efforts for peace.
The publication of the "Nullity of the Dundee Assembly? followed a few
nonths later by the "Causes of God's Wrath", ruined all hopes of reconciliation

as Warriston probably hoped they would.
In March,1653, a meeting of Protesters gave out a "Testimony

Cant, Rutherfurd and Guthrie
^gainst the English Actings in Scotland*.
I
Gillespie, who was accepting the Principalship of
were its authors.
Glasgow University at English hands, was against its publication, but
the anti-Cromwellian party, of whom Rutherfurd can be regarded as the 1
A Declaration against the

leader, prevailed in having it published.
Aberdeen Separatists was also issued.
In July, the General Assembly met.
with the usual Protestation against it.

The Protesters were ready

Some of the members of the A

Assembly met with the Protesters, but "All that coul®. be obtained of them
was that their Protestation (which they knew would be made against the
Assembly) should be drawn up in more mild anfl. gentle expressions than the
2
Rutherfurd seems to have been drawing nearer to conciliation
former was".
But the Assembly was dissolved by the English soldiers as also was the
Protesters* meeting and from thenceforth the factious and turbulent counsels
of Guthrie and Warriston were to prevail in the Protester party.
Rutherfurd was now becoming more and more a man apart from his party.
fie was wearying/f \Varriston and Guthrie f s factiousness, and distrustful
of gillespie's politics.

Yet he could not bring himself, in any fashion,

to countenance the Resolutions.

As the best of the Resolutioners

v/ere t

to turn their efforts to the worthier task of penning their 'Brief
Commentaries 1 , so he turns his pen to the "Covenant of Life" and "The
1 Consultations of the Ministers of Edinburgh,Vol.I,13

ni T».3O7.
2 Life
Blair,307.
of -R1
Life of

Life of KLair,305.
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Influences of the Life or Grc.ee".
In Ha?-oh,I654, Rutherfurd, at a meetin^ of I>otenters,
I

a fuller Testimony a^m'.npt Cromwell's doings.

This 'Jestl.nonv, in its

?

fierce denunciations of Sectaries and Toleration is obviously hjs work*
It v/as issued on the eve or Gillespie and L 1'vingstone 1 r journey to London
anc was certainly meant by Eutherfn^d to counteract any cornplaisancy of
Gillespie when there.

T^e result of the journey was the procuring 01 an

Ordinance for planting vacant Ilirks which named ministers of both sides
to committees of Provincial Certifiers.

"All thope whose name-01 were

inserted in it, except some few Protesters, did speak much against it
x
and condemn it as mnrh as any other honest, rnnlste^p",
mhe Ordinance
wap abhorred by the majority of PiesoIuti.oners and Protesters.

I-iut^erfurd

was still strong enough in his party to have a meeting or the leading
Protesters

held in V/arriston's house, cordemn it.

Tf ".,'e debated all dc.y

about taking commissions from the English and vated negatively that in
eccj esi aF.tical matters v/e could take none; and then that, upon their
nonination and command, we could not take or exercise extensive nower
4
over the r/hole Church."
'["^e Protesters gave on.t a paper on the Ordinance
entitled, "Considerations of the Cycler of duty of Ministers provided in
the late Ordinance",

It rejects the power given to the named ministers

as prelatic and counters the defence that the ma^i sty-ate nay take s
to remedy extraordinary cases by stating."The Protector and hir Gonr
F>

be not the lawful na-^i ntrate".

It is c'ifi'i r-^i t to oonr-eive of &.ny

other r>rod'icinrf this ^aper than liuth
I
'•
3
4
5

Vctrri st >'i, Ti ary, Tr o"i. II, '^18.
Consultation of ! T *r.-i sters ,7ol. I.p.45.
Life of Ela?r,5J8,
V;arri r.ton. "^1 ary, Vol. II. 305.
Consn.ltat.i o-n of TTi rn st^rs .Vo"!. I, <'.'>F>.
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At+empts at peace made in I6B5 failed.

0-illespie, ont of

£&vour j v 'i th the Protesters, soi 1 -ht to be move concili atory v*it :-> the
Resolutioner 0 .

1'be d crip mis v<^ich eacva part.v -nut forward at the conference

were me>>e~l^ reiteration of the^r cape.

G-? n .lesple, however, mairtr^ neo

that sine of t>e papers drawn np by \7arri ^t on e.nfl Cuthrie and prep-en ted
to t>e Henolut^onerp c^ d not reflect the decision of the meeting of
T

proteRters wh? ch had rliscusR^d their contents.
the negotiations can only be conjectured.

Rutherford's part in

Thoar*h his terms v/ould hr:.ve

been staffer t-^nn T-il'lespie's, they v/ould have been les.° violent than
Guthrie's.

A s it. was, suspecting CriViespie L:P a trafficker vn'th Cro^vell,

he refused to be a party to ?-. r'^-^oncil 1 ati on effected by one v^ose
purposes he did not i^iovr but deeply suspected.

The conference fsiler]

and bot"--1 sides commenced to traffic vp th tie 'usurper 1 ,

''

"he only hint that P.utherfurd v/as privy to Pis party's negotiation
with n romvell occurs in Row,

"About the tirne the Protesters v/ent up to

lonron, Hessrs. Andrew Cant. Samuel, ilutherfurd and ;:obt. '. !l rai 1 f :J| d v/rite
2
The quotation?
It v:as admi rfed the first two did so",
to the Protecto^.
means little or not>in" since the gist is not ^iven.

! :ot even his

opponents ever accused Ilutherfurd of unpatriotic principles.

jh^orn Iu^5.

he took lesr anr"! less part in the political and ecclesiastical negotiations
of his ^>art ir , thou''r>i ~; n the T.vni versi t.Tr and in t ;ie Synod of /^^fe h e
continued to make t^n^p. domestically unpleasant for r n air end V/ood.
nylp T. 0ndon negotiations of his party onlv further er-tran^ed hi'm from his
friends and -oloced him in a solitar;^ •position.
"
If

and Outhrie be^sn to "come near the Mnylish".

r>

'-'ron 1656, V/p
Ar-^11 came to ioin
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them, but Rutherfurd had no hand in the volley Of political
t.'jt [pvf'+'it t. I

union with England which they forr-ieci and. at leapt pursued in their- "ir.tter
years.

Ilutherfurd's letter to Ashe in i 656 shows him opposed to cominr;

to terms with the Protector concerning the auriispion of minirters into
vacant charges.

This was a ^osition which r.esolnttoners, his friend

Livingstone, the politic Oillespie, and the revolutionary C-uthrie, had
all vacated.

lie i° left lonely in his Covenant patriotism.

To understand liutherfurd's actions in the years following
1648 one must remember that behind them all was one burning ideal,
namely, to make the Solemn League and Covenant an ecclesiastical reality.
That this had passed out of practice] -oolitics with the advent 01' '
Cromwell, he dia not stop to consider.

He wan prepared to rely on the

victory which must attend a purged army to achieve his ideal,

V/hen the

arm of flesh failed - in his belief beeause it was unworthy and unclean
- and Scotland lay under the heel of the oppressor, he still c*i an-- to the
Covenant arid refused to countenance any dealings with Cromwell either by
his ov/n or by his o^^oonent f s party.

The savagery of his tirades against

toleration is that of a man who sees his cause lost in Unfland and all
but lost in hie own land.

P.utherfurd was the one consistent idealist

of the Solemn League and Covenant, for ev^n 7/arristjn woo drafted it in
the end took office with the f Usurper 1 .

TTe o;nr>osed. the engagement as

contrary to that covenant's r>rinc.iples.

Ee^o^posed the Resolutions

because they seemed to him to -place the cause of Charles before the cause
Of the Covenants.

He hated the "Tender" because it meant the r>ublic

^enunciation of any attempt to make the Covenant practicable.
Consult, of Min. of Sdin.

^ol. II.

Finally
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he fell aw&y from the Protesters

ir.to a lonely political

existence, because in trarf ic/:-i ir>- v/ith Cromwell. they renounced their
faith in the ideal ^M.ch he loved.

At thf end. of hip ao-ys he ^arted

for a time from Y/ar-'-iston, a.°- he parted at the Eemonstrance fi\)n •Ir/
because the former in ner-;oti ati iv; VH th a.'c' ta.,:in ;r ' office from the
Protecto'" had forsahen the n ovo:nant v/'iir»h he had pr-aotically created.
The Restoration vr^.p, to unite them a "a in, at least in u om^rnon fate.
nhe bl ttP T'"ess v 'i th wbioh pnt^erf uru asnai l^ci. ^!P rori.ier fri^'MiR amonn;
the Eesolutione?-s is t"'c.t of a man v r>io rer-iei'.'ibered t"^o ••jr'er.t T'or-h of four
men at -.Yes to! rioter c.na. the <-'l.oi^ our nnion the 1 ' ^ad visualised ancj nov
sees everythin^ lor-t srv-.i betrc.yea.

He vrae v^on'; n'n his thirst, at all

sopts, to ma he England rrosbj'-terian, but one oaiinot help admir-lnr; the
unflinch.i.n^- and tenao? ous \vill ^r^ioh nimi.^ to tips mistaken ^ deal unto
the ver r end.
;:i s ^olit-ioal pv--i iioiT^ier1 --rnatly influenced the pavt he "~'l&"ed
n these years.

He vas th.e preac^.er of democracy and e;tch fresh cont't'o

erp Tr founo:. him in V^e more ^.e^iocr^.tic party.

Any party, En^afv er or

.esolationer, v/hich pou-ht to place a Sttiart T'onarch on the throne,
ithout adequate safeguards for people, ?ielif'ion ano. Covenants, r/L,s
iure to find him a leader of the o^^osi t"5 on.

The Scottish ^ler f ;y?at

-he time of the Knfta.i^ment.had but "Lately imbibed from liim the teach-^nf
Jf "Lex, Ilex1 '.

Accordingly, as ^ar, been seen, the protests against the

embodied, a -y^eat deal of d^mo^ratic r reorient, alonj- vn th the

i cal.

The Protesters v/ere the mo^e deraoc- atic o~~ the later

l.'arriston re;i ^cvd. in. v^hl le Haili'e deplored the fa^t th;; t the
V'h O

ri? jority of the ministers foniecl th.e Protesters rere youn.7 and "•evolution-
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*ary»

?or these younger men, the "Lex,Rex" WPP a gospel and its p.athor

They were drawn more from the burgher and*"per-pant class

a prophet.

than the Hesolutioners whose leaders belonged to that of the landed
proprietor.

Till the affair of the 'Tender 1 complicated the issue,

the policy of Rutherfurd in opposition to CharlesII, Scottish Estates
and Cromwell alike, had most of the support of the Protesting party.
The more evangelical ministers and those who had inclined as
'tarly as 1640 to more puritanixc practices in worship than the majority
of their brethren, gravitated into thjR party because^it upheld the
'purging' principle in the life of Church and State.

Many owed their

tenets to Rutherfurd's early example and teaching in the South V/est
and his reunion with them v/as the more easily consummated because at
heart he had always sympathised with their ecclesiastical puritanism.
He both loved and feared this last in the South V/est Presbyterian, loved
it because he was at heart a puritan, feared it lest it should draw them
to Independency.
Presbyterian.

Ii is own desire was to have a Churc h Puritan and
^

fiiTH
v« *"' I

As a Protestor, he sought to keop the South V/estern

counties true to his interpretation of the cause, with a fair measure of
success, for Galloway refused the 'Tender'.

He is largely repponsible

for welding the Galloway Covenanters into a party with P. puritanic,
democratic and ultra-covenanting policy for which they later died gladly
on their native hills.
The turning point in his lajter life was his support of the
Bemonstrance.

Till then, despite his extremism, MP counsels and ^en

were sought and used by the Church.

V.Tien the censure on the Remonstrance

was passed, he had to fall into one of the two parties which were
forming and not even his admiration for Argyll could attach him to
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the Resoluti oners.

He did not ste^ immediately irto leacJersM.p of t>e

opposing faction and he had ^nalrns conce^rirr- some of the opinions of
Guthrie and °ilinspie, but Y/arr>iston was able to allay any remote scruples
he had concerning the break from old and trusted friends.

Thfe 866 and

"Resolution convinced him of the futility of au^t but active resistance
to its adherents and the circumstances of the 16^1 Assembly, with
Warriston absent and G-uthrie and G^Tlespie ineffective in some measure
i-

throup'h t^eir precarious position within it, made him the leader of the
Protesters.
The Protestation was, an ecclesiastical manoeuvre.

It was

engineered to sta-r t>>e sancti oni-no- Of the Resolutions or to nullify them
and had behizid i t no °;reat religious Ideals, snch as were behind the
Covenants.

Of the grounds wMch Putherfurd put forward for nullity

of the Assembly, three v/ere eyceecii T^-iy \veak.

ITo r.in^'p letter or

Commissioner's speech needed to have any effect on f?n Assembly unless
it desired to listen favourably to them.

Kinds' letters and

Commissioners* speeches equally threateninfj* had been heard before.
The members of the last Cor-irm'psi on were entitled to taJ'e the^r set'.t
until they had been proved RcandaTous o^ ^v-o^ep-seo by the Assembly.
The only reasonable rrronnr'' of annulment "r as t^at of prellnl tation*

the

Comrnis'sion'p letter had indirectly interfered wi t 1^ f°e -•v-'polntmpr.t of
Commispi oners.

Yet It Is 7_nept1 onnble if it kept man/ r?""ot enters from

the Assembly.

m^Ri r> minority was due ro.ther to Croriwell'p. i.n-v ]:ee^ip

the South '.Vest em Cormi ssionerr f^om bein r/ present.

Por th^ T^ote^ter

the Protestation became a document almost e^nal in r.cv^tnty to the fi
Covenants and a sava rr e pamphlet \varfare centred round t^e 'nulTity of
the nretended /^ssenbl^ ofv5undee find 1 • 5:t f AndrevFs^

\

^

—s

In f-'is controverp-',

Rutherfurd, v.rho drafted the Trotestati on, strangely enoir;--! pltiy«---d no
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great part.

Beyond a paper 'clearing* porn.e of t^e argument P. of

protestation, no pamphlet traceable to Ms pen va^ ?pRi.ied.
never a popular pamphleteer.

?> "c.r

In thle case, it mr-v veil be that he poiv-i">t

to avoid magnifying a minor idsue and making the party pennon of the
protestation as great as the banner of the Covenant.

Inveigh against

> 4

the Resolutioners he did, and he certainly railed much against the
'pretended 1 Assemblies, but his main work among the Protesters vas the
effort to coordinate them intfc a Covenanting,'godly 1 party.

His defeat

lies not in theffact that the lies oluti oners werecin the rnajoritv
or that
•j
L<
; they over-reached the Protesters in dealing with Cromwell, but in that
the-party which he lead in 1651 crumbled into dissentient elements
under his very hand.

Perhaps it vas a fate the Protesters invited by

placing justification of an ecclesiastical manoeuvre in the forefront
( of their articles of faith.

Literary -Labours of the last Years
The literary labours of liutherfurd's last years are more varied
in character than those published during his stay at Westminster but those
of a polemic nature show that His mind is flagging in its power.

The

"Free Disputation against fretended Liberty of Conscience", though it
has some good writing on a bad subject, had none of the range of learning
or depth of thought of the "Lex, lies11 .

The "Curvey of the Survey" is

an answer to Hooker's answer to his "Due -ight".

It contains some

good passages but in the most rambling and piecemeal of

all his books

on Presbyterian theory and was written rather' to justify his position
as defender of the Presbyterian cause than to justify that cause itself.
What was lost to -nolemic was gained by two books, which hardly anyone
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reads, but wMch contain some of the most beautiful -nussjv-es ^e wrote.
These are "The Covenant of Life Opened" and "The Infl'ienpps of the T.lfe
of Grace".

How t^red he wt_s becomin-" of controversy cr.n be n-at

from his Preface to the former.
"Ana it if? of much concernment, to make out the Vnion of our
Duty, and the breathings of the Lord, and v^at can be done under deadness
to either fetch the wind or to be -put in a P ->ititual condition, that the
I desire
soul may lie fair for the receiving of the influences of God.
in this to speak for Truth, not either for, or against persons of whom
I am silent, concealing the names of any Contradioent , jndginn- Truth
so much the mon? desirable, when it may -nose.ibly be had with peac^
and as little blowing or stirring of the fire of contradiction as can be".
"The Last and Heavenly '"Speeches of John Gordon, Viscount
Kenmure" is traditionally accepted as being Rutherf urd's.
of the Preface are his.

The principles

The purpose of winning the nobles to the

anti-Engagers would certainly be his.

lie is undoubtedly the pc.stor

dub? OPH and not altogether
at the death-bed, but the st*r le wonld seen-'
/'

Rutherfurd's.

If it is his, he h^.d a narrative style different Jn

cadence tx?" that wM oh was usual to him.

The 'Testimony 1 ~ rt notive is

to demonstrate Kenmure f r repentance at. not voting for the ' godly 1 i
the Parliament of I63J5 and therefrom to incite the nobles to vote against
the Engagement.

It is among the first of the printed 'Testimonies- 1

which were to flood Covenanting 1 Scotland and which were, as. seen, the
development of a French propagandist practice.

Jiutherfurd encouraged

this practice and wrote to George Gillespie, asking him to leave such a
'Testimony 1 for orintin'-.

Tut one does not thin> of Ilutlierfurd -^ F ;the

author of a semi-irna'n native composition, and the speeches of Kenmure
to the pastor, to >^ s various relatives and to the Bishop, (all f ortvnc-itely
present to receive them, and to -olay their part in the little problem
play

the problem being the destination of TCen^ir-e's noul, whi^-i is

satisfactoril/y answered to the consternation of the Pir^on) bearrt^e
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character of being the arrangement of a conscious 'Dramatic* artist.
He must have supplied the data for the 'Testimony 1 .

The rentence "It

is not the antiquity of your families nor the long descent of an ancient
pedigree through many noble and princely branches can make you truly noble".
has the stamp of his thought.

But the speeches are recorded in the

third person, a form he does not often use when, speaking of hlmpelf.
The sjsyle of the speeches is reminiscent of \Villisra liow of Ceres, ivho
During the ^ngpgement he v/as in close

completed the "Life of lllair**.
contact with luitherfurd.

The conjecture is here put forvmr-d that the

arrangement and composition may have been mostly Icow's, P.utherfurd perhaps
overlooking, helping v-jth the Preface and supplying the material,
There is no doubt oonne^nobn;; the authorpMp of the "^r^-e
Disputation a^ain^t the Pr<" tended Liberty of Conpoien^e".

It i° an

expansion of the Appendix to t>e "Dne IV.ght" T-"Mc!i r-rd dealt v.'ith the
Magistrate's right to punish Sectarian? ar1 ^. ir Iiutherf nrc) at h n* ° vi orst.
The catalogue of t^in^e not to be tolerated is enlarged;

non-fundamentals

are included with fundamentals ; the magistrate is exhorted to punish
tftose who adhere to anything which may cause a schism in the Churdh.
There is some good writing on the subject of the conscience, but it is
chiefly to this work that Rutherfurd owes the reputation of being a
harsh, uncharitable and disputatious divine.
in 1652.

It was published in London

That Cromwell tolerated it is evidence of hi? toleration.
Ar

Even the English Presbyterianc disliked it?, tone and content.

propaganda it failed for neither "ngl^r/h Prepbytero an Church hor Crorr.-'ellian State wa?e prepared to accept its tenets.
"A r'nr'vp-'' of the Survey of th^-t. Sunne of Church PiF-.r-iv^i.i.
f±

*^4

"

"

t*

*"

"^

penned by ?> Thomas Hooker" v^as hie lart polemic effort in the Prerhyterian
cause.

It van mainly reiterative, rritten becanpe an aftthor V TP.
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'The Pr°f- <°e is noteworthy for its

to reply to en answer- to his wop}-.

attack on those who were formerly his friends.

J3ut even here there is

little personal animus against anyone, the practices? of th.e P.esolnf? onei*s
being the theme of his diatribe.

He asserts the right of inferior

judicatories to disobey'" superior when their commands ore not * according to
the Y/ord' and the people are also ^ipcharged from obeying a judieatory
In former writings, he had considered t^e
on the same grounds.
*t
possibility of disobedience if aught were conmanri.eci against sound doctrine;
now this doctrine as he states it appears subversive of the whole
Presbyterian structure, which.he had so elaborately built.

The 'Survey*

was ready for the press for more than a year before- it was published.
The other works of these years show that apart fuom the outburst in the Preface, he was tired of conflict.

The Preface to the

'Survey' is the last passionate out-bn.rst of a weary man. pathetic
rather than savage in the bitterness that pervades it.

",,'h.en. the head

is filled with topics and none of the flames of Christ's love in the
heart, how dry are all disputes"

so he writes even here.

Prom the

dryness of these topics, he turned to write a little more ere his days
ended of the Christ who had stayed at his side in the wear;/ years in
Aberdeen.
The story of hip. last years may be briefly and sadly told.
Ill-health and contention with his colleagues made life burdensome.
His old friends were alienated from him ano his associates among the
TS\o\

Protestors had seemingly deserted the cause of the Covenants.
to him

and the words echo frequently in his lastu letters

sun had gone down upon the prophets.
quite assured.

It seemed
that the

lie stood lonely but to the end

Y/hatever doubts perplexed his mind concerning hip own
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personal sinfulness and vraverinn; faith, he never entertained any
concerning the justice of his cause and the ri ::"bt of the policy he pur-sued.
His alienation from Blair and separation from hin at the Communion Table
made his loneliness very bitter.

Y/hen the Restoration came, he had

done and said too much to be left undisturbed and he himself, v/ith the
fervour and fever of an l^natius, prepared to welcome a martyr*P death.
E is "Lex, Hex" was burned by the han-^nan;
the Council and removed from his place.
his journejr to a better ;nlace, v/here

he was cited to appear beforet
22u.t he had already started on

v/ith his dying breath he murmured

these v/ords, so typical of the strange union of theocratic real and
sturdy democracy that vas in him,

"few kings and ^reat folk come".

He died at St.Andrews on the 30th March, 1661.
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RUTHERPUKD'S ACHIEVEMENT AS SXPON3HT OF HESSBYT2RIAN PRINCIPLES

8amtt©2»~RELtherfurd lived in an age of controversy; his works
are written in controversial form; the doctrines, given by him to the
Church,

such as the free election of the pastor by the congregation

were for centuries to cause controversy.

The major tenets and standards

of Scottish Presbyterianism were shaped by others before him, but he,
more than any other, vindicated, expounded and nationalised the principles
underlyirK'- them.

The apologist is the recessarjr consequent of the

maker of creeds, and the additions, modifications and concessions which
the requirements of controversy may cause the former to make in the
creed he defends, often become with the lapse of time intrinsic, if
minor,articles in it.

liutherfurd,
the apologist of Scottish Presbyterianf,~^
ism, filled in many of the details of its constitution, which are now

accepted as commonplace.

Admittedly his works repeat diffusely much

that has been said before and said better, but they contain things which
have not been said before, nor have since been said better.

He is

original enough to differ from Olvin, to depart from the Books of
Discipline, to oppose Henderson and to disagree violently with Calderv/ood,
then regarded as the authentic interpreter of Scottish Presbyterianism.
In these differences, as will be seen, Tjitherfurd's interpretation
ultimately became embodied in the law of the Church (even though it took
two centuries so to do).
The formation of his tenets was dictated by two controversies,
that with the Episcopalian and that with the Independent.

The influence

of the former is more than abundently noted by historians; the influence^/

r

of the latter on Scottish Presbyterian doctrine has received but scant
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attention.

It is interesting to Fee how much the Oottieh

Church owe?, through Iiutherfurd, not exactly to t-ie Independentr, but
Certainly to the conflict with them.

HIP arguments as related to the

actual controversy have been noted in the v; rioup works considered;
suffice it to say that he was the ablest (and frienaliept} opponent of
-the Independents.

V/e may

note briefly the c jntributionr which he

made, through this controversy, to the doctrines of the Scottish church.
T£e doctrine or the Church Visible and the Church Invisible
was a Calvinist inheritance.

It had been formulated chiefly in opp-

osition to the lioman doctrine that the only Church v/as the Church
visible, and that assent to its teaching was alone necessary to make
men members.

The Calvinist held that the Church Visible was made up

of all membe'rs who professed the Christian faith - he gave

a deeper

more-ethical meaning to 'professing the faith 1 than mere assent to
teaching.

The true Church of which Christ was the Head was the Church

Invisible which must be inevitably saved and vr ap composed of the elect.
Such a doctrine v/as not sufficiently thorough going for the Puritan mind.
It seemed to afford an apology for the existence of wickedness in Church
members rather than cure it.

The ethical and the more subjective inter-

pretation which the Reformers put on a'profession of faith* was as liable
as Rome's to become slipshod and abused as a condition of mernberrhip.
The Puritan argued that any hypocrite could profess the faith, and as
far as morals were concerned, the members of the Reform seemed little
better than the members of the Roman church.

The Independents there**

fore insisted that the only true Church was the visible church, but added
that its members were only those who were visible saints.

The oryoosinp-

theories caused a multitude of speculative questions to arise which have
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been outlined in the sMmn^ries and need not bp for-r* c.ered h^rEmphasis wan now thrown on membership as o.etf T" 'lining the nature and the
constitution of t^-e cliurc^ arid the orthodox Ca^vinir-t doctrine had to be
re-expounded to meet the attach from" this new aii.^Oe.

The end of the

Chnrch Visible was to maice its members of the Churn-- Invisible, stated
Rn-r ^rfurd eaints.

in Independent terminology to make professing saints real

\/i th this end In viev/, the Church dare not exclude thope '"ho

professed the faith from its membership.

\Yhere other^'i se could they

hear t^e V/ord and obtain the Sacraments, tlie efficacious means to salThe preacher f r duty ?;as to ^oi'vert.

vation?

Limit ^^ p ^reach^nn; to

a i'ev viPibl*3 paints and t^p power of t^e Gospel unto salvation is
Ignited.

T.utherf u^ ri p.oi^its that the i'-^oral and scandalous mi^ht b^

f'ounc: in a Church but in that case the 'I'hnrch has in its power the means
of excising or ai s^^plinin^ these members.

He was as desirous for a

pure Chni-ch as his opponent, but he held firmly that a profession

of

faith vas alD that was asked in 3cri.pt are and all that t/<e church

o.o'ild

aslv.

The faith professed m^ p*ht be "nare and ^ealous, \vea;: aijd vavering,

hypocritical or mercenary, still, t^e profession must be accepted.

nihe

church's dut^r vas hy trie V/orv, and power of the spirit to ma/:e those
v'ho professed true Christ? rn men.

His doctrine r^-.eir.f? that of t v-p

Cco+tish church, to this day, v.Thioh asks for no ritualisitc confirraatiori, no manirestatioris of

excessive sal ntli ness, but for a simple

profession of the truths it teaches, loyalty to them and the

nledge to

£n earnest striving after faith in Jesus Christ.
V/hat shocked ::itherfurd was the arr-o"'Ence and narrov/i^esp of
the Independent viev/.

(This much maligned theologian v 'ili be fonnri

again o-n-nosed to arrogance and narr'O' -ness in the
- r -i r -; r, * ' a..
«^c ^u,;iinistvation
of
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the Sacrament of Baptism.)

It i?ra? arrogant because in i

of visible sainthood, the Independents arrogated to themselves t^e v;ork
of %od.

It was a characteristic of Scottish Reformed thought to shun

anything which seemed to claim a jurisdiction belonging only to God.
It still appears in the peasant who avo^p his intention of performing a
ii
. \

task, "If I*m spared";

it appeared in the harshest divine, who, in fencing

the tables, always concluded, Thi? is not pronounced to exclude any
penitent person".

Rutherfurd himself admitted that an excommunicate

might possibly be of the elect.

The narrowness of the doctrine which

limited the blessings, message and power of the Church to a few saints,
Was even more abhorrent to him.

For him, not only was a man who professed

the faith a member of a congregation, he was a member of the national
Church, entitled to the V.'ord and Sacraments throughout the land and
even in the Protestant Churches of other lands, for he wa? a member of
the Visible Church of Christ.

The Scottish doctrine of Church member-

ship, which embraced all Christian communions, (even those which refused
to embrace theirs), and made the granting of membership, not the reward
of an achieved 'saintliness', but the starting point of continuous
Christian endeavour, could not be called narrow or formal.
much in this that existed before him.

There is

Perhaps Rutherfurd, more than

any other, formulated, reiterated, expounded and gave it to the Church
of his age and,through them, to succeeding generations.

The Anglican

and Congregationallst have still to find a doctrine as comprehensive'
and as Scripturally sound.
V/hile he opposed the main doctrine of the Independents,
Rutherfurd was not unwilling

to learn somewhat from their practice.

He sympathised with their puritanism and looked with no unfavourable
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eye on some of their r-ongreg&tional tenets.

As early as

*

his Anwoth ministry he had taught that the congregation should elect
Contact with hip opponents showed, him that there were

their pastor.

certain congregational rights which should be granted within the
Presbyterian system.

Though he does not express it in so many words,

it is obviously hip belief that tire rights and privileges of the
individual member in certain things must be assured,in order that a
congregation might not, through the use of an autocratic power by
Presbytery, re-act as, towards Independent tenets,

During the Commonwealth,

this actually,^" happened in Aberdeen and was in clanger of happening in
the South Y/est.

Ultra-Presbyterian-,though he was he would have given

more consideration to the rights and privileges of every man or v/oman
in the congregation, than any of his compeers, or many of his successors.
He opposed the Independent idea that election of pastors, might be
by heads of families.

(In the 1832 Assembly Chalmers was to take up

this idea that the majority of. heads of families should be sufficient
to veto a presentee).

Nothing but the individual right of every member

to elect would content Poitherfurd.
debarred from voicing in a election."

"Nor are v/oi.ien, sons, servants,
Y/omen, he asserts, in this

lame place, have as much right in the eledtfbn of their pastor a? they
have to confess Christ.

Besides this, as emerged at V.'estminster, he

was prepared to grant to the Kirk sessions more'power in congregational
affairs than were any other of his contemporaries.

Ir some things he

even allowed the pastor to be subordinate to the T"irk session,

Further-

more, he asserted the principles of the Barrier Act even as regarding
latter.

1-

"Matters to be er>p.otrd by Assemblies are to be first

"Survey of Survey."

£56.
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referred to congregations and elderships of particular
congregations before they are enacted." ^

Par from being narrov; In

his views of Church membership and lay rights within the Chonch, he was
the most modern of his time and had arrived at ideals which took
two and a half centuries to become established.

He denied the congre-

gation any right in Church censures, but so has the majority of Church
men in all ages, and so still does the Presbyterian Church.

He allowed

that the Magistrate could compel men to a profession arid thereby to
membership, with the argument that this was for the peace and rood of the
Church.

On the other hand, he stated, that the s^ord could

the conscience.

not compel

The explanation of the contradiction IP simple.

Though

he never resiled from the position which gave a 'cumulative 1 power to
the Magistrate in Church affairs, events, first at Y/estminster then during
the Engagement and the Resolutions made him circumscribe

and modify

that power.
Y/hilst to Ilnox, Melville and Henderson may be ascribed the
outlining arid formulating/ the Presbyterian standards: of Church n-overnf-

ment* to Rutherfurd and' 0111 es^ie, by their writings and bv their work
/
at V/estminster, belongs the credit of expanding and perpetuating them.
Much of the outlining~" in detail of 'all the f^r-rtions and s-nhere of Church

officers, especially of the eldership, corner frori their pens, and a^
the anvil on which this is hammered out is that of controversy with
.
the r "independents
/In Ms early works liutherfurd is concerned, above £.11 else
with ministerial pov 'er.

The Books of Discipline and the Government

and Order h»* been content to define the ^astor's office, manner of
1. "Peaceable Plea"
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ordination and duties.

To lintherfurd fell the task of

staking his pov/er by and in all these.

Y.e freed the pastor from

responsibility in any way to his cong^egation in any pastoral act or to any lay pov/er whatsoever.

He fKlTrn. + ted that the pastor was

subject to his elders in some things, but their only redress against
him was through the higher- courts of the Church.

As the elders did

not ordain they could not deprive theiT" pastor of his office.

lie

ex officio resident in the pastor.
asserts strongly the power
-» *

mhe

Second '"ook of Discipline had only claimed "It appertains to the minister
after lawful proceeding by the eldership, to pronounce the sentence of
binding and loosing upon any person, according unto the power of t^e
keys granted unto the kirk. ^

T'o°t i*1 t.v»p 'Peaceable plea' is a develop-

ment of the thesis in the abov^ sentence and taices it riuch further.
Rutherfurd taught that Ministerial powe^ was held directly from Christ,
"/hen a man was orde:-?y.. designated, to the ^ast-orate. he received such
power,. at the ordination rather t^en by_the ordination at the hands of
his fellows.

It is difficult to free Ivitherfurd from a formal do^t^ne

of the ordination which conveyed so much -nower.

ITe insisted that no

special grace was given by it other than the inward grace vhi^r the
ordinand already had.

Ordinrtion was the acquisition of pov/er rather

than, of "race and so succeeding generations of his Chnrch^^egar-ded it,
but the minister, there, became Christ's minister - that wa^ nad.e plain not the Churches exactly (for he held the 'keys' were given to the
ministerial Church, not to the Church as a whole.)* not the congregation's,
but Christ's.

This ministerial power was exercised Presbyterian^-.

The minister- however, did more than declare

IT s-SSSHa-SSr^pcip^.

Cha? _

the sentence of the
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after its finding he actually did bind or loose.

Because

of the povr er given to him the senten.ce he pronounced, was ratified in
JJeaven.

This, " utherfurd maintained against all Independent attempts

to give the congregation anv voice in Church sentences.

He v/ent

further ttaa tS^e 'Books ..of Discipline and his Church readily aecepted
his teaching.

The succeeding prevalence of ministerial autocracy in

.the parish was fostered by this doctrine which the clergy were ready to
seize, whereas the worthier congregational elements with which he
Jiimself sought to temper it lay practically unheeded, in Ms teaching.
Rutherfurd, however, rehabilitated the Scottish doctrine of
the Eldership at a time when there was considerable dubiety as to the
scope and function of that office.

That the eldership exists in the

Church in its present rorm was due to his and ^-illespie's labours.
The Books of Discipline recognised the elders office and gave to him
the serving of the tables, the oversight of the flock, and a place with
^"'""
*

"

"*"

the pastor in the Presbyterial assembly.

The General Assembly of 1638
/
Showed that some were inclined to question the last of these rights.
The_ Church generally accepted the elders sitting in Presbytery as
authoritative and Scriptural.

Much more dubiety existed regarding

his power in a congregational court.
body in the Second Book of Discipline.

The Kirk Session was a very vague
"V/hen wr

speak of elders of

particular congregations we mean not that every particular parish >iik.
can, or may have, their own particular elderships."
prepared

Thus while

to accord the elder an administrative and curatory power,

it denied to him any Juridical power in the congregation in which he
served, and suggested a small classis of the elderships of three or four

1.

Second Book of Discipline.

Chap. Vll.
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hirks to try local c^ses.

Although the K'1 r-i-: "essijn was

recognised an a court of the Kirx:, what -^ower M, -^ossesp.ed "/as nxc.'ef 1 r.ea
and. depended on its moderator o r- the 17" '--nsbyter-'v in whi ch ^ t Tvt^.

In

the n ovem'erit and Order, Ilenderson la-id c.,ov/n the ju'-" (TicaT. paveT* of the
Session to deal with of f encl^"- c , but later at Y/ert/"'n raster on receiving
'p letter v/ap jrc'ined to retract.

.7ro::i the debate? and the

final rvopor.-i tion "Of ^ongregat^ onal }^1 rJereh^ps" i t is obvious tbt-t
Hutherfurd arid '^ .Iblesp^ e stood IH r-n, because the :]n' ; :li sh rresbyterian
all --ic with Calde^'ood, \vas at first c^.ai-y of iJvin^ disciplinary pov/er
to the con' r rer*ationa"! eldei^-^rips.

r^he sn-^-nort. 01' the Independents who

were inclined to <^ive more -'-ower to the congregational courts t'^.an to
any other enabled these tv/o Scots to establish the proposition.

'.."hen

it cane before the Scottish A^ser.ibly in 1648, Calderv.'ood 1 s o^^osition to
it vras the cause of tre •nostponed r.'-'itif icati on of the Directory for
Church Government, but the gist of it at the revolution passed into the
law of t- e * ".i rk.

T.utherfurd saved the ^hur^^ f-fy^ subscribing to the

theory that the Kiri: Session v/as only a comTii ttee of r^esr^tery v.r j th no
intrinsic nower.

m^.e elder ^i:>.(i been recognised by the Church since the

rcefopaation). that he was ultimately established as a 'rulin,1"'* 1 elner was
the r/reat Tvork of liutherfurd (v n' th ^hon in this one must alr/ays arso<-i?te
^illes-nie) thron r)'h his unti Y--' n<~r exposition of such anj office ar held
forth 1 ^in. v .
was .largely responsible for formulation of the
Scottish concert on of the disciplinary powers of the office bearers of
the chuv'ph e c--oeciall TT in their parochial aspect.
became so efficient - if also so autocratic - a
teaching.

rnhat the }'h'^lc Cessi.on
body was due to his

'^f all men of hip time he most extensively analy-es the wo^k
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and theory of the pastorale.

The validity of Presbyterian

orders, the practice that ordination should be p-iven only upon election
to a fixed -olace, the converting power of the ^astor'n office, that
office in relation to the whole Church which after ordination allowed
of the minister's preaching and administering the Sacraments in any
Christian Church when PO called v/ere irivesti fated and fully exhibited.
Though he wrote no work of systematic ecclesiastical theology and though
these all emerged in his controversy, he is the first Scotsman to
nationalise andeexpound fully in his native tongue the Calvinist theory
behind the practice of the Ghurch of °cotland.
On the Presbyterian system of Church courts, in origin, doctrine,
theory and practice, P.utherfurd said everything that was to be said.
Neither before nor since has as complete an exposition of Scottish
Presbyterian government been given.

In this respect his two works

'The Peaceable Plea' and the 'Due Right 1 supplemented by the 'Divine
RightF and 'Survey of the Survey 1 occupy the same place in Scottish
ecclesiastical thought as Hooker's "Law
fills in the English Church.

of Ecclesiastical polity"

To these two men the partisans of their

respective Churches must go for the most cogent arguments in support
of their ecclesiastical systems.

A glance through the inserted

summaries shows how much Rutherfurd's pen was devoted
the Presbyterian system of courts.

to expounding

His work is in its main intention

apologetic, directed chiefly against the Independents, yet it cannot
be overlooked that his exposition of the nature, and defence of the
rights of these courts, helped as materially to establish them as the
Acts of Parliament and of Assembly.

If Senderson needed to depend

at Westminster on Rutherfurd'* apologetic, much more so the ordinary
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minister was ready to learn

i'rom him, that he-migftt/t

establish intellectually in the rninds of the people, a partiality for
the system which had already been established by law.
Mow much P.utherfurd contributed to the derinition of the
Kirk Session-has been noted.

The other Church courts -vere by hip. time

more naturalised in Scotland.

But in outlining their functions,
(
»
their relationship to the congregation, their Scriptural validity, and
the place and power of Church officers within them, he was the supreme
preacher.

The main Scriptural arguments which he brought forward for

the Presbyterian system were Acts XV and Matt. XV111, 17 ff.
exegfcsis of these is embodied in the summaries ).

(His

Of all the Scotsmen

of his age, (Boyd perhaps excepted and he wrote ir Latin) he brought
the most learning to the exposition of these paspaf-ep.

Though his

are the orthodox arguments of Presbyterianism, he accumulates the Fathers,
antiouity, the Conclliats, the Reformers, and the post-P.ef ormers, in
support of them.

If wealth of citation could prove his case, it was

ten times proved.

If his interpretation of the Council at Jerusalem

> N.

*\

*

.

/

and of iilTt $») ftf/CAfcr/o^
his opponents.

was not wholly correct, neither was that of

Pie gave to his Church an exposition which it held for

centuries, and v/hile all of what he wrote may not be valid, much of it
is £o;d his descendants can still claim from much that he ^ut forward
that their church is 'agreeaoie to the V;ord of God 1 .
He demonstrated clearly the 'presbyterian 1 nature of the
Church's courts.

These (Kirk Sessions excepted.} were all e^ual in

/intensive 1 power, e.g. excommunication by a Presbytery van e'ra^tly the
same as excommunication by a synod, the nane pover was resident in both.
courts, and the only difference lay in th,e extent
o
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Synod and Assembly, each had vn.de r T'.vpir-di ct^ on than the
Presbytery.

He showed that ap a court the Presbytery enpuved a fc^-r

trial than any such by covv~re;jrtion or n^ bishop and that the systen
of appeals further made for a fair trial.

Xe asserted firmly that

such courts were not eler-tpve by the people or congregation, but heir!.
their commission f ro i Christ , though h.e admitted to their connects nen
wise in affairs, though not in ecclesiastical office, that the Church
might have the benefit of their yu dance.

He agreed th.at suc'i Synods

were not infallible and tht.t t^.e ^eo^le v;ho v;ere noral a'-er'tr could
/
disobey t.^em v'hen t^ey coi": 'auriec- au r:hty^di8air
reeab"' ^ to the .'.'ord of Cod.
f

It was pointed ort by hi'j'n t v at a r;radfed system of ^oui^ts vrar ne^er-sa^y
since car^p, vrhich seeded on?y of T.ocal, irsii'V: t hav^ R nat^ onaT import r r; ce,
and the Ch'j.rc""* for itr ov r>i rf oo^ ii1 estaolirh^ r^* ^^^oedeitt "Karl need to
determine ^uch cr: ses th.rou^h its ""•i vhe^ ^oi"rt.p.

III. p .^p^rdtept oortr-in-

ution to Presbyterian t^.eory vrap the ••"> r': n^i^] e behind t ?i° Barrier Act,

In tne Peaceable Plea as has been seen he laid it down that matters to
be enacted in Presbytery should be referred to the elderships of the
particular congregations before they were so enacted.
his contemporaries accorded a full assent.

To this, few of

It was not in the T.ooks of

Discipline nor in the Govern) ient ar-d Order, ar.d. vras dictated to por 'e
extent by his own democratic principles.

The procerure

which Vi e

Advocated re^aro'ir'^ ^Ide^rMp f"^ Pre^b^t ov-y vp.r po.p-^ted in "> '-'°7 to
relation of Assembly v^ th the Presbyteries.
.e problem of Separation f-»-«o^ t'^e ChiTr-ch and ^t^ CoiTti ed a rreat deal of h'; r tlion;;ht.

In theory "-.e nap a'-a'nrt
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form of ser>arat"'on from a true Church, though he conce-* v<-ci
•51 possible to '"p-narate f ln f a Church ^ron 4 IP ungodly -narty
Feparatinj tv-o^ i the Church : t°e?f.

n' thout

'.,'!/t^er- siu-h r- dlst'-ction ras

practicable, or- for the gooa of the Church. vr ?js ai^ver^c1 MI rather
Z^

different sort by the rr-ote? tor— I'epoJ ^tiorer controversy.
of th"1' P Tharv'p Ft.rr'irr" PC hip doctrine in th: G natter.
Church, r.r vr ell \n e"te rir'??

pr~pp 1/

The un:.t3' of f .e

FF in : nte?"-nal aspe^tF, prp the dear-ept of

doctrines•* P.'^d r-r-h^ rm V^RF for ^^-q the rleadVept rr' p^np. <-Q o^ac"1 ^ th? t
i
*
In tln e "D^' c-piits.tior-. arja^nst Liberty of Corrcience", he nri~'rtF.lnerl trr.t
thone v 'ho nade the p^iFm, pvor, t,' oi 1 ^;^ t^^y o.io not £rr in fundanentalp.
v/ere to be punished by the p-i^i !!a_;ic'f"r'r:te.
i-ic; oy-^orient F v^-r-e the PC'I.-'r-rnrt.i CF.

lie -"ever doubted tho.t

II ^ F policy after 1G5J. TVP.F PO far

in keeping v.-|t.V; h-i F doctrine, th.ot he trl^o t^ Fepar-- ; te ^i^ 1 the Chjr^ph
fr-on pcr-tici pat-' nr; in or pianct-'or* nrr any of the actF of hir* op^onentp
v'?tpout r.ia'.^'n^ a complete pece - ion from the C'V.urch.

(i'f -tr'lek Giller^i e

IP s colleague, vap foi- r-ov:ie time -; n fr.v.nr of the latter c.mrse.)
It

carvri'jt be ni,id that Tiutherfurd v/ar. entirely faithful to his earjy

teaching;.

In the "i< acable Plea ", he h,--;.d asperted that ore mnpt not

cea^e to comnuirbcate because of the sins of fellov-com-uinicants or
because of For-.e fault in the ^rstor, so lony as the f nnd/i :entals of fnith
were not subverted in the Church.
Yet in. St.Ancirev/P, BO far* did ecclesiastica"] strife blind him to his ovm earlier doctrine, that thin v,ras
exactly v/h?.t he himself did in relation to Dlp.-'r and *vs pup->orters.
It nay be noted t^ot. v/hile in the "I accble ?lea" e~pr.ration f ^ f the
Cn-urc}: 'p not emphasised and is put fornard only as a possible a^ tei^native
when no other course seerns open, in the "O-vry of the Survey 11 he "-ekes
it up

rnd makes an emphatic r:.polor;y for it r.p a necesptiry couvrse
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action.

T^e truth was that v'hen he had a u^tec. Church

behino. him he justified ecclesiastical unity so fully that w^en he fell
into a ^P r>ty he left himself few loo-oholes of escape from the cna?^e of
denying hh s ov/n teachlii 0* - except that he war in the true Church and ]">i s
ormonents were secea&ers.

Similarly, v/hen he hro. the civil T a -i str-ate

behind him he inptifled the former's cumulative ^o"r er of coe r'cinp; a
profession of fait^;

when t v:e ' Vwirtrate was against Mm - vide the

F.n^a-ers, Cromwell, and Charges II - the on"1 ^ escape from MP own ".octrlne
was to claim eit(e?» that their c.eedr v/ere not lawful or the^ v/ere not
lawful magistrates, which meant an intrusion of the ecclesiastical
into the political s-nhere.

Ilutherfurd's argument was not lor-t on sub-

ee^uent cessatloii "oodles, especially the "hefonaed Presbyterian? who
maintained that i. f-lr o'^onents not they, riade the sc>->isri and. that they
were in reality the true Churc v of Scotland, adhering to the Covenants.
On the Sacraments of the Church he wrote much.

Hir finest

contribution, though it oc.cimied less or ln ls 1v oric than the'T.ord'p Si
was •••is *-f ;-i tln^; on the doetriiie ana Dreictice of the 3acraj lent of rJai
He held r-i ~i d views concerning the arj^i ni stration of the former, but he
prevailed* on his co.1 leagues to adopt a simpler or-c-.er of Baptism than had
been use", in Scotland ana. he feou n;ht to make its administration as wide in
scope as it w^r simple ^n order.

Fot even the children of excommunicate

v/ere to be refused Baptism (this is contrary to the ''^ rst Boo:c of
Discipline).

A ^lii.ld born within a Christian nation ha? t^e right to

Christian baptism.

A later theologian of the C"rnr'ch, I'oston of Zt.trick.

was to deny T!Bthe^furd's tenets and mat-re tbe rip;ht of chiir,ren to Ea^t"5 pri
depend on the r:l -ht of t^e immediate parents;
Bantism could not be acH/jinistered.

Between

if these were un-oc'Ll^,

•

, 0 views, the
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of the Chnrch of "not land has since been divided.

On the

whole it riciv be claimed thtt Ii'i + herfrrcl 1 s doctr-ne in the or- ai-a practice
has prevailed.
I-' e r 'arch iv the Lord's Supper it is a/vain ret her- vjtn the
adni ni strati on ana or tier that he i s concerned than the doctr-ine of the
;j ova lent wh.i o^ be held in eo ••••' o-^vith other Calv-hnists, Independent and
Presbyterian alihe.

Mis insister.ee at Westminster on tie G«"ottiph

^rnctice, ho< r far he v/as able to e^tabji^h that -oractice in the directory
for the Lord T R Snn^ep i^ae already b^eri noted.

1Ti e ^ueption of vho were

to be excluded fr-in that Sac^^nient and v ']<o v/ere to exclude most occp-oied
his pen.

Thip \vb's the h^r^tian ^uestiDii proper.

"he'Vpi vine ..light"

vfhich partnered'^aron 1 P Sod rior^omin r5" nontai^erl trie Scottish r-r-pl^^ to
theory and established the sole ri^ht of th^ Church to pronounce
in spi ritua'l matters.

ni -p emphasis on a ?'i.p"orous practice of

Sxcorir.iuni cation and a hnrsher cioctrine of it \vhic] Ru.thevfu.rd cieveloped.
var a^ain due to the Inde'ner.rler>.t controversy.

r:^p I~'~'>: sbyteri an felt

the necessity of shovn' nn* hinself as rlevoted to t^e T>nrit^ of the Church
ar his opponent.

TTe affirmed that b^ excommuni cati OP

the Churc"i V-&F;

h,e-~t as fre^: fvon evil as was possible by human means, but he refused
c.7ai^ to arrogate to h^.n^elf the tash of the /Jnir^hty in jua:^iii' r wiio
were evil at ^eart.
must b^ excluded.

"'or him. only those v.'hose sins were pct'.vidt'.
profession of faith c^'d a life free fvon s^t

were the c;rnd:i ti ons of aoiiiission. but toe sins inclnoeci i n the list of
'scandals 1 made that list v/ide enough in scope to satisfy mo^t pnr-ittn
critics.

Abso^'Ttion ^r as to be pronounced, not after long tentinr- and

certain manifestation of ^nv/ard ^T; ce in the peir'tent, but vhp^ he nr de
nincere profession of repent^e.

^i 8 V£F estimable in
- nitiuic

11

u.i'-fi.i-pv

OUt
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the professions of r^entanc<= v/Mc> the Church received,

'n

Itir-'C-lo^? were as insincere as the or^' 'inal grounds of e:Tcommurr cation
had been thin,

The Scott ^ sh ^or-ti^ne of e~r-omriuni cat; on v^as no Icnave
«••
"

proof than the Independent doctrine of a pure Church.
IMtherf urd 1 P p^r-t, i n the for*" iu"i at ion of t''e doctrine a:-cl
of exc-y< ^nunl <->•

s

-on cannot be corrri ended, though it mart be "••- -

that ~eaj for* the pur"' ty c:nd unity of the C^'^'-ch " r ere the
v/hi^h ; i p-)i -prv h?r. tho'v^-t a,,ri action in th"1'. P -latte^.

L? efor'e

V'pptr'V' "ipter t.":ere ' ;/ar no clee.r 6. OP. t •>•••' ne o"!' p""r-n- •'rnimicat : on even fViiionr;
t^e SCO^.R.

' -i th the e"ce^ti on of t^e I"1' . rhp^r-, , ti 11 16^ r> at leapt, the

re-toi'ice of excorTiuri ^ation v.^a.0. p'^ar1 "1' n 0;!" 7' 'i^ed .'• nd pven "i.rT'io^a"1
(suprn p.-"') vrerf* leniently dealt vr ith and persistence n' r> r-canda?
•eposition but not err- -^T'H.i.n'' cati on,

?.'he m^tter-p. for C'uarcb

peen to have bee ?1 dealt vith by the Kir:-' Session in t^e pat-Vent
outlined ^'n I-Ien^e^so.n's "C-ovBrnment and C^der" and only obpti'nate cases
were re r-o'vnenderi to rrp°byteT>y.

!:ut conflict ••'fi t"n e pui-itan i-optr^.n

of the Church V-IP fo'^npd of visible paint-0 canseri t: ..o CCO J".P to fo^au 1 ;~ te
^ of pce.ndal a? apologetic and. Pjit^crf n.rd moT'e t^au tjiyone
^t for ' ^ s party.

To prove it true in p---oct^pe scanaalou.

P". VIP, be rr -an to be vio^e ^.ealovs"1 ; r pu.n~isii.ed by t"'ie r-ier^y.
Ccinr to be included v'hat vrere political of fo 1 ices.

.'jno'icjrt these

Ilrthe^f ;~rd at

',.ert/'nir;pter fpap''iig perhaps that t-\e I.ir]" Sessions f s pyn^athies, ^oliti'
or othe?"wipe rr' "ht be v-' t^ t/^e offender insisted on f. nore Q ur;imary
procedure in eycorn^iunj cr.tion.

lie did not succeeci 'in hav^n^

ly RHbodJed in the Director--'' for eKconnunl cat -• on.*/

-' s viev.'p
but he certainlv
'""

to plc.ce a sui:ii;iary pov.r er in the rands of t^e r^e^byterv. pnc t'^e
pronounm'nr of t"-e pentence in those of the minipter.

He held also t^t t
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the sentence pronounced by the "hotter was --r.t.if ied in :>;-..vev.
It was exactly this procedure advocated by Mm, and by ';;i "I i.^rp-i e *•'•>* c"-\
the Church used subsequent to Ms return fTv>m Y/ep-tpinster,

I.'en were

excommunicated by Presbytery and had. sentence pronounced a-f,inpt then 07
their minister, v^o had neve^ been delated to their ?Iirj; Session nor4
dealt with by their elderphip.
earlier and saner practice.

Intthic t v'e C^nrcn departed, from its
When this sivinary procedure was allied in

practical politics to the Hebraic theory t:v.t only a pure nation could be
triumphant, the resuJt " fc,s disastrous.

In iT'.ter clavs vrhen the applicati.on

on Church censures became more loca] and con-re^ati onal a rr ood deal of t]-.e
harsher theory formulated by liutherfurd and his coll ean;u.ep- in these years
remained embodied in practice.
Hutherfurd 1 s viev;s on the relation of Church ciucl State are
summarised on Pa^ee 149-151.

They were those of orthodox Calvinism.

He summed up the civil !la ';istrate's power re^aroinr? t,,e Church as being
'cumulative* which neant that all hip aetion? tovT.rds tT -e Church must be
directed to\vards its v/ellbein.'j. - as so interpreted by the Church itself.
sHe taught that the Magistrate could cormel men to a profession of faith
and to the external acts of worship while acu dtting that he could not
compel the conscience.

His apologetic moves a "f.ittle uneasily when he

tries to reconcile these tvr o conflicting beliefs.
against Pretended Liberty of Conscience"

The "Disputation

attempted to reconcile them;
«

perhaps the shrillness of its argumentative tone is a subconsci ms effort
at compensation for hiatus in a faulty argument.

T"e considered conscience

itself was no sure interpreter of the faith and elaborated the doctrine
of fundamentals and not fundamentals.

To ever^r fimc'.r.nental or anythin*-
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b a r; e £ up or j. it t h e Mr. ' N- : ? t r a t, e c c ' n v- i .'; h 1 1 • r ^ onp e ~ a na n ' F
assent.

™ut he writes ^ n the ' lTS i "-nutati rm" "pr-r-opp ^r. t;^' n-p not

inncU j levital ur<- punishable 1.1

rv"ip IP strange doct^in^ f'^on a r.ian who

>iau Bn.i':i'e vi ed exile a~ncl vrho o.-i ed on the eve QV a .Teat rte'-^enut,-1' on.
r.ut'^erf n.r>a f p papp^'on for toe nrHt^ of t^e °hurch ano. his Tr-tred of
schism oan.r,eci him to anor-ibe to the ra.'^ rtrate a pover v/h"1' ch
nov be allo'.'ecl to belong to the lattet"1 .

ould not

'.Then oirpnnrtancep PO alte

t'^at the I->a™iRtrate (Jn thip pare Crcr'Ffell) tool' neapareR for t v'e "ood
of the Church, v/hich were '<\ot to P.nt^.erf n.-^d' r lil-Tn.^. h~i r def'^ype ' ; P.R
t^at the iTDteptor r..rap not n lavrful ; Ta rn ptrate.

Th?r v-«oa r't. ecpT epi r.rt^ -

^al c"'5 '' t?lc~' nn of and interf e"-r-npe in p^vl 1 af fai ^P - a •nr-j.et'i ce v/h-ic v j n
the 'Due Pir^t " vras ri -rialy espnp\ved.

V/hen the ^Ptr tep j. nav/ered thei?-

Protestations afav.-Rt their citation of Our-thrie a.<<c ""ennet ^ r^o vrpr.P
a-r-i tatin" a^ainpt thn I'.epoi utions t^py quoted I-lutherfurd -in t^e-ir' pn.-n-nort
- and ri -htly - ap ^iv-i n'- in hip "Due ;::i-ht" ^ov/er to t^e Ila^iptratp
np to act for the -oeace of the Church and p-tate. 1

T^e doctrine of

ative 1 po-ver a.p he forrral&ted ?t was a tv/o-ed^ed F,v/ord ^V-T? r-h vomided
as mn.ch ap defended the Chn.roh.

It riad far reachirv effect^ for the

rieforrn
^•- Prepbrterian Churc"11. peparated T'rom all political affa-' V.R becan.F-e
the C;tate refuseo to np-e thip power as the;; Ponceived it phoui d bo uperl,
for the furtherance of t Vi e '^rk'R Covenants, vhilp-t on t>e other hand
it v^aP usinn; an !>astian ^o-er in the interral affairr. of Church -overn-

o,ieh a pover ap the last llutlierfurd o-posed "i< ghvj.l;r.

Chrirt

•+ 0 p^?
oY^-Pitn--l
^.-weTT.-ient,
v,-,s o.ele^ated
.
~ f the
anc. its
m;n. ta t/
\ u. i.. ici
o
the -_.eau
ox
i^ [lc ^"HTPCII
- k-

1n to it* off mere.
^ a
II,

^o the Church'r B-.-I i-ituei. juv^fi-ti >;•« t-e

wan . vas nuborcJ-^e, nurl-. ap f-e ?PP.tor, t.P a m-, -: P n

^7"^oT^i7 Proe.
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subordinate to the Magistrate.

He affirmed the illegality frf patronage

and unconditionally arserted the Church's right to do as seemed good
with all her rents and revenues.
Establishmentarian and Pree Churchmen could therefore in la#er
years alike draw upon Rutherford to support their nr.se.

The truth is

that Ruthe'rfurd's ideal v/as a Free Established Church.

Unfortunately,

in him, the 'freedom 1 often meant in practice interference in secular
affairs and'Establishment' no toleration for any opposed, not only to
Presbyterian doctrine, but even to Presbyterian politics.

If one

removes "these faults, the accretions of the political circumstances of
his age, it will be found that he gave to posterity the doctrine of a
Church 'free' in the ordering of all spiritual

and internal material

affairs, 'established' ap the Church of the people, without being in
any way subservient to the State.
Rutherfurd was the greatest theologian the Scottish Church in
his age possessed;

it is possible that lie is the most learned she has

possessed in any age.

His appointed task was to defend and expound her

ioctrines and none was better fitted for it.

Ki? learning was colossal),

his citations always show deep acquaintance with the work of the author
whom he quotes; they are seldom, if ever, mere lists quoted from other
' '&.

works.

'.TELs knowledge of the 'Fathers' is almost, if not ouite,as

great as Boyd's, though his partiality is for the Latin, rather.than for
the Greek theologians.

I-is knowledge of the 'Schoolmen^' pf Aquinas,

Abelard, Peter Lombard, Gerson and the Conciliars and many lesser men
was unrivalled.

He shows the samB wide knowledge of the Reformers,

Luther, Calvin, Be%a and the multitude of minor writers of the Post
.Reformation.

The French, Dutch and English writers of his age, the

Jesuit political thinkers, the Independent controversialists, t^e
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popular pamphleteers are all read and digested, for use as proofs or to
be confuted.

V/ith such a critical apparatus behind him, hi? exposition

of Scripture is painstaking and exhaustive.

His greatest fault is that

he uses a whole mass of learning to vindicate the smallest detail of the
most minute of his arguments, but such a method his a/<;e demanded and
such they got from him.
Such a learning,so applied, militates a^ainr-t originality of
thought in the sense that it hinders the educing of any great new doctrine
Yet to the exposition of the old, Rutherfurd brought more original thinking
than any man of hie generation indeed too much thinking.

The contro-

versial form of his work sometimes betrays his thinking into the fault of
overstatement.

Inrrefuting an opponent, he occasionally over-Ftates

his own case and finds himself in a position which he hap to modify or
circumscribe, for he can nearer bring himself to resile.
Rutherfurd's work may now lie on dtasty shelves.

He ip scholastic

controversial, bigoted some may say; he is easily side-tracked by the
argument of an opponent or by the fertility of his own. mind; he is guilty
of over-statement and not always, even in his own cause, balanced in hip
judgement; he puzzles by syllogisms and by their multiplicity.

Eu.t ^e

gave to the pastors of his time the doctrines and theory of Presbyterianism
which they handed down to succeeding generations and he defended these
brilliantly in an age in v/hich theological defence was a cardinal necessity
of:the Church ! F existence.

As has been seen, he made ^veat and valuable

contributions to the doctrines of his Church, sone of vhle^. v/ere in advance
o£ his generation arid have outlived the harsher do^as vhich he Mrmltaneously and ap authoritatively pronounced.

In depth and subtlety of

argument, in width of learning, in power of tongue ana pen, liutherfurd
remains for ever the greatest Apologist of Scottish Pr"Pbyteria.nism.
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. AHD HIS V/ORK»

The approach to the study of Samuel P.utherfurd has generally
Taylor Inn^p in patting f'orvp.rd hlf?

been frorn the subjective ^.ngle.

theory of a dualistic personality, which findr? in Foitherfurd the combination of scholastic and mystic, does not seek, beyond a few generalities,
to place him accurately in the affairs of his age or to estimate his
real contribution to the politics and the ecclesiastic tenets of his
phurch.

He sees in him a shining Christian personality and an undying

inspiration to love of freedom;
Church's history to that of

but he would reduce his place in the

R mystic or of an intellectual gladiator

in ephemeral controversy, losing grip of the essentials in juggling
with the form of his arguments.

liutherfurd was no mystic;

although

a scholastic, he made, as this thesis has sought to show, valuable additions
to the doctrine of his Church and was a powerful figure in its politics.
Taylop Innes does not ^ven'mention his success in abolishing patronage.
If there was a bewildering dualism in his nature, it was not
so much that of mystic and scholastic as of democrat and theocrat.
The conflict in his mind between these principles is a problem to those
who study him and was a problem to himself.
and St.Francis under one hood" aas a Gracchus
one robe that perplexes.

It is not so much "StThomas
and an InnocentHI under

Prom the earliest years of his ministry,

Rutherfurd's political leanings were democratic and he voioed them
unhesitatingly in his sermons.

Persecution strengthened his adherence

to them and the military success of his party enable/him tp publish
"Lex

Rexu .

This ILpve of democracy was inherent in him rather than

intellectually apprehended.
postulate.

It was for him more a passion than a

Early in his ministry it was responsible for his pyrrnpthy
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with Independent views and his assertion thr.t the election

of pastor

was by the people, womwn and servants as well ar husbands <ind masters.
Later, it led him more than any of Ms colleagues to sponsor the rights
of congregational courts and even to suggest thj-,t ActP of Presbytery be
sent dov/n to them and to the congregation for consideration before enactment.

In contradistinction, was the theocrat within him, a more

developed characteristic and one wMch in later years ousted that .°<ense
of fairness, engendered by Ms love of democracy, which had appeared in
his dealings with the 'ntovatiom'.Pte' and with, the Independents in his
early years at Y/estminster.

What little say the Books of Discipline or

Henderson would have given to the congregation in the censures of the
Church, he refused ewen in theory.

lie gave to the IX^lstrate, directed

by the Church, a power over the bodies and goods of raen accused of moral
fault or politico-religious misdemeanour, Which was not in accord with fhe
true principles of democracy nor with his own teaching on the sanctity of
private property.
toleration*.

The Mieocrat v/as strong behind the doctrine of 'no

He acquiesced in, if ^e did not originate, the principle

of the Act of the Classes whereby t>>e Kirk judged a man's qualifications
for office.

His theocracy deepened as he grew plder. losinn- M.m many

of his friends and success made him less lovable than affliction.
Thus wM.le his democratic leanings enhanced some of his ecclesiastical
tenets, his theocratic fervour, when it entered into practical politics,
worked havoc Jn Church and State.

Some of this misalliance of conflicting

ideals he imparted to his followers but the principles of pure democracy
and of theocracy are for ever irreconcilable.

For tMp reason the Scottish

Estates subsequent to 1645, even with their new found freedom, were never
a highly efficient body.

If the Act of Revocation drove the nobles rrom
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paries!, the Act of the Classes, engendering fear both of democracy
and theocracy, sent them scamperin^ back to his pon.

Sr-muel Rutherf nrv:i

was before them as the pointed example of F politician in whom these
formed an incompatible and truculent dualisn.
The man who can be -'compared to '3t. Thomas and St.Francis,
Gracchus and Innocentlll, must have certain inconsistent and pelfcontradictory elements in his character.

The explanation is that his

mind was subconsciously PS richly receptive of inpres^ions as it was
assinilative of learning.

The claim that he was a man utterl^ unI
susceptible to outside influences is preposterous.
He absorbed the
atmosphere of the circumstances in which he found himself and reacted to
it more quickly than any of his contemporaries, none of whom were subjected to so many or so varied political and ecclesiastical chb.rirjes.
The torturing unrest of the earlv 'scandal 1 , the subsequent auiet and
*

l*

__

_u

beauty of Anwoth, the weary months in Aberdeen, the bright Covenant
years. Westminster and international £pme, the winnin^ fi^ht v r ith the
Engagers, the bittemesp of a lost cause, the hopelessness of leadinn- a
party divided irrats counsels, the imminence of doom for Presbyterian:sm
and of' a martyr's death

these with tviei.r .Infinite variety and change,

left different im-oressions and canped-d^fferent reactions, so that it
is not to be wondered at that incompatible and ner^levi.nr;1 trrits p.re
found in him.

His natnre wa p volcanic;

\vhen one outlet nl? or his

energies was stopped, he broke forMi elsewhere in some fresh eruption.
/

'iVhen Ms voice in the -^ulpit was silenced, ftis-Christolo-ical thon-ht
and religious experience poured forth tumultuously in the letters.
At V/estminster, unlimited opportunity for rp^igio'i? poleirn c nncl Us
I A. Taylor Innes, Samuel Rutherfurd.

jtudies in C
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was his and. he directed every energy to usin^ it.

'i'he

religipujs devotee, though always present in him, retired into the background.

The success of the anti-Engagers started. him on a mad crusade

for theocracy.

The success of the Resolutioners plunged him into a

bitter sectarian v/arfare.

lie live^ very much in the present riinute.

Certain great ideals he held, but the emotion arising from the immediate
circumstances in which he round himself often dictated the temper in
which he wrote, the argument 0, which he put forward and the ">olicy he
adopted for the furtherance of these.

At different periods he wonln be

found advocating different neasures for the realisation of the same ideal.
As events changed, and temper and standpoint Y-'ith t^eri. he incurred the
change of hypocrisy from his-enemies and of .inconsistency from his
friends.
.

*r.

In effect, almost everything that neens ^qntraoActory in hip
actions, in his political principles, in his ecclesiastical doctrines,
may be ex^0.ained by the fact that he felt intensely and rushed hotheadedly to support the cause he loved or attack the one he hated.
i

One may say. that he j P guilty of vhat would be called, by Ch.akespear/an

/ ^fc.
critics 'episodic intensification 1 , that is to say, the immediate need

or passion of the minute caused him often to affirm violently or enlarge
some tenet which throws it out of all proportion to his own main argument,
often into conflict v/ith that argument and with the accepted principles
of his Church, iust as the great dramatist, fired by the 'moment 1 of
the play, such ae the death of Anthony, makes Cleopatra act sublimely,
forgetting his original intention of creating her SF. a mercenary c
He is? gujlty ,.of pushing a position too far in the heat of the Mo
with the result that he finds homself contradicting Mmself or his T^u
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For example, in his opposition to Episcopacy, he advocated private
meetings further than was cconsistent with Pres byterian practice,and
had later to explain, retract and modify some of his teaching.

In

dealing with the relationship of Church and State, he accords a power
to the latter in one argument which in a later he may somewhat withdraw
or qualify.

The most striking instance of this * episodic intensification

is in the Preface to the "Survey of the Survay" where he states a very
fast and loose doctrine of the subordination of courts, allowing inferior
to disobey superior on grounds far transcending any which he had
previously conceded.

Such inconsistencies, however, are by their nature

incidental and not fundamental in his main thought.
"Mr Samuel Rutherfurd.....one who, if never so lightly offended,
unreconeilable, void of mercy and charity, though a reacher of both in
I
others*.
This is the harshest thing said of him by a contemporary
and points again to the seeming contradiction.

It is easy to conceive

Warriston as an unlovely character but it is much more difficult to form
such an opinion of his ally.

He was certainly not-tempered,but he was

lovable despite this, for he enjoyed the deep friendship of many of his
fellows for thirty years.

He was not quick to take personal offence:

it was only at the end of his life, when he believed a great principle
was at stake, that he was quite irreconcilable.

He v/as quite humble

concerning nis own gifts and never himself sought promotion or political
favour.

Till the rupture between them, he constantly deferred to his

colleague, Blair, in the domestic affairs of their Church.
of foul personal scurrility
from his pen.

even in an age given to it

No word
ever passed

His bitterness was always directed towards the practices

and actions of his opponents, not to their persons.
I Balf our, Annals, Vol.m f p.t130

The note of
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resignation and humility more often sounds in his pages than the shriek
of acrimony.

Had he not written the "Free Disputation" and become a

Protester, the term uncharitable might never have been applied to him;
it was only when subsequent to Westminster his theocracy had become
a mental obsession, that he showed himself wholly uncompromising.

His

opponents, with perhaps the exception of Blair, were, however, no more
charitable than he.

There was a shrill note in his voice and, when in

zeal for his cause he became shrill also In sentiment, the effect was
an unlovely combination which irritated his hearers.
note appeared in his later polemic writing.

The same shrill

Yet when that high shrill

voice passed to dwell on the Christ he loved, the thought and style of
the man became transformed and the congregation sat spell-bound under him.
The so called mysticism of his letters has been shown to be
due partly to the s#yle of their literary models and partly to immediate
psychological causes.

He was not a mystic but a man of deep Christian

experience, in whom a stern Calvinism had bred a habit of intense
introspection.

He

found peace in turning from the tumult of affairs

to communion with his Saviour.

Because his was a nature capable of

tremendous depth of feeling, the fervour of his atterances on the
Divine Love as shown in Christ transcended that of any of his fellows
and of most of his successors.

Rutherfurd was a man who felt the love

of God, the presence of Christ and the power of his spirit so intensely
that they were the great realities of his life.

When preaching was

denied him, the affliction deepened his sensibility and all his Christocentric experienses poured forth in his Letters.

Perhaps Just because

the emotional element in love was so predominant in his nature, he lacked a
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little of its; practical ethical content in dealing with those with whom
his mind and spirit were not completely in accord.
Rutherfurd's personal affections were real and deep.

Taylor

Innes's epigram ( made at the expense of the truth) "We hear more of the
birds who built in the Kirk of Anwoth than of the bairns who played in
the manse" would imply a certain aloofness in him from the ordinary
human relationships of life.

The constant metaphors, often of surpassing

beauty, of mother and bairn and of husband and wife, which he uses,show
that the intimate and spiritual life of the family was very dear to &im.
No minister intrudes these intimacies into his public work and to accuse
him of lack of feeling because he does not do so is ridiculous.

He

was the only Commissioner who took his family with him to London.
Rutherfurd was a pastor,a propagandist and an ecclesiastical
politician.

He was beloved as a pastor, brilliant as a propagandist

but limited as a politician.

The period of his pastoral activity in

Anwoth was a greater practical contribution to the politics of his
Church than the leadership of the Protester party, for there he largely
created the evangelical Covenanting Presbyterianism of the South Wesjfc.
His name lives there for eve^ for his sermons and Letters are to be found
in every house of old religious Galloway stock.

But for the South West's

unfaltering devotion to the ideals he taught, the face and fortune of
the Church might, even after the Revolution,have been considerably
different.

It was impossible for the Revolution Church to 'misken 1

these ideals for which so much had been suffered.

His enforced silence

at Aberdeen gave him leisure for study and was, though he did nbt know
it, the great preparation for Westminster.

There he made himself

famous by his defence of Presbyterian doctrine.

The Presbyterians in
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England and at home looked to his works for the fullest exposition of
their cause and drew their arguments from him.

He is the Karl Marx

of Presbyterianism for, as the various forms of applied Socialism seek
support from "Das Kapital", so the various branches of the Presbyterian
Church seek theirs in the works of Rutherfurd.

He gave a Radical

tradition to his countrymen which the Scottish Lowlander at least did
not forget.
As Professor, Principal of St.Mary's College and Rector of the
University, his duties were carefully and diligently performed, even
when onerous pastoral work was added to them.

All his labours were

directed to forming a generation of Covenanting ministers.

He was

happy in this work until , with the advent of the Resolutions, the
leadership of the Protester party was forced upon him.

It was a leadership

which he did not enjoy and a strife for which he had no heart and his
mind turned back to the peace of a quiet glen in the South and he knew
he had been happiest as a "poor barrow-man of the Lord" in Anwoth by
the Solway shore.
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